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Chapter 1: Government strategies in environmental conflicts: A
governance issue for Chinese local governments
In March 2014, an event in Maoming City, Guangdong province, China, attracted the attention of
many citizens. The Economist reported1:
Demonstrations against a petrochemical plant have this week reverberated throughout
cities in China’s south-eastern Guangdong province, at times becoming riotous. The
unrest began on March 30th, when 1,000 protestors assembled outside government
buildings in Maoming, a city in southern China’s industrial heartland. They objected to
long-standing plans for a 3.5 billion yuan ($563m) paraxylene (PX) plant, a joint venture
between the local government and Sinopec, a state-owned oil and gas company.
Paraxylene, a chemical in polyester fabric and plastic bottles, is dangerous if inhaled or
absorbed through the skin. After several days of protest in Maoming, by April 4 th smaller
sister demonstrations had broken out in the cities of Shenzhen and Guangzhou.
Over one month later, a new event received substantial attention around China2:
A huge demonstration against a planned waste incinerator in one of eastern China’s
biggest cities turned violent on Saturday with protesters overturning and setting fire to
police cars, leaving at least 10 demonstrators and 29 police officers injured, according to
Xinhua, the official state-run news agency. The authorities in the city of Hangzhou said
on Sunday that they had cleared an expressway that was blocked by the rally a day earlier,
and that 700 officers had been deployed there to maintain order. A city official also said
that construction on the incinerator, in the city’s Yuhang district, would not go forward
without public support and proper legal approvals.
In fact, citizens in China nowadays are not that surprised by the occurrence of such events,
because they have happened in several other cities, such as Xiamen (2007), Beijing (2007),
Dalian (2011), Ningbo (2012), and Kunming (2013). One notable characteristic shared by all
1

http://www.economist.com/blogs/analects/2014/04/environmental-protest-china (accessed August 25, 2015)

2

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/12/world/asia/protest-against-planned-incinerator-turns-violent-in-

china.html (accessed August 25, 2015)
1

these incidents is that citizens who assemble together to protest against the construction of
industrial facilities are arguably motivated by the presumed negative impacts of these facilities
on environmental and public health. Occasionally, these mobilized protests came as a surprise to
local governments, which immediately had to take actions to deal with them, such as temporarily
halting the project, project relocation, repression using state force, or face-to-face talks. Citizens,
however, sometimes did not give up easily. They continued their opposition through letters and
visits, seeking help from mass media or experts, or even initiating a new round of protests. The
governments had to continuously adjust their strategies to cope with these various strategies
applied by citizens.
The episodes described above are a general representation of the main phenomenon studied
in this thesis, namely, how conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and operation of
industrial facilities are governed by the Chinese state.

1.1 Problem statement: Environmental conflict as a governance issue in China
Nowadays, sustainable development is a leading aspiration of humankind. A collection of new
ideas and concepts, such as the sustainable city, eco-city, smart-city, innovative city, green
lifestyle, and sustainable built environment are booming and increasingly institutionalized in the
world (de Jong, Wang, and Yu 2013; Newman and Jennings 2008; Register 2006). China, as the
biggest developing country, seems to reflect a complex scenario regarding how to handle the
relationship between sustainability and economic development. Since 1978, it has made great
economic advances. The order of social values around China was clear: the economy first and all
other values second. Against that background, the Chinese state developed its economy at the
expense of the environment. However, the situation has changed. On the one hand, the Chinese
state has to continue to prioritize economic development because China still needs some time to
become a developed country. On the other hand, Chinese citizens increasingly have diverse
policy preferences (Mertha 2009). Other social values, such as environmental quality, social
justice, and quality of life, cannot be ignored as much as they were in the past.
Among these preferences, environmental quality has become an important concern for
Chinese citizens. It has been reported that 90 percent of underground water in cities and 70
percent of rivers are polluted; indeed, a third of these rivers are so toxic that they endanger
health. Seven of the world’s 10 most polluted cities are in China, and smog contributes to around

2

a million premature deaths each year. China is the world’s largest emitter of carbon dioxide, and
choking smog in cities reaches levels that make it hazardous to go outside.3 According to the
Ministry of Environmental Protection of China’s figure for 2010, 4 the cost of pollution has
reached about 1.5 trillion RMB, or roughly 3.5 percent of GDP. For the Chinese state, one
unanticipated outcome caused by degrading environmental quality is the occurrence of a large
number of environmental conflicts. Since 1997, environmental conflicts have increased annually
by 25 percent (Hou and Zhang 2009). In recent years, there is increasing evidence that the
upcoming middle class in urban regions has started to express their concerns and disagreements
with government decisions, which adopt a rule-based approach; national laws, policies, or
regulations are cited to remedy perceived governmental mismanagement (Johnson 2010). One
consequence of this is that the Chinese state often has to reinforce public participation to
accommodate this. In addition, in contrast to many violent protests that have occurred in rural
China in response to environmental degradation, these citizens work within the existing political
system as much as possible. They attempt to depoliticize their protest actions by establishing
transparency and public consultation as their master frame (Johnson 2015), which is a generic
type of collective action frame (Snow and Benford 1992). In contrast to other types of master
frame, such as human rights, political reform, or political freedom, this master frame is relatively
acceptable for the Chinese state, which creates an environment for negotiation between it and its
citizens (Johnson 2015).
In general, these new features of protests initiated by Chinese citizens in relation to
environmental issues cause a dilemma for the state. China, like many other authoritarian
counties, has established concession and repression as two crucially important strategies to cope
with social conflicts (Cai 2010). However, both suppression and concession appear to be
ineffective in coping with environmental conflicts in contemporary China. First, the occurrences
of environmental conflicts with mobilized protests potentially endanger social order, the top
priority of the Chinese state. Actions must be taken to end them as soon as possible. Second, the
depoliticized nature of the protests initiated by citizens makes the use of suppression
inappropriate as it will significantly damage state legitimacy. Third, making concessions to meet
3

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2014/07/china-pollution-protests-2014729105632310682.html

(accessed August 25, 2015).
4

http://www.cfr.org/china/chinas-environmental-crisis/p12608 (accessed August 25, 2015).
3

citizens’ demands by enhancing public participation does not match the authoritarian nature of
the state. It can be thus concluded that the governance of environmental conflicts is a challenging
issue for the Chinese state; concession or suppression cannot help it out of environmental
conflicts. The state needs to adopt a greater variety of strategies to govern environmental
conflicts in order to achieve more satisfactory outcomes. Therefore, it is highly important to
study how the Chinese state governs environmental conflicts. This thesis aims to explore this
issue. Specifically, it studies how environmental conflicts in the Chinese context can be
understood, how they are governed in practice by the Chinese state, and how the evolvement of
government strategies can be explained.

1.2 Problem analysis and knowledge gaps
To start with, a preliminary literature review was undertaken in order to identify knowledge gaps
and possible research questions. A detailed literature review is presented in Chapter 2. The
following gaps were identified:
x

Knowledge gap 1: The nature of environmental conflicts in China: Studies on the nature of
environmental conflicts are not rare (see Bingham 1986; Dukes 2004; Glavovic, Dukes, and
Lynott 1997; Huys and Koppenjan 2009). These conflicts can be defined as confrontations
among disputants who are fighting over natural resources, such as land, gas, water, or oil.
They may also be viewed as wicked problems without a unified formulation of problems and
solutions. These problems are not only of a technical nature: the application of new
technologies to address environmental problems may result in unanticipated dangers and
risks, and various actors debate with one another. Furthermore, environmental conflicts may
be seen as governance5 issues. Citizens, for example, may be dissatisfied because they are
excluded from decision-making processes, and they demand transparency, openness, and
involvement. To sum up, we know a lot about environmental conflicts, but not about
environmental conflicts in China.

5

In this thesis, the concept of governance is used in two ways. Here, we use the term governance in a broad

sense as steering strategies aimed at influencing the behavior of relevant stakeholders in order to resolve
societal (in the case of this PhD thesis environmental) problems. In Chapter 2, we introduce a more specific
definition of governance that refers to specific strategies with which governments attempt to establish a
collaborative relationship with other actors (see section 2.3).
4

x

Knowledge gap 2: The strategies applied by the Chinese state to cope with environmental
conflicts: Some scholars (see Amy 1987; Glasbergen 1995; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987;
van Bueren, Klijn, and Koppenjan 2003) have contributed to the issue of how environmental
conflicts can be governed. Their general conclusion is that collaboration, negotiation, or
facilitation are the best practices for the governance of environmental conflicts. Various
actors involved should negotiate with one another in order to jointly make decisions. The
state can function as an independent third party to facilitate interactions among various actors
in order to advance the conflict resolution process. This approach draws primarily on
governance practices in Western democracies. Little, however, is known about the
governance of environmental conflicts in the Chinese context. In addition, some scholars (see
Cai 2002, 2004, 2008a, 2008b; Deng and Yang 2013; O’Brien and Deng 2015; O’Brien and
Li 2006; Shi and Cai 2006) have researched how non-state actors in China apply various
strategies to shape government decisions during social conflicts. How Chinese governments
cope with environmental conflicts has not been well explored. This is the second knowledge
gap.

x

Knowledge gap 3: The explanation of government strategies during Chinese environmental
conflicts: Some public policy and governance scholars (see Baumgartner and Jones 1993;
Cobb and Elder 1983; Kingdon 2010) have extensively discussed government decisions in
Western democracies. These studies provide insights into the explanation of government
policies. Having studied social conflicts in China, some scholars (see Cai 2002, 2010;
O’Brien and Li 2006; Shi and Cai 2006) specifically study under what conditions non-state
actors succeed in achieving their goals. But little research has been done on explaining the
emergence or application of strategies by Chinese governments.

Environmental conflicts may arise with regard to various types of industrial facilities, such as
chemical factories, dams, battery plants, nuclear power plants, and the high-speed railways. In
this thesis, environmental conflicts relate mainly to the planning, construction, and operation of
two types of industrial plants: waste incineration power plants and PX plants. Nowadays in
China, these two types of industrial projects are most widely debated. To study them is a good
starting point to explore how the Chinese state – especially local governments at the municipal
level – governs environmental conflicts. This thesis will contribute to bridging the above three
knowledge gaps by answering the following main research question:
5

x

What is the nature and what are the causes of strategies applied by local governments during
environmental conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and operation of industrial
plants in urban China from 2007 to 2013?

The following sub-questions will be addressed in order to answer the main research question.
The first element of the main research question is about the nature of environmental conflicts in
China; this corresponds to the first knowledge gap. To study the nature of Chinese environmental
conflicts, the first sub-question is developed as follows:
x

What are the general characteristics of environmental conflicts in China? (What are
environmental conflicts? Who are involved in environmental conflicts? What are their
strategies? How do environmental conflicts evolve? What are the outcomes of environmental
conflicts?)

The second element of the main research question is about government strategies in
environmental conflicts; this corresponds to the second knowledge gap. To study government
strategies in environmental conflicts, the second sub-question is formulated as follows:
x

Which kinds of government strategies are applied by Chinese local governments in
environmental conflicts?

The third element of the main research question is about the explanation of the application of
government strategies in environmental conflicts; this corresponds to the third knowledge gap.
To research it, the third sub-question is elaborated as follows:
x

How can the application of strategies by local governments during environmental conflicts
be explained?

The above three sub-questions are the key issues to be addressed in this thesis.

1.3 Research relevance
The research questions having been established, the next step is to explain the relevance of
studying the governance of environmental conflicts in China. This is structured in three aspects:
theoretical, methodological, and practical relevance. They are elaborated as follows.
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1.3.1 Theoretical value: Advancing the development of governance theories
Since the 1960s, many citizens have opposed industrial plants in Western democracies. Planners
and governments sometimes had to adapt their previous decisions in order to accommodate
citizens’ demands. Afterwards, scholars from various scientific backgrounds, such as planning,
governance, public policy, social movement, conflict resolution, and the management of natural
resources, started to study how environmental conflicts have evolved and been resolved (Amy
1987; Bingham 1986; Fischer 2000; Fischer and Forester 1993; Fisher, Ury, and Patton 2011;
Glasbergen 1995; Koppenjan and Klijn 2004; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987). This thesis
studies how environmental conflicts are governed in the Chinese context and this may contribute
new theoretical insights to the governance field. It is thus highly relevant for governance and
environmental scholars, especially those who specialize in the governance of environmental
conflicts around the world. An intriguing issue for them is: can experiences in China with regard
to the governance of environmental conflict be used elsewhere?
This thesis is also relevant for governance scholars who are curious about what is called the
China paradox: high economic development as well as improvement in social welfare but a
relatively low score on government quality in all the commonly used measures (Fukuyama 2013;
Rothstein 2015). There is no authoritative explanation for this. Some governance scholars argue
that the responsive nature of Chinese governance may have one important explanation: the
Chinese state often adjusts its policies in order to accommodate public opinion (Grabosky 2013;
Hammond 2013). This is coined responsive authoritarianism (van Rooij, Stern, and Fürst 2014;
Weller 2012). The Chinese state delivers stability, order, economic development, and the
improvement of citizens’ well-being in return for its continued control of social governance
(Tsang 2009). Following this argument, the China paradox seems to make sense. However,
responsive authoritarianism may not be the only explanation of the China paradox. Rothstein
(2015) has found that the cadre type of public administration in the Chinese context may be more
efficient than the Weberian model. This thesis will provide insights into the relationships
between responsive authoritarianism and the China paradox. Does responsive authoritarianism
exists in Chinese governance? If it exists, a relevant issue is: does it contribute to the explanation
of the China paradox?
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1.3.2 Methodological relevance: A multi-method approach to case study research
This thesis is a piece of relevant and interesting work for scholars who are specifically interested
in qualitative case studies. In recent years, some methodologists have made efforts to improve
the validity and robustness of qualitative case studies (see Baumgartner 2013; Beach and
Pedersen 2013; Blatter and Haverland 2012; Brady and Collier 2010; Dul et al. 2010; George
and Bennett 2005; Gerring 2007; Ragin 1987). Different from a lot of case study research that
mostly only uses either a single case approach or a comparative study of a limited number of
cases, this thesis combines three case study strategies: single case study, comparative case study,
and qualitative comparative analysis (QCA). Single case studies are able to provide in-depth
insights into complex phenomena of interest. However, their generalization is contested.
Comparative case studies are helpful to structure comparison and identify the crucially important
conditions that explain the outcomes that we are studying. One of their limitations is that they do
not tell us how the combinations of conditions influence the outcomes in which we are
interested. QCA is a very appropriate approach to make a systematic and structured comparison
of a medium-N of cases and make inferences based on the causality of necessity and sufficiency
(Ragin 1987). Moreover, it is useful to explore how, compared to single and comparative case
studies, the combinations of conditions lead to specific outcomes. Its use also has drawbacks
however, such as the limited number of cases and of conditions to be studied. From a
methodological perspective, the combined use of the three methods can offer more
encompassing and robust answers to the research questions. This thesis will provide insights into
how these three methods are applied in a combined way. It offers guidelines for researchers who
are planning to do research projects using the qualitative case study method.
1.3.3 Practical relevance: Providing policy guidelines for the state and insights for practitioners
This thesis is relevant for policymakers in China because it provides suggestions on how
environmental conflicts should be governed. Environmental conflicts pose a great challenge for
the Chinese state, which has a strong intention to govern them in a satisfactory way. Since the
1960s, many governments in Western democracies have experienced the same struggles, and
they have suffered from these even in recent years (McAdam and Boudet 2012). This implies
that they may have accumulated a lot of practical experience regarding the governance of
environmental conflicts. This thesis will discuss them, as they are useful in offering practical
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guidelines for decision makers in China, specifically local governments, regarding the question
of how environmental conflicts can be governed.
In addition, this thesis has practical value for non-state practitioners who have the intention
of shaping government decisions during environmental conflicts. During environmental
conflicts, citizens ask for participation and consultation. It is rather difficult for them to achieve
this because the authoritarian state has a strong intention to dominate decision-making processes,
and it does not allow the public to challenge this. A very practical issue for non-state actors in
China is how to effectively anticipate an influence on government decisions. Knowledge on the
mechanisms underlying the application of government strategies may be helpful. This thesis will
make a contribution to this by exploring how various conditions influence the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. In particular, some conclusions in this
thesis are drawn on the basis of configurational thinking, which provides pragmatic inspiration
for non-state actors on how to design strategies, especially in a conjunctural way (using
combinations of conditions), in order to successfully achieve their goals.

1.4 Structure of this thesis
This thesis is organized in nine chapters. In Chapter 2, four general strands of literature
associated with environmental conflicts and their resolution are systematically reviewed: (1) the
environmental conflict literature; (2) the governance, the decision-making, and the policy change
literature; (3) the public participation in planning literature; and (4) the social conflict resolution
literature in China. The conceptual framework formulated on the basis of this literature review is
elaborated in Chapter 3. The research methodology and research strategy are introduced in
Chapter 4. Two single case studies, the Panyu case and the Dalian case, are respectively reported
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, an in-depth comparative case study is reported with the
aim of explaining the similarities and differences of the patterns of government strategies, using
the method of agreement and the method of difference. In Chapter 8, a crisp-set qualitative
comparative analysis (csQCA) is used to compare 10 cases of environmental conflicts in order to
explore under what conditions Chinese local governments make compromises with local
communities. In Chapter 9, conclusions, reflections, recommendations, and a future research
agenda for conducting empirical research about the governance of environmental conflicts are
presented and discussed.
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Chapter 2: Government strategies in environmental conflicts: A
literature review
Introduction
This chapter reviews relevant literature providing insights into government strategies in
environmental conflicts. It is structured as follows. Section 2.1 introduces the literature-searching
strategy used, and four strands of literature are identified. From section 2.2 to section 2.5, these
four strands are reviewed in order to address three issues: the nature of environmental conflict,
government strategies in environmental conflicts, and the conditions underlying these strategies.
In section 2.6, some general conclusions are drawn.

2.1 Literature-search strategy and findings
In order to locate related literature about the topic government strategies in environmental
conflicts in China, two search strategies were employed. First, several rounds of expert
consultation with experts from Dutch universities led to the identification of four relevant strands
of literature: (1) literature on environmental conflicts, (2) literature on governance, decision
making, and policy change, (3) literature on public participation in planning, and (4) literature on
social conflict resolution in China.6 The first three strands relate to the international community
and the fourth relates specifically to China. It is plausible first to review the most relevant
6

During many rounds of supervision meetings with Professor Joop Koppenjan and Dr. Vincent Homburg in

2011 and 2012, we realized that the literature on governance network theory, policy change, social conflict
resolution in China, and environmental conflict could be reviewed for this research. Once the research proposal
was established, a round of expert consultation outside Erasmus University Rotterdam was conducted. Some
researchers from Utrecht University (Dr. Ank Michels), Amsterdam University (Professor Benjamin van
Rooij), Leiden University (Professor Peter Ho, now working at Delft University of Technology), and the
International Institute of Social Studies (Professor Meine Pieter van Dijk) made constructive suggestions and
comments about the research proposal, and relevant studies about Chinese social conflict resolution (including
environmental governance) were identified as sources for literature review in this research. Finally, in a
brainstorming supervision meeting involving Dr. Yi Liu, Professor Martin de Jong, Professor Joop Koppenjan,
and Dr. Vincent Homburg, the public participation in planning literature was advised as a source of literature
for this research.
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literature about environmental conflicts and their resolution. After all, an environmental conflict
can be seen as a problem involving disagreements among different actors, and its resolution is a
governance issue. In addition, literature on policy change may provide insights into the dynamics
of government strategies and their explanation. Literature on governance, decision making, and
policy change makes up the second strand of theory from which we use insights and concepts.
The degree of participation may be one way to characterize government strategies in
environmental conflicts, as various degrees of public participation imply different types of
government strategies. The public participation in planning literature is therefore established as
one source for review in this thesis. It is the third most relevant strand of literature on
environmental conflicts and their resolution. The literature on the resolution of social conflicts in
China can provide insights into the governance of environmental conflicts in China. Second, I
used Google Scholar and the mega search engine of the Erasmus University Rotterdam, sEURch,
which includes various databases (including ABI/Inform Complete, Econlit, JSTOR,
ScienceDirect, Social Science Citation Index, Swetswise, Web of Knowledge, and Web of
Science)7 to identify related literature. Keyword-based computerized searches were employed to
discover any such literature. Keywords included conflict, environmental conflict resolution,
social conflict resolution, environmental governance, planning process, governance strategy,
government response, public participation in planning, environmental conflicts, policy change,
conflict resolution in China, and environmental conflict in China.
In Chapter 1, three research sub-questions were posed. The first sub-question is mainly about
the nature of environmental conflicts. The second relates to the strategies applied by the Chinese
state in governing environmental conflicts. The third focuses on the explanation of the
application of (government) strategies in environmental conflicts. Thus, four strands of literature
are reviewed to provide insights into the three issues of interest, specifically relating to the
governance of environmental conflicts in China: the nature of environmental conflicts,
(government) strategies to govern environmental conflicts, and the explanation of why particular
government strategies are applied.
Before the four strands of literature are introduced, four points must first be clarified. First, the
boundaries of the four strands of literature are not absolute. In this thesis, literature is
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For a full list, see http://www.eur.nl/ub/english/search/databases/alphabetical_list/
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distinguished on the basis of several criteria, such as the features of the journals (for example,
planning journals or environmental governance journals) or the main theories, terms, or concepts
used by the authors. Second, the concept collaboration is widely studied by two strands of
literature, namely, the governance, decision-making, and policy change literature, and the public
participation in planning literature.8 So, there are some overlaps between these two strands. Third,
literature about Chinese social conflict resolution covers literature about Chinese governance and
environmental governance as it provides information on the institutional background or context
in which government strategies are applied in environmental conflicts. Fourth, the public
participation in planning literature covers studies that are about participation in general decisionmaking processes. This implies that this strand of literature has a broad scope.
In the next four sections, the four strands of literature are reviewed sequentially: the literature
on the nature of environmental conflicts, then the strategies applied to govern environmental
conflicts, and finally the explanation of why particular government strategies are applied.

2.2 Environmental conflict literature
In 1962, a plan proposed by the Consolidated Edison Company of New York to build a pumped
storage hydroelectric project at Storm King Mountain on the Hudson River in Cornwall initiated
a long-lasting conflict around its environmental impacts. After 16 years of court battles, the
involved parties finally resolved their differences in 1981, but the poor functioning of the
traditional administrative and legal mechanisms to resolve environmental conflicts came in for
substantial criticism. Since then, environmental conflict resolution (ECR), as an alternative to
traditional environmental conflict resolution mechanisms, has been increasingly developed and
practiced in the US. It is regarded as a voluntary process of environmental conflict resolution, in
which the disputants negotiate with each other in order to achieve a solution that is acceptable for
both sides.

8

The literature on governance, decision making, and policy change discusses collaboration mainly as a

negotiation- and bargaining-oriented strategy for problem solving, especially in relation to the governing of
common natural resources. In the literature on public participation in planning, collaboration relates primarily
to collaborative planning; this implies the process of joint fact-seeking by the stakeholders involved in
planning processes.
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2.2.1 The nature of environmental conflicts
Wallensteen (2007, 15) argues that a conflict is made up of three components: incompatibility,
action, and actors, and he defines a conflict as “a social situation in which a minimum of two
actors (parties) strive to acquire at the same moment in time an available set of scare resources.”
According to Felstiner, Abel, and Sarat’s (1980) study, the emergence and transformation of a
conflict will follow the route from naming and framing to claiming. At first, citizens identify the
seriousness of a harmful incident, with the transformation of an unperceived injurious experience
to a perceived injurious experience. A perceived injurious experience will then be transformed
into a grievance, and some individuals or social entities are blamed for this. Lastly, citizens with
grievances will search for remedial actions from those responsible for their injuries.
In the 1990s, two research groups, the Environment and Conflicts Project (ENCOP) group
headed by Günther Baechler and Kurt Spillmann, and the Toronto group headed by Thomas
Homer-Dixon, provided their definitions of environmental conflicts. The former views
environmental conflicts as various social, economic, ethical, religious, or territorial conflicts
induced by environmental degradation, whereas the latter regards environmental conflicts as
conflicts induced by environmental scarcity (Homer-Dixon 1999). In general, both definitions
view environmental conflicts as conflicts induced by environmental degradation or scarcity.
Glavovic, Dukes, and Lynott (1997, 270) define environment, conflict, and dispute as follows:
The term environment refers to interconnected biophysical, economic, political, and social
systems; it encapsulates human interactions with the natural world. It is therefore an inclusive
term encompassing both natural and human systems. Conflict refers to generic or systemic
differences parties have with respect to goals, values, and interests that can lead to the
deployment of resources and power in an endeavour to gain a relative advantage over other
parties. Disputes are one specific outcome or manifestation of conflict, in which parties are
likely to adopt countervailing positions in their effort to realize their goals, values, and
interests in the context of a particular issue.
Glavovic, Dukes, and Lynott (1997, 271) conclude that environmental disputes “can thus be
distinguished by virtue of their primary concern with the allocation and use of land, air, water,
and living resources. This focus is manifested in disputes characterized by high levels of
uncertainty and complexity with consequences that affect the public good, involve multiple
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stakeholders, and are subject to incongruous boundary conditions.” In the same fashion, Dukes
(2004) defines an environmental conflict as a kind of public conflict relating to issues such as
health, race, and governance. It may include a combination of these issues.
In addition, the environmental conflict literature reveals a lot about the characteristics of
environmental conflicts. Susskind and Ozawa (1984) propose that environmental conflicts are
highly complex, often heavily relying on technical data and analysis, and involve unpredictable
interests (such as the interests of future generations) and considerable externalities. Susskind and
Weinstein (1980) acknowledge some properties of environmental conflicts compared to conflicts
in labor relations. These include (1) irreversibility: implying that damage to the environment or
ecology cannot be reversed; (2) high indetermination: meaning that the nature, boundaries,
stakeholders, and costs cannot be clearly established; (3) labeling as being done in the name of
the public interest: signifying that more than one party may claim to represent the public interest;
and (4) difficulty of implementation: implying that agreements are difficult to implement.
Three other features have been identified by scholars as characterizing environmental
conflicts: their subjective, political, and the risky nature.
1. The subjective nature of environmental conflicts: This refers to the fact that values, beliefs,
and principles are involved in environmental conflicts. They cannot be empirically tested,
and the involved stakeholders have underlying moral concerns about how the environment
should be treated (Campbell and Floyd 1996).
2. The political nature of environmental conflicts: Environmental conflicts may be policy
stalemates related to general policy debates about the allocation of natural resources (Amy
1987; Bingham 1986; O’Leary and Bingham 2003). In addition, they may occur during
decision-making or implementation processes at different levels of government or by diverse
government agencies (O’Leary, Nabatchi, and Bingham 2005).
3. The risky nature of environmental conflicts: Environmental conflicts involve substantial
risks. 9 Although planners or governments make policy-oriented risk assessments about
technical risks, citizens may still psychologically anticipate that harm or catastrophes may
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Risk is not the same as catastrophe. It is the anticipation of catastrophe. It is in a permanent state of virtuality

and becomes topical when it is anticipated (Beck 2006). So, risk may exist psychologically even when no
catastrophe occurs.
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follow (Fischer 1990; Wildavsky 1979). For example, many citizens may worry about the
health risks posed by the emissions released by the process of waste incineration (Rootes and
Leonard 2009).
To summarize, the environmental conflict literature provides many insights into the definition
and characteristics of environmental conflicts. They can be viewed as conflicts resulting from
fights around scarce natural resources, such as water, oil, or land. Some features of
environmental conflicts can be identified, such as their subjective, political, risky, and uncertain
nature. These findings are helpful for us to understand the nature of environmental conflicts.
2.2.2 Government strategies for environmental conflict resolution
Before the early 1970s, American citizens had few options to address environmental conflicts.
They could express their concerns through administrative hearings, judicial arbitration, litigation,
or referendums (Dukes 2004; Susskind and Ozawa 1984; Susskind and Weinstein 1980).
Sometimes, they might even take confrontational actions involving contentious public hearings,
angry media volleys, or large-scale demonstrations (Susskind and McKearnan 1999). These
traditional approaches, however, mostly failed to reconcile the conflicting claims of the involved
parties, tending to generate less-than-optimal outcomes (Amy 1987; Susskind and McCreary
1985).
In the late 1960s and the 1970s, environmental conflict in the US became a national concern
(Glavovic, Dukes, and Lynott 1997). The search to achieve a satisfactory solution led to the
emergence of a new approach for resolving environmental conflicts, termed environmental
conflict resolution (ECR). Its emergence signified a revolutionary change in the practices of
environmental conflict resolution, and it is viewed as less costly, less contentious (or adversarial),
and more creative compared to the traditional judicial approach to environmental conflict
resolution (Dorius 1993; Senger 2000). This new approach is highly consensus-building oriented
and negotiation based (O’Leary and Raines 2001; Orr, Emerson, and Keyes 2008). Negotiation is
simply bargaining – a process of discussion and give-and-take among disputants who want to
find a solution to a common problem (O’Leary, Nabatchi, and Bingham 2005, 190). Mostly, the
negotiation process is open and flexible, and the affected stakeholders with diverging perceptions
have direct and face-to-face discussions (Dukes 2004). Often, it seeks consensus rather than the
use of majority rule as the basis for agreement; and it aims to enhance the affected participants’
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mutual education and understanding of the nature and the resolution of problems that they face
(Daniels and Walker 2001). Compared to formal legal processes, the negotiation approach makes
it easier to arrive at tailor-made settlements suited to the various specific situations, enabling the
transition from win-lose confrontations to joint problem-solving efforts. The outcomes of
negotiation are not the lowest common denominator of the affected stakeholders’ interests.
Rather, an attempt is made to integrate various interests by seeking a compromise agreement that
partially satisfies the objectives of all the affected stakeholders (Amy 1983). Moreover, the
outcomes are perceived by the affected disputants to be efficient, fair, wise, and stable (Susskind
and Cruikshank 1987). Some authors publish books specifically offering empirical analysis to
illustrate the values of negotiation in environmental conflict resolution, including Resolving
Environmental Disputes: A Decade of Experience (Bingham 1986), Environmental Dispute
Resolution (Bacow and Wheeler 1984), Mediating Land Use Disputes Pros and Cons (Susskind,
van der Wansem, and Ciccarelli 2000), and The Politics of Environmental Mediation (Amy
1987).
In general, two forms of negotiation for environmental conflict resolution are identified by
scholars: non-assisted negotiation and assisted negotiation (Bingham 1986; Forester 1987, 2006;
Susskind and Cruikshank 1987). Non-assisted negotiation implies that only the principal affected
stakeholders are involved in voluntary and inclusive consensus-seeking processes. It is emergent
and spontaneous. Stakeholders engage in face-to-face negotiation with one another in the hope of
addressing their differences and searching for joint net gains (Susskind and Weinstein 1980).
Mostly, they attempt to achieve their own interests, but they are willing to reconsider the
perceptions and positions of others to explore ways of capitalizing on overlapping interests
(Glavovic, Dukes, and Lynott 1997). If the involved stakeholders have been trained in
negotiation, they may possess the skills to transform the adversarial relationships among
disputants into side-by-side conflict resolution (Susskind and McCreary 1985).
During environmental conflict resolution, when the affected stakeholders encounter stalemates
in exploring possible win-win solutions, the involvement of third parties is necessary. This is
called assisted, arranged, managed, or mediated negotiation (Susskind and Ozawa 1984), or
mediation (Amy 1983). Assisted negotiation is a voluntary process in which the involved
stakeholders jointly resolve their differences with the help of a third party. It is a deliberate
design in essence. Unlike arbitrators, mediators or facilitators do not have the authority to impose
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a settlement (Amy 1983). Rather, their main responsibility lies in their ability to assist the parties
in resolving their differences (Susskind and Weinstein 1980). The first famous assistednegotiation case occurred in 1973 in the US (Bingham 1986). Two mediators, Gerald W.
Cormick and Jane McCarthy, were involved in the resolution of a dispute on a proposed flood
control dam on the Snoqualmie River in the state of Washington. After one year of assisted
negotiation, an agreement was forged around plans for the construction of the dam,
recommended land-use controls, and flood control initiatives. Over the decades, the assisted
negotiation approach to achieve consensus among stakeholders in environmental conflicts has
been widely adopted around the US (Bacow and Wheeler 1984). Of course, it is not only public
sector entities that can mediate; entities in the independent private sector can also do so. In the
US, a large number of skilled mediators from private companies and non-profit organizations are
actively involved in environmental conflict resolution (Susskind and Cruikshank 1987). They
function as neutral or impartial third parties to design rules or institutions to resolve differences
among disputants in the hope of seeking consensus and achieving a mutually beneficial outcome
(Nabatchi 2007). Many specific strategies can be applied by mediators to resolve environmental
conflicts, such as reframing, setting the location of meetings, engaging in joint learning towards
forming common ground, imposing deadlines, and proposing agendas for discussions (Forester
2006).
Some scholars emphasize that neither assisted nor non-assisted negotiation are a panacea for
environmental conflicts. Often, they complement rather than replace the traditional approaches to
environmental conflict resolution (Susskind and McKearnan 1999; Susskind and Ozawa 1984).
Not all environmental conflicts can be resolved by negotiation, which is mostly used when there
are controversies and differences in values among disputants (Susskind and Weinstein 1980).
Furthermore, the consensus-oriented negotiation approach to environmental conflict resolution is
criticized. One crucial attack is that environmental negotiation is a form of political control that
exploits the disadvantaged groups who are thinking that they are being treated fairly (Amy 1987).
If agreement based on consensus is the primary goal of environmental negotiation, the
facilitators may shy away from the hard work necessary to understand disputants’ concerns so as
not to endanger the potential for agreement (Gregory, McDaniels, and Fields 2001). As a result,
justice may be sacrificed to reach a jointly acceptable solution through the abuse of discretion in
consensus-seeking processes (O’Leary and Husar 2002).
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What is more, consensus does not mean that all disputants will favor one alternative, and not
all elements of the agreement may need support from all of them. Rather, they should see their
values reflected in the same alternative (Gregory 2000). Decision makers should attempt to find
such alternatives, which have the capacity to satisfy a wide range of stakeholders. If decisions
made by decision makers fail to include the values and preferences of most stakeholders, their
implementation may be difficult.
In conclusion, from the literature on environmental conflict, three general strategies in terms
of environmental conflict resolution can be derived, namely, the traditional strategy, the nonassisted negotiation strategy, and the assisted negotiation strategy. These three general strategies
are options for all disputants, including governments, during environmental conflicts. It is
concluded therefore that these three strategies can be adopted by governments during
environmental conflicts. Their definitions are presented in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Government strategies regarding environmental conflict resolution
Strategy

Definition

Traditional

This strategy often emphasizes the importance of formal rules and procedures in resolving
environmental conflicts. It mostly results in a winner-take-all outcome.

Non-assisted

This strategy implies that governments negotiate with the other stakeholders during

negotiation

environmental conflicts. Mostly, it is an informal negotiation among the involved actors in the
hope of achieving consensus-based solutions.

Assisted/mediated

This strategy often signifies that an acceptable independent party works as a mediator to

negotiation

design processes or institutions to facilitate the resolution of environmental conflicts.

2.2.3 Explanation of why particular strategies are applied in environmental conflicts
In general, few studies have been conducted to specifically explain the application of actors’
strategies during environmental conflicts. In one study, Susskind and Weinstein (1980) argue
that two factors push the disputants in environmental conflicts to give up the traditional litigation
or judicial approach. One is the cost of contentiousness. Environmental conflicts imply high
costs for the involved stakeholders, business persons, environmental NGOs, or the public, such
as carrying costs (total cost of holding inventory) for large-scale land development projects,
opportunity costs for delayed facilities, and construction costs of facilities. Consequently, the
perceived high costs of stalemates resulting from confrontations may require the disputants to
resolve their environmental conflicts out of court. Non-assisted or assisted negotiations are two
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of their options. The second factor is dissatisfaction with the traditional approach to
environmental conflict resolution, which often tends to result in Pyrrhic victories (or lose-lose
situations), and this accelerates the need for a consensual approach by the disputants.

2.3 Governance, decision-making, and policy change literature
The literature on governance, decision making, and policy change provides many insights into
the nature of problem solving, government strategies for problem solving, and the explanation of
why particular government strategies are applied to solve problems. The concepts problem and
conflict are highly interrelated: some problems are characterized by high consensus about their
nature and resolution, whereas others inherently involve disagreements among actors.
Disagreements may evoke conflicts. In governance and decision-making processes,
disagreements regarding the distribution of resources or positions may result in conflicts (Cobb
and Elder 1983). In traditional policy analysis, problem solving is seen as an intellectual design.
Governments use the command-and-control approach to impose solutions informed by policy
analysis. However, problem solving is not a linear intellectual process. Rather, it is characterized
as highly unpredictable in a multi-actor context in which various actors interact with one another
and jointly influence it. The insights into problem solving derived from the governance,
decision-making, and policy change literature are useful for studying the nature of conflict,
government strategies for conflict resolution, and the explanation of the application of
government strategies for conflict resolution.
2.3.1 Understanding the nature of conflicts
Problems are the ultimate focus of governance and policy sciences. Scholars have discussed the
nature of problems (Hisschemöller and Hoppe 1995; Hoppe 2002, 2011a, 2011b; Radford 1977;
Rittel and Webber 1973). Some of them view problems as troubling conditions characterized as
unacceptable gaps between normative ideals or aspirational levels and present conditions (Dery
1984). Other scholars argue that problems do not exist “out there.” Rather, they are analytical
constructs or conceptual entities (Weiss 1989; Wildavsky 1979).
On the basis of two dimensions, agreement or disagreement on scientific knowledge and
normative values, Hoppe (2002) differentiates four types of problems: technical problems,
untamed technical problems, political problems, and wicked problems (see Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2: Types of problems
Dimension 1
Dimension 2
Agreement

on

large

Agreement on scientific knowledge
large

little

Technical problems

Untamed

social values

technical

problems
little

Political problems

Wicked problems

10

Source: Hoppe (2002)

1. Technical problems: These are characterized as having a high degree of consensus both on
scientific knowledge and social values. Road maintenance is a case in point.
2. Untamed technical problems: These are problems with high disagreements about the
application of certain technologies and a high degree of agreement on social values. For
example, everyone thinks that the Ebola virus is a problem that should be addressed, but no
technology can be used to achieve this.
3. Political problems: These are referred to as problems that are technically certain but with
little consensus on social values. The abortion issue is an example of such a problem. The
application of this technique is socially controversial.
4. Wicked problems: These are characterized by high levels of disagreement on both social
values and scientific knowledge.11 For example, the use of waste incineration techniques is
hotly debated because their effects on environmental and public health are uncertain. In
addition, waste incineration is not socially accepted as the dominant way to dispose of waste.

10

Hoppe (2011a) defines technical problems as structured problems, untamed technical problems and political

problems as semi-structured problems, and wicked problems as unstructured problems.
11

Rittel and Webber (1973) provide a detailed introduction to the nature of wicked problems. Ten attributes

are presented: (1) no definitive formulation; (2) no stopping rule; (3) no true-or-false solution, but good-or-bad
solution; (4) no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution; (5) no opportunity to learn by trial-and-error; (6)
no exhaustively describable set of potential solutions; (7) essentially unique; (8) a symptom of another
problem; (9) many causal stories; and (10) no right to be wrong for the planner. In their 2004 book, Managing
Uncertainties in Networks, Koppenjan and Klijn argue the wicked problems are characterized as being
substantively, strategically, and institutionally uncertain. Head and Alford (2015, 2) define wicked problems as
problems that are “complex, unpredictable, open ended, or intractable.”
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Two generic models of problem resolution can be identified. One is the mono-actor model and
the other is the multi-actor model (Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan 1997). In the mono-actor
model, governments and their decisions are at the center. Problem solving is viewed as a rational
intellectual design, distinguishable in various linear phases: problem definition, problem analysis,
identification of solutions, comparison of costs and benefits, selection, implementation, and
evaluation (Anderson 1984; Hogwood and Gunn 1984; Parsons 1995). This implies that the
nature of the problem is first established and then scientific knowledge is employed to design
measures for its solution. Finally, an implementation program is developed, and the outcome is
evaluated on the basis of the objectives established in the policy-making stage.
Some theories, models, or concepts, such as the multiple-stream theory (Kingdon 2010), the
multi-actor decision-making theory (Allison 1971; Sabatier 1986, 1988), and the interactive
decision-making theory (Edelenbos 2005; Klijn and Koppenjan 2000a; Torfing et al. 2012),
share a common multi-actor perspective on problem solving. This multi-actor perspective
assumes that various actors with diverse perceptions, interests, and strategies are involved in
problem solving. In addition, no authoritative value hierarchy exists in the multi-actor context.
These features make problems complex, and it is difficult for the involved actors to build a
consensus about their nature and resolution.
Often, scholars regard this multi-actor model as the governance network model (Koppenjan
and Klijn 2004; Rhodes 1996; Scharpf 1997; Sørensen and Torfing 2007). Since the pioneering
work of O’Toole (1997) who called for networks to be treated seriously, the network concept has
nowadays become fashionable. A network is mostly referred to as “multiorganizational
arrangements for solving problems that cannot be achieved, or achieved easily, by single
organizations” (Agranoff and McGuire 2001, 296). Moreover, it is widely used by scholars in
different academic fields (for reviews, see Ansell and Gash 2008; Berry et al. 2004; Börzel 1998;
Dowding 1995; Isett et al. 2011; Klijn and Koppenjan 2012; Lecy, Mergel, and Schmitz 2014;
Lewis 2011; Provan, Fish, and Sydow 2007; Robinson 2006; Van Waarden 1992). Generally,
two different perspectives on networks are identified: the first views a network as a multi-actor
institutional context in which problem solving occurs, and the second regards a network as a
normative approach to problem solving. These two perspectives are elaborated as follows:
1. Network as a multi-actor institutional context characterized by interactions of multiple
actors: The first network perspective assumes that problem solving is complex, chaotic, and
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messy, mostly like a non-linear and zigzag game involving various actors with diverging
perceptions, objectives, and strategies (Scharpf 1997; Teisman 2000). A network is an
institutional context for complex problem solving, public service delivery, or policy
implementation (Crozier and Friedberg 1980; Gage and Mandell 1990; Jordan 1990; Klijn
and Skelcher 2007; Rhodes 1990, 1997, 2007). Resources in the network context are
distributed among various actors, and no actor can easily achieve its own goal alone. The
actors involved in the network context are thus assumed to be dependent on one another.
From this network perspective, the problem-solving processes may experience several rounds
following the interactions of various actors. In addition, some network characteristics, such
as rules (formal or informal),12 patterns of interactions, divisions of resources, or trust, 13 all
influence the problem-solving processes (Klijn and Koppenjan 2000b).
2. Network as a normative governance (steering or governing) approach: In the work of some
scholars (Kooiman 1993, 2003; Lewis 2011), network implies a specific form of governance
mode. Network governance or collaborative governance means that governments are no
longer supreme. It can be defined as a governing mode where one or more public agencies
directly engage non-state stakeholders in a collective decision-making and implementation
process. In addition, this governance model is formal, consensus-oriented, and deliberative
(Ansell and Gash 2008). The network approach can also be regarded as a social steering
approach, implying that governments tend to use a horizontal, rather than a hierarchical,
approach for decision making and implementation (van Kersbergen and van Waarden 2004).
The two concepts, problem and conflict, are highly related to each other. What the governance,
decision-making, and policy change literature tells us about problems and problem solving can
shed light on the nature of conflicts and conflict resolution. The above two perspectives about
networks have theoretical and normative implications for the nature of conflicts. The first
perspective sees networks as the institutional context in which conflicts occur. The second
12

Rules are shared understandings among those involved, referring to enforced prescriptions about what

actions (or states of the world) are required, prohibited, or permitted (Ostrom 2011, 17). Ostrom (2011)
distinguishes seven types of rules, namely, boundary rules, position rules, scope rules, choice rules,
aggregation rules, information rules, and payoff rules.
13

Rousseau et al. (1998, 395) define trust as “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept

vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another.”
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perspective views network as a normative governing approach to conflict resolution, which
corresponds with the perspective that regards network as a governance strategy (different from
the government strategy and the meta-governance strategy) for conflict resolution (see details in
subsection 2.3.2).
2.3.2 Government strategies for conflict resolution
As argued earlier, government strategies for problem solving can provide insights into
government strategies for conflict resolution. Governance scholars distinguish government
strategies for problem solving on the basis of different social steering approaches (Sørensen and
Torfing 2007). Studies about them are mainly connected with the shift of social steering from the
conventional hierarchical, top-down, or command-and-control approach to the collaboration or
negotiation approach, known as governance (Koppenjan, Kars, and van der Voort 2009; Pierre
2000; Sørensen 2006; Sørensen and Torfing 2005; Termeer 2009). The conventional government
approach implies that governments are the central rulers or regulators, and they inherently
occupy superior positions over other societal actors. Governments use command-and-control for
problem solving and view problem solving as a linear intellectual design. Decisions are made by
political authorities, and governments implement them in a top-down way. Often, problem
solving using the government approach tends to result in an adversarial relation among
stakeholders (Gray 1989). The governance approach may refer to New Public Management
(NPM), good governance, corporate governance, self-governing networks, the strong capacity to
deliver public service, or the minimal state (see Fukuyama 2013; Rhodes 1996). Despite the fact
that various meanings are attached to governance, it is mostly seen as a non-hierarchical or
horizontal strategy for solving problems. Governance implies that governments do not govern
above citizens, societal groups, or private groups. Rather, it stresses that governments should
negotiate or bargain with other actors to collectively resolve problems (Pierre and Peters 2000;
Rhodes 1997; Sørensen and Torfing 2003).
Scholars usually use the terms alliance, partnership, collaboration, and governance
interchangeably. The topic of collaboration, in particular, is widely studied by scholars from
different academic fields. Collaboration is defined by Gray (1989, 5) as “a process through
which parties who see different aspects of a problem can constructively explore their differences
and search for solutions that go beyond their own limited vision of what is possible.” Different
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parties bargain and negotiate with one another to find common ground for achieving a jointly
acceptable solution (Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan 1997). Collaboration is viewed as a strategy
for resolving turbulent and complex problems (Axelrod 2006; Emerson, Nabatchi, and Balogh
2012; Gray 1985; Gray and Wood 1991; Huxham 2003; Huxham and Vangen 2000; Logsdon
1991a, 1991b). In addition, it is increasingly applied by governments in Western democracies for
problem solving in many fields, such as the provision of public services (like healthcare, public
transport, and education), the management of common natural resources, and the resolution of
environmental conflicts.
Among them, the management of natural resources is one specific field of application. Some
policy scholars attempt to explore how to manage common natural resources in a collaborative
way (see Leach 2006; Leach, Pelkey, and Sabatier 2002; Lubell 2004a, 2004b; Ostrom 1990;
Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992; Weible, Sabatier, and Lubell 2004). Often, the collaboration
strategy implies that the decision makers continuously interact with the other actors with the aim
of achieving a mutually acceptable solution. Some scholars have found that collaboration is
effective in resolving collective problems for the management of common natural resources
(Imperial 2005; Lubell 2004c; Schneider et al. 2003; Weible, Sabatier, and Lubell 2004).
However, the application of the collaborative approach may result in negotiated nonsense,
implying that actors agree with solutions that are ineffective and scientifically untenable (De
Bruijn and Heuvelhof 2008).
The government approach (hierarchical or command-and-control) and the governance
approach (negotiation, collaboration, or partnership) are not opposed to each other. Rather, they
are complementary (Lubell et al. 2002). In one study, Hysing (2009a) concludes that the existing
governance modes in the fields of forests and transport in Sweden have been complemented and
elaborated to formulate a mix of both the government and the governance approach. His second
study (2009b) further validates this conclusion.
In addition to the government and governance approaches, network management is
increasingly acknowledged as a third approach to problem solving. In a multi-actor context, selfregulation, self-governance, or self-steering may fail. The issue that then arises is how to govern
the interactions among actors in order to avoid conflicts and achieve collaboration. These
activities are normally termed inter-organizational coordination, the governance of governance,
meta-governance, network steering, network governance, or network management (Jessop 1998;
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Klijn, Koppenjan, and Termeer 1995; Mandell 2001; Marin and Mayntz 1991; Marsh and
Rhodes 1992; O’Toole 1988; Provan and Milward 1995).
Some studies, specifically by Dutch scholars, have illustrated that network management can be
applied as a strategy to resolve environmental conflicts. Van Bueren, Klijn, and Koppenjan
(2003) conclude that network management may have been an appropriate strategy to address
conflicts such as the Dutch Zinc debate. In a case study by Huys and Koppenjan (2009), the use
of network management as a way of dealing with environmental conflict regarding the extension
of the Amsterdam Schiphol Airport in the Netherlands is analyzed. In the same fashion, in the
book Managing Environmental Disputes: Network Management As An Alternative, edited by
Glasbergen (1995), several scholars, mostly from Europe, analyze how network management is
adopted as a strategy by governments to resolve environmental conflicts.
Specifically, three main network management strategies can be identified, namely,
institutional design, process management, and network framing. They are introduced as follows.
1. Institutional design: Network characteristics, especially rules or institutions, formal or
informal, may shape problem-solving processes (Klijn 2001; Ostrom 2011). Institutional
design is defined as interventions that attempt to change the rules used in networks (Klijn and
Koppenjan 2006). Van Buuren and Klijn (2006) identify three categories of strategies
regarding institutional design. The first category is aimed at network composition. Some
specific strategies, such as changing actors’ positions, adding new actors, or advancing
network formation, characterize it. The second category of strategies is aimed at network
outcomes through changing actors’ choices or strategies. The third category is aimed at
network interactions through changing network rules.
2. Process management: Various actors in networks develop their strategies autonomously, and
these strategies may conflict with one another. This may result in stalemates that impede the
problem-solving process. Process management is then required and used mainly to improve
the interactions among actors in network contexts (De Bruijn and Heuvelhof 2008). The
process managers can selectively choose actors in network processes (Agranoff and McGuire
2001), shape the organizational arrangements for coordination (Koppenjan and Klijn 2004),
or supervise the processes of interactions among actors (Gage and Mandell 1990).
3. Network (re)framing: Actors in networks may have different perceptions or objectives in
relation to the nature and the resolution of their common problem (Dery 1984). Their varied
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perceptions may impede their interactions. Network managers may select a framing strategy
to establish a common objective for all the involved actors (Sørensen and Torfing 2009) or to
develop a mutual perception about the nature and the resolution of the problem (Koppenjan
and Klijn 2004). The framing strategy chosen by meta-governors may take various forms,
such as using administrative stories or sensitizing concepts (Klijn and Koppenjan 2006).
These three strategies for network management provide options for process managers to govern
the interactions of actors in networks, especially when stalemates or deadlocks occur. However,
network management is not a simple activity. Rather, it is a process of pushing and pulling
among actors with uncertainties (Klijn and Koppenjan 2012). Both public and private actors can
function as process managers in principle, but often public authorities play such roles (Klijn and
Koppenjan 2000a; Kooiman and Jentoft 2009).
From the governance and decision-making literature, three government strategies for problem
solving and conflict resolution are identified, namely, the government (command-and-control)
strategy, the governance (negotiation or collaboration) strategy, and the meta-governance
(network management) strategy. The definitions of government, governance, and metagovernance are presented in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Government strategies for conflict resolution
Government strategy

Definition

Government

This strategy means that governments use the hierarchical command-and-control

(command-and-control

approach to resolve conflicts on the basis of scientific investigation and political

or hierarchical)

decisions. Governments view themselves superior to the other actors and as the
center for conflict resolution.

Governance
(negotiation

This strategy implies that governments attempt to establish a collaborative
or

relationship with other actors. It is characterized by interactions, negotiations,

collaboration)

consensus-building, and bargaining among the actors involved.

Meta-governance

This strategy signifies that governments act as the meta-governors facilitating,

(network management)

mediating, or managing processes, setting rules, or designing or reshaping
institutions to influence the processes of conflict resolution.
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2.3.3 Explanation of why particular government strategies are applied to conflict resolution
Some governance scholars have attempted to answer the question of which factors may influence
the application of a collaboration strategy for problem solving or conflict resolution. When
governments realize that the traditional command-and-control strategy is costly and ineffective
in resolving problems, they may adopt a collaboration approach (Imperial 2005; Logsdon 1991a;
Weible, Sabatier, and Lubell 2004). In addition, it is argued that, if governments think that the
problem is serious (Lubell et al. 2002), or if they identify common interests or coincidence in
values shared with the other stakeholders (Logsdon 1991b; Roberts and Bradley 1991), or if they
recognize that they are dependent on others (Gray 1985, 1989; Logsdon 1991a), they may apply
a collaboration strategy. However, some conditions hinder the adoption of a governance (or
collaboration) strategy, such as the lack of consciousness of interdependency with other
stakeholders, institutional barriers, the primacy of politics or the political tradition, or the nature
of the discourse (such as seeking firm truth for problem solving) (Blom-Hansen 1997).
In addition, public-policy and agenda-setting scholars have conducted many studies to explain
policy changes. The application of government strategies is related to policy changes; a change
of strategy is one form of policy change. Governments continuously make decisions to change or
stick to their strategies (or policies). Sabatier (2007) has identified three general mechanisms that
trigger policy changes: (1) events-led policy change: this implies that sudden events may result
in the redistribution of resources, and governments in turn have to change their existing polices
(see also Birkland 1997; Jones, Baumgartner, and True 1998; Kübler 2001; Nohrstedt 2010;
Nohrstedt and Weible 2010; Thomas 1999; Weible et al. 2012); (2) learning-based policy change:
this means that governments may change their belief systems, and this results in policy changes
(see Hall 1993; Heclo 1974; Hogan and Doyle 2007); and (3) internal negotiation-based policy
change: this signifies that governments bargain and negotiate with the other stakeholders, finally
causing policy changes.
Some policy scholars (such as Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Cobb and Elder 1983; Cobb,
Ross, and Ross 1976; Nelson and Yackee 2012) argue that the involvement of other stakeholders
who are outside formal decision-making processes may result in collective actions (such as
protests or demonstrations) that these stakeholders organize to express their opposition with the
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aim of shaping government decisions. Collective action is thus one condition that may influence
policy change. In addition, the influence of mass media (John 2006; Jones and Baumgartner
2005; Walgrave, Soroka, and Nuytemans 2007), public opinion (Jones and Baumgartner 2004;
Jones, Baumgartner, and True 1998), the nature of issues (Birkland 1998; Jones and
Baumgartner 2005; Green-Pedersen and Wilkerson 2006; Stone 1989), the involvement of
political parties (Breunig 2006; Walgrave and Varone 2008; Walgrave, Varone, and Dumont
2006; ), and the involvement of policy entrepreneurs (Bomberg 2007; Kingdon 2010; Mintrom
and Norman 2009; Mintrom and Vergari 1996; Nohrstedt 2011) all may exert pressures on
governments, which in turn will change their policies. Finally, objective interest (referring
mainly to power maximization) is a crucial consideration for governments (John 1999; Nohrstedt
2005; Nohrstedt 2008) that conditions government priorities, based on which governments
decide to change or stabilize their strategies (or policies).

2.4 The public participation in planning literature
Planning is a process involving various arguments and reasoning from different actors (Fischer
2000; Forester 1989). Often, when governments decide to construct a facility, citizens may
oppose this because of its undetermined risks on their health or local environment. Conflicts
between governments and citizens will then follow. To prevent or resolve such conflicts, public
participation is regarded as an option for governments.
2.4.1 The nature of conflicts in planning
Prior to the 1960s, planning was regarded as a technical field dominated by planning expertise
using scientific principles (Forester 1987; Wondolleck and Yaffee 2000). Often, governments
first make decisions at the beginning of a planning process, and then announce their decisions to
the public (Ducsik 1981). No public participation, or only symbolic participation, occurs during
such planning processes (Arnstein 1969). In the 1960s however, this technical model was
challenged because many planned projects following the formal planning procedures were
rejected because of opposition from citizens. This is regarded as a conflict that emerges in the
planning processes. Many scholars label this type of conflict as a NIMBY (Not-In-MyBackyard) response, which means that citizens initiate resistance to the planned trajectories and
sites for facilities.
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In the early 1980s, planning scholars started discussing NIMBY responses (such as
Burningham 2000; Hunter and Leyden 1995; McAvoy 1999; Schively 2007). They are assumed
to occur because people believe that they are living too near a proposed facility that may have a
negative influence on them (Kraft and Clary 1991). Opposition to roads, waste incinerators,
nuclear waste disposal facilities, offshore oil drilling, nuclear and other power plants, wind
turbines, wind farms, and manure-processing plants is explained using the NIMBY or backyard
theory (Bosley and Bosley 1988). Many planned facilities are built to cater for a general social
need, but they often have negative effects at local level. Most citizens agree with the importance
or necessity of these facilities in their regions, but they disagree with their construction near them.
O’Hare (1977) thus views this situation as a multi-person prisoners’ dilemma. Local residents’
essential reason for opposing the construction of the facilities is that they will experience few
benefits, but costs will be primarily concentrated in their community (Kraft and Clary 1991). The
core of the NIMBY response lies in the fact that “costs are not borne by the people who enjoy
the benefits of activities” (Wolsink 1994, 864).
NIMBY responses initiated by citizens were initially regarded as short-sighted, parochial,
irrational, and costly to society. However, NIMBY as a label based on the selfishness assumption
is untenable (Wolsink 2006). Two main criticisms of the NIMBY label as explaining resistance
to the construction of facilities are identified and elaborated as follows.
1. The NIMBY response theory is unconvincing in explaining citizens’ opposition to the
construction of facilities. Kraft and Clary (1991) have empirically illustrated that the NIMBY
reasoning fails to characterize the majority of the testifying statements made by local
residents who oppose the construction of radioactive waste disposal facilities in the US.
Many testifying statements are not egoist and emotive. Opponents rationally express their
worries about the construction of radioactive waste disposal facilities. In the same fashion,
Wolsink’s (2000) analysis, based on a large-scale survey, has also illustrated that NIMBY
preferences explain only 4 percent of the variance in local residents’ opposition to wind
power facilities in the Netherlands. Rather, opponents’ perceptions of the fairness and equity
of the decision-making processes are crucial determinants of their resistance (Wolsink and
Devilee 2009). Citizens’ opposition to hazardous waste facilities thus cannot be simply
explained in terms of self-interest, and the NIMBY theory is an out-of-date explanation of
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project opposition (Hunter and Leyden 1995). It has even been claimed that the term NIMBY
should be abandoned (Burningham 2000).
2. Labeling resistance as a NIMBY response is regarded as a strategy applied by governments
to disqualify the opposition of local residents. The term NIMBY is mostly regarded as
pejorative. Its main implication is that everyone prefers not to have facilities in their own
backyard because they are attempting to protect their own interests. However, it is
misleading to criticize local residents’ rationalization as being entirely self-interested
(McClymont and O’Hare 2008). In fact, the motivations behind the opposition initiated by
opponents are complicated and varied (Burningham, 2000). Some environmental NGOs, for
example, are opposed to the construction of facilities because of their potentially negative
influence on the local environment, not just because these facilities will be constructed near
their communities and endanger their interests (McAvoy 1998). In addition, some citizens
oppose the construction of facilities anywhere, not just near them (Heiman, 1990). Often,
when governments or planners frame all citizen-initiated opposition to facilities as NIMBY
responses, they implicitly argue that the planning processes for the construction of facilities
should rely on bureaucratic decision making rather than democratic processes involving
public participation. Thus, the use of the NIMBY argument is regarded as a strategy by
planners or governments to disqualify their opponents by implying that local citizens are
selfish and have no regard for the interests of the whole community (McClymont and O’Hare
2008).
These two criticisms challenge the use of the easy NIMBY label as an appropriate explanation
for local residents’ resistance to the construction of facilities near their communities. This has
two general implications for the understanding of the nature of environmental conflicts. One
implication is that it is not always right to assume that opposition during environmental conflicts
can simply be analyzed as being based on rational hypotheses. Many different actors with varied
motivations or perceptions are involved in opposition to facilities. More empirical study is thus
warranted to further explore this (Wolsink and Devilee 2009). Furthermore, the NIMBY
response is part of a wicked or intractable problem (Fischer 1993). There are no clear-cut criteria
to judge the solution to wicked problems, and this makes the intellectual design in planning
processes ineffective in coping with NIMBY responses. Public participation is regarded as a
prescriptive approach to resolve NIMBY responses initiated by citizens (McAvoy 1998).
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2.4.2 Government strategies for public participation in planning
As early as 1969, Sherry Arnstein had developed an influential typology about public
participation in planning. It is increasingly acknowledged that, although public participation is
something that governments are likely to view as theoretically beneficial, its width (primarily the
degree to which the involved actors are offered the chance to influence decision-making
processes) and depth (the affected stakeholders’ influence on decision-making processes and
outcomes) in practice are varied (Fung 2006). Many specific strategies with regard to public
participation in planning can be identified, such as manipulation, education (lecturing), therapy,
defense, informing (notification), consultation, and advice (expression) (Arnstein 1969; Burke
1968; Connor 1988; Ducsik 1981; Edelenbos and Klijn 2006; Plummer and Taylor 2004).
Generally, these strategies match the top-down style of planning, in which planners or
governments use the hierarchical approach to make and implement decisions. To oppose
government decisions made using this hierarchical approach, the other actors may choose protest
actions to block or redirect governments’ decisions (King, Feltey, and Susel 1998). If
governments choose these specific strategies, the result tends to be zero-sum or winner-take-all
outcomes (Forester 1989).
The above strategies, however, do not map the whole picture of public participation in
planning practice. Some authors have pointed out that these strategies are forms of what is
variously referred to as symbolic public participation (Arnstein 1969), lower level of public
participation (Edelenbos and Klijn 2006), or conventional participation (King, Feltey, and Susel
1998).
Symbolic participation implies that the affected stakeholders have only a token influence on
government decisions during the planning processes, and they have little power to induce the
planners or governments to take their views, aspirations, or needs seriously (Arnstein 1969).
Occasionally, the affected stakeholders are only informed or symbolically consulted by planners
and governments. Their inputs mostly do not affect government decisions. Symbolic
participation means a lower level of participation, implying that citizens are viewed as suppliers
of ideas, typically mobilized by governments (Edelenbos and Klijn 2006). Informing, advising,
and consulting characterize the lower level of public participation.
Conventional participation refers to governments controlling the ability of citizens to
influence the decision-making process. Citizens are far away from this process, and they have
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few opportunities to give input; or their input is ignored by governments or experts employed by
governments. Fischer (1993) views this as a practitioner–client hierarchy, which means that
governments see citizens as clients who are ill-equipped to question their authority and
knowledge. Innes and Booher (2004) regard conventional participation as one-way
communication from government to the community. Conventional participation forecloses many
important options, and public participation comes too late to have a meaningful influence on
planning processes (King, Feltey, and Susel 1998).
Because planning proposals initiated by governments in Western democracies have met
substantial opposition from citizens, planning practice has increasingly witnessed a shift towards
a more open and collaborative style (Altshuler 1965; Forester 1999; Frame, Gunton, and Day
2004; Innes 1996; Innes and Booher 1999a, 1999b). Some scholars view the planning process as
open when all the affected actors can play crucial roles in the production of the final decisions.
The key assumption is that responsibility for planning should be directly delegated to
stakeholders who work together in face-to-face negotiations to reach a consensus (Booher and
Innes 2002; Wondolleck and Yaffee 2000). Some scholars view planning as collaborative: all the
affected stakeholders are involved in the whole decision-making process in order to jointly find
solutions (Day and Gunton 2003; Innes 1995, 1996, 2004). Specific to the location issue for the
construction of facilities, Ducsik (1981) argues that collaborative planning means that all the
affected actors should first be involved in the development of the methodology and criteria to
guide the process of choosing sites, and then establish an inventory of acceptable sites in an open
way. Collaborative planning can result in some advantages, such as the emergence of integrated
solutions resulting in an all-win outcome, successful implementation because of strong
commitment to the outcome, and an increase in social capital (such as trust) through public
participation (Day and Gunton 2003).
It is true that the emergence of collaborative or open planning has many implications for
public participation during the planning process. Fischer (1993, 2000), for instance, views
collaborative planning practice as essentially participatory because governments (or experts)
involve the affected stakeholders in the hope of bringing the community’s local knowledge to
their decision-making processes. He further concludes that participatory planning can avoid the
zero-sum politics of NIMBY, which is characterized as conflictual interactions. Innes and
Booher (2004) regard public participation in collaborative planning as collaborative
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participation, a new paradigm in participation, which implies a multi-way interaction in which
governments and other stakeholders debate with one another in formal and informal ways to
influence the decision-making process. In addition, collaborative participation means that the
interests of all stakeholders are addressed during the planning process, and they are treated
equally during the discussions (Innes and Booher 2004). Some terms, such as co-producing or
co-deciding (Edelenbos and Klijn 2006), genuine participation (Arnstein 1969), co-designing
(Enserink and Monnikhof 2003), and authentic participation (King, Feltey, and Susel 1998;
Roberts 1997) characterize the nature of public participation in this new planning practice.
Arnstein (1969) proposes that, when citizens have real power during planning processes,
genuine participation will emerge. Two forms of genuine participation are identified. (1)
Partnership: this implies that the affected stakeholders are genuinely involved in the planning
process, and they negotiate and bargain with governments to make decisions. This form of
participation corresponds with Edelenbos and Klijn’s (2006) co-producing of decisions in
planning processes, implying that governments and other involved stakeholders jointly establish
a problem-solving agenda and search for solutions. (2) Citizen control: citizens are fully in
charge of policy and managerial aspects. This can also be viewed as co-deciding, in which
governments leave the decision-making process to the involved actors, and they play mainly
advisory roles (Edelenbos and Klijn 2006). As noted in the opening paragraph of this section,
genuine participation relates not only to the depth of public participation (mainly the affected
stakeholders’ influence on decision-making processes and outcomes), but also to the width of
public participation (primarily the degree to which the involved actors are offered the chance to
influence decision-making processes). Enserink and Monnikhof (2003) propose a co-designing
planning process: the affected stakeholders are involved in the planning processes at a very early
stage, from problem recognition and definition to environmental impact assessment.
In the same fashion, the term authentic participation has virtually the same meaning as
genuine participation. It refers to a meaningful participatory process, and its key elements are
commitment, trust, and open and honest discussion. Citizens are central in decision-making
processes, and they have an immediate and equal opportunity to influence them (King, Feltey,
and Susel 1998). Booher and Innes (2002) regard this as authentic dialogue; this means that all
the stakeholders can speak with one another with sincerity, accuracy, comprehensibility, and
legitimacy with the aim of achieving joint fact-seeking. This corresponds with Habermas’s (1984)
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idea of communicative rationality, which states that all the affected stakeholders should mutually
communicate with one another to build the meaning of issues collectively. Some scholars view
planning as a practical process of argumentation, implying that different stakeholders involved in
planning practices argue with one another to influence the discourse (Fischer and Forester 1993;
Fischer and Gottweis 2012). In addition, authentic participation can be a deliberation process, in
which the involved stakeholders can debate with one another and learn from one another, and
finally find a common understanding about how to resolve a problem (Roberts 1997). Authentic
participation may be ideal and will never be fully achieved (Innes and Booher 2004). However, it
provides some promise that can be advanced in practice.
In summary, on the basis of the degree of public participation, the literature on public
participation in planning discusses two essentially different public participation patterns:
symbolic participation and authentic participation. In planning practices, governments can select
strategies based on the degree of participation, and two general government strategies can be
identified: symbolic participation and authentic participation. They are presented in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Government strategies for public participation in the planning process
Strategy

Definition

Symbolic

Governments dominate the planning processes and the public fail to actually

participation

influence them. Public participation is superficial and meaningless.

Authentic

Planning is an open process, and all the affected actors have the chance to become

participation

involved in it. Decisions during the planning process are made collectively by all
the stakeholders.

2.4.3 Explanation of why specific government strategies are applied during planning processes
Some scholars have argued that it is necessary to transform representative into participatory
democracy (Dryzek 1990; Fischer and Forester 1993). Participation is regarded as taken-forgranted, implying a shared but unspoken assumption of governments in Western democracies
(Majone 1992). A set of concepts, methods, and instruments for the running of participatory
democracies has been devised by scholars (Ackerman 2004; Fung 2005, 2006; Fung and Wright
2003). Governments normatively view public participation as an appropriate action (Olsen and
March 2004).
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Sometimes, politicians and government officials engage citizens in participation for political
expediency and power maintenance (Hoppe 2011a). In practice, governments have a menu of
participation options from which they can choose. Although higher-level governments may
mandate maximum feasible participation, local governments may change this to advisable citizen
participation (Roberts 2004). Bishop and Davis (2002, 21) conclude that government choices of
participation options are “shaped by the policy problems at hand, the techniques and resources,
and, ultimately, a political judgment about the importance of the issue and the need for public
involvement.” This implies that governments choose their strategies regarding public
participation on the basis of the logic of consequence.
Few studies have been done to specifically explain governments’ choice of strategies in
relation to public participation in planning processes. However, the two general explanations
identified above, the rational (or the perceived benefit-cost) and the norm-based explanation, can
shed light on this issue. It can be concluded that normative value and the interests of
governments influence their choice of strategies to apply to public participation in planning
processes.

2.5 The social conflict resolution literature in China
Citizens in China have few institutionalized channels to be directly involved in formal decisionmaking processes. Sometimes, they adopt contentious ways, such as mass demonstrations or
violent confrontations, to express their grievances. These in turn may result in conflicts between
citizens and governments. These conflicts are regarded as social conflicts in the Chinese context,
and Chinese governments adopt varied strategies to address them.
2.5.1 The nature of social conflicts in China
Social conflict emerges when different social groups clash over antagonistic interests (Yu 2007).
The Chinese state establishes “an overriding need for stability” and “harmonious society” as its
official policy line and views social conflict as a taboo (Yu 2007, 2). However, since China’s
opening up in 1978, the prevalence of social conflicts around China has turned it into a
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contentious society (Chen 2012). Social conflicts arise in many fields in China, such as hukou,14
tax, land appropriation, immigration, and healthcare, among others (Perry and Selden 2010).
Yu (2007) distinguishes two stages in social conflicts in China. The first stage arose between
intellectual elites and political elites who struggled for political power. The 1989 Tiananmen
Incident signified the end of social conflict in this stage. The second stage of social conflict
emerged at the end of the twentieth century. Governments, business professionals, and academia
formed an elitist alliance that enjoyed the benefits of China’s economic achievements. However,
the interests of poor and disadvantaged citizens, especially peasants and workers, were ignored.
As a result, the latter organized various contentious actions to protect their rights.
Some scholars study social conflicts in rural areas of China (Deng and Yang 2013; O’Brien
and Deng 2015; O’Brien and Li 1999, 2006). Rightful resistance, a concept originally applied in
studies on farmers’ protest actions in rural China, was initially devised by O’Brien (1996). It is
primarily used to characterize situations in which the policy-based resisters cite laws,
government documents, or even political propaganda to defend their legitimate rights and
interests (O’Brien and Li 2006). In general, rightful resistance is a form of popular contention
characterized by the following features: (1) it operates near the boundary of an authorized or
institutionalized formal channel, (2) it uses the rhetoric and commitments of the powerful to limit
political or economic power, and (3) it hinges on locating and exploiting divisions among the
powerful (O’Brien 1996). Rightful resistance is regarded as a boundary-spanning contention, and
rights-conscious citizens tend to utilize rights upholding (Weiquan) language to call on
government officials to implement policies (Johnson 2013a). This right-based resistance has
implications for understanding the nature of environmental conflicts in China. It signifies that,
during environmental conflicts, Chinese citizens express their opposition to government
decisions on the basis of national laws, institutions, or regulations. This may depoliticize
citizens’ protest actions and make it hard for governments to use state suppression.
Conflicts relating to environmental issues have been discussed by various authors (such as
Johnson 2008, 2010, 2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2015; Li, Liu, and Li 2012; Mertha 2008, 2009). These
authors have studied how the construction or operation of various facilities, such as waste

14

Hukou is a system of household registration of China. It officially identifies a citizen as a resident of an area,

including information such as name, parents, and date of birth.
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incinerators, dams, and chemical plants, are debated among governments, local residents,
environmental NGOs, and experts.
Studies on environmental movements and environmentalism (Ho 2001; Ho and Edmonds
2007a, 2007b) also provide insights into the nature of environmental conflicts in China. Some
scholars attempt to answer the question of whether an environmental movement is likely in
China (Tong 2005; Xie and van der Heijden 2010). It is thought that sustained contentious
collective action is a requisite element of a social movement (Tarrow 1994). However,
environmental movements in China do not show such a feature (Thibaut 2011), and only isolated
instances of contentious politics exist (Brettell 2003). Stalley and Yang (2006) therefore
conclude that nowadays China is undergoing dynamic environmentalism, but not the emergence
of an environmental movement. Ho (2001) refutes the existence of an environmental movement
in China too. He argues that the greening of the state and the ambiguous approach of the Chinese
state to civil society have removed the opportunities to confront governments in China. It is thus
unlikely that a confrontation-oriented environmental movement will be seen (Mol 2006).
Environmentalism in China is characterized as “embedded environmentalism,” implying the
localized and non-confrontational nature of environmentalism (Ho and Edmonds 2007b, 333), or
referred to as a “female mildness” – a greening without conflict, an environmentalism at a safe
distance from direct political action (Ho 2001, 916). Derived from the concept of embedded
environmentalism, three implications about the nature of environmental conflicts in China are
drawn below.
1. The depoliticized nature of environmental conflicts: The Chinese state does not tolerate
strong organized collective action initiated by Chinese citizens. When their actions are
labeled as violent anti-government collective actions, the Chinese state will do its best to end
them, even using state force. Embedded environmentalism implies that the participants
involved in environmental conflicts tend more to depoliticize their actions, focusing on legal
and technical issues (Johnson 2013b).
2. The localized nature of environmental conflicts: Western democracies have witnessed a shift
from parochial NIMBY sentiments to an environmental movement at national and global
level (Rootes and Leonard 2009). The existing political structures in China greatly impede
the occurrence of nationwide and well-organized environmental conflicts (Schwartz 2004;
Tang and Zhan 2008). The Chinese state is extremely nervous about dispersed groups
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formulating a wide network that may challenge its authority (Ho and Edmonds 2007a). There
is no networked environmental movement in China, and citizens tend to organize
environmental protests at local level with the intention of protecting their own interests.
Some issues, such as environmental quality or justice at national level, or environmental
policy implementation around China, are not their concern.
3. The non-confrontational nature (or low degree of confrontation) of environmental conflicts:
Sustained confrontation-oriented collective action is impossible in China. Some factors may
explain this, such as the institutionalization of the environmental complaint system (Brettell
2003), the greening of the state (Ho 2001), the unavailability of political opportunities for
collective actions (Tong 2005), the absence of urgency to confront the central government
(Ho 2001), and the absence of strong middle-class support (Tang and Zhan 2008). Although
environmental conflicts in China are generally non-confrontational, the sense of urgency for
confrontation with governments indeed exists (Thibaut 2011). This implies that this urgency
may create opportunities for the occurrence of strong confrontation-oriented collective
actions during environmental conflicts.
To summarize, these above characteristics of environmental conflicts inspired by the concepts of
rightful resistance and embedded environmentalism are helpful in clarifying the nature of
environmental conflicts in China.
2.5.2 Government strategies for social conflict resolution in China
Many actor strategies can be identified in social conflicts in China. The most relevant studies are
about the strategies applied by disadvantaged citizens when they confront conflicts with
governments or other citizens (Cai 2002, 2004, 2008a; O’Brien and Li 2006; van Rooij 2010).
Such citizens can adopt various strategies to resolve their grievances or complaints in relation to
governments or other citizens. They can use formal channels, such as judicial or administrative
channels (Goelz 2009; Michelson 2007, 2008; Warwick and Ortolano 2007). They may also
apply informal strategies, such as appealing to higher-level authorities (O’Brien and Li 1999),
group petition (O’Brien and Li 2006), seeking assistance from the mass media or personal
networks (Shi and Cai 2006), exploring issue linkages (Cai 2010; Deng and Yang 2013), or
involving NGOs (van Rooij 2010). Tolerating the grievances can be an option for citizens when
they believe that they have few possibilities to resolve their complaints (Tong 2009); or they may
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take illegal action for complaint expression or conflict resolution, such as protests, violent
confrontations, demonstrations, or even attacks on state agencies (Cai 2010).
Besides these strategies, informal negotiation and mediation are optional strategies often
applied by Chinese citizens to resolve their conflicts with governments or other citizens.
Informal negotiation may be adopted as it is flexible and less costly than formal administrative or
judicial approaches (Michelson 2007). During such negotiation processes, the involved
disputants have face-to-face discussions about how to resolve their conflicts (Zhao 2004).
Mediation is another strategy selected by citizens. Mediation is different from negotiation
because it is conducted with a third party as a facilitator (Zhao 2004). It is the most preferred
approach to dispute resolution for civil matters (Tong 2009). During the mediation process, the
mediator or facilitator explores whether the core interests of both parties can be met and
integrated, seeking common ground where mutual gains are possible (Zhao 2004). As early as
1991, Wall and Blum concluded that mediation is omnipresent and highly important in dispute
resolution in China. This conclusion, however, is criticized by Diamond (2000) who argues that
the importance of mediation is minimal and that Chinese citizens have many options other than
mediation for resolving social conflicts. A recent study by Read and Michelson (2008) concludes
that mediation is fairly common in the countryside in China, and women tend to apply it to
resolve their conflicts.
Depending on who plays the mediator role during environmental conflicts in China, three
different forms of mediation are acknowledged (see Zhao 2004). The first is the so-called
people’s mediation. The People’s Mediation Committee, a non-governmental organization under
the leadership of local governments and local courts, conducts mediation to resolve
environmental conflicts in accordance with the law. People’s mediators attempt to facilitate the
communication among the disputing parties and help them to achieve an acceptable solution.
People’s mediation is less costly and time-consuming than formal approaches to dispute
resolution. The second is administrative mediation in which the environmental protection
bureaus play the mediator role. They mediate to help the actors involved to reach an agreement
on the rights and obligations of each actor. Both people’s mediation and administrative
mediation are forms of extra-judicial mediation. The last form of mediation is judicial mediation.
It is a court-centered mediation strategy in which disputes among disputants are mediated by
courts. In conclusion, social conflict resolution in China is highly hybrid. Citizens can apply
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many different strategies to achieve their goals. In addition, they tend to adopt multiple
approaches concurrently to address their grievances in the hope of reaching a more desirable
solution (Tong 2009).
Lastly, the literature discusses strategies that governments apply to address social conflicts,
mostly those occurring between governments and citizens. First, Chinese governments may
ignore or tolerate the protests initiated by citizens (Cai 2008b). They may also repress these
protests by using state force (Cai 2008c), hiring thugs to attack activists (Cai 2010), punishing
selected participants (Cai 2008a), isolating activists through labeling or framing (van Rooij
2010), or mobilizing informal personal networks to impede resistance (O’Brien and Deng 2015).
In some cases, they may make concessions by partly meeting citizens’ demands (Cai 2008b), or
by organizing symbolic participation on an ad hoc basis (Li, Liu, and Li 2012). Big concessions
can also be an option for governments to handle social conflicts when they meet all citizen
demands (Cai 2010).
On the basis of above analysis, four government strategies to address social conflicts can be
identified: tolerating or ignoring, suppression, small concessions, and big concessions. They are
summarized in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Government strategies for social conflict resolution in China
Government strategy

Definition

Tolerating or ignoring

Governments are unresponsive or they ignore the
other actors’ complaints

Suppression

Governments

use

violence

or

other

forceful

approaches to stop the actions of the other actors
Small concessions

Governments partly meet the demands of the other
actors, or organize symbolic participation

Big concessions

Governments meet all the demands of the other actors

2.5.3 Explanation of why particular government strategies are applied in resolving social
conflicts in China
The literature on social conflict resolution in China reveals a lot about the explanation of the use
government strategies in social conflicts. In general, three sets of factors are identified. One set
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relates to social factors, such as collective action, mass media (and social media), the
involvement of activists and NGOs, and casualties in collective action. The second set is
primarily about political and institutional factors in China. The third is about the other factors.
They are elaborated as follows.
1. Social factors: Protests influence the application of government strategies in Chinese social
conflict resolution (Cai 2010). Protests have the potential to result in social unrest, which the
Chinese state does not tolerate. Protests that are confrontation oriented and financially
supported from overseas tend to result in state repression (Cai 2008a). In addition, the mass
media in China influence government decisions, especially those of local governments,
because they reflect the positions of the Chinese state and the Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) by releasing reports and comments (Wang 2005; Yang 2005, 2010). Local
governments in turn have to be prudent in applying their strategies if their actions are
reported by the mass media. Moreover, the role of social media is of growing importance in
shaping government decisions because they can distribute information rapidly, following
which local governments may face substantial external pressure, ultimately causing changes
in their strategies (Sullivan and Xie 2009). Casualties during protests may result in strong
social resentment or social disorder, and the Chinese state in turn has to relieve this in order
to avoid social instability (Cai 2010). This implies that the occurrence of casualties may
result in changes to government strategies. Finally, the involvement of activists (such as
officials within government agencies, journalists and editors, and environmental NGOs) may
influence governments’ decisions during the governance of environmental issues (Han 2013;
Lee 2013; Mertha 2008; Xie 2011).
2. Political factors: Political structure and institutional arrangements matter in the application
of government strategies in China. Local governments are responsible to higher-level
governments, who normally do not directly intervene in social conflicts (O’Brien and Li
1999). If perceived mismanagement by local governments may endanger state legitimacy or
social order, higher-level governments will intervene, and the former will change their
strategies (Cai 2008b). The political opportunity structure is regarded as one important factor
that influences government policies to deal with environmental debates. Xie and van der
Heijden (2010) compared political opportunity structures in two cases, the Three Gorges dam
(early 1990s) and the Nu River dam project (2002–2004), and found relaxed or less control
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by the Chinese state on the mass media and environmental NGOs. The changing political
opportunity structures may provide more chances for non-state actors to participate in
resolving environmental debates; this in turn shapes the strategies adopted by Chinese
governments.
3. Other factors: Some other factors have been recognized by scholars as shaping the
application of government strategies. One factor is the relationship between the actors
involved in conflict resolution. It has been found that, if local governments are aligned with
local industry, they are more likely to repress local citizens’ actions (van Rooij 2010). The
second factor is the cost of conflict resolution. Cai (2008c) concludes that, if local
governments realize that meeting citizens’ demands (such as the adaption of government
plans) is too costly, they tend to apply avoidance or suppression strategies. The third factor is
the nature of the issue (O’Brien and Li 1999; Yang 2010). Local governments in China have
a great degree of discretion in policy implementation. Normally, they are tolerant of
environmental education and nature conservation but intolerant of anti-nuclear protests. The
fourth factor is the influence of events (Cai 2004). Both the Chinese central government and
local governments are worried that Chinese citizens or international forces may use the
occurrence of events (such as the people’s congress conferences, the party’s representatives’
conferences, or the government’s work conferences) as opportunities to disrupt social
stability. They therefore tend to take actions to avoid this while such events are occurring.
The fifth factor is the role of the CCP (Zheng, De Jong, and Koppenjan 2010). The CCP
controls the political careers of government officials, who thus have to take CCP positions
seriously. Finally, personal networks (or guanxi) may also matter in shaping the strategies of
Chinese local governments in formal decision-making processes (Zheng, De Jong, and
Koppenjan 2010).
In all, these three sets of factors are identified as influencing the application of government
strategies in Chinese governance, including the governance of environmental conflicts.

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, three main issues were addressed: the nature of environmental conflicts,
government strategies in relation to governing environmental conflicts, and the explanation of
why particular government strategies are applied. The main findings are summarized as follows.
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2.6.1 Findings about the nature of environmental conflicts
The first issue reviewed in this chapter was the nature of environmental conflicts. Many concepts
used by scholars from four strands of literature have been reviewed in this chapter.
x

The environmental conflict literature provides three main points about the nature of
environmental conflicts. Firstly, environmental conflicts can be viewed as environmentinduced conflicts. This implies that environmental conflicts may emerge as a consequence of
environmental degradation or scarcity, and they can occur in economic, societal, religious,
and territorial fields. Secondly, environmental conflicts derive from the allocation of natural
resources, such as water, land, or oil. This definition, though rough, provides a general
impression about the phenomenon of environmental conflicts. Thirdly, the environmental
conflict literature reveals a lot about the characteristics of environmental conflicts, such as
their complexity, uncertainty, subjectivity, and political and risky nature. These
characteristics are helpful for clarifying the nature of environmental conflicts.

x

The governance, decision-making, and policy change literature reveals a lot about the nature
of problems. The concepts of problem and conflict are highly interconnected – the
occurrences of problems will often inherently be accompanied by conflicts. Elucidation of
the nature of problems can shed light on the nature of conflicts. Environmental conflicts
studied in this research involve disagreements on technical applications and/or social values.
Moreover, the governance, decision-making, and policy change literature identifies the multiactor context of environmental conflicts; this implies that all actors may interact with one
another in order to jointly influence the evolution of environmental conflicts.

x

The planning literature reveals that conflicts may arise during planning or implementation
processes when governments’ proposals to construct facilities are confronted by objections
from other stakeholders. The NIMBY response is the concept used by scholars to
characterize these conflicts; it assumes that citizens oppose the construction of various
facilities with the aim of removing them away from their communities. The selfishness
hypothesis to explain NIMBY responses is criticized. Public participation to achieve a fair,
transparent, and equal planning process is viewed as an approach to addressing the NIMBY
response.

x

In the Chinese context, social conflict is a taboo for the state because its occurrence may
endanger social stability or even lead to an undermining of the state. Moreover, the social
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conflict resolution literature in China discusses some contextualized concepts that may
provide insights into the nature of environmental conflicts. Rightful resistance and embedded
environmentalism are two of these. Rightful resistance implies that actors involved in
(environmental) conflicts tend to be careful about the boundaries of their actions, not straying
too far from the institutionalized channels set by the state. Embedded environmentalism
implies that environmental conflicts in China are mostly de-politicalized, localized, and nonconfrontational.
2.6.2 Findings about government strategies in governing environmental conflicts
Strategies to govern environmental conflicts is the second issue reviewed in this chapter. The
environmental conflict literature identifies three government strategies for environmental conflict
resolution, namely, the traditional, the non-assisted negotiation, and the assisted negotiation
strategy. The governance, decision-making, and policy change literature reveals that
governments have three general options for governing conflicts: government, governance, and
meta-governance strategies. Two generic government strategies regarding public participation
are identified in the planning literature: the symbolic participation and the authentic participation
strategy. The social conflict resolution literature in China recognizes four government strategies
for social conflict resolution: tolerance, suppression, small concessions, and big concessions.
In general, the three categorizations from the international literature all acknowledge the
transition from a traditional command-and-control approach to a negotiation- and bargainingbased approach in conflict resolution. Although the social conflict resolution literature in China
identifies some contextualized government strategies applied by Chinese governments, it fails to
recognize governance and meta-governance as potential government strategies for governing
conflicts. It may be worthwhile to integrate the government strategies derived from the
international literature and the Chinese literature and establish a typology that can be specifically
used to analyze government strategies during Chinese environmental conflicts. In Chapter 3, this
typology is established and articulated in detail.
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2.6.3 Findings about the explanation of why particular government strategies are applied in
environmental conflicts
The third issue reviewed in this chapter is the explanation of the application of government
strategies in environmental conflicts. This issue is a bit underdeveloped. The main findings are
presented as follows.
x

The literature on environmental conflicts assumes that the high costs of, and dissatisfaction
with, the traditional judicial approach facilitate the application of a negotiation strategy by
the disputants in environmental conflicts.

x

Governance scholars acknowledge both the facilitating and hindering conditions for the
application of the governance (or collaboration) strategy in problem solving. Some
facilitating conditions are: awareness of interdependence with other actors, the seriousness of
the problem, collaborative advantages, and the coincidence of interests among actors. Some
hindering conditions are: lack of awareness of the interdependency of actors, the primacy of
politics, and the fragmented nature of the political structure.

x

Policy scholars recognize a set of factors that may influence policy change and stability, such
as events, learning, interests, mass media involvement, the influence of outside groups,
policy entrepreneurs, the nature of the problem, and political parties.

x

The literature on public participation in planning reveals that the logics of both
appropriateness and consequence matter in explaining the application of government
strategies regarding public participation in planning processes.

x

The literature on social conflict resolution in China reveals that a set of conditions may
influence the application of government strategies for social conflict resolution, such as the
intervention of higher-level governments, the involvement of national mass media or social
media, casualties, personal networks, alignment of governments and local industries, protests,
the occurrence of events, and the involvement of activists.
2.6.4 Conclusions and a next step…

The above findings provide concepts and theoretical arguments that can be helpful in
establishing a new conceptual framework to describe and explain government strategies in
governing Chinese environmental conflicts. In Chapter 3, such a conceptual framework is
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constructed with the aim of providing an inquiry lens to explore the description and explanation
of government strategies in environmental conflicts in China.
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Chapter 3: Towards a conceptual framework to describe and explain
government strategies in governing Chinese environmental conflicts
Introduction
In Chapter 2, it was shown that four strands of literature provide insights into government
strategies in environmental conflicts, namely, the environmental conflict literature, the
governance, decision-making, and policy change literature, the public participation in planning
literature, and the social conflict resolution literature in China. This chapter is aimed at
constructing a conceptual framework to specifically describe and explain government strategies
in environmental conflicts in China.
A conceptual framework is defined as a rigorous means to explore the interrelationships
between different concepts. It identifies the elements (mostly concepts) and general relationships
among them to organize diagnostic and prescriptive inquiries (Ostrom 2005, 2007, 2011;
Schlager and Weible 2013). The conceptual framework in this chapter consists of three key
elements: the policy game, government strategies in environmental conflicts, and the conditions
regarding the application of government strategies. The policy game concept is employed as a
theoretical tool to describe environmental conflict processes. Government strategy is a concept
used to categorize government actions that emerge during environmental conflicts. Explanatory
conditions are employed in explaining the application of government strategies. As to the
relationships between these three elements, propositions are first drawn in order to show how the
individual conditions influence the application of government strategies. Configurational
thinking is then applied to explore how the combinations of different conditions influence the
application of government strategies. The three elements and the two causal reasonings together
make up the conceptual framework of this thesis, which is used to specifically study government
strategies in environmental conflicts in China.
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.1, the definition of environmental conflict,
the multi-actor context of environmental conflicts, and the main elements of policy games are
introduced. Section 3.2 presents six strategies applied by Chinese governments during
environmental conflicts: a go-alone, a suppression, a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, and a facilitation strategy. In section 3.3, seven conditions that influence the
application of government strategies are acknowledged: the form and scale of protest, the
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position of national mass media, the stage of the project, the position of higher-level
governments, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events. In section 3.4, the
relationships between the conditions and the application of government strategies are articulated
in detail. Seven propositions are firstly drafted, presenting the relationships between the
individual conditions and the application of government strategies. Then configurational thinking
is introduced as a way of exploring how the combinations of various conditions explain the
application of government strategies. In section 3.5, the conceptual framework constructed in
this thesis is summarized.

3.1 Policy game as a concept to conceptualize environmental conflict processes in China
This section discusses the nature of environmental conflicts with the aim of clarifying the
phenomena studied in this thesis. Environmental conflicts are assumed to occur in a network
context, and their resolution is featured as a game-like process. This section is structured as
follows. In subsection 3.1.1, the definition of environmental conflict is presented. The definition
of policy game and its key elements are elaborated in subsection 3.1.2. In subsection 3.1.3, some
key arguments are made to legitimize the application of the network perspective to analyze
environmental conflicts in China.
3.1.1 The definition of environmental conflicts
In Chapter 2, derived from four strands of literature, different understandings of environmental
conflicts were identified. Some authors view environmental conflicts as environmentally induced,
mostly related to environmental degradation or scarcity, such as wars arising from fights over oil,
land, water, or gas, and conflicts in multi-ethnic or multi-cultural societies as a result of
environmentally caused migrations (see Homer-Dixon 1999). Some authors regard
environmental conflicts as debates concerning the allocation of natural resources (see Glavovic,
Dukes, and Lynott 1997). These two definitions of environmental conflicts are too broad and
therefore unhelpful for clarifying the scope of environmental conflicts. In addition,
environmental conflict can also be seen as a NIMBY response to planning; this means that local
citizens oppose the construction of facilities in order to move them away from their communities.
Although researchers criticize the unscientific nature of the assumption of selfishness to explain
the NIMBY response (see Burningham 2000; Hunter and Leyden 1995; Kraft and Clary 1991;
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Schively 2007; Wolsink 1994; Wolsink and Devilee 2009), the phenomenon that the NIMBY
response describes is useful for specifying the phenomenon of interest in this thesis.
Environmental conflicts are defined as disagreements among various actors (such as local
residents, non-governmental organizations, key government actors, experts, and business
representatives) concerning the planning, construction, and operation of industrial plants in urban
China. Four viewpoints are proposed in the following in order to further specify the
characteristics of the environmental conflicts studied.
First, no distinction is made between upstream environmental conflicts (in the planning stage),
midstream environmental conflicts (in the permitting stage), and downstream environmental
conflicts (in the implementation stage) in this research (see O’Leary and Bingham 2003). The
environmental conflicts studied cover cases in different project phases.
Second, the environmental conflicts studied in this thesis are mostly site-specific (see
Bingham 1986). Site-specific environmental conflicts are typically related to the allocation of
particular natural resources, locations, or situations. This thesis mainly concerns debates
regarding the location of waste incineration power plants and paraxylene (PX) projects.
Third, the environmental conflicts studied are problems inherently involving disagreements on
scientific knowledge or social values (see Hoppe 2002, 2011a). The two types of conflicts
studied, regarding waste incineration power plants and PX plants, involve high levels of
disagreements on social values and the application of technology. Application of the
technologies for producing PX and for waste incineration involves high uncertainties or risks to
the local environment and citizens’ personal health. In turn, citizens have a low level of
acceptance regarding the application of these technologies.
Fourth, the environmental conflicts studied in this research are one type of social conflict in
China (Yu 2007). In the Chinese context, social conflicts are mostly characterized as
confrontational protests initiated by disadvantaged citizens to protect their own interests. They
may occur in many fields such as land disputes, tax, or immigration. The environmental conflicts
studied in this thesis represent disagreements among various actors (such as citizens,
governments, experts, activists, and NGOs) regarding the planning, construction, and operation
of industrial facilities in urban China.
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3.1.2 Policy game as a tool to analyze environmental conflicts in China
Two perspectives on networks were discussed in Chapter 2. The first views networks as an
institutional context in which conflicts occur (Klijn and Koppenjan 2000b), and the second
regards networks as a normative steering approach for conflict resolution, mostly referred to as
governance or collaboration (Kooiman 2003). Networks in this thesis are defined as an
institutional context or a multi-actor context in which environmental conflicts occur. In addition,
the second perspective on networks is used because governance or collaboration is established as
a government strategy for environmental conflict resolution, mostly compared with the
government and the meta-governance strategy (see Chapter 2).
From the network perspective, conflict resolution, including environmental conflict
resolution, is not a rational linear process, but a game involving a sequence of interactions
among multiple actors (Allison 1971; Crozier and Friedberg 1980; Gage and Mandell 1990). The
concept of game as a metaphor is introduced to analyze problem-solving processes and is
characterized by an ever-changing set of actors and their strategies (Klijn and Teisman 1997).
The resolution of environmental conflicts in this thesis is regarded as a policy game that occurs
in a network context: diverse actors, with diverging resources, perceptions, goals, and strategies,
interact with one another to jointly influence the evolvement of environmental conflicts.
Environmental conflicts evolve through several rounds and result in specific outcomes. To
analyze the process of environmental conflicts from a network perspective, some basic elements
are elaborated.
1. Interactions and actors: An interaction is defined as a mutually influencing relation between
two or more actors (Kooiman 2003). A series of interactions occurs during environmental
conflict resolution. Interactions in networks influence the evolvement of environmental
conflicts. An interaction always involves actors. A variety of actors may be involved in
environmental conflicts. Individuals, groups, and organizations from the public, semi-public,
and private sectors are potential actors (Koppenjan and Klijn 2004).
2. Resources and interdependence: Environmental conflict resolution requires a variety of
resources owned by various actors. Actors’ resources can be formal (such as formal decisionmaking powers, human resources, and formal competencies) or informal (such as legitimacy,
strategic capability, and mobilization power) (Scharpf 1978). In addition, they are mostly not
possessed by any single actor. Rather, they are dispersed among actors. As a result, actors
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depend on one another to achieve the resolution of environmental conflicts. The
interdependence relationship among actors is the core condition facilitating the formation of
networks (Agranoff and McGuire 2004; Marin and Mayntz 1991). Moreover, the degree of
dependency varies because resources have diverse importance to the various actors.
3. Perceptions and objectives: Perceptions are the perceived realities of the involved actors
(Koppenjan and Klijn 2004). They are the mediators between complex realities and behavior.
Actors use the images built on their perceptions to choose their objectives and strategies
during environmental conflicts (see Schon and Rein 1994). Objectives during policy games
are concrete transitions of (some) perceptions (Koppenjan and Klijn 2004). Different
objectives can be established based on one perception. To take the smog issue in China as an
example, many actors perceive it as an environmental problem. Nevertheless, they establish
different objectives, such as reducing industrial emissions, removing the polluting plants to
other locations, or improving environmental consciousness.
4. Arena: Environmental conflict resolution occurs in arenas. An arena is a place or field in
which actors interact with one another (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992). In reality,
arenas can be management teams, project groups, or formal and informal meetings in which
policies and policy measures are made and implemented (Koppenjan and Klijn 2004). Often,
the problem owners, the solution owners, and the decision makers are located in different
arenas (Kingdon 2010). This implies that environmental conflict resolution is most likely
when these actors converge with one another.
5. Process: Environmental conflict resolution is not a linear process. Rather, it is an erratic
game involving several rounds (Crozier and Friedberg 1980; Radford 1977; Teisman 2000).
A round is a dynamic process in a policy game. It may begin with one actor’s initiative that
triggers the process of a round. Conflicts may follow. Actors will then explore opportunities
to achieve jointly acceptable solutions to their common problems. However, impasses,
stalemates, or stagnations may happen. A crucial decision is finally made, providing a jointly
agreeable solution to the common problem. A crucial decision is regarded as a solution to the
question that is central in a particular policy round (van Bueren, Klijn, and Koppenjan 2003).
Following a crucial decision, the next round of policy games will begin. A crucial decision
thus is viewed as a boundary to differentiate various rounds in environmental conflicts. An
environmental conflict may include several crucial decisions.
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6. Strategy: In environmental conflicts, actors with diverging perceptions and resources apply
various strategies to achieve their objectives. The strategy concept is used to categorize the
concrete government actions that emerge in environmental conflicts. Strategy is defined as a
pattern formed in a set of decisions (Mintzberg 1978). This means that, if a set of decisions
shows consistency over time, a decision pattern can be identified. Then, a strategy can be
acknowledged. Different decision patterns identified in environmental conflicts signify
various strategies.
7. Outcomes: Outcomes in environmental conflicts can be generally categorized into three
groups: substantive outcomes, process outcomes, and institutional outcomes (Koppenjan and
Klijn 2004). Substantive outcomes relate mainly to the question of whether an environmental
conflict is resolved or not. They can be non-decision making, a one-sided outcome, or a winwin outcome (Klijn and Koppenjan 2000b). Non-decision making implies that environmental
conflict is unresolved, and its solution is not achieved. This is an all-lose outcome. A onesided outcome means that only a small number of actors are satisfied with the result. This is a
win-lose outcome. A win-win outcome implies that all the involved actors increase their
benefits. As regards outcomes at process level, these may relate to the duration of conflicts,
interactions costs, fairness, transparency, and so forth. The involved actors intentionally
adjust their strategies to achieve their objectives or a jointly acceptable outcome. As regards
outcomes at institutional level, these are primarily about the creation of enduring relations
and the formulation of the perception of mutual language or trust. Some policy changes or
institutional changes occur, for instance, to expedite the processes of environmental conflict
resolution. They characterize outcomes at institutional level.
These elements are used to describe the game-like process of environmental conflicts in China.
3.1.3 Conclusion: Understanding environmental conflicts in China from a governance network
perspective
Inspired by governance network theory, we acknowledge that environmental conflicts occur in a
multi-actor context (Klijn and Koppenjan 2000b). This perspective helps to conceptualize
environmental conflicts in China. Nowadays, Chinese governments increasingly realize the
weaknesses of the top-down approach for resolving environmental conflicts (Johnson 2013b),
and a large number of environmental NGOs and environmental activists participate in the
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resolution of such conflicts (Yang 2005). In addition, many institutions have been designed by
the Chinese central government with the aim of facilitating public participation to resolve these
conflicts (Johnson 2014). More importantly, interactions among governments and other actors,
such as citizens, professional experts, activists, media reporters, businessmen, and environmental
NGOs, have become possible, and this may shape the processes of environmental conflict
resolution (Johnson 2014). Based on these arguments, it can be said that environmental conflicts
in China occur in a multi-actor (or network) context. Different actors (such as local governments,
citizens, experts, environmental NGOs, and media reporters) interact with one another in order to
jointly influence the evolvement of environmental conflicts.

3.2 Six government strategies in Chinese environmental conflicts
This study is about government strategies in environmental conflicts. From a hierarchical
perspective, government in China can be classified as central government and local governments
(including provincial, municipal, district, county, and township government). It can also be
classified in a sectorial way, and different government agencies can be identified, such as the city
planning bureau, the environmental protection bureau, the development and reform commission,
the land management bureau, the city management bureau, and the other government sectors.
Local governments in China assume the main responsibility for governing local affairs, including
environmental conflicts. This thesis focuses on municipal and district governments.
In Chapter 2, four categorizations of government strategies derived from four strands of
literature were identified. They are briefly reintroduced as follows.
1. Three government strategies are identified in the environmental conflict literature to govern
environmental conflicts: the traditional, the non-assisted negotiation, and the assisted
negotiation strategy (Amy 1983; Bingham 1986; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987).
2. Three generic government strategies for conflict resolution are recognized in the governance,
decision-making, and policy change literature: government, governance, and metagovernance (Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan 1997; Koppenjan and Klijn 2004; Pierre 2000).
3. Two government strategies for public participation in planning processes are acknowledged
in the public participation in planning literature: symbolic participation and authentic
participation (Arnstein 1969; Fischer and Forester 1993).
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4. Four different government strategies to address social conflicts are recognized in the social
conflict resolution literature in China: tolerance, suppression, small concessions, and big
concessions (Cai 2010).
The governance, decision-making, and policy change literature provides a categorization to
understand government strategies for conflict resolution. It is mostly inspired by the transition
from government to governance. Such a transition implies a paradigmatic change of governance
style from a hierarchical to a horizontal approach. The two categorizations acknowledged in the
environmental conflict literature and in the public participation in planning literature refer to
similar developments. In short, similar developments have been identified in these three different
fields of science. However, these categorizations are all derived from governance practices in
Western democracies. Their direct use in the Chinese context may be questionable.
The categorization of government strategies for social conflict resolution recognized in the
social conflict resolution literature in China shows strong similarities with these three
categorizations. In addition, it throws up some specifications of government strategies (such as
tolerance, suppression, or concession) in the Chinese context. However, this categorization views
social conflict resolution in China as a zero-sum game or a suppression–concession dilemma. It
fails to recognize that social conflicts can be resolved through a consensus-based approach with
the potential of achieving a win-win or a zero-plus outcome.
These four categorizations all fail to function as a fully-fledged categorization to analyze
government strategies in Chinese environmental conflicts; but they share some similarities, and
this means that they can be aligned. In this thesis, I attempt to integrate them to formulate a new
categorization with the aim of identifying and analyzing government strategies in Chinese
environmental conflicts. In summary, six government strategies regarding the governance of
environmental conflicts are identified: a go-alone, a suppression, a tension reduction, a giving in,
a collaboration, and a facilitation strategy. This categorization of government strategies used in
this thesis and its relationship with the other four are presented in Table 3.1.
In the following, the six government strategies for governing environmental conflicts are
introduced in detail.
1. Go-alone strategy: This strategy means that local governments have a strong commitment to
achieving their own objectives, and they have no intention of making concessions or finding
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alternatives. This strategy partly matches the tolerance strategy selected by the Chinese state
to handle social conflicts (Cai 2008c). The tolerance strategy identified by Cai (2008c),
however, is only one indicator of the go-alone strategy. Other indicators, such as defense,
ignoring, avoiding, tolerance, explaining, educating, lecturing, persuading, or framing, all
characterize the go-alone strategy that may be applied by local governments during
environmental conflicts.
Table 3.1: Overview of the categorization of government strategies regarding environmental
conflict resolution
Literature

Environmental

Governance,

Public

Social

conflict

conflict

decision making,

participation in

resolution

and policy change

planning

China

research

Government

Symbolic

Tolerance

Go-alone

2

Suppression

Suppression

3

Small concessions

Tension

in

Government
strategy in this

Strategy
1

Traditional

participation

reduction
4
5

Non-assisted

Governance

negotiation
6

Assisted

Authentic

Big concessions

Giving in

------

Collaboration

------

Facilitation

participation
Meta-governance

negotiation

2. Suppression strategy: This strategy means that local governments have a zero or little
tolerance of the existence of contrasting opinions or viewpoints during environmental
conflicts. It partially corresponds with Cai’s (2010) study on government strategy for social
conflict resolution in China. The suppression strategy implies the punishment of all
participants when they express their complaints in a collective way. It refers to government
actions, such as state suppression, information blocking, isolation, or coercion to keep actors
away from protests that may threaten the authority or legitimacy of governments.
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3. Tension reduction strategy: This strategy means that local governments concede some
unimportant aspects or in a late stage during environmental conflicts. They engage in actions
in the hope of relieving the anger or disappointment of the other actors. This strategy is
consistent with the small concession strategy proposed by Cai (2010), which means that
governments meet the demands of some actors, as well as punishing some others. The
tension reduction strategy implies that governments are not yet the losers, and they may still
be the winners as their objectives may be achieved later. It is characterized by concrete
government actions, such as symbolic dialogue with local residents or the temporary halting
of the debated projects with the intention of calming the other actors down.
4. Giving in strategy: This strategy implies that governments radically give up their initial
objectives, and they fail to accomplish their original goals. It has a same meaning as the big
concessions strategy proposed by Cai (2008c), which means that governments meet all the
demands of the other actors. Specific actions, such as the relocation or cancellation of the
debated projects, characterize this strategy.
5. Collaboration strategy: This strategy equates to the governance strategy in the governance,
decision-making, and policy change literature (see Ansell and Gash 2008; Kickert, Klijn, and
Koppenjan 1997; Kooiman 2003; Pierre 2000; Sørensen and Torfing 2007), the non-assisted
negotiation strategy in the environmental conflict literature (see Amy 1987; Bingham 1986;
Susskind and Cruikshank 1987), and the authentic participation strategy in the public
participation in planning literature (see Arnstein 1969; Fischer and Forester 1993; Innes 1995;
Innes and Booher 1999b). It means that governments have strong commitments to achieve a
jointly acceptable, consensus-oriented solution. This strategy is likely to result in a win-win
(zero-plus or mutually beneficial) solution. Specific government actions, such as consultation
to seek consensus, compensation for a win-win solution, or information disclosure for
authentic public participation, characterize this strategy.
6. Facilitation strategy: This strategy corresponds with the meta-governance (or network
management) strategy in the governance, decision-making, and policy change literature
(Agranoff and McGuire 2001; Gage and Mandell 1990; Koppenjan and Klijn 2004), the
assisted negotiation strategy in the environmental conflict literature (Susskind and
Cruikshank 1987), and the authentic participation strategy in the public participation in
planning literature (Fischer and Forester 1993). Although the involved actors have realized
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the importance of collaboration with the other actors to achieve a jointly acceptable solution,
collaboration among them is unlikely to be advanced automatically. Blockage, stagnation, or
stalemate may occur due to so-called free rider problems. Then, a facilitation strategy is
needed. Governments can function as mediators or facilitators to design institutions or
manage processes to facilitate or enable the advancement of the process of environmental
conflict resolution. Actions, such as changes in policies or institutions, the involvement of a
third party as mediator, the design of rules to enhance interactions, or the organization of
public forums to facilitate the processes of environmental conflict resolution, characterize
this strategy.
The above typology of six government strategies is used as a heuristic tool to categorize the
concrete government actions that emerge during environmental conflicts. Their operational
definitions and related indicators are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the definitions and indicators of the six government strategies used
during environmental conflicts
Strategy

Operational definition

Indicators

Go-alone

- strong and deliberative commitment to its

- decide–announce–defense (DAD)

own objective

- ignorance/avoidance/non-response

- no intention of giving in or finding

- not informing/informing at a later stage

alternatives
- postponing decisions
- education/persuading/lecturing
Suppression

- strong and deliberative commitment to its
own objective

- information blocking
- coercion

- zero tolerance of different viewpoints and

- forceful suppression

actions
- isolation
Tension
reduction

- strong commitment to its own solution

- temporary halting of project

-

- symbolic compensation to bolster the original

making

small

and

unimportant

compromises

solution
- symbolic participation
- maintaining silence

Giving in

-

making

big

compromises

whereby

governments become the losers
Collaboration

- project cancellation
- unilateral project relocation

- making compromises to achieve a win-win
solution or joint objective

- information disclosure for authentic dialogue
- compensation for a win-win solution

- aimed at building consensus

- consultation to seek consensus
- project relocation based on consensus among the
actors involved

Facilitation

- an intention to advance the process

- involving a third party as mediator

- a third party to design rules or processes

- designing rules
- organizing public forums to facilitate the process
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3.3 The conditions that explain why particular government strategies are applied in
environmental conflicts
The literature review in Chapter 2 has shown that many conditions influence the application of
government strategies. Some conditions identified in the four strands of literature overlap. In
general, seven conditions are established as essentially key conditions. They are the form and
scale of protest, the position of national mass media, the stage of the project, the position of
higher-level governments, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events. In the
following, the definitions of these conditions, as well as their influence on the application of
government strategies, are articulated in detail.
Conditions 1 and 2: The form and scale of protest
In Western democracies, the role of outsider groups in shaping government decisions during
decision-making processes has been acknowledged by governance and public policy scholars
(see Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Birkland 1998; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993). Protest is
one crucial way for outsider groups to express their opinions on government decisions. Lobbying,
street actions, or mass demonstrations are possible options for them. These protests potentially
damage government authority and political legitimacy. Governments in turn tend to change their
strategies in order to resolve the concerns expressed by citizens.
Some scholars have recognized the influence of protests on the application of government
strategies during social conflicts in China (see Cai 2008a, 2010; O’Brien and Li 2006). Local
governments in China are responsible to higher-level governments, not to citizens. They do not
necessarily take citizens’ interests seriously. This, however, does not mean that they can ignore
the occurrence of protests. Rather, they may even be more sensitive to them, to a certain degree,
than elected politicians in Western democracies, because Chinese governments prioritize social
stability on their political agenda, and they have a little tolerance of social instability (Cai 2010).
The nature of protests initiated by Chinese citizens matters for the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. Cai (2004) has proposed that four dimensions of
protests initiated by Chinese citizens influence the application of government strategy in social
conflict resolution. These are demand (political or not), form (violent or not), intention
(intentionally confrontational or not), and connection (supported from overseas or not). In this
research, two conditions, namely, the form and scale of protest, are included to explain the
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application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. They are elaborated as
follows.
x

The form of protest: This is about whether protests are violent or not. It is indicated by the
presence of casualties: violent protests are characterized as protests where casualties occur.
Local governments are sensitive to violent protests because they potentially endanger social
order or even lead to undermining of the state. Local governments in turn will attempt to end
them as soon as possible (Cai 2010). Thus it can be said that, if violent protests occur, local
governments tend to apply a tension reduction or giving in strategy. If the protests are
peaceful however, local governments tend to adopt a go-alone strategy.

x

The scale of protest: This relates to the number of participants in protests initiated by citizens.
It is different from the intensity of protests, which relates mostly to the frequency of
protests. 15 Often, local governments in China have little tolerance of large-scale protests
because of their potential influence on social stability. The use of state suppression to address
large-scale protests, however, is too costly for them. Local governments consequently tend to
select a tension reduction or giving in strategy with the aim of ending large-scale protests. If
the scale of citizen-initiated protests is small, local governments tend to adopt a go-alone or a
suppression strategy, as small-scale protests are unlikely to disrupt social order.

Condition 3: The position of national mass media
Governments may selectively choose the issues to resolve as they are unable to resolve all of
them. They tend to resolve the issues that receive high attention from the public and adjust their
policies in order to accommodate public opinion. Some public policy scholars have recognized
that mass media can influence government decisions because of their influence on shaping public
opinion (Cobb and Elder 1983; Jones and Baumgartner 2005).
National mass media in China are the expansion of state power (Cai 2008b; Shi and Cai 2006).
Their reports or exposure of a particular issue signify that the Chinese central government has
noticed that issue. If local governments fail to respond well to the signals implied in the reports
released by national mass media, they will be punished by higher-level governments, specifically

15

The intensity of protests in China is high. There were an estimated 90,000 protests in 2006 and 120,000 in 2008

(Yang 2011).
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by the central government. Local governments in turn tend to change their strategies to address
an issue reported by national mass media.
The position of national mass media during environmental conflicts is another condition
chosen in this research to explain the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts. Tight state censorship of mass media is widely implemented in China. Mass media are
not allowed to freely frame social issues as they must accept the political leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) (Wang 2005). National mass media, such as China Central
Television (CCTV), People’s Daily, Guangming Daily, and Xinhua News Agency, are the most
authoritative month tongues 16 of the national government or the CCP. They monopolize the
official sources of news reports and assume responsibility for shaping Chinese citizens’ political
beliefs and faith. During environmental conflicts, national mass media may make comments
about strategies applied by local governments, who view these comments as signals from the
Chinese central government or the top leaders of CCP. National mass media hold two different
positions in relation to the strategies adopted by local governments, namely, support or criticism.
x

Support: This means that national mass media explicitly support the strategies applied by
local governments during environmental conflicts. If so, local governments will ignore the
opinions of the other actors. They therefore tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy.

x

Criticism: This signifies that national mass media publicly criticize the strategies adopted by
local governments during environmental conflicts. If so, local governments must show that
they are taking remedial action. They hence tend to adopt a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy.

Condition 4: The stage of the project
The cost of conflict resolution influences the application of government strategies. Governments
mostly tend to adopt policies that are beneficial for their strategic objectives, such as growth,
survival, economic benefits, legitimacy, or autonomy (Nohrstedt 2005, 2008). In addition,
governments tend to participate in collaboration with the other actors when they identify

16

Month tongues are mass media in China that release comments on behalf of Chinese governments or the

CCP. Both Chinese governments and the CCP have their own mass media to express opinions, suggestions,
and comments about social affairs.
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collaborative advantages (Huxham 2003; Huxham and Vangen 2000). To sum up, cost matters in
the application of government strategies.
Some scholars specializing in social conflict resolution in China have found that various costs,
such as economic costs, face, legitimacy, or authority influence the application of government
strategies in conflict resolution. When they believe it is too costly to resolve conflicts or to give
concessions, they may refuse to respond or resort to suppression (Cai, 2008b, 2008c).
For environmental conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and operation of industrial
plants, the costs vary depending on the stage of the project. Two stages of contentious projects,
the early stage and the late stage, imply different costs for local governments if they have to
resolve environmental conflicts. Their relationships with the application of government strategies
are articulated as follows.
x

The early stage: This means the starting stage of projects, such as the planning or the initial
construction stage. If environmental conflicts occur in this stage, local governments do not
necessarily assume high costs on abandoning their initial plans. They thus tend to apply a
tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy.

x

The late stage: This means that the debated projects have formally started construction. If
environmental conflicts occur in this stage, local governments may think it is too expensive
to give up their initial plans. They therefore tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy.

Condition 5: The position of higher-level governments
The position of higher-level governments during environmental conflicts can explain the
application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Local government officials
in China are directly appointed by the higher-level government; they are primarily responsible to
it (O’Brien and Li 2006). If they fail to satisfy the demands of the higher-level government, they
will be punished through political demotion, or administrative or even judicial punishments. Two
generic positions, implying two conflicting values, held by higher-level governments regarding
the debated projects during environmental conflicts can be identified: support and opposition.
Their relationships with the application of government strategies are articulated as follows.
x

Support: This means that the higher-level government explicitly supports the debated project.
For example, it may publicly support the advancement of the debated project with the
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intention of achieving economic development. If so, local governments tend to apply a goalone or a suppression strategy.
x

Opposition: This implies that the higher-level government does not support the continuation
of the debated project. Often, it demands local governments to rethink this. If so, local
governments tend to adopt a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation
strategy.

Condition 6: The involvement of activists
The role that policy entrepreneurs play in policy changes has already been emphasized by some
policy scholars (see Mintrom and Norman 2009; Mintrom and Vergari 1996). Policy
entrepreneurs commit themselves to achieving policy changes through the exploitation of
windows of opportunity (Kingdon 2010). Thus, the involvement of policy entrepreneurs
influences government decisions.
The influence of activists on the application of government strategies in social conflict
resolution has been acknowledged by some scholars (such as Cai 2010; O’Brien and Li 2006;
Mertha 2009). Activists are the coordinators, organizers, or leaders of protests, and they dedicate
themselves to mobilizing and forming protests with the aim of shaping government decisions.
From this perspective, activists in environmental conflicts are a type of entrepreneur. Because of
the high risks of participating in protests, not all citizens in China have the confidence to be
activists. However, there are some activists who dedicate themselves to changing government
decisions. They strategically use existing laws, rules, policies, government regulations, mass
media, or even personal networks to mobilize resources with the aim of exerting pressure on
governments, who in turn may adjust their decisions.
Activist involvement can explain the application of government strategies during
environmental conflicts. Two values are identified: the involvement of embedded activists and
the involvement of unembedded activists. Their relationships with the application of government
strategies are elaborated as follows.
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x

The involvement of embedded activists: Embedded activists mostly have a close relationship
with the Chinese state, directly or indirectly. 17 In general, embedded activists often have
more opportunities than the average person to access formal decision-making processes and
mobilize resources to exert external pressure on local governments. It is therefore concluded
that, when embedded activists are involved in environmental conflicts, local governments
tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy.

x

The involvement of unembedded activists: Unembedded activists mostly mean ordinary
citizens who are working in private institutions or organizations in China. Normally, they
have few opportunities and channels to access formal-decision making processes and possess
limited resources to mobilize. They consequently have little ability to influence the decisions
of local governments. It is assumed hence that the involvement of unembedded activists
tends to result in a go-alone or a suppression strategy.

Condition 7: The occurrence of events
Events mostly refer to unexpected shocks, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, economic crises,
wars, revolutions, nuclear power plant accidents, or shifts in the political climate. Many public
policy scholars have realized that events may cause policy changes (see Birkland 1998; Cobb
and Elder 1983; Nohrstedt 2005, 2008; Sabatier 2007; Weible et al. 2012). The occurrence of
events is regarded as a necessary condition for policy change; if no events occur, no policy
change will follow (Sabatier 1986, 1988).
In the literature on social conflict resolution in China, the role of events in the application of
government strategies in social conflicts has been noticed by some scholars (see Cai 2004,
2008a). Several different patterns of events can be identified, such as natural disasters, casualties

17

Three different categorizations of embedded activists can be identified in the Chinese context. The first are

government officials who have a public career placement (Bianzhi). The second are individuals working in
organizations or institutes financially supported, and whose staff is employed, by Chinese governments, such
as universities, official mass media, professional associations, research institutes, state-owned enterprises, and
official think-tanks. The third are individuals who are representatives at people’s congresses or people’s
political consultative conferences. They may have various social backgrounds (such as workers from private
companies, lawyers, businessmen, or farmers). In addition, they do not necessarily depend on the Chinese state
in financial and employment terms.
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during protests, and national or international events. Normally, their occurrence will receive
substantial attention from the public and the various levels of government. Local governments
thus must be prudent in applying their strategies. The occurrence of events thus influences the
application of government strategies during environmental conflicts.
The occurrence of events can explain the application of government strategies during
environmental conflicts. In general, two values in relation to this condition are identified: the
occurrence of planned events and the occurrence of unplanned events. In the following, the two
values as well as their relationships with the application of government strategies are introduced.
x

The occurrence of planned events: Planned events refer to national events (such as the
people’s congress conference and the political consultative conference, the party’s
representatives’ conference, or the government’s work conference) or international events
(such as the Olympic Games, World Expo, or other such events). Their occurrence will
receive high attention from the central government. Local governments thus tend to adopt a
tension reduction or a giving in strategy.

x

The occurrence of unplanned events: Unplanned events refer to events that occur suddenly,
such as earthquakes, fires, or other natural disasters. When unplanned events occur, it is
difficult to judge the directions of government strategies.

To summarize, the above seven conditions are used in this thesis to explain the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. In section 3.4, the relationships between
the three key concepts, the policy game, government strategies during environmental conflicts,
and their explanation, are discussed.

3.4 Relationships of key concepts
As indicated at the beginning of this chapter, a conceptual framework includes not only key
elements or concepts, but also their relationships. In this section, I elaborate on how these key
elements are connected, especially the assumed causal relationships between the conditions and
the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Two reasonings are
used in this thesis to study these relationships: propositions and configurational thinking.
Propositions focus on the relationships between the individual conditions and the application of
government strategies, and configurational thinking focuses on the combinations of conditions
and shifts in government strategies. This section is structured as follows. In subsection 3.4.1,
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seven propositions are articulated, showing how the individual values of the seven conditions
influence the application of government strategies. In subsection 3.4.2, the reasoning of
configurational thinking is briefly introduced and inspires us to explore the relationships between
combinations of values of the conditions and the application of government strategies.
3.4.1 Propositions regarding the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts
Seven conditions that explain the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts have been identified. The main arguments are articulated in section 3.3 to suggest how
the individual values of each condition influence the application of government strategies. Based
on them, seven propositions are stated and presented in the following.
1: If violent protests occur, local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a giving
in strategy; however, if protests are peaceful, local governments tend to adopt a go-alone
strategy;
2: If protests are large scale, local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a giving
in strategy; however, if protests are small scale, they tend to adopt a go-alone or a
suppression strategy;
3: If the national media criticize local governments’ strategies, then local governments tend
to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy; if the
national media support local governments’ strategies, local governments tend to select a goalone or a suppression strategy;
4. If conflicts occur in the early stage of debated projects, local governments tend to apply a
tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy; however, if conflicts
occur in the late stage, they may adopt a go-alone or a suppression strategy;
5. When higher-level governments support the debated projects, local governments tend to
apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy; however, if higher-level governments oppose the
continuation of the debated projects, local governments tend to adapt a tension reduction, a
giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy;
6. If embedded activists are involved in environmental conflicts, local governments tend to
choose a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy; however, if
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unembedded activists are involved in environmental conflicts, they tend to select a go-alone
or a suppression strategy;
7. If planned events occur during environmental conflicts, local governments tend to apply a
tension reduction or a giving in strategy; however, if unplanned events occur, they tend to
change their existing strategies, but the directions of the changes are uncertain.
These propositions are preliminary conclusions derived from existing theories and literature
rather than from empirical data from fieldwork. They are not, however, used for theoretical
testing as a deductive approach is (Tummers and Karsten 2012). In case studies, the propositions
first help shape the initially theoretical expectations about the relationships between the values of
the conditions and the application of government strategies. They give direction to the empirical
studies in the next stages. Second, the propositions are reshaped and new theories are built
(Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). In this thesis, the reshaping of propositions can be both
inductive and deductive. The inductive approach means that the original propositions are
specified or rephrased. The deductive approach means that the propositions are confirmed or
disconfirmed.
The propositions having been presented, configurational thinking is introduced in the
following section to establish the causal relationships between combinations of the conditions
and the application of government strategies.
3.4.2 Configurational thinking about the explanation of the application of government strategies
Configurational thinking is used in this thesis to explore the relationships between combinations
of the values of the conditions and the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts. It sees cases as configurations of aspects or interpretable combinations of
characteristics (Ragin 1987). It assumes that conditions work mostly in a conjunctural way and
stresses that outcomes should be explained through combinations of values (Ragin 1987).
Conditions within cases are not viewed in isolation from one another. Rather, they are
interconnected. Configurational thinking emphasizes the importance of context in explaining the
outcome of interest and assumes that a condition may have different impacts on an outcome
because of the variety of other conditions or contexts. Take a nation state’s economic level as an
example. It may have different impacts on the outcome of democratic development in diverging
countries because of differences in other contextual conditions, such as educational level,
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political system, or internationalization level. Economic level thus signifies different things for
different counties. Furthermore, configurational thinking assumes that changes in one value of a
condition may alter the quality of the case as a whole (Ragin 1987). In other words,
configurational thinking states that “a single difference between two cases may constitute a
difference in kind” (Ragin 2000, 73). For example, one case is a combination consisting of the
presence of value A, value B, and value C, whereas another is a combination of the presence of
value A and value B, and the absence of value C. These two cases are viewed as two
qualitatively different kinds of cases.
Specifically for this thesis, configurational thinking reveals that the application of government
strategies is explained by combinations of various values of the conditions. The use of
configurational thinking enables us to explore the causal complexity regarding the explanation of
the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts (discussed in Chapter 4).
For example, we may conclude that it is the combination of the presence of violent protest and
the late stage of the debated projects that results in the application of the suppression strategy by
local governments in environmental conflicts.
To summarize, configurational thinking is especially appropriate for the analysis of
combinations of conditions in explaining the application of government strategies during
environmental conflicts.
3.4.3 Conclusion: Using propositions and configurational thinking as two ways to explain the
application of government strategies during environmental conflicts
In this section, propositions and configurational thinking have been introduced in order to
establish the relationships between the three key concepts, specifically the relationships between
the conditions for, and the application of, government strategies during environmental conflicts.
Propositions are the preliminarily theoretical expectations about the causal relationships between
the individual conditions and the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts; these propositions provide basic anchors for us to elucidate why particular government
strategies are applied. Configurational thinking inspires us to explore the relationships between
combinations of the values of the conditions and the application of government strategies.
Propositions and configurational thinking are highly interconnected. Propositions on the one
hand offer the directional expectations about how individual conditions influence the application
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of government strategies. In other words, conclusions regarding the relationships between
combinations of values of the conditions and the application of government strategies can be
drawn partially based on propositions. On the other hand, configurational thinking is a way of
showing which conditions (or combinations of conditions) are necessary or sufficient to explain
the application of government strategies. Therefore, configurational thinking specifies
propositions. In conclusion, propositions make configurational thinking robust by providing
directional expectations; configurational thinking further specifies propositions through revealing
how combinations of conditions work.

3.5 Towards a conceptual framework to describe and analyze government strategies in
environmental conflicts in China
The aim of this chapter is not to establish robust theories about the topic – government strategies
in environmental conflicts.18 Rather, a conceptual framework was constructed in order to help
organize diagnostic, analytical, and prescriptive inquiries into the description and explanation of
government strategies during environmental conflicts (Ostrom 2005, 2011; Schlager and Weible
2013). Some main conclusions about the conceptual framework constructed in this chapter are
drawn as follows.
First, a definition of environmental conflicts was provided in this chapter. Then it was stated
that environmental conflicts occur in a network setting (or a multi-actor context) in which some
institutional factors, such as rules, trust, or interaction patterns, condition the interactions of
various actors. Furthermore, we propose that no single actor can resolve environmental conflicts
by itself in a satisfactory way, even in an authoritarian regime like China. Environmental conflict
resolution is characterized as a game-like process. Diverse actors, such as government officials,
environmental NGOs, environmental professionals, activists, media reporters, and industrial

18

Frameworks, the most general forms of theoretical analysis, provide a metatheoretical language to compare

theories. Theories enable analysts to specify which elements of the framework can be used to analyze a
specific phenomenon, explain its process, and predict its outcomes. Many theories may be compatible in one
framework. Models involve making precise assumptions about a limited set of variables and parameters. They
can make precise predictions about results using a particular theory (Ostrom 2005). Frameworks, theories, and
models thus are different. In this thesis, the conceptual framework concept is used. Robust theories and models
are not developed.
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enterprises, interact with one another and jointly influence the evolvement of environmental
conflicts. They have diverging perceptions about the nature and resolution of environmental
conflicts, and they use these to establish their objectives and adopt strategies to achieve them.
Consequently, outcomes at the substantive, the procedural, and the institutional level can be
identified.
Why a particular government strategy is applied in environmental conflicts is the core issue
addressed in this thesis. The strategy concept is chosen to categorize concrete government
actions that emerge during environmental conflicts. Six different strategies were identified that
can be applied by Chinese local governments to address environmental conflicts, namely, a goalone, a suppression, a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, and a facilitation strategy.
This categorization functions as a heuristic tool to describe and categorize government actions
that emerge in environmental conflicts. After that, seven conditions were identified that explain
the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. These are the scale and
form of protest, the position of national mass media, the position of higher-level governments,
the stage of the project, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events.
In addition, the relationships between the conditions and the application of government
strategies were established through propositions and configurational thinking. Propositions are
used to show the relationships between the values of the individual conditions and the
application of government strategies, and configurational thinking facilitates the exploration of
the relationships between combinations of the values of the conditions and the application of
government strategies. They are interconnected: propositions provide directional expectations for
configurational thinking and configurational thinking is helpful for specifying propositions.
Finally, three key elements, namely, the policy game, government strategies during
environmental conflicts, and the conditions that explain the application of government strategies,
as well as their relationships (using propositions and configurational thinking), make up the
conceptual framework used in this thesis. In Chapter 4, the research method and research
strategies applied in this thesis are introduced. In Chapters 5 and 6, this conceptual framework is
used to analyze two single cases to elaborately answer the research questions of how Chinese
local governments cope with environmental conflicts, and to explain the application of the
various strategies. In Chapter 7, a comparative case study is reported to investigate which
conditions matter in explaining the application of (patterns of) government strategies in
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environmental conflicts. In Chapter 8, qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is used to further
study how combinations of the conditions shape government strategies during environmental
conflicts. In Chapter 9, the main findings identified in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 are summarized.
Some reflections on this thesis are presented and a research agenda is set.
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Chapter 4: Research strategy and research method
Introduction
This thesis applies a multi-method approach to studying government strategies in environmental
conflicts. Three case study strategies are adopted: a single case (within-case) study, a
comparative case study, and a qualitative comparative analysis (QCA). Three steps are taken in
this thesis. Two in-depth case studies are first reported to gain in-depth knowledge about the
governance of environmental conflicts in China. They help to elucidate what is going on, and
this enables me to conduct a more focused and structured analysis of eight cases. Second, these
eight cases are studied. Third, all 10 cases are compared (unstructured and QCA) in order to
further study the governance of environmental conflicts. The comparative case study researching
10 cases of environmental conflicts allows me to study the relative importance of the individual
conditions identified in Chapter 3 in explaining the application of government strategies in
environmental conflicts. The comparative study using QCA suggests how combinations of the
conditions influence the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. A
general overview of this multi-method research design is introduced in section 4.1. After that,
general information about the three case study strategies is introduced in sections 4.2, 4.3, and
4.4. In section 4.5, some general procedures about the combined use of the three case study
strategies are detailed.

4.1 A multi-method research strategy
Since 2000, public administration studies have become more quantitatively oriented as more and
more scholars prefer quantitative methods (Groeneveld et al. 2015). In addition, some scholars
prescriptively propose that qualitative case studies should be conducted following the standards
of quantitative methods (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994). All methods have their advantages
and limitations however (Coppedge 1999; Goertz and Mahoney 2013). In this thesis, I attempt
primarily to address two research questions: how do Chinese local governments govern
environmental conflicts and why do they apply various strategies? Consequently, the case study
method is a more suitable option than a quantitative method to answer these how- and whyoriented research questions (Yin 2008).
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Nowadays, there is a renewed interest in case-oriented research (Beach and Pedersen 2013;
Bennett and Elman 2006a; Hall 2013). More and more scholars have started to identify the value
of qualitative case studies to complement quantitative approaches by identifying the causal
mechanisms to show us why the causal relationships exist and how they are generated (Brady
and Collier 2010; George and Bennett 2005; Mahoney 2004). And some scholars increasingly
recognize that qualitative case studies are superior in addressing causal complexities such as
multiple causation (Ragin 1987), path-dependence arguments (Bennett and Elman 2006b;
Pierson 2004), and two-level theories19 (Goertz and Mahoney 2005).
In this thesis, three case study strategies are used: single case study, comparative case study,
and QCA. The main argument for doing so is that the individual methods have their own
advantages and limitations; their combined use has the potential to provide satisfactory answers
to the research questions (see Rihoux 2006; Schneider and Rohlfing 2013; Schneider and
Wagemann 2012). The single case study method is first used; this is helpful for obtaining indepth insights and knowledge about the phenomenon of interest – the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. It provides building blocks for the research in the next
stage. However, it is potentially dangerous to make inferences based on single case studies.
Therefore, a comparative case study is next used; this is helpful for identifying which conditions
are relatively important in explaining the application of government strategies. A comparative
case study nevertheless has its limitations too. One of them is that it does not elucidate how
conditions explain the application of government strategies in a conjunctural way. QCA is
appropriate to explore causality through answering how different combinations of conditions,
characterized as causal recipes expressed in terms of necessity and sufficiency, lead to the
application of various government strategies. To sum up, the combination of three case study
strategies provides the possibility to draw more robust explanations about the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. An overview of the three case study
strategies is shown in Table 4.1.
19

Two-level theories mean that two different levels of causal variables are established in order to explain the

outcomes of interests: the basic level and the secondary level. The variables at the basic level refer to “easily
grasped and remembered concepts around which our social science vocabulary is primarily organized” (Goertz
and Mahoney 2005, 498). The variables at the secondary level focus on “causal variables at a less central level
of aggregation, often at a low level” (Goertz and Mahoney 2005, 498).
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Table 4.1: Three different research strategies in this thesis
Chapter

Method

Chapters

Single

5 and 6

studies

case

Dependent variables (how government

Relationships

strategies are measured in various

conditions and the application of

phases of this thesis)

government strategy

The individual shifts in government

How

strategies

influence the shifts in government

do

between

various

the

conditions

strategies?
Chapter

Comparative

Three patterns of government strategy

How

7

case study

indicated

continuation,

explain the three patterns of

and

government strategies?

project

by

project

abandonment,

project

do

various

conditions

relocation
Chapter
8

QCA

Two outcomes regarding the debated

How

projects: the occurrence of government

conditions lead to the presence or

compromise

the

and

the

government compromise

absence

of

do
absence

combinations
of

of

government

compromises?

Two issues are first clarified before the combined use of the three case study strategies is
introduced:
1. The combined use of the inductive and the deductive logic of inference: Inductive and
deductive approaches are two basic ways of making inferences. The inductive inference
approach is derived mainly from the grounded theory approach developed in the 1960s by
Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, who propose that a systematic qualitative analysis can
generate theories that are grounded in empirical realities (Strauss and Corbin 1990). The
assumption is that patterns, themes, and categories of analysis are derived mainly from data
rather than from theories. The deductive approach starts from existing theories and
subsequently tests them through empirical analysis. Both the inductive and the deductive
logic of inference are used in this thesis. Preliminary propositions derived from existing
literature are first proposed using the deductive approach in Chapter 3. Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8
dominantly use the deductive logic of inference: the propositions are confirmed,
disconfirmed, or specified. Confirmation means that empirical evidence confirms the
relationships assumed in the propositions. Disconfirmation means that the relationships
assumed in the propositions are not found or even falsified. Sometimes, the causality
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between the conditions and the outcomes of interests – in this thesis, the application of
government strategies – may be slightly different than assumed. Then, specification is used
as a qualification to refer to such situations. This is how the inductive logic of inference is
used in this study. When propositions are disconfirmed or specified, a new proposition is
formulated or an existing proposition is reformulated.
2. Case selection and scope condition of this thesis: The Xiamen case in 2007 was regarded as
the starting point for environmental conflicts with the occurrence of mobilized protests in
urban China (Ansfield 2013). The cases studied in this thesis cover the most intensively
reported cases that occurred from 2007 to 2013. Generally, both the Chinese media and the
international media reported them intensively due to the occurrence of protests. Note that the
cases regarding the five PX plants are the most important ones since 2007. Environmental
conflicts that occurred after 2013, such as the Yuhang waste incineration power plant case in
Hangzhou in 2014, the Maoming PX case in Guangzhou in 2014, the Longgang waste
incineration power plant case in Shenzhen in 2014, and the Luoding waste incineration
power plant case in Guangzhou in 2015, are not studied in this thesis as they occurred after
the data collection. In addition, some cases that occurred between 2007 and 2013, such as the
PX case in Jiujiang in 2013, are not studied in this thesis due to a lack of empirical
information. To sum up, 10 cases of environmental conflicts are studied in this thesis (see
Appendix 1). Case studies are aimed at inductively elucidating the features of a broad
population (George and Bennett 2005). It is thus necessary to establish the population or the
scope condition that delimits the universe of cases for which the casual relation is to be
shown (Walker and Cohen 1985). The scope condition (or population) of this thesis is that it
concerns environmental conflicts with the occurrence of protests concerning the planning,
construction, and operation of industrial plants in urban China. This implies that the
conclusions drawn in this thesis can be generalized to the cases within this scope condition.
In the following three sections, the details of the three case study strategies are elaborated. In
section 4.5, how the three case study strategies are combined is elaborated.

4.2 Single case study
Single case studies have long been criticized by scholars for selection bias, generalization,
validity, and subjectivity problems (cf. Flyvbjerg 2006). In spite of these criticisms, few scholars
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disagree with the proposition that a single case study is an appropriate method for investigating
new and complex phenomena (Blatter and Haverland 2012; Mahoney 2007). Studying strategies
of Chinese local governments in environmental conflicts is a relatively new and complex topic,
as the literature review in Chapter 2 has illustrated, and this qualifies the use of the single case
study method at the beginning of this study.
Two single case studies are reported in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. Some scholars
(see Flyvbjerg 2006; Gerring 2007; Ragin 1992; Seawright and Gerring 2008) argue that case
selection in single case studies is strategic and deliberate. Some optional strategies can be
adopted, such as the typical or representative case (exemplifying a stable, cross-case
relationship), the diverse case (showing the maximum variance along relevant dimensions), the
extreme case (presenting an extreme value on the independent or dependent variable of interest),
the deviant case (demonstrating a surprising value for a specific theory), and the influential case
(choosing a case that influences the overall findings).
Researchers are allowed to choose cases according to their research questions and research
aims (Flyvbjerg 2006). Selection of the 10 cases was introduced in section 4.1. Of these, two –
the Panyu case and the Dalian case – are reported as two single in-depth case studies in Chapter
5 and Chapter 6. Two reasons legitimize reporting these two cases. The first is that I study two
different types of projects, a PX plant and a waste incineration power plant. Ideally, this thesis
should report two single case studies about two types of projects. Second, the availability of data
is one important practical reason to choose the two cases. In the Panyu case in Chapter 5, both a
collaboration and a facilitation strategy emerged; this is very unusual in Chinese governance. We
normally think that an authoritarian state, like China, should be dominated by a top-down
approach to governing social conflicts, including environmental conflicts. It is rare to see the
emergence of a collaboration (or negotiation) strategy in the governance of environmental
conflicts in China. In the Dalian case, some common impressions about how the Chinese state
governs social conflicts can be gleaned, such as the high alignment relationship between local
industries and local governments, the priority local government places on economic development,
and the dominance of the go-alone style of governance to cope with citizens’ concerns or
disagreements about government decisions. These characteristics fit our general expectations
about Chinese governance.
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Several analytical strategies can be used for single case studies, such as pattern matching (Yin
2008), the inductive approach, or process tracing (Blatter and Haverland 2012; Collier 2011;
George and Bennett 2005). Among these, process tracing is one of the most popular approaches
for single case studies (Hall 2013). It is a suitable approach to answer Y-centered research
questions, normally characterized as the prototype of how a specific outcome (Y) is possible,
implying that the researchers are interested in the many and complex causes of a specific
outcome (Y) (Beach and Pedersen 2013). Process tracing is a tool to draw descriptive and causal
inferences from pieces of evidence – referred to as a temporal sequence of events (Collier 2011).
It offers a means to identify the intervening causal processes between the conditions and the
outcomes (George and Bennett 2005) and gives a rich account of how a complex policy or
decision emerges (Hall 2006; Kay and Baker 2015).
Using the process tracing approach, researchers like detectives and attorneys dig deep into
cases to seek convincing and comprehensive evidence. Three different patterns of observations
are necessary for its use, namely, storylines, smoking guns, and confessions (Blatter and
Haverland 2012). Normally, a comprehensive explanation using process tracing should include
them, based on which causal inferences can be made. Storylines enable us to identify the
temporal proximity and succession of turning points and phases of transformation of different
conditions; this provides evidence for the claim of causal connections between conditions.
Smoking guns are evidence that provides a high level of certainty for a causal inference. The
temporal and spatial contiguity between the conditions and the outcomes are the main
observations that validate their causal relationship. Confessions provide deeper insights into the
motivations, perceptions, and anticipations of main actors. These three types of observations are
the main foundations from which to draw casual inferences in single case studies. In the two
single in-depth case studies and in the other eight cases, I first construct the processes and
relevant outcomes over time, and causal conditions are identified from document analysis. In
addition, interviews with respondents, such as government officials, experts, environmental
NGOs, activists, and local residents, provide additional insights into the causal relationships
between the conditions and the application of government strategies. These observations enable
me to make inferences about the explanation of the occurrence of, and dynamic shifts in,
government strategies over time.
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4.3 Comparative case study
Lieberson (1987) views comparison as the basis for all scientific approaches. He argues that
social research is essentially comparative in one way or other. Campbell (1975, 180) is of the
same opinion and argues that “securing scientific evidence involves making at least one
comparison.” However, some scholars narrow the scope of comparison. Lijphart (1971), for
example, views the comparative method as a scientific method that is parallel to the statistical
method, the case study method, and the experimental method. More specifically, he (1975)
equates the comparative method with the comparable-case method. Comparable cases are
“similar in a large number of important characteristics (variables) which one wants to treat as
constants, but dissimilar as far as those variables are concerned which one wants to relate to each
other” (Lijphart 1971, 687).
In this thesis, I follow Lijphart’s (1971) understanding in viewing the comparative method as
a scientific method, like the single case method, the statistical method, and the experimental
method. Scholars prefer comparative case studies to single case studies because of their potential
to achieve two apparently contradictory goals: in-depth understanding of the cases and
generalization (Rihoux 2006). The method of agreement and the method of difference proposed
by (Mill 1843) are the basis for the analytical method used in comparative case studies
(Przeworski and Teune 1970). They are described as follows:
x

The method of agreement: This method is also termed the Most Different System Design
(MDSD) (Przeworski and Teune 1970). This implies that, although some cases have many
differences, they surprisingly share an identical outcome. The big puzzle is how to explain
this. Normally, conditions with the same value across cases are important in explaining this
similarity.

x

The method of difference: This method is also termed the Most Similar System Design
(MSSD) (Lijphart 1975). Some situations or cases share many similarities. However, they
have different outcomes. The puzzle again is how to explain this. Usually, conditions with
different values are crucially important in explaining this.

The method of agreement and the method of difference are two different strategies. However,
their differences should not be overemphasized (Przeworski and Teune 1970). Frendreis (1983)
argues that both methods indeed rely on identical standards for detecting relationships and
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controlling for extraneous factors. They share the same line of reasoning: they both seek to
identify relevant variables related to the dependent variable through covariation and eliminate
irrelevant variables through the lack of covariation.
Many scholars debate the use of the two methods (see Collier and Collier 1991; Frendreis
1983; Lieberson 1991, 1994; Mahoney 2004; Savolainen 1994). The two methods are sometimes
viewed as outdated and inappropriate for comparative analysis because of their failure to cope
with the probabilistic perspective, data errors, multivariate analysis, and interaction effects
(Lieberson 1991, 1994). Lieberson (1991) even argues that Mill (1843) as the proposer of these
two methods explicitly advises against their use in social sciences as they may result in spurious
conclusions.
However, some scholars argue that the two methods are useful for distinguishing potential
necessary and sufficient causes: the method of agreement can be used to distinguish the
necessary conditions, whereas the method of difference can be used to distinguish sufficient
conditions (see Dion 1998; Mahoney 1999). In addition, the two methods can help structure
comparisons and can be used to discover and confirm arguments (see Collier and Collier 1991;
Skocpol 1979).
In this thesis, I use these two methods simultaneously, and three main arguments are
articulated to justify this:
1. The method of agreement and the method of difference are used to make different types of
comparisons (Collier and Collier 1991). The two methods are basic analytic tools to structure
comparisons and identify similarities and differences in cases. The method of agreement can
be used to compare cases with similar outcomes, and the method of difference can be used to
compare cases with different outcomes. In addition, their combined use allows researchers to
make several different comparisons that are useful to draw robust conclusions.
2. The combined use of the two methods makes it unnecessary to estimate the variability of the
dependent variable. Selection on the basis of dependent variables is criticized by some
scholars (see Achen and Snidal 1989; Geddes 1990; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994). Their
argument is that selecting cases on the basis of dependent variables entails a high probability
of obtaining biased conclusions; relationships that exist between conditions and the outcomes
of interest may disappear if a small sample is selected on the basis of dependent variables.
However, some scholars (see Brady and Collier 2010; Dion 1998; Jervis 1989; Most and
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Starr 1982) contend that selecting cases on the basis of dependent variables is permissible for
some types of studies, such as those with the aim of identifying necessary conditions or those
using a process tracing approach. The criticism of selecting on the basis of dependent
variables is not a problem if the two methods are used at the same time. This implies that we
do not necessarily have to choose cases with different values on dependent variables
(Frendreis 1983). Using the cases that we have, we can make different types of comparisons.
The method of agreement, for example, can be applied to cases with the same dependent
variable.
3. The combined use of the two methods obviates the necessity of choosing comparable cases.
To use the two methods individually, researchers have to choose comparable cases. If we
decide to use the method of agreement, we have to choose cases with many similar
conditions (or independent variables), but they should have a different outcome (or
dependent variable). Contrarily, if we decide to use the method of difference, we have to
identify cases with many differences on independent variables (or conditions) but the same
outcome (or dependent variable). The combined use of the two methods makes it
unnecessary for researchers to choose comparable cases as it enables different types of
comparisons (Frendreis 1983).
Because of the above advantages, 20 the combined use of the method of agreement and the
method of difference seems to be a better option compared to their individual use. In Chapter 7,
both the method of agreement and the method of difference are applied to explain the application
of government strategies during environmental conflicts. The method of agreement is used to
identify the relatively important conditions that explain similarities in the same pattern of
government strategies. The method of difference is used to identify the conditions that are
important to explain differences in the patterns of government strategies. Their combined use
elucidates the conditions that are crucially important in explaining the application (or patterns) of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. Different from the in-depth case studies in

20

In this thesis, the combined use of the two methods does not have an over-determination problem as I do not

claim that my conclusions are based on sufficiency and necessity. Regarding the small N, large number of
variables problem, the combined use of the two methods cannot radically remedy this. However, this problem
is a widely expressed criticism of all qualitative case studies, not only of comparative case studies.
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Chapters 5 and 6, where I focus on the explanation for the emergence of individual government
strategies within a specific context during environmental conflicts, the comparative case study in
Chapter 7 using the method of agreement and the method of difference allows me to look at a
higher aggregation level of the 10 cases to seek an explanation for the emergence of the most
dominant strategies (the patterns of government strategies) during environmental conflicts.

4.4 Qualitative comparative analysis
QCA builds on the comparative case studies initiated by Mill (1843) and Przeworski and Teune
(1970). QCA is essentially similar to the comparative case study approach, as the method of
agreement and the method of difference are the cornerstones shared by both methods (Ragin
1987). However, QCA is different from it in several main aspects.
First, QCA uses both an inductive and a deductive approach to making inferences (Boswell
and Brown 1999; Rihoux 2006). The use of QCA, such as the selection of conditions and their
operationalization, is theoretically informed; this shows its deductive nature. Moreover, the
conclusions drawn based on QCA can be elaborate and interpreted; this allows researchers to
formulate new theories. QCA thus is inductive (Hicks 1994).
Second, QCA integrates the advantages of qualitative and quantitative methods. The
emergence of QCA has been triggered mainly by the debates about the quantitative method
versus the qualitative method. Qualitative, case-oriented, small-N, or intensive studies focus on
depth, whereas quantitative, variable-oriented, large-N, or extensive studies focus on breadth
(Goertz and Mahoney 2012). Ragin (1987), inspired by the idea that the two methods can be
synthesized, created QCA to act as a methodological third way or a synthetic strategy. To sum up,
QCA is both qualitative and quantitative. It is qualitative and case oriented: cases are viewed
holistically as the configurations of qualitative attributes, conditions, or characteristics. It is also
quantitative, because each case is reduced to a series of conditions and outcomes (variables),
thereby allowing for calibration using numeric indicators.
Third, QCA is a research approach as well as an analytical technique. It is a research
approach as it is used before and after data analysis: from a literature review, identification of the
conditions and outcomes, the selection of cases, the calibration of conditions and outcomes, the
construction of a truth table, the analysis of the truth table, the interpretation of the analysis
results, to the post-QCA analysis (Wagemann and Schneider 2010). QCA is therefore time-
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consuming because it involves iterative processes of comparing evidence and ideas. QCA
analysis, though, is not time-consuming because it can be done through the use of the appropriate
software. Furthermore, QCA has developed its own terminology. Compared to the terms
independent variable, dependent variable, and result in regression analysis, QCA uses the terms
condition, outcome, and solution formula or solution term (Schneider and Wagemann 2010).
Fourth, set relations are the cornerstones for proposing causal claims in QCA (Ragin 1987).
In general, set relations are different from correlational relations in three ways. (1) The set
relation is about kinds or patterns of cases; correlational relationship relates to the relationship
between variables. The statement that developed countries are democratic is a set-theoretical
statement, for example. It tells us the set-theoretical relation between democratic countries and
developed countries. The statement that development is positively related to democracy is a
correlational statement that presents the correlation between the two variables: democracy and
development. (2) Set-theoretical relations are always asymmetric whereas correlational
relationships are normally symmetric (Lieberson 1987). For correlational relationships, if the
presence of an independent variable is positively related to the dependent variable, then its
absence is negatively related to it. The set-theoretical relation, however, assumes that the
presence and the absence of the outcome are two absolutely independent outcomes, implying that
their explanations are not necessarily symmetric. The presence of one condition might be
necessary for both the absence and presence of a specific outcome. (3) The correlational
relationship is insensitive to the calibrations implemented by researchers. The correlational
relation mostly calibrates its data relying on deviations from the mean. The set relation, however,
is sensitive to calibration. One example is that the correlation between development and
moderated development and democracy is virtually the same. For set-theoretical relations, these
two sets have a different relationship to democracy, because moderated development is much
more inclusive than development. This implies that the two sets have different set-theoretical
relations with democracy.
Fifth, QCA makes inferences based on necessity and sufficiency. The formal expression of a
necessary condition hypothesis is Y only if X (Braumoeller and Goertz 2000; Goertz and Starr
2002). Condition X is necessary if, whenever the outcome Y is present, the condition is also
present (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). This implies that, if X is absent, Y cannot occur
(Y→X). Conversely, when X is present, Y does not always occur. The assessment of the
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sufficiency of a condition needs researchers to determine whether the condition in question
always produces the outcome in question (Ragin 2000). A condition can be regarded as sufficient
if the outcome is present whenever it is present across cases. It can be expressed as if X, then Y,
or X implies Y, or X is a subset of Y (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). Necessity and sufficiency
are different. The former is similar to the term precondition, which implies that the occurrence of
necessary conditions may lead to the occurrence of an outcome, and their absence will definitely
be followed by the nonoccurrence of that outcome (Ledermann 2012). The latter means that the
occurrence of sufficient conditions always results in the occurrence of an outcome and their
absence is not always followed by the nonoccurrence of that outcome. The necessity and
sufficiency of conditions are the causal relationships that QCA seeks.
Six, QCA allows for the exploration of causal complexity. One important advantage of QCA is
that it enables the exploration of causal complexity, which is characterized as equafinality,
heterogeneity, and conjunctural causation (Byrne 1998, 2005; Ragin 1987). Equifinality or
plurality of causes implies that the same outcome can be generated through several alternative
conditions (or an alternative combination of conditions). Causal heterogeneity rejects the
conventional causal homogeneity statement that assumes that the same causal factor operates in
the same way in all contexts. Rather, a specific cause has different or even opposite effects on
the outcome of interest depending upon its combination with various conditions. It rejects
permanent causality and emphasizes context-sensitive causality. Conjunctural (or recipe)
causation means that conditions operate in a conjunctural way and causality is context- and
conjuncture-sensitive – specific conjunctions that are temporal in time and local in place activate
certain mechanisms that bring about a specific reality (Gerrits and Verweij 2013). Mill (1843)
views this as chemical causation, implying that a phenomenon emerges consequent to
interactions of appropriate preconditions. The outcome does not occur in the absence of any one
ingredient.
In this thesis, QCA is used in Chapter 8, which explains the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 7, 10 cases are compared at a higher
aggregation level in order to seek an explanation for the patterns of government strategies. One
limitation of the study in Chapter 7 is that it does not explore how combinations of conditions
explain the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. QCA is a very
useful approach for us to remedy this limitation, allowing us to study how combinations of
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conditions shape government strategies (or the set-theoretical relation between conditions and
the outcomes of interest) in a structured way (Liang and van Dijk 2016). In the following, the
QCA administrative procedures are introduced.
Step 1: Decide which type of QCA to use. Three main variants of QCA are widely used by
researchers: crisp-set QCA (csQCA), fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA), and multi-value QCA (mvQCA)
(Cronqvist and Berg-Schlosser 2009; Ragin 2008; Rihoux and Ragin 2009; Schneider and
Wagemann 2012).
x

Crisp-set QCA (csQCA): In the 1980s, the discussion on QCA was limited mostly to csQCA
(Klir, St Clair, and Yuan 1997). George Boole developed an algebra suitable for analyzing
variables with only two possible values, such as true (present) or false (absent). This
Boolean-based analysis generally aims to address the presence or absence conditions under
which a certain outcome emerges. As a language, Boolean algebra has some basic
conventions: (1) an uppercase letter represents the [1] value for a given binary variable; (2) a
lowercase letter represents the [0] value for a given binary variable; and (3) a dash symbol [-]
represents the do not care value for a given binary variable, implying that it can represent
either the [1] value or the [0] value. Furthermore, three basic operators are employed in
csQCA, namely, logical AND, connoted by the [*] (multiplication) symbol, and logical OR,
connoted by the [+] (addition) symbol. The connection symbol [→] linking conditions and
the outcome expresses sufficient causal relationships, and the connection symbol [←] linking
conditions and the outcome expresses necessary causal relationships.

x

Fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA) and multi-value QCA (mvQCA): As many social science phenomena
do not come in binary form, the dichotomization of conditions and outcomes of csQCA was
criticized (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). Ragin (2000, 2008) has developed fsQCA,
which allows case membership scores to range from 0 to 1. Three qualitative anchors must be
established: full set membership (1), full non-membership (0), and indifference or cross-over
point (0.5). In general, crisp sets attempt to identify differences in kind, but fuzzy sets
explore differences in degree. mvQCA is a direct extension variant of csQCA that enables
the analysis of multi-value variables (Cronqvist and Berg-Schlosser 2009; Vink and Vliet
2013).
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Decisions about which type of QCA to apply are based mainly on theoretical considerations, the
quality of the empirical data, and the number of available cases (Schneider and Wagemann 2010).
In this thesis, csQCA is employed because of the nature of the available data: data on conditions
and outcomes are often secondary, limiting the possibilities of calibrating conditions and
outcomes into multi-value or fuzzy sets. Also, given the number of cases in this thesis (10),
csQCA is a better option.
Step 2: The outcome and the conditions are calibrated (or operationalized). After csQCA is
established as the method to compare the 10 cases of environmental conflicts, all the conditions
and outcomes studied should be dichotomized. This is coined calibration, a crucially important
procedure in QCA. The calibration processes should be transparent, and the reasoning justifying
the qualitative anchors should be clearly presented (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). QCA
regards causality as asymmetric, implying that the analysis of the presence and the analysis of
the absence of an outcome should be conducted separately.
Step 3: A truth table is constructed, showing the relationships between the values of the
outcome and combinations of the conditions. After the calibration of the outcomes and the
conditions, a truth table is constructed to show their values. Normally, the truth table will have 2n
rows (n refers to the number of conditions). Each row in a truth table represents a logically
possible configuration of conditions. The truth table shows how the outcome is linked to each
configuration and which cases cover which configuration. Some configurations are not covered
by any case; these are coined logical remainders (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). Sometimes,
contradictory rows may occur in a truth table, implying cases with the same conditions but
different outcomes. Several options can be applied to resolve this: adding new conditions,
recalibrating the conditions or the outcomes, or eliminating cases (Wagemann and Schneider
2010). The construction of a contradiction-free truth table is the basis for the analysis of
necessity and sufficiency in the next stage.
Step 4: The necessity of the conditions is first analyzed on the basis of the truth table. It is
highly recommended to analyze the necessity of conditions before analyzing their sufficiency
(Ragin 2000). Consistency and coverage are two measures to assess the robustness of the
necessity (as well as the sufficiency) of conditions. The consistency of a necessary condition
means the degree to which the condition is in line with the statement of necessity; it assesses the
degree to which the condition is a superset of the outcome. If the consistency of a condition is 1,
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then it is a necessary condition. However, the necessary conditions may be trivial, implying that
they are present in all cases, irrespective of the value of outcomes (Braumoeller and Goertz 2000;
Dion 1998). Coverage is the second indicator to assess the relevance of a necessary condition;
this refers to the degree to which the outcome covers the necessary conditions. For example, air
is a trivial necessary condition for the survival of human beings as it exists for both the survival
and nonsurvival of human beings. If a condition has a consistency of 1 and relatively high
coverage, then it is a relevant necessary condition.
Step 5: The sufficiency of the condition is analyzed on the basis of the truth table, and three
solution formulas based on the strategies for dealing with logical remainders are formulated.
Consistency of sufficiency is defined as “the degree to which the cases share a given
combination of conditions” (Ragin 2008, 44), and coverage is “the degree to which a cause or
causal combination ‘accounts for’ instances of an outcome” (Ragin 2008, 44). The two measures
enable researchers to assess the degree to which a model explains the outcome in the cases or the
relative relevance of a certain configuration of conditions (Ragin 2006). In general, it presents
the proportion of the sum of the outcome membership scores that is covered by a causal
condition. The analysis of sufficiency produces three solution formulas to explain the outcomes
of interest: the most complex, the most parsimonious, and the intermediate solution formula. The
most complex solution (or conservative) formula does not take any logical remainders into the
analysis. The most parsimonious solution formula involves all the logical remainders to achieve
a most simple solution formula. Regarding the intermediate solution formula, directional
expectations are used. Directional expectations are theoretical hunches about the causal
relationships between conditions and outcomes (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). In Chapter 8, I
show these three different types of solution formulas resulting in both the occurrence and
nonoccurrence of government compromises with local communities.
Step 6: The interpretation of the results. When interpreting the solution formulas, researchers
should come back to the cases and link the solution formulas to empirical data in order to
substantiate the solution formulas (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). Researchers are allowed to
interpret the solution formulas on the basis of the iterative dialogues between the theories and
empirical data (Rihoux and Ragin 2009). Many scholars agree that the complex solution formula
(or conservative solution formula) is too difficult to interpret and that the parsimonious solution
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formula is unrealistically simple. The intermediate solution is criticized as well because it makes
the distinction between theory and the analysis unclear (Baumgartner 2014).
The above steps cover all crucial procedures for conducting a QCA analysis. However, it must
be noted that QCA does not always strictly follow this stepwise procedure as it is essentially an
iteration-oriented method (Ragin 1987). In recent years, the number of peer-reviewed articles
using QCA has increased enormously, showing its popularity (Marx, Rihoux, and Ragin 2014;
Thiem and Dusa 2013). Nevertheless, this does not mean that QCA does not have limitations.
Lucas and Szatrowski (2014, 3), for example, have pointed out that “QCA fails to find correct
causal recipes, fails to replicate causal recipes across data sets that differ only owing to chance,
identifies causal patterns in noncausal data, does not find the correct causal patterns in
deterministic data, finds interactions even when they are absent, fails to find the correct
interactions when interactions are present, selects the wrong direction of association, and finds
asymmetric causation when the known causal structure is symmetric.” Some scholars have
developed new methods for qualitative case studies, such as coincidence analysis (CNA)
(Baumgartner 2013) and necessary condition analysis (NCA) (Dul et al. 2010). In the future,
many scholars will probably continue to use QCA, and some pioneering methodologists
definitely will explore new methods to further improve or replace it. Nevertheless, QCA is a
great improvement in qualitative case studies in spite of its limitations (Ragin 2005). Specifically,
it is a very useful method whereby to explore the causal relationships between combinations of
conditions and outcomes. In this thesis, I use QCA to research how combinations of conditions
influence the application of government strategies in Chinese environmental conflicts. Its use
enables me to draw some conclusions that show how the conditions work in a conjunctural way
to lead to the application of different government strategies. This is the added value of QCA
compared to the explorations in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

4.5 Towards a combination of three case study strategies
These three different case study strategies having been introduced, a general summarization is
presented below.
1. Single case studies: Single case studies were my preferred option to obtain knowledge about
the specificities and complexities of the cases under study, and they enabled me to describe
and analyze the shifts in government strategies. Some in-depth understanding about the
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dynamic nature of the application of government strategies could be obtained. Singe case
studies have limitations though. One is their generalizability. It is difficult to judge the extent
to which the conclusions drawn in single case studies can be generalized to other cases. The
second is that the (relative) importance of the identified conditions in explaining the
application of government strategies cannot be established.
2. Comparative case studies: Conclusions drawn from comparative case studies are more
generalizable than those derived from single case studies. Moreover, the comparative study
in this thesis, based on the method of agreement and the method of difference, permitted the
identification of the conditions that were relatively important for explaining the application
of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Finally, in contrast to QCA, the
comparative case study allowed the inclusion of more details about the cases under study,
and more variables and outcomes could be taken into account. However, the procedures for
comparative case studies are not well structured, and the conclusions drawn from them are
not robust. Moreover, comparative case study did not allow me to explore how combinations
of the identified conditions influence the application of government strategies during
environmental conflicts.
3. Qualitative comparative analysis: QCA allowed me to explore how combinations of
conditions result in the application of varied government strategies during environmental
conflicts. In addition, the QCA procedures are highly structured and follow standard
protocols. As a result, I was able to draw conclusions with high internal and external validity.
Nevertheless, QCA has limitations. Although it is a case-oriented strategy, I sometimes had
to compress empirical data and information, and ignored some details in order to achieve an
elegant comparison. Furthermore, some dynamic and complex causal relations regarding the
explanation of the application of government strategies could not always be taken into
account, such as sequence or temporality. Finally, the chosen conditions in QCA are limited.
I had 10 cases, implying that I ideally should choose three or four conditions in csQCA.
Table 4.2 provides an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of the three case study
strategies used.
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Table 4.2: Overview of the three case study strategies in this thesis

As Schneider and Rohlfing (2013) have argued, few guidelines are available to show how
different case study strategies can be applied in a combined way. It is not easy to find a way of
using the three case study methods in a structured and convincing way. This thesis combines
them in the following steps.
First, data collection: Empirical data for this thesis were collected in two ways: secondary data
and primary data. Secondary data were obtained mostly from the following three sources: (1)
academic articles; (2) television news reports, the internet, newspapers, magazines, forums, and
blogs; and (3) government documents about formal regulations, institutions, laws, reports, and
policies. Fieldwork was conducted from March to June 2014 in Beijing, Guangzhou, Nanjing,
and Shanghai. In addition, 12 interviews were conducted by Dr. Yi Liu, an Associate Professor
at Dalian University of Technology (DUT) between August 2011 and September 2013.
Eventually, in total 32 semi-structured interviews were conducted. Respondents included media
reporters, government officials, coordinators in environmental NGOs, local residents, activists,
and experts. Every interview lasted about one hour on average. Finally, over 60 pages of case
descriptions and about 100 pages of interview reports were compiled. It should be noted that a
large amount of data and information, from both secondary sources and interviews, was collected
about four cases, namely, the Dalian PX case, the Tianjingwa case, the Liulitun case, and the
Panyu case. For the other six cases, the data were mostly secondary.
Second, drafting propositions: As discussed in Chapter 3, a conceptual framework was
constructed in order to specifically describe and explain the application of government strategies
during environmental conflicts. Propositions deductively drawn from existing literature were
drafted to show the relationships between the conditions identified in Chapter 3 and the
application of government strategies. These provided some preliminary insights into the
explanation of the application of government strategies. In general, they were crude and needed
to be further elaborated.
Third, applying propositions in single case studies: In Chapters 5 and 6, two single case
studies are reported; these specifically reveal how the shifts in government strategies during the
Panyu case and the Dalian case can be explained. The propositions developed in Chapter 3 were
used to explore the causal connections between the conditions and the application of government
strategies within cases. One by-product of the two single case studies was the confirmation,
disconfirmation, or specification/reformulation of the propositions.
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Fourth, applying propositions in comparative case studies: A comparative case study is the
second attempt in this thesis to explain the application of government strategies. The
comparative case study in Chapter 7 allowed me to structure my comparisons of multiple cases
and made it possible to identify the relative explanatory power of the conditions regarding the
explanation of the application of government strategies. Again, the propositions developed in
Chapter 3 were used to explore how the patterns of government strategies in environmental
conflicts could be explained. The original propositions were confirmed or disconfirmed. Some
specified propositions were drawn.
Fifth, applying propositions in QCA: In Chapter 8, I use QCA to explore which combinations
of conditions are necessary or sufficient in explaining the application of government strategies
(the occurrence and nonoccurrence of government compromises with local communities during
environmental conflicts). The propositions were again used as tools to shape the directional
expectations in explaining this.
In conclusion, three case study strategies are used in this thesis. The three methods do not do
the same things. Single case studies provide in-depth insights into the dynamic shifts in
government strategies over time, allowing me to explain the occurrence and individual shifts in
government strategies over time. The comparative case study using the method of agreement and
the method of difference enables me to gain an understanding of what explains the patterns of
government strategies. I look at cases at a higher aggregation level to examine how various
patterns (indicated by different outcomes in the debated projects) of government strategies are
explained. This makes it possible to gain knowledge about the explanatory power of the
individual conditions on the application of government strategies. QCA allows me to obtain
insights into how combinations of conditions shape the occurrence of government strategies.
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Chapter 5: Government strategies in governing environmental conflicts:
The Panyu waste incineration power plant in Guangzhou as a single case
Introduction
Guangzhou is located in southeast China, one of the most economically developed and politically
open regions in the country. In September 2009, local governments in Guangzhou publicly stated
that a waste incineration power plant would be constructed in Dashi, Panyu district. Afterwards,
a debate, involving experts, government officials, local citizens, mass media, and activists, over
where the waste incineration power plant should be constructed became a hot issue in
Guangzhou. These various involved actors gave their opinions, suggestions, and viewpoints in
order to shape the fate of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. Over time, local
governments in Guangzhou gradually learned to open the decision-making process to involve the
public in order to achieve a satisfactory outcome. One intriguing issue in this case is that local
governments in Guangzhou gradually learned to facilitate, channel, and enable public
participation in decision-making processes. The conceptual framework constructed in Chapter 3
is used to identify which strategies were applied by local governments in Guangzhou and to
explain why they decided to do so. This chapter proceeds in five sections. Section 5.1 describes
the Panyu waste incineration power plant case. Section 5.2 elaborates the strategies adopted by
local governments in Guangzhou. In section 5.3, the application of six government strategies is
explained. In section 5.4, the case is discussed. In section 5.5, key conclusions are drawn.

5.1 The Panyu waste incineration power plant case
The Panyu waste incineration power plant case is introduced in detail in this section in four parts:
background, network character, process, and outcome of the case.
5.1.1 Background to the Panyu waste incineration power plant case
Guangzhou (widely known as Canton; less commonly known as Kwangchow) is the capital and
largest city of Guangdong province in China. It is located on the Pearl River, about 120 km
northwest of Hong Kong and northeast of Macau. It is one of the five national central cities in
China, as well as a key national transportation hub and trading port.
In the past, the central region of Guangzhou City functioned as the political, economic, and
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cultural center, and its subsidiary suburbs assumed responsibility for disposing of waste
produced in the city center. With the high-speed urbanization around China however, land
increasingly became a scarce resource in Guangzhou City. Subsequently, the waste disposal
policy in Guangzhou was changed: each individual district in Guangzhou was responsible for
disposing of the waste produced in its own administrative region.
In 2000, Panyu county was upgraded to a district of Guangzhou City. One consequence of the
urbanization process in the Pearl River Delta Region (Zhujiang Sanjiaozhou Diqu) was the
inability to process urban waste by means of landfills. In 2002, the Panyu district government
started the procedure of selecting a location for a waste incineration power plant and eventually,
on August 25, 2006, Dashi was selected as the preferred location for its construction. The
Guangzhou Planning Bureau and the Guangzhou Development and Reform Commission
approved this decision. Subsequently, the preparatory procedure for this project’s construction
started. Between 2007 and 2008, the project bidding, the environmental impact assessment (EIA),
and land acquisition took place. 21 On September 23, 2009, the Guangzhou Bureau of City
Appearance, Environment, and Sanitation reported that, once the EIA was completed, the
construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant would formally start.22
5.1.2 The network characteristics of the Panyu waste incineration power plant case
In this case, Guangzhou Municipality was responsible for waste disposal for the whole of
Guangzhou City, including the Panyu waste incineration power plant. The Panyu district
government was in charge of the construction of the plant, which was to be operated by Guangri
Corporation under a 25-year franchise. Guangri Corporation is a state-owned enterprise (SOE) in
Guangzhou affiliated to Guangzhou Municipality. Regarding the approval procedures for the
plant, Panyu District’s Urban Management Bureau first submitted a proposal for its construction
to Guangzhou’s Development and Reform Commission. Then, the environmental impact
assessment institute made an EIA. After that, the proposal would be approved by Guangzhou’s
Urban Planning Bureau, Guangzhou’s Land Resources Bureau, and Guangzhou’s Development
and Reform Commission.23
21

http://gcontent.oeeee.com/a/7d/a7d8ae4569120b5b/Blog/d3d/c53c90.html, available on August 14, 2012.

22

http://www.infzm.com/content/39868, available on August 14, 2012.

23

This occurred before the environmental impact assessment for the Panyu waste incineration power plant.
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Although many actors – different government agencies, experts, local citizens, and mass
media – were involved in this case, I categorize them into three main actors, namely, Guangzhou
Municipality, Panyu district government, and affected local residents (mostly local residents in
Dashi). During this case, the perceptions of the three main actors changed over time. Some
general characteristics can be identified however. Guangzhou Municipality coordinates the
governance of most public affairs, including the urban waste problem. It follows Chinese central
government regulations to establish waste incineration as the main approach to disposing of
waste and implements this regulation in Guangzhou. The Panyu district government assumes
responsibility for resolving the waste problem in Panyu district, and it follows the regulation set
by Guangzhou Municipality to resolve the waste problem through incineration (respondent 17,
interviewed in Guangzhou). 24 Local citizens in Panyu, especially those in Dashi, generally
disagreed with Guangzhou Municipality’s decision to construct the Panyu waste incineration
power plant and attempted to have it moved to another location (respondent 20, interviewed in
Guangzhou).
5.1.3 Process: Five rounds in the Panyu waste incineration power plant case
The Panyu case is divided into five rounds based on four crucial decisions. Crucial decisions are
important decisions or events that result in a shift in issues being discussed, or that affect the
nature of interactions. Five crucial decisions are listed as follows.
1. In September 2009, the Panyu district government publicly stated that a waste incineration
power plant would be constructed in Dashi. This decision triggered debate among various
actors regarding the construction of the plant. It signified the beginning of the case (or the
first round).
2. On December 10, 2009, the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant was
temporarily stopped. This decision signified a change in government decisions; this was the
second crucial decision. It signified the end of the second round.
3. In November 2010, the Chinese central government ruled that local governments should
provide at least three alternative locations for EIA. This was the third crucial decision as it
changed the rules of the game, implying that local governments in Guangzhou had to offer at
24

See Appendix 2 for the respondents’ profiles and place of interview.
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least three alternative locations before making a final decision about where the Panyu waste
incineration power plant could be constructed. This crucial decision signified the end of the
third round.
4. In August 2011, the Panyu district government and the Nansha district government
reached an agreement that the former could construct a waste incineration power plant in
any candidate location. This was a fourth crucial decision because it influenced the
evolvement of the Panyu case; it meant that the Panyu district government could freely
choose the location for the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. This
decision signaled the end of the fourth round.
5. In April 2013, the Dagang waste incineration power plant started construction, signifying
the beginning of the fifth round.
In the following, the five rounds of the Panyu case are described in detail.
Round 1: Waste incineration, the only choice? (September–October 2009)
In September 2009, the Panyu district government stated that a waste incineration power plant
would be constructed in Dashi, which is quite close to the densely populated South China Plate
(Huanan Bankuai) residential area, home to over 300,000 residents. Respondent 20 claimed that
many middle-class people, such as lawyers, journalists, and government officials, lived nearby.
Although Guangzhou Municipality had chosen Dashi as the location for the plant as early as
August 2006, residents did not hear of the plans until September 2009. Following up on local
residents’ concerns, their representatives drafted a petition, titled Strongly Opposing the Waste
Incineration Power Plant Project in Dashi, Panyu District; 300,000 Residents’ Life and Health
Are Not a Small Problem, which was signed by residents and subsequently submitted to the
Guangzhou Bureau of Environment and Sanitation. Meanwhile, local residents expressed their
concerns over the planned waste incineration power plant during visits to the Panyu district
government and the South China Environmental Science Institute, the body responsible for EIAs.
However, the former failed to receive responses from the latter. Afterwards, some local residents
put on a ‘Mask Show,’ wearing gas masks in commercial streets, wearing T-shirts, and having
car stickers printed with ‘Opposing Waste Incineration and Protecting Green Guangzhou City.’
They were attempting to raise awareness of the consequences of waste incineration, as argued by
respondent 17. Generally, these activities did not affect the position of Panyu district
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government. Some activists were summoned to the Police Department in Panyu, and they were
warned to keep their distance from collective activities, as argued by respondent 17.
Later on however, local mass media, such as Southern Weekly (Nanfang Zhoumo), started to
report the concerns of local residents in Dashi over the Panyu waste incineration power plant,
and the events were covered throughout Guangdong Province. Southern Weekly is regarded as
one of the most critical newspaper around China. Respondent 20 claimed that it functioned as an
agent to deliver information between governments and local citizens in Guangzhou. When local
residents near Dashi initially expressed their opposition to the construction of the plant, one
counselor in the Guangdong Provincial Government publicly claimed that they should not
oppose its construction in Dashi and that waste created in Panyu district must be disposed of in
Panyu.25 This stimulated local residents to reflect; as one of them remarked, “his [the counselor’s]
words are very vicious, isolating our Panyu locals and making us seem to be selfish. I now admit
that incineration is an option for disposing waste”.26 Increasingly, some local residents started to
reframe their augments against waste incineration. As one activist commented, “we are not
against waste incineration, but against incineration of unclassified waste”.27
On October 30, 2009, the Panyu district government organized a press conference, in which
four invited experts claimed that the incineration power plant would not result in pollution or
health problems, and senior government officials from the Panyu district government explained
the reasons for choosing Dashi as the preferred location for the plant. 28 Immediately following
the press conference, some local residents contacted mass media, such as China News Weekly
(Zhongguo Xinwen Zhoukan), China Central Television (CCTV, Zhongguo Zhongyang
Dianshitai), and People’s Daily (Renmin Ribao); this resulted in a national debate on waste
incineration. Guangzhou Municipality and the Panyu district government remained silent.

25

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2011-10-25/111223358836.shtml, available on August 3, 2015.

26

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2011-10-25/111223358836.shtml, available on August 3, 2015.

27

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2011-10-25/111223358836.shtml, available on August 3, 2015.

28

http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2009-10/31/content_12364707.htm, available on October 8, 2013.
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Round 2: Temporary halting of the Panyu waste incineration power project (November–
December 2009)
On November 9, 2009, the Guangzhou Urban Management Committee was formally established
by Guangzhou Municipality in order to reconsider and reorganize waste process management
practices for the whole of Guangzhou City, including waste incineration power plant
construction issues. On the morning of November 23, on the Guangzhou Urban Management
Committee’s first public reception day, hundreds of residents assembled outside its door.
Respondent 16 (interviewed in Guangzhou) claimed that, when the assembled citizens realized
that they were not allowed to express their complaints collectively, they visited the office of the
Guangzhou Urban Management Committee one by one to express their opposition to the
construction of the plant in Dashi. When they found that their complaints were not being taken
seriously, the residents walked to the Guangzhou municipal building, where they clustered
together and demanded cancellation of the Panyu incineration power plant project. Guangzhou
Municipality responded by inviting a maximum of five representatives for a meeting, an
invitation that was refused by the crowd of protesters. Respondent 16 argued that the reason was
that they were afraid that Guangzhou Municipality would take revenge. After several hours of
protests, the residents left. On the next day, Guangzhou Municipality stated publicly that the
Panyu waste incineration power plant would not be constructed as long as it failed to pass the
EIA and was opposed by most local residents. On November 25, CCTV reported the debates
concerning the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. 29 On December 10,
2009, the Panyu District government formally postponed the plant’s construction and declared it
would reconsider the plant’s location, to be decided upon after a renewed discussion on the waste
policy for the whole of Guangzhou, and after the Asian Games, which were planned to take place
in Guangzhou in November 2010.
Round 3: Organizing an expert forum (February–November 2010)
After the decision to halt the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant,
Guangzhou Municipality organized an expert forum in order to collect opinions on urban waste
management practices. In February 2010, 32 experts, both supporters and critics of waste

29

http://www.chinanews.com/gn/news/2009/11-26/1984592.shtml, available on October 23, 2015.
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incineration, gathered with the purpose of formulating a general principle for the processing of
waste in Guangzhou City. Thirty-one experts declared that waste incineration was the preferred
waste process approach, with landfill as the second preference. Respondent 17 stated that hot
debates occurred during the expert forum among the invited experts. One expert, Zhao
Zhangyuan, strongly opposed the construction of waste incinerators in China. The experts also
advised Guangzhou Municipality to guarantee information transparency and provision of reliable
information on the operation of waste incineration power plants. Moreover, experts suggested
that local residents should be involved not only in the incineration power plant’s EIA, but also in
its daily operation. Following the outcomes and advice resulting from the forum, the Guangzhou
municipal and Panyu district government kept quiet because of the Asian Games in Guangzhou,
as argued by respondent 17. In November 2010, the Asian Games took place. In November
2010, the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) of China added a new regulation to the
incineration power plant construction standard, called Standard for Pollution Control on
Municipal Solid Waste Incineration, implying that a decision on the location of a waste
incineration power plant requires consideration of at least three alternative locations.30
Round 4: Enhancing public participation for decision inputs (April–August 2011)
On April 19, 2011, the State Council (SC) clearly ruled that, for metropolitan areas with limited
land resources and high population density, waste incineration power plants were the preferred
option for processing waste. 31 On April 12, 2011, the Panyu district government, following
information provided by the Guangzhou Urban Planning and Design Survey Research Institute,
offered five alternative plant locations: Sansha (Dongyong Town), Basha (Lanhe Town),
Xikengwei (Shawan Town), Xinlianer (Dagang Town), and Huijiang village (Dashi Street).32
Furthermore, the Panyu district government ordered the Panyu Urban Management Bureau to
carry out a public opinion poll before June 15. From April 13 to June 15, a public opinion poll
was initiated by a local newspaper, Southern Metropolitan Newspaper (Nanfang Dushi
Newspaper), through its online system, and local residents in Guangzhou were allowed to vote
for the selection of the site for the Panyu waste incineration power plant. No detailed information
30

http://www.mep.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bgth/201011/t20101125_197974.htm, available on October 8, 2013.

31

http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/20120606/021612231982.shtml, available on October 9, 2013.

32

http://news.nfmedia.com/nfdsb/content/2011-10/17/content_31527251.htm, available on October 8, 2013.
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was released about the response rates to the poll and who were involved. The questions asked
could not be traced either. The result indicated that Dagang was the most preferred location. On
August 15, the institute tasked with carrying out the EIA, the South China Institute of
Environmental Sciences, formulated a ranking of locations for the waste incineration plant (see
Table 5.1).33 The intention for organizing a public opinion poll, however, was questioned by
some citizens. Respondent 17 argued that Guangzhou Municipality indeed had already
established Dagang as the alternative to Dashi, and the public opinion poll was not meaningful.
Table 5.1: Public opinion poll and environmental assessment ranking for five potential locations
Panyu

Shunde

Environmental
assessment institute

Siting ID

Support

Object

Support

Object

Ranking

Dashi

45,374

57,966

1,300

12,411

3

Shawan

33,429

20,313

------

------

------

Dongyong

29,778

48,187

14,829

3,056

2

Lanhe

37,734

23,625

887

16,120

4

Dagang

53,740

27,469

607

18,540

1

Source:

Data

source

for

Panyu

locals,

http://gcontent.oeeee.com/1/ee/1ee1da76d31049b7/Blog/446/ee7809.html;

data

source

for

Shunde

data

source

for

locals,

http://www.shundecity.com/html/zt1/minyi2/index.html;

environmental assessment institute, http://www.scies.org/FileINFO.asp?Id=316.
The South China Institute of Environmental Sciences’ prioritization of locations, however, did
not end the discussion on the plant’s location, as three of the five proposed locations were quite
close to Foshan City in the neighboring Shunde district. At roughly the same time, the
Guangdong provincial government planned a new national economic zone in Guangzhou City,
the so-called Nansha New Area (Nansha Xinqu). Three of the five proposed locations, Lanhe,
Dagang, and Dongyong, would be incorporated in this new economic area. Furthermore, the
fourth alternative, Shawan, had been cancelled because of its short distance from a national
nature reserve. Thus, local residents in Panyu district feared that Dashi would again be selected
33

http://www.scies.org/FileINFO.asp?Id=316, available on October 8, 2013.
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as the preferred location for the plant. However, with the assistance of Guangzhou Municipality,
the Panyu district government reached an agreement with the Nansha district government (the
main part of Nansha New Area) that the Panyu district government could freely choose the
location for the incinerator, but it would process the waste from Nansha district as well. This
agreement implies that the Panyu district government could further advance the incineration
power plant construction in Panyu district, and that it could make its final choice from these
alternatives.
Round 5: Towards a decision (January 2012–April 2013)
On January 11, 2012, at the first meeting of the 14th Session of the People’s Congress
Conference of Guangzhou City, it was formally decided that a waste classification policy would
be adopted to reduce the total amount of urban waste. 34 In order to reduce health hazards
involved in the incineration of rubber, metal, glass, and leather, Guangzhou Municipality decided
to further recycle and re-use through fostering the use of waste disposal facilities, fining citizens
who refused to dispose of garbage according to the waste classification system, and charging
citizens waste fees on the basis of weight. On April 6, at the eleventh meeting of the 14th Session
of the People’s Congress Conference of Guangzhou City, a set of new regulations on waste
processing and re-usage was approved. Among them, both waste incineration and waste
classification were determined as two crucial solutions for the urban waste problem. 35 Although
Guangzhou Municipality established this policy, waste incineration in practice was still the only
dominant approach. Respondent 19 (interviewed in Guangzhou) claimed that waste classification
was just a political slogan used by Guangzhou Municipality to deceive local residents by
claiming that it had already put waste classification on its agenda. The truth, however, was that
local governments in Guangzhou did not invest time and energy in implementing the waste
classification policy. Even worse, they could intentionally mess it up. Respondent 19 additionally
maintained that Guangzhou Municipality intentionally chose residential communities that were
unlikely to complain as trial communities to implement its waste classification policy. In

34

http://www.gz.gov.cn/publicfiles/business/htmlfiles/rdzxlhzt/gdtp/201201/892431.html,

October 8, 2013.
35

http://news.ycwb.com/2012-04/07/content_3763756.htm, available on October 8, 2013.
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available

on

addition, respondent 19 argued that Guangzhou Municipality never explained to local citizens
how the different types of waste should be classified.
In May 2012, the SC published a new notice on household waste disposal utility construction
in 2015, clearly pointing out that the incineration approach would account for 35 percent of
urban waste processing in China. In this proposal, it was also pointed out that incineration would
account for 56 percent of the waste process in 2015 in Guangdong province. 36 In the same
month, Guangzhou Municipality organized two symposiums to further consolidate the consensus
on the urban waste process in Guangzhou. On May 18, the mayor of Guangzhou Municipality,
Chen Jianhua, and 10 experts from Shanghai, Guangzhou, and other cities, publicly discussed the
issue of urban waste management. Finally, this resulted in consensus on a policy. This policy
implied “first classification, then collection, reduction, and ultimately harmless incineration,
landfill, or biochemical processing”.37 Four days later, another symposium was held, in which 13
citizen representatives expressed their opinions to the mayor of Guangzhou Municipality on the
disposal of urban waste. On June 19, the Guangzhou Urban Management Committee reported
that, due to the mounting urban waste in Guangzhou City as well as public opinion on the urban
waste disposal process, it had decided to build five rather than six waste incineration power
plants within three years, all named resource thermal power plants (Ziyuan Reli Dianchang).38
Moreover, Guangzhou Municipality established a sample plant, and it organized local citizens to
have on-site visits to it. Many local Guangzhou citizens availed of the opportunity to do so.
Respondent 15 (interviewed in Guangzhou) was one such visitor and argued that he believed that
waste incineration was safe. Nevertheless, respondent 19 argued that the visits organized by
Guangzhou Municipality were a persuading (or brainstorming) strategy and that waste
incineration was not trustworthy.
Meanwhile, the importance of waste classification was highly emphasized by Guangzhou
Municipality. It clearly pointed out that waste classification would be adopted in the whole of
Guangzhou City before the end of 2012 and waste over-production charged with high waste
process fees.39 On July 10, 2012, Panyu District proposed Dagang as the first candidate for the
36

http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2012-05/04/content_2129302.htm, available on October 9, 2013.

37

http://gd.people.com.cn/n/2012/0518/c123932-17051708.html, available on October 8, 2013.

38

http://news.xinhuanet.com/energy/2012-06/19/c_123303207.htm, available on August 14, 2012.

39

http://informationtimes.dayoo.com/html/2012-04/07/content_1664984.htm, available on August 14, 2012.
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construction of the waste incineration power plant, and prioritized Dongyong and Dashi in
second and third place. Following this decision, the EIA was formally initiated, and two rounds
of information disclosures and public hearings were organized. Detailed information about them
is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the Panyu waste incineration power
plant project
EIA

Main content

Information

The first information disclosure in planning EIA (May 20–31, 2011): it reported that the only

disclosure in

waste landfill in Panyu district would stop operation in 2014. It thus was quite urgent to make a

planning

plan to construct a waste process facility to process the rising waste in Panyu district.

EIA

The second information disclosure in planning EIA (August 15–26, 2011): the environmental
assessment institute, South China Institute of Environmental Sciences, published the EIA
report. It concluded that Shawan should be cancelled as a candidate, and Dagang, Dongyong,
and Lanhe were chosen as the appropriate sites to construct waste incinerators.

Information

The first information disclosure in project EIA (July 23–August 3, 2012): the Panyu waste

disclosure in

incineration power plant was to be constructed in Dagang. The aim of the first information

project EIA

disclosure was to familiarize local residents with relevant information about the planned waste
incineration power plant. It provided information about the reasons for location selection and
technique selection.
The second information disclosure in project EIA (November 19–29, 2012): it focused mainly
on the assessment on the project’s pollution disposal and environmental impacts on the
surrounding environment. Public opinions were collected through a questionnaire, expert
consultation, and a public forum.

On June 16, the Guangzhou Urban Management Committee recruited new members for a new
commission, labeled Citizen Consultation and Supervision Commission for Solid Waste
Processing, which aimed to facilitate public participation in decision making on waste re-usage
and waste reduction. On July 23, 2012, the first information disclosure meeting was held, and
local residents were allowed to express their opinions through letter, fax, email, and telephone
for 10 days.40 On August 4, this commission was officially established. Regarding the role of this

40

http://www.gzns.gov.cn/nsxx/gzgg/201207/t20120724_73668.htm, available on August 14, 2012.
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commission in decision-making processes, different viewpoints were identified. Respondent 17,
as one member of this commission, regarded the commission as a “flower vase” because it did
not substantially influence the decisions of Guangzhou Municipality in decision-making
processes about waste disposal. In addition, respondent 20 argued that some members of the
commission were bought by Guangzhou Municipality.
The EIA for the Dagang waste incineration power plant approved by the Guangzhou
Environmental Protection Bureau revealed publicly that the plant would be constructed by April
2013. In addition, Guangzhou Municipality claimed that the construction of future mega projects
in Guangzhou must obtain the agreement of 75 percent of the residents from surrounding
sensitive regions; but what constituted a sensitive region was still ambiguous. However,
respondent 20 viewed this new regulation as a big advance in resolving Guangzhou’s urban
waste problem. Moreover, it was reported that local residents had already obtained compensation
and that the whole village near the new proposed location, Dagang, would be moved to a new
location. Because of this, few residents opposed the waste incineration power plant project.
Different viewpoints were expressed by respondents about this decision to relocate the plant
however. Respondent 17 stated that the nearby residents were mostly villagers with low incomes,
and the compensation from Guangzhou Municipality was attractive to them. Thus, they had no
interest in opposing the construction of the waste incinerator. Respondent 19 argued that the new
site had been used in the past for growing vegetables, and few villagers lived nearby. This
implies that Guangzhou Municipality could construct a waste incineration power plant in Dagang
at a very low cost. Some important dates and events are shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Important dates in the five rounds of the Panyu waste incineration power plant case
Round No.
Round

Important dates and events
1

x

(September–
October

incineration power plant in Dashi.
x

2009)

September 2009: Guangzhou Municipality announced the construction of the Panyu

On October 30, 2009, the Panyu district government organized a press conference, in which
four invited experts claimed that the incineration power plant would not result in pollution
or health problems, and senior government officials from the Panyu district government
explained the reasons for choosing Dashi as the preferred location for the plant.

Round

2

x

(November–
December

protest against the incineration power plant construction.
x

2009)

November 23, 2009: residents assembled outside Guangzhou Municipality’s building to

November 24, 2009: Guangzhou Municipality stated that construction would not take place
if residents opposed it.

x

December 10, 2009: the Panyu district government formally halted the Panyu waste
incineration power plant.

Round

3

(February–
November

x

February 2010: Guangzhou Municipality organized an expert forum.

x

November 2010: the Asian Games were hosted in Guangzhou City.

x

April 12, 2011: the Panyu district government offered five alternative locations for the

2010)
Round

4

(April–

Panyu waste incineration power project.

August

x

2011)
Round

waste incineration power plant construction.
5

x

(April 2012–
April 2013)

August 15, 2011: the EIA was published, and Dagang was chosen as the best location for

April 6, 2012: Guangzhou Municipality committed itself to waste classification and waste
incineration.

x

May 18, 2012: Guangzhou Municipality organized two symposiums. Government officials,
experts, and representatives of local residents discussed the issue of the urban waste process.

x

July 10, 2012: the Panyu district government selected Dagang as the location for
incineration power plant construction.

x

April 2013: the Dagang waste incinerator’s EIA report was approved and the plant would
start construction.
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5.1.4 The substantive, procedural, and institutional outcomes of the Panyu waste incineration
power plant case
So, the Panyu waste incineration power plant was relocated from Dashi to Dagang. Guangzhou
Municipality and the Panyu district government achieved their goal of constructing a waste
incineration power plant, temporarily relieving the urgent waste problem in Panyu. Local
residents in Dashi were winners too, as they had successfully moved the plant to another location.
Local residents in Dagang obtained economic compensation from Guangzhou Municipality and
would be relocated. They were winners as well. In short, this case might be viewed as a win-win
game.
Regarding the outcomes at procedural level, this case lasted a long time, from 2009 to 2013.
The conflict regarding the planning and construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant
became less adversarial because local governments in Guangzhou and local residents, including
activists, had learned the importance of mutual collaboration in order to achieve a satisfactory
resolution of the urban waste problem. The process seemed to be open over time (see Johnson
2015). The other actors had more opportunities to be involved in formal decision-making
processes. To a certain degree, the process in this case could be viewed as a good way of handing
environmental conflicts.
As to the institutional outcomes, Guangzhou Municipality redesigned the institutions about
waste disposal in Guangzhou. It began to attach high importance to waste reduction and waste
re-use. In addition, a new commission was established by Guangzhou Municipality with the aim
of engaging local residents in formal decision-making processes about waste disposal in
Guangzhou. Finally, a new regulation about the construction of mega industrial projects was
issued by Guangzhou Municipality, again in the hope of involving the public in formal decisionmaking processes. These institutional changes reshaped the processes of waste disposal in
Guangzhou, and it seems that local governments in Guangzhou have learned to resolve conflict –
specifically referring to the construction of waste incineration power plants – collaboratively.

5.2 Strategies of local governments in Guangzhou during the Panyu waste incineration
power plant case
In the first round, Guangzhou Municipality and the Panyu district government decided to
construct a waste incineration power plant in Dashi. Local residents in Dashi were uninformed
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until Guangzhou Municipality publicly announced this. When the residents visited various
government agencies in Guangzhou to express their disagreement to its construction, they
received no response from these bodies. In addition, according to respondent 19, local
governments in Guangzhou invited experts to persuade local residents of the harmlessness of
waste incineration. These tactics were typical decide–announce–defend responses, characterized
as a go-alone strategy. Then, when some unembedded activists organized collective activities,
such as the Mask Show, they were summoned to the Panyu Police Department to pressurize them
to maintain silent. This was coercion, characterized as a suppression strategy.
In the second round, local citizens in Dashi initiated a large-scale protest, and local
governments in Guangzhou promised to halt the construction of the Panyu waste incineration
power plant. This was project halting, characterized as a tension reduction strategy with the aim
of avoiding any potential social disturbances.
In the third round, Guangzhou Municipality organized an expert forum in the hope of
establishing a general guideline for waste disposal in Guangzhou. It is unclear how to categorize
this response. It might be interpreted as a go-alone strategy because expert participation could be
tactically used by Guangzhou Municipality to legitimize and bolster its initial decision, achieving
waste incineration in Guangzhou. It could be interpreted as a facilitation strategy through which
Guangzhou Municipality attempted to establish a platform to expedite the conflict resolution
process. It could also be interpreted as a tension reduction strategy with the purpose of avoiding
any possible social disturbances before the hosting of the Asian Games in Guangzhou. After the
expert forum, local governments in Guangzhou kept silent and did not make any statements
about the Panyu waste incineration power plant. Their silence can be categorized as a tension
reduction strategy.
In the fourth round, about five months after the Asian Games in 2011, the Panyu district
government came up with five locations for the Panyu waste incineration power plant project and
organized a public opinion poll in order to legitimize the site selection. Although holding a
public opinion poll should not be confused with authentic public participation, it could be stated
that the scope for decision making was widened and new solutions were explored.41 This implies
that local governments in Guangzhou provided more alternative options for local citizens in

41

http://www.scies.org/FileINFO.asp?Id=316, available on June 30, 2015.
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order to expedite the conflict resolution process. This was scope enlargement, characterized as a
facilitation strategy.
In the fifth round, Guangzhou Municipality first established waste classification as an equally
important policy as waste incineration for waste disposal in Guangzhou. In addition, it
established a new supervision commission consisting of common citizens from a variety of
social backgrounds. These responses could be viewed as changes in rules (or institutions) in
order to enable the process of conflict resolution – specifically regarding the construction of
waste incineration power plants in Guangzhou. The rule changes are characterized as
institutional designs; this could be categorized as a facilitation strategy. Following this, local
governments in Guangzhou organized symposiums in which local citizens were involved, and
they compensated local residents in Dagang. These could be interpreted as a collaboration
strategy; characterized as consensus seeking and compensation for a win-win solution, as argued
by respondent 17, who stated that Guangzhou Municipality gradually learned to consult with
local residents in decision-making processes about waste management. However, some
skepticism was expressed by respondent 20, who said that the compromises made by local
governments in Guangzhou were symbolic.
From the above analysis, an overview of strategies applied by local governments in
Guangzhou is presented in Table 5.4.
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incineration power plant case

Table 5.4: An overview of strategies applied by Guangzhou Municipality and the Panyu district government during the Panyu waste

5.3 The explanation for the application of government strategies in the Panyu case
Many choices of government strategies can be identified, as shown in Table 5.4. Nevertheless,
four of them are chosen to be explained, as they reveal the general trend in the evolution of the
Panyu case. They are: a go-alone strategy at the beginning, then suppression, tension reduction,
and finally facilitation and collaboration at the end.42 In this section, the application of these four
government strategies in the Panyu case is explained. In addition, the seven propositions drafted
in Chapter 3 are used to explore the relationships between the individual conditions and the
application of government strategies.
5.3.1 The explanation for the application of a go-alone strategy at the beginning
Initially, local governments in Guangzhou applied a go-alone strategy. They faced substantial
pressure in resolving the waste problem in Guangzhou. They had established waste incineration
as the main approach to dispose of waste, and, as early as 2006, they had already established
Dashi as the location to construct a waste incineration power plant. They announced this in 2009,
but some preparatory work had been done to advance its construction.
The explanation for the application of a go-alone strategy by local governments in Guangzhou
was multi-faceted. First, waste incineration, established by the Chinese central government as a
recycling industry, implies substantial economic benefits for industries. Respondent 19 argued
that the national laws meant that the central government would grant the operators of waste
incineration power plants substantial financial subsidies. If Guangri Corporation, affiliated to
Guangzhou Municipality, could operate the waste incineration power plant in Panyu, it would
obtain economic subsidies. This means that Guangzhou Municipality had a strong incentive to
expedite waste incineration. Second, there was little opposition from others; local citizens were
not well informed about the construction of this power plant. This also contributed to the
application of a go-alone strategy.

42

I do not distinguish clearly the differences between the application of the collaboration and the facilitation

strategy. The main reason is that these two strategies were applied by local governments in Guangzhou
virtually simultaneously, and it was impossible to distinguish them empirically.
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5.3.2 The explanation for the application of a suppression strategy
Local governments in Guangzhou used state force to coerce the unembedded activists to keep
them from organizing collective activities. This is characterized as a suppression strategy, which
could be explained by three conditions: the involvement of unembedded activists, the occurrence
of collective activities, and the use of social media.
1. The involvement of unembedded activists: After local governments in Guangzhou announced
the construction of a waste incineration power plant in Dashi, some activists expressed their
concerns about this decision. Respondent 20 claimed that most activists were unembedded.
This implies that they had limited resources to mobilize to shape government decisions. They
used some institutionalized approaches (such as letters and visits) as well as informal
approaches (such as the Mask Show) to express their disagreement with the construction of a
waste incineration power plant near their communities. For local governments in Guangzhou,
the involvement of unembedded activists could not create sufficient pressure for them to
make compromises. Consequently, the involvement of unembedded activists may have
contributed to the application of a suppression strategy by local governments in Guangzhou.
2. The occurrence of collective activities: When unembedded activists organized collective
activities (such as the Mask Show) to attract public attention, local governments in
Guangzhou became nervous, because these activities could make them lose face or threaten
their legitimacy. The application of a suppression strategy was a possible option for them to
prevent this.
3. The use of social media: During this case, a blog message said that one senior government
official in Guangzhou Municipality, who was strongly in favor of waste incineration, had a
close relationship with the waste incineration industry, and it revealed that this official’s
brother and son were key figures in a waste incineration power plant company. Moreover, an
activist, wearing a gas mask and holding a slogan ‘Opposing Waste Incineration and
Protecting the Green Guangzhou City,’ walked around Guangzhou City center. Afterwards,
she was taken away by the Panyu Police Office, and she wrote a post that was later widely
reproduced by many popular online forums, ultimately causing the Panyu waste incineration
power plant issue to become known around China. The activities organized by these
unembedded activists could not be ignored by local governments in Guangzhou, as the
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information about waste incineration was widely known in Guangzhou and even around
China. Following this, rumors could have triggered social disorder, and this was politically
risky for local governments in Guangzhou. They thus tended to apply a suppression strategy.
In sum, these three conditions are important in explaining the application of a suppression
strategy by local governments in Guangzhou. Proposition 6 posited that local governments tend
to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy to deal with the involvement of unembedded
activists, whereas they tend to adopt a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a
facilitation strategy to cope with the involvement of embedded activists. In this case, this
proposition was confirmed: local governments may apply a suppression strategy to deal with the
involvement of unembedded activists.
5.3.3 The explanation for the application of a tension reduction strategy
In this case, the Guangzhou Urban Management Commission’s (GUMC) reception day opened a
window of opportunity for local residents in Dashi to express their disagreement with
constructing a waste incineration power plant near their community. On that day, hundreds of
local Dashi citizens went to the GUMC. However, the GUMC did not provide a concrete
solution to the conflict concerning the construction of the power plant. Respondent 16 argued
that the GUMC did not have power to have a final say about the fate of the Panyu waste
incineration power plant. He additionally claimed that Chinese governments do not have
institutionalized policies to resolve complaints expressed by large-scale protesters. Regarding the
waste incineration issue, many different government agencies were involved in deciding the fate
of the plant. No single government agency has the absolute power to make decisions. And there
is no agency to coordinate the resolution of such problems. As a result, local citizens were
dissatisfied with the GUMC’s performance, and they went to Guangzhou Municipality.
After that, Guangzhou Municipality applied a tension reduction strategy by temporarily
halting the construction of the plant. The occurrence of a small-scale peaceful protest was an
important condition in explaining the application of this strategy. The small-scale peaceful
protest embarrassed Guangzhou Municipality, as argued by respondent 17. If it did not end the
protest as soon as possible, its authority would be negatively threatened, following which local
social order might be endangered. This situation was not tolerable for local governments in
Guangzhou. As a result, they tended to apply a tension reduction strategy.
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Proposition 1 in Chapter 3 was: local governments tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression
strategy to deal with peaceful protests, whereas they tend to adopt a tension reduction or a giving
in strategy to cope with violent protests. In this case, this proposition was disconfirmed and
reformulated: local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy to deal with peaceful
protests. Proposition 2 in Chapter 3 was: local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a
giving in strategy to cope with large-scale protests, whereas they tend to adopt a go-alone or a
suppression strategy to deal with small-scale protests. This proposition was disconfirmed and
reformulated: local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy to deal with small-scale
protests.
After the occurrence of the small-scale peaceful protest, local governments in Guangzhou kept
silent; but that did not last for long, and they organized an expert forum. This resulted mainly
from the involvement of a national mass medium, CCTV. It reported the debates concerning the
construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. Local governments in Guangzhou
ended their silence. The CCTV report implied that the top leaders in the Chinese central
government knew about the conflict concerning the construction of the Panyu waste incineration
power plant. In addition, they might have been dissatisfied with the strategy applied by the
Guangzhou local governments to handle this conflict. Afterwards, these local governments
organized an expert forum. Unfortunately, it is uncertain to which strategy the expert forum
belonged, but it is certain that the media criticism broke the silence of the local governments, as
argued by respondent 17. As it is difficult to categorize the government response of the expert
forum, proposition 3 cannot be confirmed, disconfirmed, or specified.
After the expert forum, a tension reduction strategy was applied by local governments in
Guangzhou for a second time, primarily because of the occurrence of a planned event, the Asian
Games (Lang and Xu 2013). The Asian Games were an important opportunity for the key leaders
of local governments in Guangzhou. If they could host the games successfully, implying gaining
face for the central government, they would be politically promoted. If they failed to do so
however, they would be punished through political demotion. Proposition 7 in Chapter 3 stated
that local governments tend to apply a tension reduction strategy to cope with the occurrence of
planned events, and it is uncertain which strategies are adopted by local governments to deal
with unplanned events. In this case, this proposition was confirmed: local governments applied a
tension reduction strategy in handling the occurrence of the planned event.
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5.3.4 The explanation for the application of a collaboration and a facilitation strategy
At the end of the Panyu case, local governments in Guangzhou applied a collaboration and
facilitation strategy at the same time. In general, three conditions were important in explaining
this: the urgent nature of the waste problem in Guangzhou, the stage of the Panyu waste
incineration power plant, and the involvement of unembedded activists.
First, the serious urban waste problem in Guangzhou: Guangzhou Municipality faced a
serious waste problem. In 2011, household waste in Guangzhou City had reached 18,000 tons
daily.43 This was estimated to rise to 22,700 tons every day in 2015. However, Guangzhou’s
waste disposal capacity had reached only 14,000 tons daily, thus exhibiting a great gap between
waste production and disposal. 44 Local governments in Guangzhou therefore had a strong
incentive to achieve the construction of waste incineration power plants in Guangzhou as soon as
possible. During this case, local governments in Guangzhou increasingly recognized that few
citizens would agree with the construction of waste incineration power plants near their
communities, as argued by respondent 17. If local governments in Guangzhou continued to
expedite the construction of waste incineration power plants as they did before in a top-down
way, they would again attract strong opposition from local citizens, as stated by respondent 19.
This might make it impossible to resolve the waste problem in Guangzhou. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the urgent waste problem in Guangzhou contributed to the application of a
collaboration and a facilitation strategy by local governments in Guangzhou.
Second, the planning stage of the Panyu waste incineration power plant: The Panyu waste
incineration power plant was in its planning stage, implying that local governments in
Guangzhou would not necessarily assume high costs if they relocated it. If they applied a goalone or a suppression strategy to advance the construction of the waste incineration power plant
in Dashi, local residents might organize another round of protests, which would endanger social
order, implying high political costs for local governments in Guangzhou. The continuation of the
waste incineration power plant project in Dashi was not a good option for them. Consequently,
the fact that the Panyu waste incineration power plant was at the planning stage contributed to
the application of a collaboration and a facilitation strategy by local governments in Guangzhou.
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Third, the involvement of unembedded activists: Local governments in Guangzhou
increasingly acknowledged the importance of unembedded activists during the process of
resolving the waste problem. When Guangzhou Municipality identified one leading activist,
Basuo Fengyun, it invited him to inspect a waste incineration power plant project in Macau to let
him learn more about waste incineration; and it started to make contacts (or interact) with some
unembedded activists. Some of the unembedded activists in Guangzhou, such as Basuo Fengyun
and A Jiaxi, were middle class and in non-state jobs. Different from activists at the bottom of
Chinese society who are in a life-and-death struggle with governments, the activists in this case,
although they were not embedded, owned their own homes and had no intention of fighting with
local governments in a radically confrontational way. Rather, they cared about their quality of
life, as respondent 19 claimed that “health is the most important issue and money is the second
for me.” She argued that, if Guangzhou Municipality agreed to construct a waste incineration
power plant near its building, she would not oppose the construction of one near her community.
In addition, these unembedded activists had substantial free time to seek ‘truth,’ based on which
they could formulate evidence-based arguments to challenge or disqualify government decisions.
In this case, after Guangzhou Municipality determined the temporary halting of the Panyu waste
incineration power plant in Dashi, some embedded activists conducted on-site investigations into
the influence on public health of a waste incineration power plant in Likeng. They organized
blood tests for children living nearby. The results showed that these children had a higher level
of lead content in their blood than average persons. Following this, a list of names was published
anonymously, claiming that over 42 local residents living near the Likeng plant had died
consequent to various cancers, mostly caused by waste incineration. This list received explosive
media attention around China, and many residents in Guangzhou later became worried about the
negative influence of waste incineration on their health. Subsequently, Guangzhou Municipality
published a report to illustrate that the list was fraudulent. However, this report triggered more
doubts among local citizens in Guangzhou about the negative influences of waste incineration on
public health, as argued by respondent 17. These actions taken by unembedded activists greatly
challenged the decision made by local governments in Guangzhou – the expediting of the Panyu
waste incineration power plant. Therefore, these local governments tended to make
compromises.
Moreover, the relationships between local governments in Guangzhou and unembedded
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activists changed during the case. An alignment relationship between them gradually formed.
They interacted with one another frequently and then came to know one another. Some degree of
interest alignment emerged during the case. As argued by respondent 20, “many people think we
are enemies with government officials. But we are good friends, and we talk a lot about the
waste problem.” Guangzhou Municipality established a supervision commission, and some
unembedded activists were recruited as members. Some activists, who initially opposed the
government decision to construct the waste incineration power plant in Dashi, now had the
opportunity to directly provide suggestions to Guangzhou Municipality about how the waste
problem should be resolved. Respondent 17 claimed that he had drafted several proposals
regarding the resolution of the waste problem in Guangzhou, and Guangzhou Municipality
accepted some of his suggestions. Although local governments in Guangzhou did not
institutionalize public participation in decision-making processes, some unembedded activists
were granted more opportunities to provide inputs to government decisions. This conclusion,
however, is arguable. Respondent 17 was satisfied with the actions taken by Guangzhou
Municipality to facilitate public participation. However, respondents 19 and 20 argued that
Guangzhou Municipality did a bad job in engaging public participation in resolving the waste
problem. In short, the involvement of unembedded activists in formal decision-making processes
implies that local governments in Guangzhou attempted to establish a collaborative relationship
with them in order to jointly resolve the waste problem. Therefore, it could be concluded that the
involvement of unembedded activists contributed to the application of a collaboration and a
facilitation strategy at the end of the case.
The above explanation for the application of a collaboration and a facilitation strategy helped
me to develop two propositions drafted in Chapter 3: proposition 4 and proposition 6.
Proposition 4 was that local governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy when projects are in their early stage, whereas they tend
to adopt a go-alone or a suppression strategy when projects are in their late stage. In this case,
this proposition was confirmed: local governments may apply a collaboration and a facilitation
strategy to deal with debated projects in their early stage. Proposition 6 in Chapter 3 was that
local governments tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy to deal with the
involvement of unembedded activists, whereas they tend to adopt a tension reduction, a giving in,
a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy to cope with the involvement of embedded activists.
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This proposition was disconfirmed and reformulated: local governments may apply a
collaboration or a facilitation strategy to deal with the involvement of unembedded activists.

5.4 Discussion
In the Panyu case, both a collaboration and a facilitation strategy were applied by local
governments in Guangzhou. It is assumed that the findings in this case show some generic
characteristics of the well-developed regions of China regarding the governance of
environmental conflicts, as similar developments will evolve in other parts of China too.
This case is useful for providing insight into the application of government strategies –
especially the emergence of the collaboration and the facilitation strategy in a Chinese context. It
is interesting to identify some generic conditions in this case that are helpful in explaining the
emergence of these strategies (see Li et al. 2015).
First, this case occurred in Guangzhou, located in one of the most prosperous regions in China.
A large group of middle-class citizens (such as lawyers, journalists, and intellectuals) live there
and have a strong rights consciousness, as argued by respondent 20. They tend to use evidencebased information (such as scientific research by independent third parties or national laws) to
argue with local governments in order to show their disagreement with, and concerns about,
government decisions. This creates an environment for negotiation between local governments
and other actors, implying that local governments in Guangzhou have a relatively higher
possibility of collaborating with local citizens (Bie, Jong, and Derudder 2015).
Second, Guangzhou is rather close to Hong Kong, and many governance practices regarding
problem solving are transplanted by local Guangzhou governments. Governments thus tend to
have relatively open attitudes to external critics, as argued by respondents 17 and 20. This again
fosters a climate for deliberation and negotiation between various disputants involved in this case;
this again facilitated the emergence of a collaboration and a facilitation strategy in this case.
Third, Guangzhou is relatively far away from Beijing, the political center of China. Local
mass media in Guangzhou, for instance, have a relatively greater degree of freedom.
Consequently, Guangzhou has a comparatively open political climate, and this is helpful for the
development of civil society there. As argued by respondent 20, local governments in
Guangzhou are relatively open to public criticism. Many local citizens in Guangzhou can
publicly criticize government agencies, a tradition special to Guangzhou. The open political
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climate in Guangzhou also contributed to the emergence of a collaboration and a facilitation
strategy applied by local governments in Guangzhou.
In short, these generic conditions around the Panyu case elucidate why a collaboration and a
facilitation strategy emerged in this case.

5.5 Conclusions
The Panyu waste incineration power plant case in Guangzhou was analyzed in this chapter. The
theoretical framework established in Chapter 3 was used to address two issues in this case study:
the application of government strategies and their explanation.
Regarding the application of government strategies, four government strategies were adopted
by local governments in Guangzhou. Initially, they applied a go-alone strategy. They advanced
the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant without informing local residents
nearby. When activists and local residents organized collective activities to show their concerns
about the construction of the plant, local governments applied a suppression strategy. After this,
a small-scale peaceful protest occurred, and local governments in Guangzhou claimed that the
plant would not be further advanced; this is characterized as a tension reduction strategy. Finally,
they applied a combination of a collaboration and a facilitation strategy.
The application of the four government strategies during the Panyu case was explained using
seven conditions: the form of protest, the scale of protest, the stage of the project, the position of
the national mass media, the position of higher-level governments, the involvement of activists,
and the occurrence of events. In general, three conditions are really important in explaining the
application of government strategies in this case: the early stage of the Panyu waste incineration
power plant, the involvement of unembedded activists, and the absence of support from higherlevel governments and national mass media. In addition, three propositions drafted in Chapter 3
were disconfirmed and reformulated.
1. Proposition 1: local governments may adopt a tension reduction strategy to deal with
peaceful protests;
2. Proposition 2: local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy to cope with
small-scale protests;
3. Proposition 6: local governments may apply a collaboration and a facilitation strategy to
deal with the involvement of unembedded activists.
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Finally, this case study has shown that some other conditions, such as the use of social media and
the urgency of the (waste) problem, might also influence the application of government strategies
in environmental conflicts.
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Chapter 6: Government strategies in governing environmental conflicts:
The Dalian PX plant as a single case
Introduction
Dalian is a port city in northeast China, with over six million residents living there in 2009. It has
widely been recognized as one of the cleanest and most livable cities in China. Meanwhile,
Dalian is a traditional petrochemical base in China, and many mega industrial projects have been
constructed and operate there. Dalian Municipality had a strong economic reliance on these
industries. In 2011, this alignment relationship between Dalian Municipality and local industries
were threatened due to the occurrence of a large-scale protest involving about 12,000 participants.
This protest shocked both the Chinese government and citizens, as a protest on such a scale has
been very rare in recent years. The participants involved were dissatisfied with the operation of a
PX plant in Dalian given to its potential negative harm on their health. Dalian Municipality
immediately faced substantial pressure from the explosive attention all around China. One
intriguing issue that warrants further study is how Dalian Municipality coped with this conflict.
This chapter reports an in-depth case study with the aim of identifying which strategies were
applied by Dalian Municipality in dealing with the conflict regarding the operation of the PX
plant and explaining why these strategies were applied. This chapter proceeds in five sections.
The Dalian PX case45 is introduced in section 6.1. Section 6.2 introduces the strategies adopted
by Dalian Municipality. Four key government strategies are identified, one of which – tension
reduction – is used at two different stages of the project: a go-alone, a suppression, a tension
reduction, a giving in, and again a tension reduction strategy. Section 6.3 explains why Dalian
Municipality applied these five different strategies. The discussion appears in section 6.4, and
conclusions are drawn in section 6.5.
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6.1 The Dalian PX case
The Dalian PX case is introduced in detail in this section, broken down into four subsections:
background, network character, process, and outcome of the case.
6.1.1 Background to the Dalian PX case
Paraxylene (PX), a chemical substance, is used primarily as a basic raw material in the
manufacture of terephthalic acid (TPA), purified terephthalic acid (PTA), and dimethylterephthalate (DMT). TPA, PTA, and DMT can be used to manufacture polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) saturated polyester polymers. Polyesters are used to produce fibers and films.
China is the biggest PX production and consumption country in the world. From 1992 to 2005,
the annual production of PX increased by 11.59 percent annually, and its consumption in China
grew by 16.36 percent. The plan to construct a PX plant in Dalian was initiated in 2003, with a
state-owned enterprise (SOE), Dalian Petrochemical Company, technically responsible for it.
However, this SOE was engaged in costly site relocation and could not amass sufficient money
for investment in a PX plant at that time. In 2004, the State Council (SC) issued the Decision on
the Reform of the Investment System, providing private enterprises the same investing
opportunities as SOEs.

46

This gave the Dalian State-Owned Assets Supervision and

Administration Commission (SASAC) the legitimacy to involve Fujia as the main shareholder in
the PX project in 2005.
On September 28, 2005, the Fujia PX project was formally approved by the State
Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA). In December, 2005, the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) approved the construction of the Fujia PX
project. In addition, the Fujia PX project was established by the NDRC as a key project in the
Eleventh Five-Year Plan (2006–2010).47 The Fujia PX plant is about 20 kilometers away from
the city center, and few people noticed its construction and operation. No public hearing was
reported to have been held in relation to the acceptability of the Fujia PX project in 2005. Local
mass media in Dalian did not report the possible negative effects of the Fujia PX project either.
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http://finance.sina.com.cn/g/20040729/0933909507.shtml, available on May 26, 2015.
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http://www.miit.gov.cn/n11293472/n11295125/n11299455/11753555.html, available on May 26, 2015.
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6.1.2 The network context of the Dalian PX case
Regarding the network character of the Dalian PX case, some general institutional information is
first presented. As early as 2003, the National Revitalization Strategy of the Old Industrial Bases
in Northeast China, established by the SC, already listed the petrochemical industry as a priority
for the region’s economic development. Dalian is part of that region. This implies that Dalian
Municipality had the priority of developing its local economy through industrial development. In
addition, the gap between the production and the consumption of PX in China had reached 1.55
million tons in 2005. The short supplies of PX pushed the NDRC to decide to promote this
industry in China. The prospect of substantial economic profits from the PX industry made
Dalian Municipality eager to have a PX plant in its jurisdiction.
The Dalian SASAC, a bureau of Dalian Municipality, is responsible for managing SOEs in the
city. In September 2005, it signed a contract with Fujia Company, a private enterprise, to
establish a new joint company, Fujia Dahua Petrochemical Co., with its subordinate SOE, Dalian
Petrochemical Company, as the minority shareholder. The Fujia Dahua Petrochemical Company
owns the Fujia PX project, which produces 0.7 million tons of PX and contributes 0.9 billion
RMB in tax annually. The chief executive was once a real estate businessman. Because the Fujia
PX plant was to have an annual PX production over 100,000 tons, it had to obtain planning and
operation approval from the NDRC, a high-level governmental commission under the SC,
hierarchically at the same level as ministries, but in practice more highly regarded. Before the
formal construction of the Fujia PX plant, it also had to be approved by SEPA before 2008. On
April 5, 2007, the SC promulgated the first decree about information disclosure. Following this,
SEPA enacted its environmental information disclosure measure.
Several different actors can be identified in the Dalian PX case: Dalian Municipality, NDRC,
SEPA, the environmental protection agency of the Liaoning provincial government, port
management agencies, and local citizens. Three key actors can be identified, namely, Dalian
Municipality, local residents in Dalian, and the Fujia PX plant. The Fujia PX plant, as the project
operator, had a strong incentive to advocate the construction and operation of the PX plant with
the purpose of advancing its economic interests. Dalian Municipality was highly supportive of
the Fujia PX plant because of its substantial economic benefits to local development. Local
residents in Dalian wanted to stop the operation of the Fujia PX plant and remove it from Dalian
given its potentially negative influence on their health.
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6.1.3 The process of the Dalian PX case
The Dalian PX case is differentiated into four rounds based on three key decisions. Criteria to
distinguish rounds have to do with important decisions or events that result in a shift in issues
being discussed, or that affect the nature of interactions. Five crucial junctures that demarcate the
four rounds are identified. They are presented in the following.
1. In June 2009, the Fujia PX plant started formal operation without fully informing local
citizens in Dalian. This was the first crucial decision as it showed the closed decisionmaking processes of Dalian Municipality and signified the beginning of the first round
(or the beginning of the case).
2. In 2009, an embedded activist, Lu Renzi, was suppressed when he expressed his concerns
about the operation of the PX plant. This crucial decision showed the characteristic of
interaction (the application of a suppression strategy by Dalian Municipality) between
Dalian Municipality and the other actors. This crucial decision signified the end of the
first round.
3. On August 8, 2011, the plant’s protective dyke was damaged by Typhoon Muifa,
prompting the citizens in Dalian to become worried, and they planned to initiate a largescale protest. This event triggered the mobilization of citizens to oppose the operation of
the PX plant. It signified the end of the second round.
4. On August 14, 2011, the mayor of Dalian Municipality claimed that the PX plant would
be removed consequent to the large-scale protest initiated by the local citizens. This was
a crucial decision, showing the change in interactions between Dalian Municipality and
local citizens (the application of a giving in strategy by Dalian Municipality). It signified
the beginning of the third round.
5. In December 2012, the Fujia PX plant was still in operation. This was a crucial decision
that showed the substantial outcome of the case. It signified the end of the whole case.
In what follows, the four rounds of the case are described in detail.
Round 1: Advancing the operation of the PX plant (before July 2010)
In October 2007, the construction of the Fujia PX plant formally began in the Petrochemical
Industrial Park. In June 2009, the plant started formal operation. However, this PX project did
not get approval from the Liaoning Provincial Environmental Protection Department until April
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2010. This implies that the Fujia PX project began to operate before receiving formal approval.48
Right after the plant went into full production, Dalian Municipality’s official newspaper, Dalian
Daily, publicly announced that, from being an oil refining base, Dalian was now witnessing a
shift towards becoming a booming petrochemical base.49
In 2009, Lu Renzi, a reporter from Dalian Television, published an open letter to top officials
on Dalian online. On behalf of Dalian citizens, he demanded that Dalian Municipality organize a
press conference to answer citizens’ questions about the operation of the PX plant in Dalian.
However, without an official response, Lu Renzhi, who had a high profile in social media, ended
up by resigning from his job, reportedly under pressure. 50 On July 16, 2010, there was an
explosion in an oil storage depot belonging to China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), as
a result of which 1,500 tons of oil spilled into the Yellow Sea.51 There were quite a number of oil
storage depots near the accident scene, and any further spread of the incident would have been a
disaster for the residents living nearby. Terrified citizens fled from their homes, blocking the
highways out of Dalian. Eventually, the fire was extinguished, but one firefighter died.
Round 2: Reducing the negative effect of the dyke damage at the PX plant (July–August 2011)
On July 16, 2011, a fire occurred on the CNPC site. Although it occurred in the CNPC plant and
not in the Fujia PX plant, the citizens in Dalian speculated in panic on the dreadful impacts if the
Fujia PX project were to explode too. On August 8, 2011, Typhoon Muifa struck Dalian and
breached one of the PX plant’s protective dykes. Rumors spread on social media that a leakage
from the PX storage tanks would flood the Yellow Sea with highly toxic PX. Accompanied by
several senior government officials from Dalian Municipality, a China Central Television
(CCTV) news program intended to investigate this accident but failed to access the site because
of resistance from the plant’s executives. 52 Even worse, some staff from the Fujia PX plant
attempted to snatch the reporters’ cameras. As a result, violent conflicts occurred between the
48

http://focus.cnhubei.com/columns/columns4/201109/t1830576.shtml, available on May 26, 2015.
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http://www.dlxww.com/gb/daliandaily/2009-06/22/content_2738891.htm, available on May 26, 2015.
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http://www.lifeweek.com.cn/2011/0826/34723_5.shtml, available on May 26, 2015.
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http://www.infzm.com/content/91197, available on May 26, 2015.
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http://tv.people.com.cn/GB/14645/15359251.html, or http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001040134?full=y,

available on May 26, 2015.
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Fujia PX plant staff and the reporters from CCTV. When CCTV still intended to broadcast the
story, the program director received a request to pull the segment and did so.53 This news spread
widely online, and many popular online forums in China posted a message calling local residents
in Dalian to join a large-scale demonstration on August 14. Meanwhile, Dalian Municipality
promised to take more administrative measures to avoid further accidents. 54 The Dalian Port
Company, an SOE, echoed this request by immediately investing 100 million RMB in its
emergency facilities. On August 9, 2011, Dalian Municipality publicly stated that related
information regarding the removal of the Fujia PX project would be released soon.
Round 3: Stopping the operation of the Dalian PX plant (August–September 2011)
On the morning of August 14, 2011, about 12,000 people assembled in the city center to require
Dalian Municipality to stop the PX project and provide an accurate timeline for its removal from
Dalian. When local residents walked around the city center, many police from the Dalian Police
Department attempted to stop this. No violent actions occurred. The new mayor of Dalian, Tang
Jun, had a direct conversation with the protest participants using a loudspeaker, and he promised
to stop the Fujia PX project immediately. 55 That afternoon, a small group of armed police
attempted to snatch local residents’ banners and scrolls. This resulted in dissatisfaction among
local residents, and small-scale violent conflicts occurred. 56 That night, Dalian Municipality
organized an emergency meeting to discuss the removal of the Fujia PX plant.57 The next day,
August 15, many residents in Dalian received a letter from Dalian Municipality to inform them
of the harmlessness of the PX plant. On August 16, Dalian Municipality promised to draw up a
proposal to remove the Fujia PX project. On September 9, it stated that the Fujia PX project had
stopped production. On September 26, 2011, reflecting on the Dalian PX protest, the Industry
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Coordination Department of the NDRC co-signed with four ministries58 an emergency notice
titled Strengthen Security of Sensitive Products like PX. In this notice, the protest that had
occurred in Dalian was deemed by the government to be due to the unsafe production of PX.59
Round 4: Resumption of the Fujia PX plant (October 2011–December 2012)
After the large-scale protest in Dalian, PX became a forbidden keyword on social media, and no
news reports have been available on the Fujia PX plant’s on-going circumstances since then. In
October 2011, one local mass medium in Dalian, Dalian Diary, published some comments by
some experts from Beijing that concluded that the Fujia PX project was not as dangerous as
people thought.60 In November 2011, Dalian Municipality publicly claimed that the Fujia PX
plant would be removed in an orderly way. On December 8, 2011, it organized a meeting to
discuss the plan to remove the PX plant. In this meeting, the mayor of Dalian Municipality
publicly stated that all relevant petrochemical enterprises would be removed to Changxing Island
Industrial Park.61 However, a commercial newspaper in Beijing became aware of, and reported,
an official reply letter to the Dalian customs, implying Dalian Municipality’s internal approval
for the Fujia PX project to resume production. 62 In July 2012, the removal proposal was
evaluated by the China International Engineering Consulting Corporation, an enterprise directly
led by the national SASAC.63 In August 2012, a regulation Interim Measures on Social Stability
Risk Assessment for Major Fixed Asset Investment Projects released by NDRC determined that
a social stability risk assessment would be a pre-condition for NDRC to approve large projects.
Reflecting on the PX protests, the NDRC intended to establish an institutional channel to
enhance public participation before the approval of large industrial plants in order to avoid
potential social unrest. In December 2012, it was reported that the Fujia PX project was still in
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operation,64 and some even said that the Dalian PX project had never stopped operation, because
of the high costs of removing the PX plant to another location. It has been reported that the
annual PX sales for the Dalian PX plant are worth about 1 billion dollars, and that stopping
production for one month would imply a loss of about 80 million dollars.
In conclusion, the Dalian PX case evolved in four rounds. Important dates and events are
presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Important dates and events in the Dalian PX case
Round 1 (before
July 2010)

x

On November 18, 2007, construction of the Fujia PX plant was completed.

x

In 2009, Lu Renzi, a reporter from Dalian TV, published an open letter to top officials on
Dalian online. On behalf of Dalian citizens, he suggested halting the Fujia PX project, but
later he quit his job.

x

On July 16, 2010, there was an explosion at an oil storage depot belonging to China
National Petroleum Corporation, as a result of which 1,500 tons of oil spilled into the
Yellow Sea.

Round 2 (July–
August 2011)

x

On August 8, 2011, Typhoon Muifa breached a dyke near the Fujia PX plant.

x

On August 9, 2011, Dalian Municipality publicly stated that information regarding the
removal of the Fujia PX project would be released soon.

Round

3

x

(August–

On August 14, 2011, 12,000 people went to Dalian city center to demand that Dalian
Municipality stop the PX project.

September 2011)

x

On the afternoon of August 14, 2011, Dalian Municipality promised to remove the PX
project.

x

On August 16, 2011, Dalian Municipality promised to make a proposal to remove the
Fujia PX project.

Round
(October

4

December 2012)

64

x

In November 2011, Dalian Municipality publicly claimed that the Fujia PX plant would
be removed in an orderly way.

x

In December 2012, it was reported that the Fujia PX project was still in operation.

2011–

http://news.sina.com.cn/c/sd/2011-12-30/153723725020.shtml, available on May 26, 2015.
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6.1.4 The substantive, procedural, and institutional outcomes in the Dalian PX case
At the end of the Dalian PX case, Dalian Municipality determined to relocate the Fujia PX plant,
although this failed to be implemented. Dalian Municipality’s statement about relocating the
plant could be interpreted as a tension reduction strategy, as indicated by the delaying of the
project relocation with a purpose of diverting public attention from it. To date, it is not easy to
judge who the winner was and who the loser was. Although the resumption of the Fujia PX plant
might yield substantial tax incomes for Dalian Municipality, the municipality suffered severe
losses of legitimacy and authority. Local residents in Dalian seemed to be the losers, but their
actions during the case might teach Dalian Municipality to be prudent about its application of
strategies in future.65 The Fujia PX plant did not suffer significant economic losses in this case.
However, its social reputation was damaged. Overall, there may be no winners in this case.
Regarding the outcomes at procedural level, the decision-making processes in the case were
mostly closed and other actors – mostly local citizens in Dalian – had few opportunities to
influence the decisions made by Dalian Municipality in coping with the conflict regarding the
operation of the PX plant. In addition, the costs for conflict resolution were very costly for
Dalian Municipality as the halting or the removal of the PX plant implies substantially high costs
for it. In short, the process of the Dalian case was far from best practice in governing
environmental conflicts, as collaboration and negotiation did not emerge in this case.
As for the outcome at institutional level, the Chinese central government established social
risk assessment as a prerequisite procedure for the formal approval of any mega industrial plants
in China. However, its implementation and institutionalization are still unclear.

6.2 Government strategies in the Dalian PX case
In the first round, the Fujia PX plant started operation before receiving formal approval from the
Environmental Protection Department of the Liaoning provincial government. After Dalian
Municipality announced that the plant had started production, it mobilized local mass media to
promulgate the plant as an economically beneficial project for Dalian. This shows Dalian
Municipality’s strong intention to realize the construction and operation of the plant. This was a
65
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traditional announce–defend style of response, characterized as a go-alone strategy. Then, when
an embedded activist from Dalian Television publicly questioned the legitimacy of the plant, he
was later obliged to quit his job. This shows that Dalian Municipality attempted to suppress
different opinions and actions; this is characterized as a suppression strategy.
In the second round, after the dyke damage in the Fujia PX plant, Dalian Municipality
promised to take some administrative measures to avoid the occurrence of explosions in future in
the hope of relieving the worries of local residents. Meanwhile, it claimed that it would
investigate the Fujia PX plant and that detailed information about the removal of the plant would
be released. These responses imply that Dalian Municipality attempted to calm local residents
down in order to avoid the occurrence of large-scale protests initiated by local citizens; this was a
tension reduction strategy.
In the third round, the mayor of Dalian Municipality first had a face-to-face dialogue with the
participants in the large-scale protest. Then he promised to stop the operation of the Fujia PX
plant and remove it to another location. The halting and relocation of the Fujia PX plant is
characterized as a giving in strategy. Afterwards, Dalian Municipality organized an emergency
meeting to show the public how it was trying to implement its promise to move the plant, and it
delivered letters to the public to stress the harmlessness of waste incineration. These responses
taken by Dalian Municipality were aimed at calming local residents down, as argued by
respondent 24 (interviewed in Dalian); this is characterized as a tension reduction strategy.
In the fourth round, keywords relating to the Fujia PX plant were determined by Dalian
Municipality to be sensitive words on social media, and relevant information about the Fujia PX
plant was blocked. This information blockage is characterized as a suppression strategy. Then,
Dalian Municipality publicly claimed that the Fujia PX plant would be removed to another
location. At the same time, the PX plant resumed operations secretly. These responses are
characterized as a tension reduction strategy.
The strategies adopted by Dalian Municipality during the Dalian PX case are summarized in
Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Dalian Municipality’s strategies during the four rounds of the Dalian PX case
Round 1 (before July 2010)

Round

2

(July–

Strategy

Indicator

Strategy

Indicator

Strategy

Indicator

Giving in

Relocation

Suppression

Information

Announcement,

Tension

Reactive

and

reduction

remedy

Firing

Round 4 (October 2011–
December 2012)

Go-alone

Suppression

(August–

September 2011)

Indicator

framing

3

August 2011)
Strategy

media

Round

blocking

and
the

official

Tension

Project

promise

reduction

resumption

activist

Tension

Emergency

reduction

meeting

secretly

and
persuasion

6.3 The explanation for the application of government strategies in the Dalian PX case
Table 6.2 shows that, over time, Dalian Municipality adopted several different strategies in
handling the conflict concerning the operation of the Fujia PX plant. Five key government
strategies were applied by it, showing the general evolution of the case. They are the application
of a go-alone, a suppression, a tension reduction, a giving in, and again a tension reduction
strategy. These five choices are explained in the following five subsections.
6.3.1 The explanation for the application of a go-alone strategy
Initially, Dalian Municipality announced the construction of the Fujia PX plant, about which
local citizens had not been fully informed. This is characterized as a go-alone strategy. Two
conditions are important in explaining this strategy: the support of higher-level governments and
the absence of strong opposition from other actors.
The support of higher-level governments for the PX plant was the first important condition
that contributed to the application of the go-alone strategy. In this case, the Fujia PX plant was
highly favored both by the Chinese central government (the NDRC) and the Liaoning provincial
government (mainly the Environmental Protection Department of the Liaoning provincial
government). The NDRC designated the Fujia PX as a key industrial project to promote the
national economy. The Environmental Protection Department of the Liaoning provincial
government tolerated the operation of the Fujia PX plant before it received approval for its
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environmental impact assessment (EIA). The support of higher-level governments gave Dalian
Municipality confidence to further advance the PX plant. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
support of higher-level governments contributed to the application of a go-alone strategy by
Dalian Municipality.
In addition, the absence of support from other actors was the second important condition in
explaining the application of the go-alone strategy in this case. At the beginning of the case, local
residents were not fully informed that the PX plant would be constructed in Dalian. As a result,
they did not voice concerns about the construction of the plant, and consequently there was little
pressure on Dalian Municipality to take their worries seriously.
Because of the high support from higher-level governments and the small opposition from
other actors, Dalian Municipality tended to apply a go-alone strategy. This conclusion helped to
confirm proposition 5 in Chapter 3. Proposition 5 was that local governments tend to adopt a
tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy when higher-level
governments criticize debated projects, whereas they tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression
strategy when higher-level governments support debated projects. In this case, proposition 5 was
confirmed: local governments may apply a go-alone strategy when higher-level governments
support the continuation of debated projects.
6.3.2 The explanation for the application of a suppression strategy
In the second round of this case, Dalian Municipality applied a suppression strategy to fire an
embedded activist when he expressed his concerns about the operation of the PX plant.
Although Lu was embedded, he had limited administrative power or political influence to
challenge the decision made by Dalian Municipality – the construction of the Fujia PX plant.
However, the application of a go-alone strategy was not attractive for Dalian Municipality,
because he was a popular figure in social media. If he continued to publicly express his
opposition to the Fujia PX plant, local citizens might first become aware of his viewpoint, then
accept it, and finally collectively take to the streets to oppose the plant’s operation. Dalian
Municipality thus had to take action immediately in order to minimize his influence on public
opinion. A suppression strategy was one option. No detailed information and data are available
to ascertain whether Dalian Municipality took other actions (such as persuasion or coercion) to
silence Lu. What can be seen is that Lu quit his job; this was a relatively serious punishment for
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an embedded person in China, as argued by respondent 8 (interviewed in Beijing). Normally, if
embedded persons do something that might endanger political authority or social order,
governments often order their managers to warn or persuade them to keep silent.
It can be concluded that the involvement of an embedded activist contributed to Dalian
Municipality’s application of a suppression strategy. Proposition 6 in Chapter 3 was: local
governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation
strategy to cope with the involvement of embedded activists, whereas they tend to apply a goalone or a suppression strategy to deal with the involvement of unembedded activists. In this case,
this proposition was disconfirmed and reformulated: local governments may apply a suppression
strategy to deal with the involvement of embedded activists.
6.3.3 The explanation for the adoption of a tension reduction strategy
During the Dalian PX case, three events occurred (an explosion, a fire, and dyke damage). After
these, Dalian Municipality claimed that it would take action to avoid the occurrence of incidents
at the PX plant; this is characterized as a tension reduction strategy.
In this stage, a go-alone, a suppression, or a giving in strategy was ineffective for Dalian
Municipality to cope with the occurrence of events – a fire and dyke damage in this case. A goalone strategy was not attractive for Dalian Municipality as rumors about the potentially negative
effects of the PX plant on public health had already been widely disseminated. If the rumors
continued to be disseminated around Dalian, worried citizens might take contentious actions to
oppose the operation of the plant, after which social order would be threatened. A suppressions
strategy (such as coercion, state suppression, or information blockage) might result in more
serious panic among local citizens, who would think Dalian Municipality was attempting to
intentionally cover up the truth about the dreadful impact of the Fujia PX plant. This would
trigger more distrust of Dalian Municipality among citizens, implying a high potential of social
unrest. A giving in strategy was not a feasible option for Dalian Municipality either. Giving up
the Fujia PX plant implied not only that Dalian Municipality would suffer great economic losses,
but also that it might have to assume the extremely high costs of removing the Fujia PX plant.
Finally, Dalian Municipality adopted a tension reduction strategy.
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In general, two conditions were crucially important in shaping the application of the tension
reduction strategy: the occurrence of unplanned events and the involvement of national mass
media.
First, the occurrence of unplanned events – explosions at another location and dyke damage of
the PX plant – attracted substantial public attention on the operation of the Fujia PX plant, and
the local residents in Dalian started to worry about its negative effect on their health. The
explosive public attention triggered the spread of rumors about the negative effects of PX plants
on public health. This might have threatened social order. The application of a tension reduction
strategy was useful to relieve the worries of local residents in Dalian and avoid the occurrence of
social instability.
Second, a national mass medium, CCTV, investigated the Fujia PX plant. It did not publicly
show its position on the strategies applied by Dalian Municipality. However, many citizens
around China knew that the Fujia PX plant had been investigated by CCTV, and this created
high pressure for Dalian Municipality, which had to become prudent about the continued
operation of the plant. Consequently, a tension reduction strategy seems an appropriate option
for Dalian Municipality in this case.
Proposition 7 in Chapter 3 posited that local governments tend to apply a tension reduction
strategy to deal with the occurrence of planned events, and that it is difficult to judge the
directions of government strategies in dealing with unplanned events. In this case, this
proposition was specified and reformulated: local governments may apply a go-alone or a
tension reduction strategy to cope with the occurrence of unplanned events.
6.3.4 The explanation for the application of a giving in strategy
After the occurrence of the large-scale peaceful protest in Dalian, the mayor of Dalian
Municipality publicly claimed that the Fujia PX plant would be removed. This is characterized as
a giving in strategy.
The application of a go-alone, a suppression, a tension reduction, a collaboration, or a
facilitation strategy at this stage was inappropriate for Dalian Municipality as the protest was
large scale. The use of a go-alone strategy was inappropriate since it might result in social
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instability. State repression was not an option for Dalian Municipality in this stage either.66 First,
repressing a protest involving over ten thousand participants was politically risky for Dalian
Municipality. If it used state repression to handle this protest, the conflict might spiral out of
control and social disorder might follow. Dalian Municipality would have been punished for this
by the central government. Second, the non-violent nature of the protest implied that the
involved participants did not intend to disrupt social order or challenge state authority; this was
confirmed by respondents 21 and 22 (interviewed in Dalian). It was unlikely that Dalian
Municipality would interpret the protest as anti-state oriented, and this further disqualified the
use of state force. Third, the use of state suppression might be exposed by the participants
through social media, and this would result in social condemnation. It was highly possible that
local citizens would again resort to using social media to expose the actions taken by Dalian
Municipality, and this in turn made the municipality prudent about the use of state force. Fourth,
a national mass medium, CCTV, had conducted an investigation into the Fujia PX plant. This
meant that the top leaders of the central government had noticed the conflict over the operation
of the plant. It was politically risky for Dalian Municipality to use state force to suppress citizens.
A tension reduction strategy was not appropriate either. Before the occurrence of the largescale protest, the municipality had publicly stated that it would take measures to avoid the
occurrence of incidents at the plant in the hope of avoiding protest. However, a tension reduction
strategy was not appropriate, as local citizens did not trust the statement made by Dalian
Municipality, and a large-scale protest occurred as planned. Given citizens’ distrust of Dalian
Municipality, the application of a tension reduction strategy for a second time would have been
ineffective in ending the protest immediately. Finally, facing such a large-scale protest initiated
by local citizens, a collaboration or a facilitation strategy would also have been ineffective. After
all, joint fact-seeking based on collaboration and facilitation to achieve a solution acceptable to
all actors would have required a lot of time.
A giving in strategy was thus an appropriate option for Dalian Municipality in this stage to
address the large-scale peaceful protest. Respondents 21 and 22 claimed that there were no
organizers and that they were activated by anonymous announcements from social media. This
66

Information blockage was also established as an indicator of a suppression strategy. This would not have

been an effective way for Dalian Municipality to end immediately the large-scale protest initiated by local
citizens either.
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information was also confirmed by respondents 24 and 25 (interviewed in Dalian). The mayor of
Dalian Municipality was responsible for local social stability. Once a large-scale protest occurred,
he was under pressure and had to find a way to end it as soon as possible. The giving in strategy
– indicated by project relocation – could help him achieve this. When the participants involved in
the protest became aware that Dalian Municipality had publicly promised to stop the operation of
the Fujia PX plant, they did not have a tenable excuse to continue their protest actions. As argued
by respondent 24, as the municipality had made the relocation decision and fulfilled the
protesters’ request, the citizens now had no legal excuse for further protest. As a result, the
application of a giving in strategy made the large-scale protest lose momentum.
Proposition 1 in Chapter 3 was: local governments tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression
strategy to cope with peaceful protests, whereas they tend to adopt a tension reduction or a
giving in strategy to deal with violent protests. In this case, this proposition was disconfirmed
and reformulated: local governments may apply a giving in strategy to cope with peaceful
protests. In addition, proposition 2 was: local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a
giving in strategy to cope with large-scale protests, whereas they tend to apply a go-alone or a
suppression strategy to deal with small-scale protests. This proposition was confirmed: local
governments may apply a giving in strategy to deal with large-scale protests.
6.3.5 The explanation for the application of a tension reduction strategy
At the end of the Dalian PX case, the Fujia PX plant resumed operation secretly; this is
characterized as a tension reduction strategy.
Some other strategies (such as go-alone, giving in, collaboration, or facilitation) were not
appropriate for Dalian Municipality in the end. First, because of the substantial costs of removing
the Fujia PX plant, it was inappropriate for it to apply a giving in strategy. The Fujia PX plant
had operated in Dalian for several years. Its stoppage would have negatively reduced Dalian
Municipality’s tax inflows. And its relocation would be very tricky for Dalian Municipality, as it
would have required large amounts of finance, as argued by respondents 26 and 27 (interviewed
in Dalian). Even worse, no actor was ready to assume such costs. Respondent 29 (interviewed in
Dalian) was doubtful about the feasibility of the relocation decision because of the lack of
financial resources. Second, a go-alone strategy was not feasible for Dalian Municipality either.
The municipality had already promised local citizens that the Fujia PX plant would be relocated.
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If it publicly refused to do so (the application of a go-alone strategy), its authority and legitimacy
would be negatively damaged. This might have resulted in another round of protests initiated by
local citizens against the PX plant.
In addition, it was unnecessary for Dalian Municipality to collaborate with local residents.
Since the large-scale protest in Dalian, public attention on the Fujia PX plant had gradually faded
over time; and Dalian Municipality had promised that the Fujia PX plant would be relocated in a
concrete way. It would thus not have been easy for local citizens to find an excuse to organize
another large-scale protest to oppose the plant’s operation. Therefore, Dalian Municipality had a
low motivation to resolve the conflict regarding the operation of the plant in a collaborative way.
A facilitation strategy would have required substantial coordination work, and the leaders of
Dalian Municipality might not have had a strong incentive to invest their time in doing this.
Therefore, the application of a tension reduction strategy was a better option for Dalian
Municipality in the end. Two conditions are important in explaining this: the support of higherlevel governments and the late stage of the Fujia PX plant. After the large-scale protest, the
NDRC together with the other four ministries released a notice pointing out that the protest
initiated by local residents was an event resulting from unsafe PX production. It demanded that
the Fujia PX plant should operate in a safe way. This implies that the central government did not
oppose the resumption of the Fujia PX plant. Dalian Municipality tended to view this as implicit
support, and this contributed to its application of a tension reduction strategy. Moreover, the
Fujia PX plant was in its operation stage, implying that it would be very costly for Dalian
Municipality to give it up. This also contributed to its application of a tension reduction strategy.
Proposition 5 in Chapter 3 was: local governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving
in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy when higher-level governments criticize debated
projects, whereas they tend to adopt a go-alone or a suppression strategy if higher-level
governments support debated projects. In this case, this proposition was disconfirmed and
reformulated: local governments may adopt a tension reduction strategy when higher-level
governments (here mainly the central government) support debated projects. In addition,
proposition 4 was: local governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy when debated projects are in the planning stage, whereas
they tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy when debated projects are in their late
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stage. This proposition was disconfirmed and reformulated: local governments may adopt a
tension reduction strategy when debated projects are in their late stage.

6.4 Discussion
In some respects, the Dalian PX case seems to be a representative case. This is one reason for
choosing this case for in-depth study. Some typical scenarios regarding the governance of
conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and operation of industrial plants in China
include strong alignment relationships between local industries and local governments, strong
economic reliance on industrial plants for local economic development, and citizens’ difficulties
in stopping the construction or operation of these industries (Liu et al. forthcoming). These
characteristics imply that local governments tend to prioritize local economic development, and
they have a low willingness to accommodate the demands of citizens. The Dalian case seems to
have some of these characteristics. Dalian is a traditional industrial basis in China, with many
industrial plants located there. Dalian Municipality has a strong economic reliance on these
industrial plants. In addition, the operation of the Fujia PX plant held the prospect of substantial
economic benefits for local development in Dalian. 67 It was pointed out by respondent 22
(interviewed in Dalian) that the top leaders of Dalian Municipality had a close relationship with
the private CEO of the Fujia PX plant. This alignment relationship might have shaped the
municipality’s priority along local economic interests rather than other values (such as
sustainability). In short, comparison of the Dalian case with other cases may further elucidate the
generic versus the unique nature of this case.

6.5 Conclusions
Two issues were addressed in this single case study. The first was about which strategies were
applied by Dalian Municipality, and the second was about how to explain the application of these
strategies. Regarding the first issue, five key government strategies were adopted by Dalian
Municipality to govern the conflict over the operation of the Fujia PX plant: a go-alone, a
suppression, a tension reduction, a giving in, and again a tension reduction strategy. In this case,
a collaboration or a facilitation strategy did not emerge. To date, the Fujia PX plant is continuing
to operate although the municipality promised to remove it.
67

http://www.dlxww.com/gb/daliandaily/2009-06/22/content_2738891.htm, available on May 26, 2015.
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The application of five government strategies in the Dalian case were explained using seven
conditions: the form of protest, the scale of protest, the stage of the project, the position of the
national mass media, the position of higher-level governments, the involvement of activists, and
the occurrence of events. In general, four conditions are crucially important in explaining the
application of, or shifts in, strategies applied by Dalian Municipality in this case: the position of
higher-level governments, the stage of the project, and the scale and the form of protest. Because
of the high support from higher-level governments, the late stage of the Fujia PX plant, and the
unsustained protest by citizens, Dalian Municipality finally decided to continue the operation of
the PX plant.
In addition, five propositions were reformulated in this case study.
Proposition 1: Local governments may apply a giving in strategy to cope with peaceful
protests.
Proposition 4: Local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy when a debated
plant is in its late stage.
Proposition 5: Local governments may adopt a tension reduction strategy when higher-level
governments show their support.
Proposition 6: Local governments may apply a suppression strategy to cope with the
involvement of embedded activists.
Proposition 7: Local governments may adopt a go-alone or a tension reduction strategy to
deal with the occurrence of unplanned events.
The above conclusions provide us with in-depth knowledge about how Chinese local
governments govern environmental conflicts and why they apply various strategies.
In the following two chapters, two comparative case studies are documented. In Chapter 7, a
comparative study using both the method of agreement and the method of difference is reported
with the aim of analyzing how to explain similarities and differences in patterns of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 8, the second comparative case study
applying QCA is reported, studying how combinations of conditions shape the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts.
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Chapter 7: What makes the patterns of government strategies similar and
different during environmental conflicts?
Introduction
Two empirical studies have been reported in Chapters 5 and 6. They provide in-depth insights
into the dynamic shifts in government strategies in environmental conflicts. In this chapter, a
comparative case study of 10 cases (see Appendix 1) is reported to answer the research question:
How can the similarities and differences in the patterns of government strategies during
environmental conflicts be explained? To answer this question, both the method of agreement
and the method of difference are used to make a two-level analysis: analyzing the within-pattern
(cross-case) and the cross-pattern level. This chapter aims at further contributing to the
explanation of the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts.
This chapter is structured as follows. The key findings from the previous two empirical
chapters are summarized in section 7.1. The method used is elaborated in section 7.2, and three
patterns of government strategies are identified in section 7.3. In section 7.4, three within-pattern
comparisons are made, and three cross-pattern comparisons are conducted in section 7.5. In the
final section, conclusions are drawn.

7.1 Key findings from the previous two empirical chapters
Before the 10 cases of environmental conflicts are compared, it is first necessary to review what
has been ascertained about the application of government strategies in environmental conflicts.
x

Key finding 1: The typology of government strategies establishes collaboration and
facilitation as alternative options beyond the typology developed by Cai (2010). Cai has
acknowledged that local governments in China always face a concession–suppression
dilemma. The study of the Panyu case in Chapter 5, however, revealed that the suppression–
concession dilemma does not cover the whole continuum of options for government
strategies to govern Chinese environmental conflicts, as local governments in Guangzhou
took some actions – such as expert participation, face-to-face conversation with local citizens,
compensation, and online voting – that show characteristics of collaboration and facilitation.
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x

Key finding 2: No single government strategy dominates environmental conflict resolution,
and governments change their strategies over time. Local governments apply diverse
strategies to govern environmental conflicts. The case study in Chapter 5 showed that local
governments in Guangzhou first applied a go-alone and a suppression strategy, then a tension
reduction strategy, and finally a collaboration and a facilitation strategy. The case study in
Chapter 6 showed that Dalian Municipality initially adopted a go-alone strategy, then a
suppression, a tension reduction, and a giving in strategy, and finally a tension reduction
strategy once again.

x

Key finding 3: The position of the central government influences the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 6, it was shown that the
support of the central government for the PX plant contributed to the application of a goalone strategy at the beginning and of a tension reduction strategy at the end of the Dalian PX
plant case.

x

Key finding 4: The occurrence of protests influences the application of government strategies
during environmental conflicts. In both Chapters 5 and 6, it was shown that the occurrence of
protests influenced shifts in government strategies. Local governments in Guangzhou
adopted a tension reduction strategy to cope with a small-scale peaceful protest. Dalian
Municipality applied a giving in strategy to handle a large-scale peaceful protest.

x

Key finding 5: The stage of debated projects influences the application of government
strategies in environmental conflicts. The Panyu waste incineration power plant (Chapter 5)
was in its planning stage, and the local government in Guangzhou finally decided to move it
to another location and compensate the nearby residents; this is characterized as a
collaboration strategy. The Dalian PX plant (Chapter 6) was in its formal operation stage, and
Dalian Municipality finally adopted a tension reduction strategy, indicated by the resumption
of the plant’s operation in a secretive way.

x

Key finding 6: The involvement of activists shapes the application of government strategies
in environmental conflicts. The case study in Chapter 5 showed how local governments in
Guangzhou applied several different strategies to cope with the involvement of unembedded
activists, such as suppression, collaboration, and facilitation. In Chapter 6, Dalian
Municipality was shown to adopt a suppression strategy to handle the involvement of an
embedded activist.
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x

Key finding 7: The occurrence of events influences the application of (or shifts in)
government strategies in environmental conflicts. The case study in Chapter 5 showed that
local governments in Guangzhou applied a tension reduction strategy before the upcoming
Asian Games. Dalian Municipality (Chapter 6) adopted a go-alone and a tension reduction
strategy to cope with the occurrence of unplanned incidents (explosion, fire, and dyke
damage).

These are the main findings drawn in the previous two empirical chapters, building upon the
original propositions drawn in Chapter 3. In this chapter, these insights further guide the
comparative analysis of the 10 cases. In Table 7.1, some general information about them is
presented. More detailed information on the 10 cases is provided in Appendix 1.
Table 7.1: Some general characteristics of the 10 cases of environmental conflict in China
Case

Location

Period

Brief description of the case

Ningbo PX

Ningbo

October

When local residents realized that a PX plant would be constructed,

2012

they took to the streets to protest against it. Three protests,
maximally involving about 1,000 local residents, occurred, and the
local government eventually abandoned the project.

Xiamen PX

Xiamen

November

A peaceful protest, involving 8,000 to 10,000 participants, was

2006–

initiated by local residents to oppose the construction of a PX plant.

November

The State Environmental Protection Administration advised

2007

Xiamen Municipality to reconsider its decision. The planned
project was finally relocated to Zhangzhou, another city in Fujian
province.

Dalian PX

Kunming

Dalian

Kunming

PX

August

About 12,000 local residents held a peaceful protest against the

2011–

Dalian PX plant. The mayor of Dalian Municipality promised to

December

relocate the PX plant. However, after the initial closure of the plant,

2012

operation was resumed in secret.

April–

Two protests against the construction of a PX plant occurred,

September

initiated by local residents, both involving over 2,000 participants.

2013

The PX plant was part of a mega project. The mayor promised that
the project would be cancelled, but later the planning of the project
was resumed, until now at least.

Pengzhou
PX

Chengdu

May–

In Pengzhou, as part of a mega project including a PX plant, a

October

refinery was constructed. Following an earthquake, local residents

2013

realized the safety risks involved and hence planned to organize a
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protest. The planned protest was prevented by the local
government. It was reported that the PX plant was finally built
secretly.
Panyu

Guangzhou

December

Some activists used social media to attract public attention and to

incineration

2009–June

pressurize local governments in Guangzhou. This resulted in a

power plant

2012

peaceful protest involving about 500 participants. Eventually, the
planned waste incineration power plant was relocated.

Liulitun

Beijing

December

National mass media reported extensively on the debate about the

incineration

2006–

Liulitun waste incineration power plant in Beijing. In response, the

power plant

September

national government ordered local governments to reconsider the

2009

project. About 1,000 participants gathered in a peaceful protest,
eventually resulting in the relocation of the plant.

Tianjingwa

September

When about a hundred local residents went to the local government

incineration

2008–

to express their discontent with the construction of a waste

power plant

November

incineration power plant, they were attacked by anonymous people.

2011

Finally, the proposed waste incineration power plant was relocated.

Songjiang

Nanjing

May–

Local governments decided to construct a waste incineration power

incineration

Shanghai

August

plant, leading to strong opposition from local residents. About 600

power plant

2012

residents took to the streets to express their opposition. A smallscale violent confrontation occurred between the local residents and
governments. In the end, the originally planned waste incineration
power plant project was relocated.

Wuxi

Wuxi

March

Local governments built a waste incineration power plant in Wuxi

incineration

2011–

to resolve the waste problem. The local residents were unaware of

power plant

April 2012

this until the waste incineration power plant started its trial
operation. A large-scale protest involving about 10,000 local
residents occurred, initiated by local citizens. Local governments
promised to temporarily halt the project. Afterwards, when some
residents gathered to protest, local governments used state force to
disperse them, resulting in a strong violent confrontation involving
about 4,000 anti-riot police officers. Finally, the constructed waste
incineration power plant was dismantled.
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7.2 Research method
In this chapter, both the method of agreement and the method of difference are employed
(Collier and Collier 1991; Mill 1843; Moore 1993; Przeworski and Teune 1970; Skocpol 1979).
x

The method of agreement or the Most Different System Design (MDSD): The MDSD is used
to study cases or situations with many differences, but with similar outcomes. The big puzzle
is how to explain this similarity. Normally, the conditions with the same values across cases
have important explanatory power to do this.

x

The method difference or the Most Similar System Design (MSSD): The MSSD is applied to
study cases with many similar conditions that have different outcomes. The question is which
conditions matter to this difference. The conditions with different values across cases are
important in explaining it.

Some key debates about these two methods were presented in section 4.3 in Chapter 4 (see
Lieberson 1991, 1994; Ragin 1987; Savolainen 1994; Skocpol and Somers 1980). I have three
basic positions about the use of the two methods in this chapter.
First, I view the two methods as important analytic tools to structure case comparisons. The
method of agreement is used to compare cases in a similar pattern of government strategies,
whereas the method of difference is used to compare cases in different patterns of government
strategies. Second, I follow this elimination logic of inference and use the two methods to
identify which conditions are relatively important to explain similarities and differences
regarding the patterns of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Third, because
of their limitations, such as their failure to handle the interaction of conditions, the possibility of
drawing spurious conclusions, or their unstructured analytic procedures, I do not use the two
methods as appropriate approaches to identify the necessary or sufficient conditions. In fact,
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) is a better option to seek necessary or sufficient
conditions. This is done in Chapter 8. In this chapter, a two-level analysis, namely, the withinpattern (or cross-case) level and the cross-pattern level, is made.
x

Within-pattern or cross-case analysis means that a case is viewed as a whole, and cases in
the same pattern of government strategies are compared. The method of agreement is used to
identify the conditions shared by cases in the same pattern. The aim is to identify conditions
that are important in explaining their similarities.
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x

Cross-pattern analysis implies that differences regarding the patterns of government strategy
are the main interest. The 10 cases studied in this chapter show different patterns of
government strategies (details in section 7.3). The method of difference is employed to
identify which conditions matter in explaining this difference.

In Table 7.2, an overview of the relationships between the two levels of analysis and the method
used is presented. Next, the patterns of government strategies are first identified and then the two
levels of comparisons are made.
Table 7.2: The relationship between the level of comparison and the methods used
Level

of

Method used

Main aim

Corresponding

analysis

section

Within-pattern

The method of

Identify which conditions are important in explaining the

(cross-case)

agreement

similarities in cases in the same pattern of government

Section 7.4

strategies
Cross-pattern

The method of

Identify which conditions are important in explaining the

difference

differences in cases in different patterns of government

Section 7.5

strategies

7.3 Identification of the three patterns of government strategies during environmental
conflicts
It is necessary first to have some general understanding of the strategies adopted by local
governments in the 10 cases. Government strategies in this comparative analysis are demarcated
by three time anchors: before protest, during protest, and after protest. Government strategies
applied by local governments in the 10 cases are shown in Table 7.3. Four main findings are
identified and reported as follows:
x

Local governments tend to ignore the complaints of other actors at the beginning of
environmental conflicts. Table 7.3 reveals that local governments adopt mostly a go-alone
strategy or a suppression strategy to advance industrial projects. This means that the doing-italone decision-making style dominates in the project planning or construction stage when
local governments receive little pressure from outsiders (e.g., the occurrence of protests).

x
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opposed by most citizens in Kunming.

Municipality deleted this post, and relevant words

Ningbo case

would not be constructed as long as it was

refinery plant in Kunming. Afterwards, Kunming

SU: Local governments in Ningbo used
state force to disperse local residents, and

TR: Government officials in Zhenhai, Ningbo, had a

face-to-face conversation with local residents and

were screened.

claimed that the Kunming refinery plant

activist questioned the legitimacy of constructing a

TR: The mayor of Kunming Municipality

SU: One post online released by an anonymous

construction.

GA: The Xiamen PX plant started formal

environmental

assessment for the whole Haicang region.

constructing a PX plant in Xiamen.

comprehensive

make

Zhao Yufen, who questioned the legitimacy of

a

PX plant would be halted and it would

TR: Xiamen Municipality claimed that the

had a face-to-face conversation with an activist,

TR: The key leaders of Xiamen Municipality

occurrence of incidents again.

investment would be contributed to avoid the

Dalian Municipality claimed that a financial

TR: After dyke damage at the Fujia PX plant,

questioned government decisions.

case

2.

1.

that the PX plant would be removed.

development.

SU: An embedded activist quit his job when he

a face-to-face talk with citizens and stated

Kunming

case

Xiamen

3.

2.

GI: The mayor of Dalian Municipality had

an important project for local economic

1.

Dalian case

Government strategy during protest

GA: Local mass media framed the PX plant as

Government strategy before protests

Case

Table 7.3: Dynamic shifts in government strategies during 10 environmental conflict cases

Xiamen

Municipality

Zhangzhou.

the

Xiamen
relocated

GI:

broadcast live.

PX

plant

to

Municipality

face-to-face conversation that was

organized online voting and a

FA:

residents

to

review

the

The
cancelled.

GI:

Ningbo

PX

finally progressed secretly.
plant

was

refinery project. The project was

environmental impact report on the

local

TR: Kunming Municipality organized

2.

1.

secretly.

TR: The PX plant continued to operate

Government strategy after protest
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refinery

plant

project

was

the

2.

1.

Local

Pengzhou

TR:

governments
organized

in
local

advanced.

local residents.

the

their opposition.

with some activists in Liulitun.

in

visited different government agencies to express

department

in Beijing had a face-to-face conversation

police

incineration power plant although local residents

local

GA: Local governments advanced the Liulitun waste

Guangzhou.

attend

TR: The key leaders of local governments

incineration power plant would not be

incineration power plant without informing

SU: Some activists were formally requested to

publicly stated that the Panyu waste

in

TR: Local governments in Guangzhou

governments

Guangzhou

Local

advanced the construction of the Panyu waste

GA:

refinery project was temporarily stopped.
governments

in

Waste

classification

was
the urban waste problem.

established as a policy to resolve

FA:

living near its new location.

and compensated local residents

the waste incineration power plant

symposiums. And they relocated

that

the

Liulitun

waste
unilaterally.

incineration power plant was relocated

stated

GI: Local governments in Beijing

2.

Local

Guangzhou organized two public

CO:

PX plant was released.

further advanced the refinery plant.

1.

information about the Pengzhou

TR: Another earthquake occurred, and the

started formal operation and no

laws, and local governments in Pengzhou

GA: The Pengzhou refinery plant

refinery plant.

prevent

residents to visit the Pengzhou

to

residents.

measures

occurrence of a protest planned by local

prohibitive

SU: Local governments in Pengzhou took

technical requirement established by national

(CEA) concluded that the refinery plant met the

GA: The China Earthquake Administration

temporarily halted.

Pengzhou

TR: After an earthquake in Sichuan, the

case

2.

1.

3.

2.

1.

some of them were arrested.

Liulitun

Panyu case

case

Pengzhou

location.

promised that they would be resettled in a new
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2.

1.

2.

1.

Department

Provincial

they attempted to express their opposition
to the operation of the waste incineration

the Wuxi waste incinerator.

advanced.

incineration

power

plant

would

not

be

power plant.

SU: Local residents were repressed when

residents in order to advance the construction of

TR: Local government claimed that the waste

Local

governments

in

The

power

was

waste

abandoned.

incineration

power

plant

was

GI: The constructed Wuxi waste

plant

Songjiang
relocated unilaterally.

incineration

GI:

residents.

TR:

incinerator unilaterally.

relocated the Tianjingwa waste

Songjiang apologized to local

2.

in
the

GI: Local governments in Nanjing

Tianjingwa waste incinerator.

advanced

governments

further

Local

Nanjing

GA:

violent confrontation.

1.

2.

1.

officials in Songjiang had a small-scale

SU: Local residents and local government

persuade residents to return home.

from Nanjing Municipality went there to

from the JPEPD. Government officials

GA: Local governments in Wuxi lied to local

residents’ disagreement.

waste incineration power plant despite local

GA: Local governments decided to construct a

odour problem resulting from waste landfill.

GA: Local governments did not resolve the

Protection

Jiangsu

(JPEPD), they were suppressed by persons

the

strategy.

Note: GA = go-alone strategy, SU = suppression strategy, TR = tension reduction strategy, GI = giving in strategy, CO = collaboration strategy, FA = facilitation

Wuxi case

case

Songjiang

Environmental

power plant without informing local citizens.

to

went

construction of the Tianjingwa waste incineration

case

TR: When local residents in Tianjingwa

GA: Local governments in Nanjing advanced the

Tianjingwa

x

All cases are ended by various degrees of change compared to the initial government
decisions. Local governments in three cases, the Dalian case, the Kunming case, and the
Pengzhou case, finally continued the debated projects. In the Ningbo case, the Tianjingwa
case, the Songjiang case, the Liulitun case, and the Wuxi case, local government ultimately
applied a giving in strategy, indicated by project relocation. In both the Panyu case and the
Xiamen case, local governments relocated the plants, as well as engaging local citizens in
formal decision-making processes.

x

Cases show different paths towards the same outcome. Table 7.3 reveals that cases with an
identical outcome take different paths towards it. Take the Liulitun case and the Ningbo case
as two examples. The Liulitun case follows the pathway of go-alone–tension reduction–
giving in, whereas the Ningbo case follows the pathway of tension reduction–suppression–
giving in.

x

Suppression and tension reduction are the strategies applied by local governments to cope
with the occurrence of protests. Local governments in Dalian, Guangzhou, Xiamen,
Kunming, Nanjing, and Beijing adopted a tension reduction strategy to deal with protests,
whereas local governments in Pengzhou, Ningbo, Wuxi, and Songjiang adopted a
suppression strategy.

Before the within-pattern and cross-pattern comparisons are made, it is necessary to identify
patterns. In general, three different substantive outcomes regarding the debated industrial plants
are identified: project abandonment, project continuation, and project relocation. Three different
patterns of government strategies are thus established in this chapter (see Table 7.4).
The first pattern is indicated by the final decision to cancel the project. The Ningbo case and
the Wuxi case are such examples. The second pattern is indicated by the final decision to
continue the project. The Dalian case, the Kunming case, and the Pengzhou case are such
examples. The third pattern is indicated by the final decision to relocate the project. Five cases –
Tianjingwa, Xiamen, Songjiang, Liulitun, and Panyu – are such examples. Now that the three
patterns of government strategies have been identified, their similarities and differences can be
explained. This is done in sections 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
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Table 7.4: Three patterns of government strategies in 10 cases
Case

Pattern

Government

Ningbo case

strategy

Government strategy

before protest

during protest

Tension reduction

Suppression

1

Giving in (indicated by project
abandonment)

Wuxi case

Go-alone–tension

Suppression

reduction
Pattern

Government strategy after protest

Dalian case

2

Go-alone–suppression–

abandonment)
Giving in

tension reduction
Kunming case

Suppression

Giving in (indicated by project

Tension reduction (indicated by
project continuation)

Tension reduction

Tension reduction (indicated by
project continuation)

Pengzhou case

Tension reduction–go-

Suppression

alone–tension reduction
Pattern

Tianjingwa

3

case

Tension reduction (indicated by
project continuation)

Go-alone

Tension reduction

Tension reduction–go-

Tension reduction

Go-alone–giving in (indicated by
project relocation)

Xiamen case

alone
Songjiang

Go-alone–go-alone

Facilitation–giving in (indicated by
project abandonment)

Suppression

case

Tension

reduction–giving

in

(indicated by project relocation)

Liulitun case

Go-alone

Tension reduction

Giving in (indicated by project
relocation)

Panyu case

Go-alone–suppression

Tension reduction

Collaboration

and

facilitation

(indicated by project relocation)

7.4 Within-pattern comparison using the method of agreement
In this section, the method of agreement is used to explain the similarities in the cases in the
same pattern of government strategies. If conditions co-vary with outcomes, they are important
in explaining the similarities of the same pattern of government strategies. Specifically, if
conditions are similar, they in principle explain outcomes. The three patterns of government
strategies are compared in subsections 7.4.1, 7.4.2, and 7.4.3, respectively.
7.4.1 Understanding the similarities in the two cases in pattern 1
The first pattern of government strategies covers two cases: the Ningbo case and the Wuxi case.
At the beginning of the Ningbo case, local governments applied a tension reduction strategy with
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the aim of avoiding protests by local residents. In the Wuxi case, local governments did not
inform local residents that a waste incineration power plant would be constructed near their
communities. During both cases, local governments used state force to repress local residents.
Eventually, the disputed projects in both cases were abandoned by the local governments. One of
the crucial similarities between the two cases is that both local governments eventually applied a
giving in strategy, indicated by project abandonment. The values of the conditions in the two
cases are presented in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: The values of the conditions in the two cases in pattern 1
Case

Conditions
Form

Scale of

Higher-level

National

protest

of

protest

governments

mass media

Stage of projects

Activists

Events

Ningbo case

violence

1,000

silence

silence

planning

no

no

Wuxi case

violence

10,000

silence

silence

before operation

no

no

Note: Italics indicate conditions that are important in explaining pattern similarities.

In broad terms, five of the seven conditions show similar values in both cases: violent protest,
silence of higher-level governments, silence of national mass media, absence of activists, and
absence of events. These factors may be important in explaining why both projects were
cancelled. Below, the influence of each of the conditions is discussed.
x

Condition 1: The form of protest: Violent confrontations occurred in both cases. Violent
protest in Ningbo came as a surprise to local governments. A small group of local residents
in Zhenhai first asked to be put on the list for the new resettlement project proposed by local
governments, which the latter promised to do. 68 However, many citizens in the center of
Ningbo City afterwards were surprised that a PX plant would be constructed, following
which a protest occurred.69 During the protest, over one hundred participants threw bricks
and water bottles at police officers, and even attacked a police car.70 Fifty-one participants

68

http://news.qq.com/a/20121025/000202.htm, available on May 29, 2015.

69

http://news.ifeng.com/mainland/detail_2012_10/30/18656522_0.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.

70

http://news.ifeng.com/mainland/detail_2012_10/30/18656522_0.shtml, available on April 28, 2015.
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were detained, and 13 of them were finally sentenced as criminals.71 In this case, the protest
initiated by local citizens lasted four days. When local governments realized that the protests
were significantly undermining regime legitimacy, they finally decided to abandon the
proposed PX project. In the Wuxi case, when some female senior citizens went to the town
government to express their opposition to the Wuxi waste incineration power plant, some of
them were arrested by local police officers. A strong violent confrontation occurred
afterwards.72 Over one hundred participants were injured, and tens of them were arrested.73
In this case, the use of state force by local governments in Wuxi seems to be their last resort
to end local residents’ opposition in order to realize the operation of the constructed waste
incineration power plant. However, the use of state repression resulted in casualties. Local
governments in Wuxi thus were in a morally disadvantaged position. Regime legitimacy was
undermined, and the tensions between local governments and local residents escalated.
Finally, local governments rejected the waste incineration power plant although it had
already been constructed. To sum up, violent confrontations occurred in both cases. Their
occurrence negatively undermined state legitimacy, and it became politically risky for local
governments to keep advancing the debated projects. Abandoning the projects was a way out
for them. Therefore, the occurrence of violent protests was an important condition in
explaining the cancellation of the projects in the two cases.
x

Condition 2: The scale of protest: The scale of protest in the two cases was different. In the
Wuxi case, over ten thousand local residents assembled together to express their opposition
to the operation of the waste incineration power plant. 74 One senior government official
became their hostage. Local governments afterwards claimed that the plant would be
temporarily stopped and a commission dispatched by the Ministry of Environmental
Protection (MEP) would review this project.75 Another protest also occurred in this case, but
the number of protesters was unknown. However, it was reported about four thousand anti-

71

http://news.ifeng.com/mainland/detail_2012_10/30/18656522_0.shtml, available on April 28, 2015.

72

http://www.boxun.com/news/gb/china/2011/05/201105301321.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.

73

http://www.boxun.com/news/gb/china/2011/05/201105301321.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.

74

http://www.epochtimes.com/b5/11/4/11/n3224806.htm, available on April 28, 2015.

75

http://www.douban.com/group/topic/19022187/, available on April 28, 2015.
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riot police officers were dispatched to handle the protest.76 In the Ningbo case, the scale of
protest was not that large. Over one thousand local residents participated in the
demonstration.77 In conclusion, the scale of protest in the two cases varied. This implies that
the scale of protest was not a crucial condition in explaining the cancellation of the projects
in the two cases.
x

Condition 3: The position of higher-level governments: Higher-level governments in neither
case publicly expressed support for the debated projects after the protests had occurred. Prior
to the violent confrontation in the Wuxi case, the MEP had dispatched a commission to
review the Wuxi waste incineration power plant and concluded that it could be operated
provided its facilities were upgraded. 78 After the violent confrontation, the national
government did not express its position. In the Ningbo case, the national government kept
silent throughout. To sum up, the higher-level governments in the two cases kept silent after
the protests, implying that they were reticent about showing their positions. This was
understandable. If they had publicly supported the debated projects after the violent
confrontations, they would have been criticized by the citizens. This would have significantly
undermined regime legitimacy. Consequently, the absence of support from higher-level
governments seems to have been an important condition contributing to the cancellation of
the projects in the two cases.

x

Condition 4: The position of the national mass media: No national mass media were involved
in either of the two cases. In the Wuxi case, all the national mass media kept silent, and all
information about the violent confrontation between local governments and local citizens
was censored. 79 The national mass media did not publicly report the Ningbo case either.
After the occurrence of the violent confrontations in the two cases, when the national mass
media did not publicly show their opposition to the existing strategies applied by the two
local governments, the latter tended to take action to avoid triggering public attention on the
debated plants. Project abandonment was a possible option for them to achieve this.

76

http://www.boxun.com/news/gb/china/2011/05/201105301321.shtml, available on April 28, 2015.

77

http://news.ifeng.com/mainland/detail_2012_10/30/18656522_0.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.

78

http://www.greening-china.com/CaseCenter/show.php?itemid=166, available on April 28, 2015.

79

http://www.boxun.com/news/gb/china/2011/05/201105301321.shtml, available on May 6, 2015.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that the absence of support from the national mass media
contributed to the cancellation of the debated projects in the two cases.
x

Condition 5: The stage of the debated projects: The projects in the two cases were at
different stages. Previously, the citizens in Zhenhai had been heavily reliant economically on
the Ningbo refinery. They thus tended not to complain about its negative effect on the local
environment and public health. However, the new generations were less reliant on the
refinery.80 When it was decided to construct a new PX plant nearby, local residents were
concerned about the quality of the local environment and asked for economic compensation
from local governments (resettlement in this case).81 Meanwhile, most of the economic profit
from the refinery went to the China National Petroleum Corporation. Consequently, the local
governments in Ningbo did not have a strong incentive to align themselves with the refinery
to advance the PX plant.82 When they realized that local citizens were strongly against the
PX plant in its planning stage, rejecting it became an attractive option. In the Wuxi case, the
waste incineration power plant was already undergoing trial operation and testing. 83
Consequently, cancellation would be potentially costly for the local governments. Moreover,
it was an important facility for them to dispose of urban waste in Wuxi. Local governments
in Wuxi thus had a strong incentive to advance this plant. Initially, the local governments did
not inform local residents, who did not know that a waste incineration power plant would be
constructed nearby until it started its trial operation.84 In summary, the two debated projects
were in different stages and therefore entailed different benefits and costs for the local
governments involved. Compared to local governments in Ningbo, those in Wuxi had a
relatively stronger incentive to advance their project. At the end of the Wuxi case, local
governments used state force to repress citizens in order to realize the operation of the waste
incineration power plant, even though this might incur high political risks for them. In the
Ningbo case however, it seems that local governments gave up the project comparatively

80

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4b8bd1450102e9eo.html, available on May 29, 2015.

81

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4b8bd1450102e9eo.html, available on May 29, 2015.

82

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4b8bd1450102e9eo.html, available on May 29, 2015.

83

http://news.qq.com/a/20110531/000478.htm, available on May 29, 2015.

84

http://news.qq.com/a/20110531/000478.htm, available on May 29, 2015.
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easily. Overall, the stage of the projects was not a critical condition in explaining the
cancellation of the projects in the two cases.
x

Condition 6: The involvement of activists: Activists were not involved in either case. Cai
(2010) concluded that the absence of activists makes violent confrontation more likely
because it is more difficult for an environment of negotiation and dialogue between local
governments and local residents to emerge. In the Ningbo case, local residents spontaneously
took to the streets to oppose the construction of a PX plant.85 Neither coordinators nor leaders
were present. The Wuxi case lasted over a year, from January 2011 to May 2012. No
activists were present either. One possible explanation may be the type of protesting
community (Cai 2010). The protesters were mostly from different communities. It was
difficult for them to have a strong leader to coordinate their actions. To sum up, there were
no activists in either case. This implies that the absence of activists may be an important
condition in explaining the similarity of the two cases.

x

Condition 7: The occurrence of events: There were no eye-catching events in either case. In
this respect, the value of this condition in the two cases is the same. Therefore, the absence of
events may be important in explaining the similarity of the two cases.

To sum up, the occurrence of strong violent confrontations between local governments and local
residents, and the absence of support from higher-level governments, the absence of activists, the
absence of events, and the absence of support from the national mass media are the five
relatively crucial conditions in explaining the cancellation of the projects in the two cases. The
other two conditions, namely, the scale and the stage of the projects, do not have substantial
influence.
7.4.2 Understanding the similarities in the three cases in pattern 2
Three cases are covered by the second pattern of government strategies: the Dalian, the Kunming,
and the Pengzhou case. At the beginning of the three cases, local governments applied a go-alone
or a suppression strategy to advance the construction of the three projects. During the cases,
Dalian Municipality and Kunming Municipality, respectively, adopted a giving in and a tension
reduction strategy to cope with the protests initiated by local citizens. Unlike these two cases,
85

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4b8bd1450102e9eo.html, available on May 29, 2015.
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local governments in Pengzhou took some preventive actions to impede the occurrence of
protests planned by local citizens. Finally, local governments in the three cases continued the
debated projects. In general, the three cases share a crucial similarity: all local governments
eventually adopted a tension reduction strategy, indicated by project continuation in secret.
Table 7.6: The values of the conditions in the three cases in pattern 2
Case

Dalian

Conditions
Form of

Scale of

Higher-level

National

Stage

protest

protest

governments

media

project

peaceful

12,000

support

silence

operation

of

Activists

Events

embedded

unplanned

case

(explosion)

Kunming

peaceful

2,000

support

support

planning

unembedded

case

planned

(China-

South Asia Expo)

Pengzhou

peaceful

no

support

support

case

trial

no

operation

unplanned
(earthquake)
planned

and

(Fortune

Global Forum)
Note: Italics indicate conditions that are important in explaining pattern similarities.

The values of the seven conditions in the three cases are presented in Table 7.6. The three cases
share a condition with the same value: peaceful protest. This implies that the occurrence of
peaceful protest may be important in explaining the continuation of the projects in three cases.
x

Condition 1: The form of protest: No violent confrontations occurred in any of the three cases.
When protests were peaceful, they did not radically endanger social order and threaten
regime legitimacy. Local governments then were not under much pressure to treat seriously
the disagreements expressed by local citizens. They hence tended to further advance the
debated projects. In conclusion, the occurrence of peaceful protests seemed to contribute to
the continuation of the projects in the three cases.

x

Condition 2: The scale of protest: The scale of protest in the three cases varied. A large-scale
protest involving about twelve thousand participants occurred in Dalian.86 In the Kunming

86

http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/simp/chinese_news/2011/08/110814_dalian_demo_closure.shtml, available

on May 29, 2015.
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case, the two protests involved about two thousand participants.8788 One similarity between
two cases was that the mayors of both Dalian and Kunming Municipality had a face-to-face
talk with the protest participants.89 In the Pengzhou case, a planned large-scale protest did not
occur. Chengdu Municipality replaced Saturday and Sunday with Monday and Tuesday.
Citizens in Chengdu had to work on Saturday and Sunday. Also, all students were required to
study at their schools to avoid their involvement in the planned demonstration.90 Some sites
in the city center were closed to visitors, and many police officers were on guard there.91
Because of these preventive actions, the planned large-scale protest did not occur. To sum up,
the scale of protest was different in the three cases, implying that scale of protest was not
crucial in explaining the continuation of the projects in the three cases.
x

Condition 3: The position of higher-level governments: Higher-level governments all
supported the debated projects in the three cases. In the Dalian PX case, Dalian was an
important industrial base in China. Local governments in Dalian had a strong economic
reliance on industrial plants. Before its formal approval by the Liaoning Provincial
Environmental Protection Department, the PX plant had started formal operation. 92 In
addition, the Dalian PX plant was established as a key industrial project by the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC). After the occurrence of large-scale protest
in Dalian, the NDRC, together with four other ministries, framed the occurrence of the

87

http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/china/2013/05/130516_kunming_refinery_protest_reflection, available

on May 29, 2015.
88

http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/china/2013/05/130504_china_kunming_protest_environment.shtml?M

OB, available on May 29, 2015.
89

http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/simp/china/2013/05/130510_china_kunming_pxnews.shtml, available on

May

29,

http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/simp/chinese_news/2011/08/110814_dalian_demo_closure.shtml,

2015.
available

on May 29, 2015.
90

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2013/05/04/181154978/to-silence-discontent-chinese-officials-alter-

calendar, available on April 28, 2015.
91

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2013/05/04/181154978/to-silence-discontent-chinese-officials-alter-

calendar, available on April 28, 2015.
92

http://focus.cnhubei.com/columns/columns4/201109/t1830576.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.
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protest as the result of unsafe PX production.93 In the Pengzhou case, after the occurrence of
an earthquake, the State Earthquake Administration assessed the refinery and agreed with its
further advancement.94 In the Kunming case, Kunming Municipality was dissatisfied with the
fact that the whole province had to import lots of refined oil from other regions of China. It
attempted to construct a mega refinery plant in Kunming, and it made substantial efforts to
get this project approved.95 Both the refinery plant and the PX plant in Kunming were key
projects established by it.96 Thus, Kunming Municipality had a strong incentive to realize the
construction of these two projects. In conclusion, the higher-level governments all supported
the advancement of the three debated projects, and this contributed to the continuation of the
projects at the end of the three cases.
x

Condition 4: The position of the national mass media: The national mass media adopted
various positions in three cases. In both the Kunming and the Pengzhou case, the most
authoritative national television – China Central Television (CCTV) – and the most
authoritative mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) – Renmin Daily – publicly
stated that the refinery projects were necessary for national development and PX was not as
toxic as citizens thought.97 In the Dalian case, the reporters dispatched by CCTV attempted to
investigate the PX plant, but they were not allowed to enter it. The investigation result was
not broadcast afterwards on CCTV.98 In summary, the national mass media in the three cases
did not have the same position. This condition, the position of the national mass media, thus
is not important in explaining the continuation of the projects in the three cases.

x

Condition 5: The stage of the projects: The projects in the three cases were in different stages.
The PX plant had operated in Dalian for several years. Removing it would require large
amounts of finance (respondents 26, 27, 28, and 29, interviewed in Dalian), and Dalian
Municipality would not like to assume that responsibility (respondent 29). Furthermore, the
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PX plant contributed substantially to local GDP, implying that Dalian Municipality would
prefer to continue rather than remove or reject it. In the Pengzhou case, the refinery project
was already constructed. To remove or abandon it would have been very costly for the local
governments, and citizens’ opposition to the Pengzhou refinery plant was untenable for the
local governments. Most local citizens were also worried about the potentially negative
influence of the PX plant on their health. In the Kunming refinery project case, although it
was in its planning stage, an oil pipeline from Myanmar had been constructed in order to
deliver the crude oil to the plant.99 Abandoning or removing the refinery plant would be very
costly for the local governments. In short, the stages of the debated projects in the three cases
varied; however, abandoning or relocating them implied high costs for the local governments
in the three cases. Consequently, the local governments tended to continue them. Thus, it can
be concluded that, although the stage of the debated projects was different, abandonment of
the projects implied high costs for local governments, and the (perceived) high costs were
important in explaining the continuation of the projects in the three cases.
x

Condition 6: The involvement of activists: The three cases had different values regarding this
condition. In the Pengzhou case, no activists were involved. Activists were involved in the
Dalian and the Kunming case. When an unembedded activist in the Kunming case questioned
the government decision to build the Kunming PX project, relevant information afterwards
was censored. 100 Furthermore, some local environmental NGOs asked for information
disclosure; however, this was ignored by the local governments.101 In the Dalian case, when a
reporter from Dalian Television asked for information disclosure about the PX plant, he soon
quit his job, reportedly under pressure. 102 In both the Dalian and the Kunming case,
unembedded activists attempted to challenge government decisions using social media. Both
local governments adopted a suppression strategy to cope with this. In brief, the values of the
condition, the involvement of activists, were different in three cases. Although the
involvement of activists might play a role in influencing shifts in government strategies at a
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certain time, it was not crucially important in explaining the continuation of the projects in
these three cases.
x

Condition 7: The occurrence of events: There were events, planned or unplanned, in the three
cases. In the Dalian case, after the occurrence of the fire at the CNPC site, local residents
speculated in panic about the dreadful impacts if the Fujia PX project were to have some kind
of incident too, following which they organized a large-scale protest. In the Pengzhou case,
an earthquake triggered the worries of local residents about the negative influence of the
refinery plant on their safety. 103 They afterwards planned to initiate a large-scale protest.
After the protest in both the Dalian and the Pengzhou case, local governments applied a
tension reduction strategy. Thus, the causal relationships between the occurrence of events
and the application of a government strategy could be established through an intervening
variable, the occurrence of protests. Furthermore, the China-South Asian Expo was hosted in
Kunming and the Fortune Global Forum was hosted in Chengdu. Both local governments
took some preventive actions (real-name registration system for buying T-shirts and printing
posters) to avoid the occurrence of protests before and during their hosting of these events.104
In conclusion, events occurred in the three cases. They did influence the application of
government strategy at a certain point in time; however, their influence on the continuation
of the projects in the three cases was limited. Events could attract substantial attention in the
short term, and this enabled pressure to be exerted on local governments to change their
decisions. However, their influence disappeared gradually. Local governments eventually
tended to stick to their previous decisions. Therefore, it can be concluded that, although
events occurred in all three cases and the values of this condition were similar in this respect,
the occurrence of events is not a crucially important condition in explaining the continuation
of the projects at the end of the three cases.
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on

May

29,

2015.

To sum up, three conditions – the absence of violent protest, support from higher-level
governments, and perceived costs of the project 105 – are important in explaining project
continuation. The other four conditions, the scale of protest, the position of the national mass
media, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events, do not contribute to its
explanation.
7.4.3 Understanding the similarities in the five cases in pattern 3
Five cases are covered in the third pattern of government strategies: the Songjiang, the
Tianjingwa, the Panyu, the Xiamen, and the Liulitun case. At the beginning of the five cases,
local governments mostly applied a go-alone or a suppression strategy with a strong intention to
advance the construction of the proposed projects. During the cases, local governments in four of
these five cases (Panyu, Liulitun, Tianjingwa, and Xiamen) applied a tension reduction strategy
to deal with the protests, and local government in the Songjiang case adopted a suppression
strategy to deal with the protest. At the end of the five cases, the local governments all decided to
relocate the debated projects; this was one crucially important similarity that all five cases shared.
Table 7.7: The values of the conditions in the five cases in pattern 3
Case

Songjiang

Condition
Form of

Scale of

Higher-level

National

Stage

protest

protest

governments

mass media

project

peaceful

600

silence

silence

case
Tianjingwa

violent

100

contradiction

silence

case

Activists

Events

early

yes

no

(planning)

(unembedded)

early

no

(planning)

of

yes
(Youth
Olympic
Games)

105

In this thesis, I use the stage of protest as a condition in explaining the application of government strategies

during environmental conflicts. In fact, the analysis here means that the perceived costs of project cancellation
might be a more useful indicator to strengthen my arguments. The problem is that the costs of project
cancellation cannot be clearly calculated. Thus, I use the indicator of the stage of the project rather than the
costs of project cancellation in this analysis.
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Panyu case

Liulitun

peaceful

peaceful

500

1000

silence

opposition

opposition

opposition

case

early

yes

yes (Asian

(planning)

(unembedded)

Games)

early

yes

yes

(planning)

(unembedded)

(Olympic
Games)

Xiamen
case

peaceful

8,000–

opposition

opposition

10,000

early

yes

yes

(construction)

(embedded)

(CPPCC)

Note: Italics indicate conditions that are important in explaining pattern similarities.

In Table 7.7, the values of the seven conditions in the five cases in pattern 3 are presented. In
general, the five cases have one condition in common: the early stage of the projects, which may
be an important condition in explaining the relocation of the five projects at the end of the five
cases. Below, I analyze how each condition contributes to the explanation more in depth.
x

Condition 1: The form of protest: The form of protest in the five cases was approximately the
same. Peaceful protests occurred in three of the five cases: the Liulitun, the Panyu, and the
Xiamen case. No strong violent confrontation occurred in the Songjiang case either. When
local residents expressed their opposition to the waste incineration power plant, small-scale
unrest occurred because local residents were out of control.106 This came as a surprise to both
local governments and local residents. Different from these four cases, violent confrontation
occurred in the Tianjingwa case. When local residents went to the Jiangsu Provincial
Environmental Protection Department (JPEPD) to express their opposition to the
construction of the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant, some individuals came out of
the government building, hustling and even hitting local residents. 107 Although this was a
violent confrontation, this condition did not have a fundamentally different score compared
with the other four cases. Three reasons justify this. First, it was the JPEPD that used state
force to repress local residents. This might not represent the position of local governments in
Nanjing. Second, because of the lack of media attention, the state repression by JPEPD did
not become well known around China. Thus, the protest put little pressure on local
governments in Nanjing. Third, the scale of protest was small, implying that state legitimacy
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http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4af9923001015j7r.html, available on May 29, 2015.
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http://bbs.tianya.cn/post-free-1566273-1.shtml, available on May 29, 2015.
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was not seriously undermined. In summary, the values regarding the condition, the form of
protest, were more or less the same in the five cases. Thus, it might be argued that this
condition matters in explaining the relocation of the projects in the five cases.
x

Condition 2: The scale of protest: The scale of protest in the five cases was different. Smallscale protests occurred in four cases: the Songjiang, the Tianjingwa, the Panyu, and the
Liulitun case. About six hundred local citizens expressed their opposition to the construction
of the waste incineration power plant in Songjiang. 108 In the Liulitun case, about one
thousand participants went to the State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA) to
express their opposition to the construction of the Liulitun waste incineration power plant.109
In the Panyu case, hundreds of local residents went to Guangzhou Municipality to show their
opposition to the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. 110 In the
Tianjingwa case, about one hundred local residents assembled in front of the JPEPD,
demanding a conversation with its key leaders.111 Different from these four cases, a largescale protest involving between 8,000 and 10,000 local residents occurred in the Xiamen
case.112 In conclusion, the five cases had different values regarding the condition, the scale of
protests. It thus was not an important condition in explaining the relocation of the projects in
the five cases.

x

Condition 3: The position of higher-level governments: Higher-level governments did not
publicly support the debated projects in the five cases. This was what clearly happened in the
Songjiang and the Panyu cases. After the occurrence of a large-scale protest in Xiamen,
SEPA advised Xiamen Municipality to make an environmental impact assessment (EIA) for
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approximate scale of protest.
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the whole Haicang region. Xiamen Municipality later followed this advice.113 In the Liulitun
case, SEPA ordered Beijing Municipality to postpone the Liulitun waste incineration power
plant.114 Beijing Municipality, however, refused to do so. Because of its special geographical
location, Beijing Municipality had more opportunities to negotiate with the central
government, according to respondent 11 (interviewed in Beijing). Furthermore, it may not
have treated SEPA’s decision seriously given the relatively weak administrative status of the
latter in the State Council. Nevertheless, the MEP publicly showed its opposition to the
Liulitun waste incineration power plant for a second time, as reported by respondent 11. This
respondent also maintained that the deputy minister of SEPA, Pan Yue, attempted to
ambitiously promote SEPA’s administrative status in the national government. He used the
Liulitun case to institutionalize environmental values in China. In the Tianjingwa case, the
position of higher-level governments was complicated. The JPEPD strongly supported the
waste incineration power project, and it even used state force to repress local citizens. The
MEP supported the continuation of the plant when it received the application for an
administrative review from local residents. 115 Afterwards, the Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development (MHURD) investigated this case but did not reveal its position.116
Given these different positions, it cannot be concluded that the support of higher-level
governments for the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant project was very strong. All
in all, the higher-level governments more or less did not strongly support the debated projects
in the five cases, implying that this was an important condition in explaining the relocation of
the projects in the five cases.
x

Condition 4: The position of the national mass media: The national mass media did not
publicly support the debated projects in the five cases. No national mass media reported the
Tianjingwa case or the Songjiang case. The Renmin Daily commented at the end of the
Xiamen case that removing the PX plant was the best option for Xiamen Municipality.117 Its
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It should be noted that the potential large-scale protest initiated by local residents in Xiamen was also an

important factor in Xiamen Municipality’s adoption of a tension reduction strategy.
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opposition might have been the last straw that undermined the confidence of Xiamen
Municipality to advance the PX project. In the Liulitun case, the debates concerning the
construction of the Liulitun waste incineration power plant were reported by a national mass
medium, CCTV, which commented that the project’s EIA was questionable.118 In the Panyu
case, the national mass medium, CCTV, reported the conflict regarding the construction of
the Panyu waste incineration power plant, and the invited experts on the television program
advised local governments in Guangzhou to facilitate public participation. 119 In short, the
national mass media did not publicly show their support for the five projects. This implies
that the position of the national mass media was an important condition that contributed to
the relocation of the projects in the five cases.
x

Condition 5: The stage of the debated projects: All the debated projects were in their early
stage. Four of them, the Songjiang, the Tianjingwa, the Panyu, and the Liulitun waste
incineration power plant were in their planning stage. If they were opposed by local residents,
local governments might tend to relocate them given the low cost of doing this. The Xiamen
PX plant has just started construction. Removing it was not that costly for local governments
either. To sum up, the five projects were all in their early stage, and local governments
finally relocated them. This means that the early stage of the debated project and the
associated low perceived costs for local governments to adapt initial plans might be an
important condition in explaining the relocation of the projects in the five cases.

x

Condition 6: The involvement of activists: The five cases did not share the same value
regarding this condition. When a famous scientist, Zhao Yufen, publicly questioned the
government decision to build a PX plant in Xiamen, the key leaders of Xiamen Municipality
had a face-to-face conversation with her. 120 However, the project was further advanced
afterwards. Zhao was an academically and politically influential person. Xiamen
Municipality thus had to treat her opinions seriously. Nevertheless, she was not powerful
enough to change government decisions. In the Liulitun case, some retired workers turned
activists continuously visited diverse government agencies in Beijing to express their
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opposition to the construction of the Liulitun waste incinerator. Furthermore, respondent 11,
an activist in this case, claimed that activists consulted scientists, lawyers, and journalists
about waste incineration, equipping themselves with the evidence-based knowledge to argue
with officials. This case lasted about three years (2006–2009), and some activists established
a good personal relationship with officials, according to respondent 11. In the Songjiang case,
several unembedded activists personally met government officials of the Songjiang district
government and reached some agreements with the aim of arranging a peaceful petition
action. 121 This seems to be a negotiation between unembedded activists and local
governments. In the Panyu case, several young unembedded activists strategically expressed
their disagreement with the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant
(according to respondents 17, 18, 19, and 20). Like activists in the Liulitun case, they
collected information and evidence about waste incineration. In particular, they conducted an
on-site investigation into the potential harm of waste incineration on the local environment
and human health (according to respondent 17). They argued and debated with government
officials using evidence-based information. In the Tianjingwa case, no activists were
involved. This case occurred in 2009, when social media (especially the microblog) were not
that popular around China. This may have hindered the organization, mobilization, and
coordination of collective actions, according to respondent 5 (interviewed in Nanjing). In
addition, respondent 1 (also interviewed in Nanjing) claimed that the Tianjingwa region was
relatively underdeveloped. This might imply that local residents there did not have the
necessary skills and capabilities to smartly and strategically interact with officials. In
conclusion, the five cases did not share the same value regarding the condition, the
involvement of activists. Although the involvement of activists in some cases really played a
role in influencing the shifts in government strategies at certain times, it was not crucial in
explaining the relocation of the projects in the five cases.
x

Condition 7: The occurrence of events: The five cases did not share the same value regarding
this condition. There were no eye-catching events in the Songjiang case. In the Panyu and the
Liulitun case, both local governments adopted a tension reduction strategy before
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respectively hosting the Asian Games in Guangzhou122 and the Olympic Games in Beijing.123
The situations in the Xiamen and the Tianjingwa case were different from what happened in
the Panyu and the Liulitun case. No planned events occurred in Xiamen, but one of the most
important national political events, the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference
(CPPCC), occurred in Beijing.

124

Zhao Yufen, together with another 105 CPPCC

representatives, jointly submitted a proposal to oppose the construction of the PX plant.125
Afterwards, the Xiamen case became known around China, and this triggered the occurrence
of a large-scale protest. There were no events in the Tianjingwa case either. However, a
planned event, the Youth Olympic Games, was to be hosted in Nanjing. Local governments
had to do some preparatory work beforehand. The construction of a waste incineration power
plant was one such effort for them to maintain the city landscape.126 Local governments in
Nanjing consequently did not necessarily have to stick to their earlier plan, which was
opposed by local citizens. To sum up, the five cases did not share the same value regarding
the condition, the occurrence of events. It should be noted that the occurrence of events
might matter in explaining shifts in government strategies at certain times, but it was not an
important condition in explaining the relocation of the projects in the five cases.
In conclusion, the four conditions, early stage of the projects, the absence of strong support from
higher-level governments and national mass media, and the absence of strong violent protests,
are important in explaining the similarity of the third pattern of government strategy – project
relocation. The other three conditions, namely, the scale of protests, the involvement of activists,
and the occurrence of events, are not so important in explaining this similarity.
7.4.4 Towards an explanation of the three patterns of government strategies during
environmental conflicts
Based on the above within-pattern comparisons, three explanations of the three patterns of
government strategies are posited below:
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x

Strong violent protests, the absence of strong support from higher-level governments, the
absence of strong support from the national mass media, the absence of activists, and the
absence of events are important in explaining the first pattern of government strategies
resulting in project cancellation.

x

The absence of strong violent protests, the late stage of the projects (or the high costs of
project relocation or cancellation), and support from higher-level governments are crucially
important in explaining the second pattern of government strategies leading to project
advancement.

x

The early stage of the debated projects, the absence of strong support from higher-level
governments and the national mass media, and the absence of strong violent protests are
important in explaining the third pattern of government strategies resulting in project
relocation.

7.5 Cross-pattern comparison using the method of difference
In this section, the differences in the three patterns of government strategies are explained using
the method of difference. The interest is to answer what differentiates the patterns of government
strategies. The values of the seven conditions for the 10 cases are shown in Table 7.8. The three
pair-wise cross-pattern comparisons are reported respectively in the following three subsections.
Table 7.8: The values of the conditions in the 10 cases
Pattern

Case

Form of

Scale

Higher-level

National

Stage

protest

of

governments

mass

project

protest
1

2

of

Activists

Events

Outcome

media

NB

violent

1,000

silence

silence

early stage

no

no

project

WX

violent

10,000

silence

silence

final stage

no

no

cancellation

DL

peaceful

12,000

support

silence

final stage

yes

yes

project

KM

peaceful

2,000

support

support

early stage

yes

no

continuation

(high costs)

3

PZ

peaceful

0

support

support

final stage

no

yes

PY

peaceful

500

silence

opposition

early stage

yes

yes

project

LLT

peaceful

1,000

opposition

opposition

early stage

yes

yes

relocation

TJW

violent

100

contradiction

silence

early stage

no

yes

SJ

peaceful

600

silence

silence

early stage

yes

no
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XM

peaceful

8,000–

opposition

opposition

early stage

yes

yes

10,000

Note: NB = Ningbo case, WX = Wuxi case, XM = Xiamen case, DL= Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ =
Pengzhou case, PY = Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Songjiang case

7.5.1 The pair-wise comparison of the cases in pattern 1 and pattern 3
A crucial difference between the cases in pattern 1 and pattern 3 is that local governments in the
former abandoned the projects, whereas those in the latter relocated them. The question that must
be answered is which conditions matter to this difference? At first sight, the data in Table 7.8
seem to indicate that no single condition contributes to the explanation of this.
However, there is a crucial condition that explains this difference on closer examination: the
form of protest. Strong violent confrontations occurred in both the Ningbo case and the Wuxi
case. These occurrences made the two cases finally become a sensitive political issue. Political
stability then was the top priority for local governments, which tended to take action to eliminate
the potentially negative influence of the protests on state legitimacy. Project cancellation seems
to be an option to achieve this. Different from the two cases in pattern 1, the protests in the five
cases in pattern 3 were mostly peaceful. One exception was the Tianjingwa case. In this case, a
small-scale protest was suppressed by the JPEPD. However, its influence on the relocation of the
Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant by Nanjing Municipality was limited (see subsection
7.4.3). In conclusion, the protests in the five cases in pattern 3 did not seriously endanger social
stability and undermine state legitimacy. The demands of local residents were kept along the
lines of protecting legitimate rights to health, and an attempt was made to avoid escalating
tensions with local governments.
In conclusion, the form of protest matters in explaining the difference between the cases in
pattern 1 and pattern 3.
7.5.2 The pair-wise comparison of the cases in pattern 1 and pattern 2
A crucial difference in the cases in pattern 1 and pattern 2 is that local governments in the former
abandoned the projects, whereas the latter continued them. The puzzle to be solved is which
conditions are important in explaining this difference.
Table 7.8 shows that one condition may be important in explaining this difference: the form
of protest. Violent protests occurred in the two cases in pattern 1, namely, the Ningbo case and
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the Wuxi case. Peaceful protests occurred in the three cases in pattern 2: the Pengzhou case, the
Kunming case, and the Dalian case. The occurrence of violent protests tends to negatively
damage the relations between government and citizens. Local governments then are likely to
make compromises to remedy this. Nevertheless, the influence of peaceful protests on social
order or state legitimacy was limited. Local governments therefore tended to stick to their
original decisions.
The position of higher-level governments is another crucial condition that explains the
difference between the cases in pattern 1 and pattern 2. For the three cases in pattern 2, as argued
in subsection 7.4.2, higher-level governments generally supported the continuation of the three
debated projects, namely, the Pengzhou refinery project, the Kunming refinery project, and the
Dalian PX plant. Local governments as a result tended to continue them. Contrarily, as shown in
subsection 7.4.1, higher-level governments did not publicly show their support for the Ningbo
PX plant and the Wuxi waste incineration power plant after the occurrence of protests. The local
governments thus did not have sufficient confidence to further advance them.
To sum up, the form of protest and the position of higher-level governments are two crucial
conditions that explain the difference in government strategies in the pattern 1 and pattern 2
cases.
7.5.3 The pair-wise comparison of the cases in pattern 2 and pattern 3
One crucial difference in the cases in pattern 2 and pattern 3 is that local governments in the
former continued the debated projects, whereas local governments in the latter relocated them. In
Table 7.8, it seems that no single condition was important in explaining this difference.
However, if these two patterns are compared in a more detailed way, it can be concluded that
the stage of the projects and the position of higher-level governments are two crucial conditions
that explain the difference in the cases between pattern 2 and pattern 3. As to the stage of
projects, all the debated projects in the cases in pattern 3 were in their early stage. Four of them,
namely, the Panyu, the Songjiang, the Tianjingwa, and the Liulitun waste incineration power
plant were in their planning stage. The Xiamen PX plant was in its early construction stage. It
was much less costly to relocate these projects compared to the three projects in the cases in
pattern 2: the Dalian PX case, the Pengzhou refinery plant, and the Kunming refinery plant (see
subsection 7.4.2). When the costs of removing the debated projects were too high for local
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governments, they tended to stick to their initial strategies – mostly the continuation of the
debated plants. If the costs of project relocation were not that high, they tended to relocate them.
The second condition is the position of higher-level governments. As shown in subsection
7.4.2, the higher-level governments generally supported the three projects: the Kunming refinery
plant, the Pengzhou refinery plant, and the Dalian PX plant. Local governments finally tended to
continue them. Regarding the five projects in the cases in pattern 3, the higher-level governments
did not publicly express their support. Then local governments tended to relocate the projects.
It can be concluded that the stage of projects and the position of higher-level governments
are two important conditions in explaining the difference in the cases in pattern 2 and pattern 3.
7.5.4 Towards an explanation of the differences in the three patterns of government strategies
during environmental conflicts
Three pair-wise comparisons were made in the above three subsections. In general, the three
conditions, namely, the position of higher-level government, the form of protest, and the stage of
the project, are important for explaining the differences in the three patterns of government
strategies. Regarding the other four conditions, namely, the position of the national mass media,
the scale of protest, the involvement of the activists, and the occurrence of events, it has been
shown that they are not as important as the earlier three in explaining the differences in the three
patterns of government strategies. The crucial conditions that differentiate the three patterns of
government strategies are presented in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9: The conditions that explain the differences in the three patterns of government
strategies
Crucial condition

Pattern of government strategies

The form of protest

Project cancellation/project relocation

The form of protest and the position of higher-level governments

Project continuation/project cancellation

The stage of the project and the position of higher-level

Project relocation/project continuation

governments

Regarding the difference between project cancellation and project relocation, the form of protest
really matters. As for the difference between project continuation and project cancellation, two
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conditions, namely, the form of protest and the position of higher-level governments, matter. For
the difference between project relocation and project cancellation, two conditions, namely, the
stage of the project and the position of higher-level governments, matter.

7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, an in-depth qualitative comparative study of 10 cases of environmental conflicts
was reported. Using both the method of agreement and the method of difference, two different
types of comparisons were made: within-pattern comparison and cross-pattern comparison.
Some most important conclusions are drawn as follows.
First, three patterns regarding government strategies during environmental conflicts were
identified as leading to three different outcomes: project continuation, project abandonment, and
project relocation.
Second, the three within-pattern comparisons using the method of agreement elucidated why
different cases show a similar pattern of government strategies. Three explanations were
identified: (1) the occurrence of strong violent protests, the absence of strong support from
higher-level governments and the national mass media, the absence of events, and the absence of
activists are important in explaining the first pattern of government strategies, which results in
project abandonment; (2) the absence of strong violent protests, the support of higher-level
governments, and late stage of the projects (or high costs of project abandonment or removal) are
crucially important in explaining the second pattern of government strategies, which leads to
project continuation; and (3) the early stage of the projects, the absence of support from higherlevel governments, the absence of support from the national mass media, and the absence of
strong violent protests are important in explaining the third pattern of government strategies,
which results in project relocation.
Third, three cross-pattern comparisons using the method of difference were made, and the
crucial differences between the patterns of government strategies were explained. Three findings
were identified: (1) the form of protest is an important condition in explaining the difference
between project abandonment and project relocation; (2) the stage of the project and the position
of higher-level governments are important conditions in explaining the difference between
project continuation and project relocation; and (3) the form of protest and the position of higher-
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level governments are important conditions in explaining the difference between project
continuation and project abandonment.
In general, the comparative study in this chapter uses two basic comparative methods: the
method of agreement and the method of difference. These two methods allowed me to look at the
10 cases from a higher aggregation level to seek an explanation for the application of
government strategies – the patterns of government strategies. It has one added value compared
to the two single case studies in Chapters 5 and 6: the relative importance of the conditions in
explaining the application of government strategies can be identified.
In addition, the two methods are different. The method of agreement allows a focus on a
specific pattern to seek an explanation about what matters for similarities among cases. The
method of difference looks for an explanation for the differences in various patterns. In other
words, the former reveals what conditions are important in explaining the same result: project
cancellation, project relocation, and project continuation, whereas the latter reveals the
conditions that are crucial in explaining differences in results. In the next chapter, I further study
how the conditions, mostly the relatively important conditions identified in this chapter, work in
a conjunctural way in explaining the application of government strategies.
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Chapter 8: Under what conditions do Chinese local governments make
compromises with local communities during environmental conflicts?
Introduction
This chapter aims to research the conditions under which Chinese local governments make
compromises with local communities during environmental conflicts. Crisp-set qualitative
comparative analysis (csQCA) is used as a method to compare 10 cases of environmental
conflicts, allowing the exploration of how combinations of four conditions, namely, the scale of
protest, the form of protest, the position of the central government, and the stage of projects,
result in the occurrence and nonoccurrence of government compromises. The occurrence of
government compromises implies the application of a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation
strategy, whereas the nonoccurrence of government compromises implies the adoption of a goalone, a suppression, or a tension reduction strategy. One added value of this chapter is that it
elucidates how the conditions work in a conjunctural way to influence the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. This chapter is structured in five sections.
In section 8.1, the key findings of the previous three chapters are summarized. In section 8.2, the
conceptual framework used in this chapter is elaborated. The calibration of the four conditions
and the outcomes is presented in section 8.3. The analysis and results are shown in section 8.4.
Conclusions are drawn in section 8.5.

8.1 Looking back before going on
Before QCA is used to explain the application of government strategies, it is first necessary to
review the findings in the previous three chapters. Some key findings are presented as follows.
x

Key finding 1: The position of higher-level governments and the national mass media is
important in explaining the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts. In Chapter 6, it was found that higher-level government support contributed to the
application of a go-alone and a tension reduction strategy in the Dalian case. In Chapter 7, it
was concluded that, in environmental conflicts, higher-level government support was an
important condition in explaining project continuation, whereas its absence was important in
explaining project cancellation and project relocation. Moreover, it was found that the
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position of the national mass media is an important condition in explaining the patterns of
government strategies that result in project cancellation and project relocation. It is therefore
concluded that the position of higher-level governments and the national mass media is a key
condition that explains the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts.
x

Key finding 2: The stage of projects is important in explaining the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 5, the Panyu waste incineration power
plant was in its planning stage, and local governments in Guangzhou eventually decided to
relocate it and compensated the nearby residents. In Chapter 6, the Dalian PX plant was in its
operation stage, and Dalian Municipality continued its operation secretly. In Chapter 7, it was
found that the early stage of the debated projects was important in explaining project
relocation, whereas the late stage of the debated projects (or high costs of project relocation
or abandonment) was a key condition explaining project continuation. The stage of projects
is therefore crucial in explaining the application of government strategies in environmental
conflicts.

x

Key finding 3: The form of protest is important in explaining the application of government
strategies in environmental conflicts. In Chapters 5 and 6, the protests in both the Panyu case
and the Dalian PX case were peaceful, and local governments in both cases applied different
strategies: local governments in Guangzhou applied a tension reduction strategy to
temporarily halt the Panyu waste incineration power plant, whereas Dalian Municipality
adopted a giving in strategy by claiming that the PX plant would be removed. In Chapter 7, it
was found that strong violent protest was important in explaining the cancellation of the
debated projects, whereas the absence of strong violent protests was important in explaining
the continuation and relocation of the debated projects. The form of protest therefore is a key
condition explaining the application of government strategies.

x

Key finding 4: The scale of protest, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events
are not crucially important in explaining the application of government strategies during
environmental conflicts. In Chapters 5 and 6, it was found that the scale of protest, the
involvement of activists, and the occurrence of events influenced the application of
government strategies – mostly strategy shifts. In Chapter 7, it was illustrated that these three
conditions are not crucially important in explaining the similarities and differences in the
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patterns of government strategies. It is thus concluded that these three conditions are not
crucial in explaining the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts.
The above findings are primarily derived from the previous three empirical chapters. They
provide directional expectations about the relationships between the individual conditions and
the application of government strategies in environmental conflicts. They reveal how the values
of each condition influence the application of government strategies. To use QCA, directional
expectations are needed for the formulation of solution formulas. In the following, the
conceptual framework used in this chapter is presented.

8.2 Conceptual framework
The following research question is answered in this chapter:
x

Under what conditions do Chinese local governments make compromises with local
communities during environmental conflicts?

To answer the above research question, qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) is applied. In
Chapters 5 and 6, two single case studies were reported to elucidate why local governments
adopted different strategies in environmental conflicts. In these two studies, the occurrence of
various government strategies was explained. In-depth knowledge about the application of
government strategies in environmental conflicts was obtained. One limitation of these two
studies is that the conclusions drawn might not be generalizable. In Chapter 7, a comparative
case study was reported. This facilitated identification of the conditions that were relatively
important in explaining the similarities and differences in the patterns of government strategies
during environmental conflicts. However, it did not reveal how various conditions explain the
application of government strategies in a conjunctural way. QCA is a good option to research
this. Another practical reason for using QCA is its appropriateness for medium-N studies (10–50
cases) (Vis 2012). Using QCA allows comparison of the 10 current cases in a systematic and
structured way. One crucial added value of QCA compared to the comparative case study in
Chapter 7 is that it facilitates studying how combinations of the identified conditions influence
the application of government strategies in environmental conflicts.
In this chapter, csQCA is the method used; the reasons for its choice were introduced in
Chapter 4, section 4.4. The adopted method having been established, the conceptual framework
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used is presented in subsections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2; this framework is adapted from the conceptual
framework constructed in Chapter 3.
8.2.1 The outcome to study: The occurrence/nonoccurrence of government compromises during
environmental conflicts
In the conceptual framework constructed in Chapter 3, six government strategies were identified,
namely, go-alone, suppression, tension reduction, giving in, collaboration, and facilitation. Using
csQCA, however, requires the dichotomization of the outcomes of interest (Ragin 1987). The
dichotomization process should be based on both adequate prior theoretical knowledge and
empirical insights (Wagemann and Schneider 2010). These six government strategies can be
generally dichotomized into two outcomes: the nonoccurrence of compromise and the
occurrence of compromise. In this chapter, compromise is defined as the change in decisions
made by local governments regarding the substantive outcomes of the debated projects. The first
three government strategies (go-alone, suppression, and tension reduction) imply that local
governments generally dominate the decision-making processes without altering their original
decisions substantially. It should be noted that the application of a tension reduction strategy
implies that local governments may make compromises. The compromises are temporary and
unimportant however. The last three government strategies (giving in, collaboration, and
facilitation) imply that compromises are made by local governments, and government decisions
are changed. Specifically, the application of a giving in strategy means that local governments
make big compromises and they may give up the debated projects. The application of a
collaboration or a facilitation strategy means that local governments seek a win-win solution to
solve a problem, implying that they make compromises that combine their own objectives with
those of others.
8.2.2 The conditions that explain the occurrence/nonoccurrence of compromises by local
governments
n

For csQCA, there are 2 combinations for N conditions (Rihoux and Ragin 2009). Because of the
limited diversity problem,127 the observed cases may occupy only a small portion of the potential
127

The limited diversity problem means that there is no empirical evidence at hand to show the logically

possible combinations of conditions in an analysis (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).
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combinations of conditions (Ragin 1987). For example, if I have 10 cases and choose five
conditions, there are 25 (32) potential combinations of conditions. I may develop an individual
explanation for each single case, making it impossible to provide a systemic explanation of the
outcome across cases (Rihoux 2006). It is therefore better to choose a limited or moderate
number of conditions based on the balance between the number of conditions and the number of
cases (Rihoux and Ragin 2009).
In Chapter 3, seven conditions were identified as influencing the application of government
strategies, namely, the form and scale of protest, the position of higher-level governments, the
position of the national mass media, the involvement of activists, the occurrence of events, and
the stage of projects. From the analysis in Chapter 7, compared to the other conditions, three
conditions, namely, the position of higher-level governments, the stage of projects, and the form
of protest, are relatively important in explaining differences in the patterns of government
strategies in environmental conflicts.
In this chapter, I merge the position of higher-level governments and the position of the
national mass media into a higher-order construct: the position of central government (see
Rihoux and Ragin 2009). There are two reasons for doing this. First, several positions may be
taken by higher-level governments, including both provincial governments and central
governments. It is necessary to focus on one level of government. Normally, the position of
central government is more crucial than that of provincial governments in influencing strategies
applied by local governments. Thus, I focus on the position of the national government. Second,
the national mass media in China are affiliated to the central government, and they can be
viewed as government agencies. Furthermore, after iterative analysis of csQCA, I found that it
was possible to use a fourth condition, the scale of protest, to explain the occurrence and
nonoccurrence of government compromises in environmental conflicts. The literature shows that
the scale of protest influences the application of government strategies. Protests involving a large
number of participants imply ‘big trouble’ for local governments (Cai 2002), as they may disrupt
social disorder (Cai 2004, 2008a). As a result, local governments tend to adjust their strategies to
the demands of local citizens.
To conclude, four conditions are chosen in this chapter to explain the occurrence and
nonoccurrence of government compromises: the scale of protest, the form of protest, the position
of the central government, and the stage of projects. The raw data are presented in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Raw data matrix of the 10 cases of environmental conflicts
Case

Stage

of

the

Form of protest

project

Scale of

Position

of

the

protest

central government

Outcome

NB

Planning stage

Strong violence

1,000

Silence

Project cancellation

XM

Initial

Peaceful

8,000–

Opposition

Project cancellation

construction stage

10,000

DL

Operation stage

Peaceful

12,000

Support

Project continuation

KM

Planning stage

Peaceful

2,000

Support

Project continuation

PZ

Before operation

Peaceful

0

Support

Project continuation

PY

Planning stage

Peaceful

500

Opposition

Project relocation

LLT

Planning stage

Peaceful

1,000

Opposition

Project relocation

TJW

Planning stage

Strong violence

100

Contradictory

Project relocation

SJ

Planning stage

Peaceful

600

Silence

Project relocation

WX

Trial operation

Strong violence

10,000

Silence

Project cancellation

Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

8.3 Calibration of outcome and conditions
In this section, I calibrate the outcome and conditions studied. Calibration in csQCA is about
defining the qualitative difference in kind that characterizes the underlying concepts, resulting in
the dichotomization of conditions and outcomes (Ragin 1987). How set membership scores are
assigned is crucial for QCA, especially the specification of the qualitative anchors (Schneider
and Wagemann 2010). The codings ‘1’ and ‘0’ in csQCA connote the meaning of ‘fully-in’ and
‘fully-out,’ respectively; this means that cases with a set membership score of 1 and 0 are
different in kind (Wagemann and Schneider 2010). In the following, the outcome studied is first
calibrated, and then the four conditions are described.
Outcome: The occurrence and nonoccurrence of compromises by Chinese local governments
with local communities during environmental conflicts
The occurrence of compromise means that local governments change their original decisions,
whereas the absence of compromise implies that they stick to their original decisions. The
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substantive outcome of the debated projects is the indicator chosen to calibrate the outcome: the
occurrence and nonoccurrence of government compromises. Three substantive outcomes are
identified: project relocation, project cancellation, and project continuation. The cases calibrated
as 1 are indicated by project relocation or project cancellation. The cases calibrated as 0 are
indicated by project continuation. The membership scores of the 10 cases regarding the
occurrence of government compromises are presented in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: The membership scores with regard to the occurrence of compromises by Chinese
local governments in 10 cases
Set

Indicator

Case

Score

The occurrence of

Project relocation

LLT, TJW, SJ,

1

compromises

PY

The

Project cancellation

WX, NB, XM

Project continuation

DL, PZ, KM

0

nonoccurrence of
compromises
Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

Condition 1: The scale of protest
The number of participants in protests is the chosen indicator to calibrate the condition: the scale
of protest. In some cases, more than one protest occurred. The number of participants in protests
is mainly derived from the maximum number of participants involved in protests as reported in
mass media inside and outside China.
The number of 5,000 is chosen as the cross-over point to dichotomize case membership scores
in the set: large-scale protests versus small-scale protest. This cross-over point depends on the
data distribution regarding the number of participants (see Table 8.1): I observed a big gap in the
cases between the numbers 2,000 and 8,000. Second, cluster analysis using the QCA software
TOSMANA (Cronqvist 2005) identified 5,000 as the cross-over point. For the Xiamen case, the
reported numbers of participants range from 8,000 to 10,000. The figure of 8,000 is used as the
number of participants in the Xiamen protest. The case scores are robust: the value of 10,000
participants indicates the number of 6,000 as the cross-over point, but this does not influence the
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calibration. The membership scores in terms of the scale of protest in the 10 cases are presented
in Table 8.3.
Table 8.3: The membership scores with regard to the scale of protest in the 10 cases
Set of protest

Indicator

The presence of large-

Maximum

scale protests

participants over 5,000

The absence of large-

Maximum

scale protests

participants less than 5,000

number

number

Case

Score

of

XM, DL, WX

1

of

NB, PY, LLT, SJ,

0

PZ, TJW, KM

Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

Condition 2: The form of protest
The set is calibrated into the presence of violent protest and the absence of violent protest. The
occurrence of casualties or injuries indicates violent protest (calibrated as 1) and their
nonoccurrence indicates non-violent protest (calibrated as 0). The membership scores for the 10
cases in terms of the form of protest are presented in Table 8.4.
Table 8.4: The membership scores with regard to the form of protest in the 10 cases
Set

Indicator

Case

Score

The presence of

Strong violence

NB, WX

1

The absence of

No/little/some

DL, PZ, LLT, PY,

0

violent protest

violence

XM, KM, SJ, TJW

violent protest

Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

It should be noted that a strong violent protest occurred in the Tianjingwa case, in which some
persons from the Environmental Protection Department of the Jiangsu provincial government
used violent force to suppress local residents. However, the influence of this violent protest on
the application of local governments’ strategies in Nanjing was limited (see Chapter 7,
subsection 7.4.3). Consequently, the Tianjingwa case was calibrated as 0.
Condition 3: The stage of projects
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Four project stages are identified: the planning stage, the early construction stage, the final
construction stage, and the formal operation stage. The projects in the first two stages are not
different in kind (quality) as their investments are mostly limited. In this chapter, these two
stages are termed as the early stage. The projects in the latter two stages are not different in kind
either because large investments have been made, making compromises difficult. These two
stages are defined as the late stage. The cases qualified as being in the early stage are calibrated
as 1, and the cases qualified as being in the late stage are calibrated as 0. The membership scores
of the 10 cases regarding the stage of projects are shown in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5: The membership scores with regard to the stage of projects in the 10 cases
Set

Indicator

Case

Score

Early stage

Planning

NB, PY, LLT,

1

TJW, SJ
Early construction
Late stage

Before

operation/trial

XM
operation/high

costs

of

PZ, WX, KM

0

preparatory work
Formal operation

DL

Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

The Kunming case is striking. Although the PX plant in this case was in its planning stage, local
governments in Kunming had made large investments in it. A relocation or a giving in strategy
would have been very costly for these governments. Consequently, it is argued that, although this
PX plant was in its planning stage, the costs of changing the original plans for the project were
high. The condition in the Kunming case was therefore calibrated as 0.
Condition 4: The position of the Chinese central government
Four positions held by the Chinese central government on debated projects during environmental
conflicts are identified: support, silence, contradiction, and opposition. Support means that the
Chinese central government legitimized the advancement of the debated projects. Silence implies
that it did not publicly show its position. Contradiction implies that different government
agencies from the central government showed various, mostly contradictory, positions.
Opposition means that it advised or ordered local governments to reconsider the debated projects.
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Cases regarding the position of the Chinese central government are calibrated into the presence
of support and the absence of support. One issue that should be mentioned is that the Chinese
central government may hold different positions in one case. In this chapter, I chose only its
position after the occurrence of protests because it is the Chinese central government’s postprotest attitude that often shows its real intentions, and this is the important reference toward
which local governments to orient themselves.
Table 8.6: The membership scores with regard to the position of the Chinese central government
in the 10 cases
Set

Indicator

Case

Score

The presence of support

Support

DL, PZ, KM

0

The absence of support

Contradiction

TJW

1

Silence

NB, WX, SJ

Opposition

XM, LLT, PY

Note: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

The positions of the State Council’s ministries, or of the Chinese national mass media (most
notably the People’s Daily, China Central Television (CCTV), and the Xinhua News Agency),128
are used to calibrate the condition. A case calibrated as 1 signals that the ministries or the
national mass media publicly supported the advancement of the projects; a case calibrated as 0
denotes the absence of support. The membership scores regarding the position of the Chinese
central government after the occurrence of protests in the 10 cases are presented in Table 8.6.
The above five subsections elaborately show the calibration processes of outcome and
conditions studied in this chapter. Based on them, the data matrix of the 10 cases is presented as
Table 8.7.

128

The Renmin Daily is a core mass medium affiliated to the Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party (CCP). The Xinhua News Agency is an institute directly affiliated to the State Council.
And the CCTV is one affiliated institute of the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film,
and Television of China. Both the Xinhua News Agency and the Renmin Daily enjoy the same
administrative status as the State Council ministries.
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Table 8.7: Data matrix
Conditions

Outcome

Row

Case

L

V

E

S

C

1

NB

0

1

1

0

1

2

XM

1

0

1

0

1

3

DL

1

0

0

1

0

4

KM

0

0

0

1

0

5

PZ

0

0

0

1

0

6

PY

0

0

1

0

1

7

LLT

0

0

1

0

1

8

TJW

0

0

1

0

1

9

SJ

0

0

1

0

1

10

WX

1

1

0

0

1

Note 1: L = large-scale protest, V = violent protest, E = early stage of the project, S = support from the Chinese
central government, C = occurrence of compromises by local governments
Note 2: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

8.4 Analysis
A truth table, a presentation of logically possible combinations (or configurations) of conditions,
is used to display the observed combinations of conditions (Ragin 1987). Four conditions are
chosen, implying that there are 16 (24) possible combinations of conditions. There are six rows in
Table 8.8 and 10 logical remainders. Logical remainders are rows in a truth table without
empirical information, implying that the combinations of conditions do not exist empirically
(Ragin 2000).
The main interest is to explain both the occurrence and the nonoccurrence of government
compromises in environmental conflicts. Asymmetric causality129 means that the explanation of

129

Asymmetry causality means that “insights on the causal role of a condition are of only limited use for

the causal role of its absence, and the explanation of the occurrence of an outcome does not necessarily
help us much in explaining its non-occurrence” (Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 81).
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the former does not say much about the latter. It is necessary therefore to analyze the occurrence
and the nonoccurrence of compromises by local governments separately.
Table 8.8: Truth table
Row

Conditions

Outcome

Case

L

V

E

S

C

1

0

1

1

0

1

NB

2

1

0

1

0

1

XM

3

0

0

1

0

1

PY, LLT, TJW, SJ

4

1

1

0

0

1

WX

5

1

0

0

1

0

DL

6

0

0

0

1

0

PZ, KM

Note 1: L = large-scale protest, V = violent protest, E = early stage of the project, S = support of the Chinese central
government, C = occurrence of compromises by local governments
Note 2: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

8.4.1 Explaining the occurrence of compromise by local governments with local communities
during environmental conflicts
Analysis of the truth table is primarily geared towards uncovering sufficient conditions. Before
analyzing the sufficiency of conditions, I first analyze the consistency 130 and coverage 131 of
necessary conditions. 132 I establish a consistency threshold of 1, which is the mostly widely
criterion for csQCA analysis (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).

130

The consistency of a necessary condition assesses the degree to which this condition overlaps with a

particular outcome relative to all cases with the same outcome (Ragin 2000).
131

The coverage for necessary conditions is mostly about the relevance of the necessary conditions. High

coverage of a necessary condition implies that it is a relevant necessary condition, whereas low coverage
of a necessary condition implies that it is a trivial necessary condition (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).
132

The formal expression of a necessary condition hypothesis is “Y only if X” (Dul et al. 2010; Goertz

and Starr 2002). A condition X is necessary if, whenever the outcome Y is present, the condition is also
present (Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 69). Some scholars (such as Braumoeller and Goertz 2000;
Goertz and Starr 2002) have argued that necessary condition propositions have stronger theoretical
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Table 8.9: Analysis of necessary conditions for the occurrence of government compromises
during environmental conflicts
Conditions

Consistency

Coverage

LARGE

0.29

0.67

large

0.71

0.71

EARLY

0.86

1.00

early

0.14

0.25

SUPPORT

0.00

0.00

support

1.00

1.00

VIOLENT

0.29

1.00

violence

0.71

0.63

The results of the analysis in Table 8.9 show that the absence of support from the central
government has a consistency of 1, implying that it is a necessary condition in explaining the
occurrence of government compromises during environmental conflicts. This implies that, when
local governments make compromises with local communities, they never receive support from
the central government. In other words, it can be said that the absence of support from central
government is a prerequisite condition that explains the absence of government compromises
with local communities in environmental conflicts. The other conditions have a low consistency
ranging from 0.14 to 0.86.
After analyzing necessary conditions, I analyze sufficient conditions 133 (Rihoux and Ragin
2009). Because of limited diversity, the standard analysis134 based on a same truth table can yield

implications than sufficient condition propositions, because they imply that the absence of the necessary
conditions will guarantee the failure of the outcome.
133

The formal expression of sufficient condition is “if X, then Y,” which means that, if X occurs, Y will

follow (Ragin 2000).
134

Standard analysis is one analysis approach used in QCA to produce the most parsimonious solution,

the intermediate solution, and the conservative solution (Schneider and Wagemann 2012).
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different solution formulas 135 depending on the assumptions about logical remainders (Ragin
2000; Rihoux 2006).
In general, three solutions can be produced: the conservative solution, the most parsimonious
solution, and the intermediate solution (Rihoux 2006; Wagemann and Schneider 2010). The
conservative solution implies that the analysis does not rely on any assumptions about logical
remainders and all of them are set as negative outcomes. The most parsimonious solution means
that it is allowed to engage in thought experiments to take into account all simplifying
assumptions 136 in order to achieve the most parsimonious solution (Ragin 2000). The
intermediate solution only incorporates easy counterfactuals.137 In addition, good QCA practice
demands that all three solution formulas be shown (Rihoux 2006). Often, the conservative
solution tends to be too complex to be plausibly interpreted, and the most parsimonious solution
may be unrealistically simple or contradictory to our directional expectations.

138

The

intermediate solution is criticized as well because it makes the distinction between theory and the
analysis unclear (Baumgartner 2014). The fsQCA software 139 is used to analyze the truth table
(see Table 8.8). In the following, the three solution formulas as well as the assumptions about
logical remainders are presented; this allows readers to make their own judgments about the

135

Solution formulas are the results of truth table analysis QCA (Ragin 2000).

136

Simplifying assumptions are assumptions about logical remainders; they are used mainly to yield a

solution formula that is less complex than the conservative solution formula (Schneider and Wagemann
2012).
137

Easy counterfactuals are defined as simplifying assumptions that are in line with both empirical

evidence and directional expectations (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). In the process of producing the
most parsimonious solutions, both the easy and the difficult counterfactuals are taken into account in
order to obtain a simpler solution. It should be noted that some authors have recently started questioning
the use of the intermediate solution as the best choice for interpretation. Rather, they view the most
parsimonious solution as the best option because it corresponds with the causal structures (Baumgartner
2014).
138

Directional expectations are theory-guided hunches about the relationships between the conditions and

the outcomes of interest (Ragin 2008).
139

See: http://www.u.arizona.edu/~cragin/fsQCA/, Ragin, C., & Sean, D. (2014). fs/QCA [Computer

Programme], Version 2.5. Irvine, CA: University of California.
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plausibility of each solution formula (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). The analysis first
produces the conservative solution formula as follows:
s*E*l + v*E*s + V*e*s*L → C
Meanwhile, the most parsimonious solution formula is produced through the process of Boolean
minimization140 and all simplifying assumptions are used (Ragin 2008).
s→C
The conservative and most parsimonious solution formulas having been produced, directional
expectations are used to craft the intermediate solution formula. In Chapter 3, it was proposed
that local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a giving in strategy to cope with
large-scale protests and violent protests (proposition 1 and proposition 2 in subsection 3.4.1). In
addition, it was proposed that local governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy when the debated projects are in the early stage and when
higher-level governments criticize the continuation of the debated projects (proposition 4 and
proposition 5 in subsection 3.4.1). These propositions show that the directional expectations
could equally plausible go into both directions. No meaningful directional expectations can be
formulated. Consequently, it is not possible to develop the intermediate solution formula. The
conservative solution formula is interpreted in the following as it is not too complex to be
interpreted.
The conservative solution formula includes three paths, and their raw coverage141 and unique
coverage142 are presented in Table 8.10. The three paths have same unique coverage 0.14, but not

140

Boolean minimization is the reduction of a long, complex expression into a shorter, more parsimonious

one. Its basic expression is: If two Boolean expressions differ in only one casual condition yet produce the
same outcome, then the causal condition that distinguishes the two expressions can be considered
irrelevant and can be removed to create a simpler, combined expression (Ragin 1987, 93).
141

Raw coverage indicates the proportion of the outcome that is covered in a single path (Ragin 2008).

142

Unique coverage indicates the proportion of the outcome that is uniquely covered by a single path

(Schneider and Wagemann 2012).
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the same raw coverage. In the following, the three paths and their corresponding cases are
elaborated in detail.
Table 8.10: Conservative solution formula for the occurrence of government compromises
during environmental conflicts
Path

V*e*s*L

v*E*s

s*E*l

Case

WX

XM, SJ, TJW,

PY, LLT, NB,

PY, LLT

SJ, TJW

Raw coverage

0.14

0.71

0.71

Unique coverage

0.14

0.14

0.14

Solution coverage

1

Solution consistency

1

Notes: NB = Ningbo case, XM = Xiamen case, DL = Dalian case, KM = Kunming case, PZ = Pengzhou case, PY =
Panyu case, LLT = Liulitun case, TJW = Tianjingwa case, SJ = Sonjiang case, and WX = Wuxi case.

Path 1: The combination of the presence of large-scale (L) and strong violent protests (V), late
stage of the project (e), and absence of support from the Chinese central government (s) leads to
the occurrence of compromises by local governments during environmental conflicts.
This path identified three INUS conditions; these are insufficient but non-redundant parts of an
unnecessary but sufficient condition (see Mackie 1980), namely, the presence of violent protests
(V), large-scale protests (L), and late stage of the project (e). This path covers the Wuxi case.
The waste incineration power plant had finished its trial operation. Abandoning it would be very
costly for local governments. It was reported that over four thousand anti-riot police were
dispatched by local governments in Wuxi to suppress local citizens. The Chinese state is
sensitive to the occurrence of large-scale violent confrontations. If they occurred, the tension
between local residents and local governments would be very high. In the Wuxi case, after the
large-scale violent confrontation, relevant information about it was censored by the Chinese state.
Large-scale violent confrontation between local governments and citizens is a political taboo,
after which the state normally tends to keep silent; and discussion about the Wuxi case was
inhibited. If the waste incineration power plant was further advanced, then the large-scale violent
confrontation in Wuxi might be widely discussed around China, and this would significantly
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damage state legitimacy. To avoid this, local governments in Wuxi would prefer to compromise,
even though this was costly.
Path 2: The combination of early stage of the project (E), absence of violence (v), and absence of
support from the central government (s) results in the occurrence of government compromises
during environmental conflicts.
This path identified two INUS conditions: early stage of the project (E) and absence of violent
protest (v). Five cases are covered by the second path: the Panyu, the Songjiang, the Xiamen, the
Tianjingwa, and the Liulitun case. In these cases, no strong violent protests occurred. In addition,
the central government did not publicly show its support for these debated projects in the five
cases after protests. In the Songjiang case, the central government kept silent after the occurrence
of protest. In the Panyu case, a national mass medium, CCTV, publicly reported the debate
concerning the construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant and commented that
local governments in Guangzhou should enhance public participation. In the Xiamen case, the
State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA) advised Xiamen Municipality to make a
comprehensive environmental impact assessment for the whole Haicang region. In the Liulitun
case, SEPA demanded that Beijing Municipality postpone the Liulitun waste incinerator. In the
Tianjingwa case, both the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP)143 and the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MHURD) were involved. The former supported the
continuation of the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant, whereas the latter investigated
the project but did not show its position. In short, no violent protests occurred in the five cases,
and the absence of support from the central government in the five cases gave local governments
little confidence to further advance the debated projects. In addition, all the debated projects in
the five cases were in their early stage, implying that abandoning or relocating them was not that
costly for local governments. As a result, they relocated or cancelled them.
Path 3: The combination of absence of support from the central government (s), early stage of
the project (E), and absence of large-scale protests (l) results in the occurrence of government
compromises during environmental conflicts.

143

After 2008, SEPA was upgraded to MEP.
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This path identified one INUS condition: the absence of large-scale protests (l). This path covers
five cases: the Panyu, the Tianjingwa, the Ningbo, the Songjiang, and the Liulitun case. All five
cases were in their early stage, and the national government did not show its support for their
continuation. Furthermore, no large-scale protests occurred in these cases. About six hundred
local citizens expressed their opposition to the construction of the waste incineration power plant
in Songjiang. In the Liulitun case, about one thousand participants went to SEPA to express their
opposition to the construction of the Liulitun waste incineration power plant. In the Panyu case,
hundreds of local residents went to Guangzhou Municipality to show their opposition to the
construction of the Panyu waste incineration power plant. In the Tianjingwa case, about one
hundred local residents assembled in front of the Jiangsu Provincial Environmental Protection
Department, demanding a conversation with its key leaders. In the Ningbo case, about one
thousand local residents participated in the protest. In sum, the combination of small-scale
peaceful protests and the absence of support from the central government results in the
occurrence of government compromises with local communities during environmental conflicts.
8.4.2 The explanation of the absence of compromises by local governments with local
communities during environmental conflicts
In terms of explaining the nonoccurrence of government compromise, I follow the same
procedures of analysis as in subsection 8.4.1. The consistency and coverage of the necessary
conditions were first tested, and the result is presented in Table 8.11.
It shows that three conditions, presence of support from the national government (S), late
stage of the project (e), and absence of violent protests (v), have a consistency of 1.00. This
result can also be identified in the truth table in Table 8.8. It can be further understood as that,
when local governments do not make compromises, there is always support from the central
government at the late stage of projects after non-violent protests. In addition, the necessity
coverage of these three conditions is 1.00, 0.75, and 0.38; this means that the absence of
government compromises occurs in all the cases that have the support of the Chinese central
government after protests, in 75 percent of the cases where the debated projects are in the late
stage, and in 38 percent of cases without violent protests. Given the low coverage of the
condition, the absence of violent protests, it is not established as a relevant necessary condition:
it might be a trivial necessary condition (Ragin 2008). Consequently, two relevant necessary
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conditions that explain the absence of government compromises during environmental conflicts
can be identified: support from the central government (S) and late stage of the project (e).
Table 8.11: Analysis of necessary conditions for the absence of government compromises during
environmental conflicts
Condition

Consistency

Coverage

LARGE

0.33

0.33

large

0.67

0.29

EARLY

0.00

0.00

early

1.00

0.75

SUPPORT

1.00

1.00

support

0.00

0.00

VIOLENT

0.00

0.00

violent

1.00

0.38

The consistency and coverage of necessary conditions having been tested, the sufficient
conditions that explain the absence of compromises by local governments are sought. Following
the same procedure as in subsection 8.4.1, the conservative solution formula is first produced as
follows.
v*S*e → c
It should be noted that there are two prime implicants, the end product of the logical
minimization process: 1) support from the central government (S) and 2) late stage (e), and
absence of violent protests (v) (v*e). The former is chosen given the high consistency and
coverage of the condition, support of the central government (see Table 8.11). In fact, the choice
of the two different prime implicants will result in the same conservative and intermediate
solution formulas. The most parsimonious solution formula is produced in the following:
S → c144

144

The second prime implicant (v*e) developed the most parsimonious solution formula: v*e →

c.
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To produce the intermediate solution formula, the directional expectations are that late stage of
the project (e), absence of violent protests (v), absence of large-scale protests (l), and support of
the Chinese central government (S) contribute to the absence of government compromises. In
Chapter 3, I have proposed that local governments tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression
strategy when higher-level governments (the Chinese central government in this chapter) support
debated projects (see proposition 5 in subsection 3.4.1). In addition, local governments tend to
adopt a go-alone or a suppression strategy to cope with projects in their late stage (see
proposition 4 in subsection 3.4.1). And local governments tend to adopt a go-alone or a
suppression strategy to deal with small-scale (here the absence of large-scale protest) and nonviolent protests (proposition 1 and proposition 2 in subsection 3.4.1). As a result, the
intermediate solution formula is developed as follows, based on the directional expectations:
v*S*e → c
It can be seen that the conservative solution formula is the same as the intermediate solution
formula. The conservative solution formula (also the intermediate solution formula) can be
expressed as follows:
The combination of support from the Chinese central government (S), absence of violent protests
(v) and late stage of the project (e) leads to the absence of compromises by local governments
during environmental conflicts.
In three cases – Dalian, Pengzhou, and Kunming – the Chinese central government expressed its
support for the debated projects. After a large-scale protest, the National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC), jointly with four other ministries, released a notice that framed
the occurrence of the large-scale protest in Dalian as a result of unsafe PX production. This
implies that the central government did not deny the legitimacy of the continuation of the Dalian
PX plant. In the Pengzhou and Kunming cases, two national mass media, People’s Daily and
CCTV, propagated the harmlessness of the PX project and the necessity of the refinery projects;
this implies that the central government supported the continuation of the projects in both cases.
Both the Dalian PX plant and the Pengzhou refinery plant were in their late stage, implying that
it was costly for local governments to abandon them. Although the PX plant in the Kunming case
was in its planning stage, some preparatory work had been done. An oil pipeline from Myanmar
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had been constructed, and this would have made compromises by local governments in Kunming
very costly. Finally, no violent protests occurred in the three cases. This may have resulted in
less pressure on local governments to make compromises. Thus, the combination of these three
conditions results in the nonoccurrence of government compromises with local communities in
the three cases. This finding partially corresponds with Cai’s (2010) conclusion that, when
citizens’ demands are costly for local governments to resolve or protest actions initiated by
citizens are not forceful, citizens have little possibility of succeeding in changing government
decisions.
In this section, both the occurrence and the nonoccurrence of government compromises with
local communities were analyzed using csQCA. Four causal recipes were identified, and this
increased our knowledge about the explanation of why particular government strategies are
applied during environmental conflicts.

8.5 Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, I attempted to answer the research question: under what conditions do Chinese
local governments make compromises with local communities during environmental conflicts? I
used csQCA as a method to address this question and some key conclusions are drawn.
The first conclusion is that the conclusions drawn in Chapter 7 are further specified through
configurational thinking using csQCA. One finding identified in Chapter 7 was that the position
of higher-level governments is important in explaining differences in patterns of government
strategies. Specifically, the support of higher-level governments contributes to project
continuation, whereas the absence of their support contributes to project relocation and project
cancellation. This finding was specified in this chapter: the absence of support from the central
government is a necessary condition that explains the occurrence of government compromises,
and its presence is a necessary condition that explains their absence. This implies that, when
local governments make compromises with local communities, they never receive support from
the central government. However, if they stick to their original strategies, they always receive
support from the central government.
In addition, it was found in Chapter 7 that the stage of the project is an important condition in
explaining the differences in the patterns of government strategies: early stage of the project
contributes to project relocation, whereas late stage contributes to project continuation. This
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chapter further specified this conclusion: the stage of the project (both early stage and late stage)
is an INUS condition in explaining the occurrence of government compromises, and the late
stage of the project is a relevant necessary condition for the absence of government compromises.
This implies that the early or the late stage of the project, together with the other conditions, can
lead to the occurrence of government compromises. In addition, if there is an absence of
government compromises during environmental conflicts, the debated projects are always in
their late stage (or have high perceived costs of relocation or cancellation). In Chapter 7, it was
found that the form of protest is an important condition in explaining the application of
government strategies: strong violent protests contribute to project cancellation, whereas
peaceful protests contribute to project relocation and project continuation. The analysis in
Chapter 8 further specified this conclusion: the form of protest (both violent and nonviolent) is
an INUS condition for the occurrence of government compromises, whereas the absence of
violent protest is an irrelevant (or trivial) necessary condition for the nonoccurrence of
government compromises. This implies that the occurrence or the absence of violent protests,
combined with the other conditions, can lead to the occurrence of government compromises.
When local governments stick to their original objectives, there are never violent protests. In
addition, the absence of violent protests is not a relevant necessary condition for the absence of
government compromises with local communities in environmental conflicts. Finally, it was
found in Chapter 7 that the scale of protest is not an important condition in explaining
differences in patterns of government strategies during environmental conflicts. In this chapter, it
was illustrated that the scale of protest is an INUS condition for the occurrence of government
compromises. This implies that large-scale or small-scale protests, combined with the other
conditions, can lead to the occurrence of government compromises.
The second conclusion is that the occurrence and the nonoccurrence of government
compromise should be studied as two independent outcomes. Regarding the occurrence of
government compromise, it seems that the Chinese state (including both central government and
local governments) is responsive to citizens’ concerns regarding the potentially negative
influence of debated industrial projects on their health. Local governments sometimes even
sacrificed economic interests for social stability (in the Wuxi case), and the central government
even publicly rejected the decisions made by local governments when local citizens were
dissatisfied with them (in the Liulitun case). Regarding the absence of government compromise,
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few positive signals regarding the application of government strategies have been seen: mostly
the Chinese state had a very high intention to achieve the debated industrial projects despite
strong opposition from the other actors.
In general, this chapter is a pilot attempt using csQCA to explain the application of
government strategies in Chinese environmental conflicts (Li, Verweij, and Koppenjan,
forthcoming). As in many csQCA analyses, the dichotomization of conditions and outcomes
probably results in missing important information. Although some scholars argue that the
elegance of simplicity is a big advantage of csQCA (Marx, Rihoux, and Ragin 2014), I
experienced difficulty in dichotomizing conditions, making their calibration far from easy. For
example, I had to calibrate the position of the central government during environmental conflicts.
However, different ministries may hold various positions in a specific case, making it difficult to
calibrate this condition. In the future, it would be worthwhile to use another variant of QCA,
such as mvQCA or fsQCA, to study the application of government strategies on the basis of
more fine-grained data and information. Another potential limitation of this study is that the
dynamic dimensions of the 10 cases of environmental conflicts failed to be well explored (see
Boswell and Brown 1999; Schneider and Rohlfing 2013). Government strategies in the 10 cases
of environmental conflicts changed over time. More dynamic, in-depth comparative studies are
needed to study this.
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Chapter 9: Toward a conclusion: Governing environmental conflicts in
China
Introduction
It is now time to draw some final conclusions from the previous four empirical chapters. This
chapter has three main aims. The first aim is to provide explicit answers to the research questions
raised in Chapter 1. This will reveal what we have learned about the governance of
environmental conflicts in China. The second aim of this chapter is to summarize the
contributions of this thesis, as well as to present reflections. The third aim is to elaborate what
can be done in the next stage. To this end, a research agenda is set and some suggestions are
made regarding potential empirical studies in China.

9.1 Conclusions about research questions
At the end of Chapter 1, the following three research questions were raised:
a) What are the general characteristics of environmental conflicts in China? (What are
environmental conflicts? Who are involved in environmental conflicts? What are their strategies?
How do environmental conflicts evolve? And what are the outcomes of environmental conflicts?)
b) Which kinds of government strategies are applied by Chinese local governments in
environmental conflicts?
c) How can the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts be explained?
In the next subsections, the research questions are respectively answered.
9.1.1 What are the general characteristics of environmental conflicts in China?
Regarding the nature of environmental conflicts in China, this thesis provides the following
insights:
1. Various actors, such as local governments, central government, environmental NGOs, experts,
local residents and activists, and private enterprises or state-owned enterprises (SOEs), are
involved in Chinese environmental conflicts. Local governments are the first main category
of actors to whom central government grants substantial discretion in governing local affairs,
including environmental conflicts. Normally, various government agencies are involved in
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the governance of environmental conflicts, such as planning bureaus, city landscape bureaus,
and development and reform bureaus. Among them, two agencies are highly relevant: the
development and reform commission and the environmental protection bureau. The former is
relatively more powerful than other bureaus and is mainly responsible for economic
development, and the latter is in charge of the environmental impact assessment (EIA) of
industrial projects. The Chinese central government is the second main actor. When local
governments fail to address environmental conflicts, it will intervene. Environmental NGOs
are the third category of actors involved. They usually do not publicly threaten state
authorities or challenge government decisions. Often, they use their professional skills or
knowledge to help the other actors to remedy perceived government mismanagement.
Experts are the fourth category of actors. Sometimes, they are invited by local governments
to persuade local residents to accept the decisions made by local governments (the Wuxi
case). Sometimes, they publicly show their opposition to government decisions on the
construction of industrial facilities (the Xiamen case). Activists and local residents are the
fifth category of actors involved. Activists often coordinate the mobilized protests or design
strategies for local residents to express their disapproval of government decisions. Private
companies or SOEs are the sixth category of actors involved. They have a strong intention to
achieve the construction of the industrial facilities to pursue economic interests. These six
types of actors are the main actors involved in Chinese environmental conflicts. This is one
important characteristic of environmental conflicts.
2. Environmental conflict in China is a wicked problem. The wickedness of environmental
conflicts can be illustrated by the fact that the various actors involved have different
perceptions regarding their nature and solution. Take waste incineration as an example. One
government official (respondent 13, interviewed in Beijing) regarded conflicts concerning
the construction of waste incineration power plants as a problem originating from the
selfishness of citizens. She was convinced that waste incineration power plants must be built,
and that removing the adjacent citizens was the best resolution. Another government official
(respondent 3, interviewed in Nanjing) argued that environmental conflict regarding the
construction of waste incineration power plants is essentially a technological problem,
because citizens worry about the potentially negative influence of waste incineration on their
health. He argued that the technique of waste incineration was sophisticated and that waste
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incineration power plants should be advanced despite opposition from others. One
respondent from a Beijing-based environmental NGO (respondent 8) claimed that the
occurrence of environmental conflicts originates from the governance style of the Chinese
state: the Chinese state dominates the decision-making processes. Consequently,
improvement of the decision-making style would be key in resolving environmental conflicts.
My interviews with other respondents show that many of them have different or even
contradictory views about the nature and resolution of conflicts regarding the construction of
waste incineration power plants. Environmental conflict is therefore a wicked issue because
of the lack of a definitive formulation of its nature and solutions.
3. Various strategies are applied by different actors during environmental conflicts. In the 10
cases of environmental conflicts examined in this thesis, citizens first tended to resort to
formal channels, such as letters and visits, petitions, or appeals, to express their disagreement
with government decisions. When formal channels were ineffective, they then chose informal
strategies, such as group petitions, demonstrations, or even violent confrontations.
Environmental NGOs sometimes provided suggestions and advice to local residents in order
to show their disagreement with government decisions strategically, as happened in the
Liulitun case. Experts applied various strategies in environmental conflicts: talking with
government officials in a direct face-to-face way (the Xiamen case), providing professional
suggestions (the Panyu case), or persuading residents using professional knowledge (the
Wuxi case). Activists visited government agencies (the Liulitun case), organized collective
activities to exert pressure on local governments (the Panyu case), facilitated the interactions
of citizens and governments (the Songjiang case), or used social media to attract public
attention (the Kunming case and the Dalian case). To sum up, diverse actors applied various
strategies in order to influence the evolvement of environmental conflicts. This makes the
evolution of environmental conflicts uncertain and unpredictable, ultimately posing a great
challenge for local governments to govern them.
4. Environmental conflicts evolve over time. At the beginning of environmental conflicts, local
governments are often busy expediting the approval of the proposed industrial projects, and
the other actors do not know what is happening in the ‘black box’. In the Wuxi case, local
government secretly constructed a waste incineration power plant on the pretext of building a
temple. Local residents did not know that a waste incineration power plant was being
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constructed until it started trial operation. During environmental conflicts, local governments
mostly start to take the interests of other actors into account when protests occur or might
occur. In the Dalian case and the Xiamen case, local municipalities stated that they would
temporarily stop the PX plants when they realized that local residents planned to initiate
large-scale protests. In the Panyu case, the protest initiated by local residents came as a
surprise to local governments in Guangzhou, after which they claimed to have temporarily
stopped the advancement of the waste incineration power plant. Sometimes, environmental
conflicts end after protests, like the Ningbo case. In this case, the mobilized protesters
attacked government officials; this greatly challenged government authority, and the local
government had to stop the debated project immediately. Sometimes, environmental conflicts
evolve for a long time after protests, like in the Liulitun case. Local residents in Liulitun did
not give up their opposition and continuously put pressure on Beijing local governments,
which finally relocated the plant. In summation, it appears that no single actor can absolutely
determine how environmental conflicts will evolve, as some uncertain conditions may arise
and play a role in altering the evolutionary trajectory of environmental conflicts.
5. Environmental conflicts are resolved in some respects, but not in a win-win way. Win-win or
zero-plus outcomes are established by governance scholars as the criteria by which to assess
the substantive outcomes of environmental conflict resolution (Amy 1987; Bingham 1986;
Fischer and Forester 1993; Glasbergen 1995; van Bueren, Klijn, and Koppenjan 2003). No
new rounds of mobilized protests occurred at the end of the 10 cases; they thus were resolved
from this perspective. In addition, five of the 10 debated industrial projects were relocated
and two of them cancelled. One Beijing respondent (respondent 6) argued that relocating the
Liulitun waste incineration power plant was a win-win outcome, as Beijing Municipality
finally achieved its goal of constructing a waste incineration power plant and local residents
obtained economic compensation. Meanwhile, the authoritative national mass media framed
the Xiamen PX case and the Panyu case as the best practice for resolving environmental
conflicts in China.145 The general comments were: local residents expressed their concerns in
a rational way, and local governments actively interacted with citizens to respond to their
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http://news.xinhuanet.com/comments/2007-12/23/content_7297065.htm, available on June 3, 2015.

http://www.chinanews.com/ny/news/2009/12-21/2028902.shtml, available on July 11, 2015.
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concerns. Can these be viewed as win-win outcomes? The answer may be no. This depends
on how benefits and costs are allocated among the actors involved and the extent to which
the interaction processes are satisfactory for them.
In conclusion, the point of departure regarding the nature of Chinese environmental conflicts is
that they are wicked problems occurring in a multi-actor context. Various actors, including local
governments, central government, local residents, activists, experts, environmental NGOs, and
private companies or SOEs with different perceptions about the nature and solution of
environmental conflicts, apply diverse strategies that influence their evolvement.
9.1.2 What strategies are applied by local governments during environmental conflicts?
Regarding the strategies applied by Chinese local governments in addressing environmental
conflicts, a typology consisting of six strategies was constructed in Chapter 3: go-alone,
suppression, tension reduction, giving in, collaboration, and facilitation. This typology proved
useful in identifying and categorizing the concrete government actions that emerged during
environmental conflicts. Some key findings are presented as follows.
1. Local governments ignore the interests of the other actors in the pre-phase of environmental
conflicts. Although the central government has put in place institutions, regulations, and
policies to allow for public participation during the planning stage of industrial plants (such
as EIAs), local governments often ignore or even manipulate them. At the beginning of the
Tianjingwa case, Nanjing Municipality organized information disclosure during the period of
the Chinese New Year. Few local residents knew this. One respondent (respondent 5) argued
that local governments in Nanjing did not want to encourage public participation and it thus
intentionally chose dates that were not convenient for public participation. When the other
actors expressed their disagreement with local governments through formal channels, local
governments often tended to have symbolical talks (the Liulitun case) or even used state
force to repress them (the Tianjingwa case). It can be thus concluded that local governments
tend to ignore the interests of the other actors in the project development stage.
2. Local governments are reticent about using state force, but they often block information
during environmental conflicts. It might make sense for the state in authoritarian regimes to
use state force to cope with protests initiated by citizens. To my surprise, it appears that
Chinese local governments are comparatively reticent about using state force to cope with
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protests. Traditional state suppression occurred in two of the 10 cases: the Ningbo case and
the Wuxi case. It seems that local governments tend to use state force to repress citizens
when they think that their authority is significantly threatened and social order is in danger
(the Ningbo case). They may also use it when it is too costly to make concessions (the Wuxi
case). Furthermore, I established that information blockage is used to operationalize the
suppression strategy. Compared to state repression, information blockage is more commonly
used by local governments (such as in the Dalian, the Kunming, and the Pengzhou case).
3. The giving in strategy is frequently used by local governments at the end of the
environmental conflicts studied in this thesis. Seven of the 10 cases of environmental
conflicts ended in project relocation or project cancellation. This conclusion sounds
counterintuitive, as it might generally be expected that the Chinese state would adhere to its
own strategies. Unilateral project relocation implies a small concession on the part of local
governments, but it does not imply that they always experience great losses, as their initial
goals are accomplished. When local governments cancel debated projects, they generally
experience significant losses, especially if they have made substantial financial investments
in them, as in the Wuxi case. Apparently, local governments in China are not that effective in
governing environmental conflicts.
4. Collaboration and facilitation strategies do emerge, but they are relatively rare.
Collaboration and facilitation strategies emerged in two of the 10 cases: the Panyu case and
the Xiamen case. In the Panyu case, local governments in Guangzhou organized symposiums
to invite local residents, activists, experts, and journalists to have a direct face-to-face
discussion with the aim of building a consensus about how to resolve the waste problem in
Guangzhou. In addition, Guangzhou Municipality established a commission that was
specifically charged with providing consultancy to it regarding the resolution of the urban
waste problem. This was an innovative institutional design to facilitate the governance of
environmental conflicts. In the Xiamen case, Xiamen Municipality organized round-table
meetings in which local governments, experts, and local residents had discussions with one
another to jointly decide the future of the PX plant. These scenarios are not common in China
though. In other cases, the collaboration and facilitation strategies were not adopted by local
governments. In contrast to Western democracies, the Chinese government functions as the
manager of the whole country. Civil society is very weak and has few opportunities to
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authentically shape government decisions. The Chinese state has got used to governing social
affairs by itself. Negotiating with other actors for joint governance does not match its
authoritarian nature. As for the facilitation strategy, it seems that the Chinese state uses it a
lot in the economic field, but it rarely uses it in the governance of social conflicts. In this
thesis, the application of the facilitation strategy by Guangzhou Municipality was indeed an
innovative initiative.
5. Most government strategies applied by local governments are still reactive rather than
proactive. Currently, Chinese local governments are still reactive in addressing
environmental conflicts; this can be characterized as regulation by escalations, implying that
they apply different strategies depending on the degree of escalation of opposition initiated
by others (van Rooij 2012). In the short run, this is effective in maintaining social stability
and state order; but it is not that helpful in fundamentally improving the effectiveness of
governance in the long term. At the end of the 10 cases, no new rounds of protests occurred.
However, citizens’ trust in local governments was damaged in most cases and is unlikely to
be remedied in an easy way. Environmental conflicts cannot be resolved solely through a
top-down reactive approach. Rather, the Chinese state should design institutions to channel
public participation, facilitate interaction, and empower citizens in order to reduce or prevent
the occurrence of environmental conflicts. Promisingly, some proactive actions have
occasionally been taken by Chinese local governments. At the end of the Tianjingwa case in
Nanjing, for example, Nanjing Municipality established a consultation commission that was
responsible for the risk assessment of mega industrial projects. 146 In future, more studies
about the performance of these proactive actions are needed.
6. Local governments show variations regarding their application of strategies. This thesis
studied 10 cases of environmental conflicts that occurred in various cities of China. Some
variations in terms of the application of government strategies can be identified. In general,
local governments in Guangzhou did a relatively better job in governing environmental
conflicts compared to the other cases. At the end of the Panyu case, they started to create
opportunities for mutual communication in order to build a consensus with the other actors
with the aim of resolving the conflicts concerning the planning and construction of waste
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http://www.infzm.com/content/83317, available on June 3, 2015.
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incineration power plants. This implies a widening of the scope regarding the resolution of
environmental conflicts. Waste incineration was not the sole solution to resolve waste
problem; waste reduction and waste re-usage were equally important. Local governments in
other cases were struggling with the issue of where the facilities should be constructed with
less anticipated resistance from local residents. To sum up, there are indeed variations across
cases regarding government strategies in governing environmental conflicts: some local
governments seem to act in a smarter way than others.
The above findings elaborate the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts; this is useful to enhance our understanding about how environmental conflicts are
governed in China.
9.1 3 How can the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts be
explained?
The third question relates to the explanation of why particular government strategies are applied
during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 3, seven conditions were established upfront: the
scale of protest, the form of protest, the position of higher-level governments, the position of the
national mass media, the stage of projects, the involvement of activists, and the occurrence of
events. Several key conclusions to answer the third question are drawn in the following.
1. The position of higher-level governments is the most important condition in explaining the
application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Proposition 5 in
Chapter 3 suggested that, when higher-level governments criticize debated projects, local
governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation
strategy. However, when they support debated projects, local governments tend to adopt a
go-alone or a suppression strategy. In Chapter 6, proposition 5 was both confirmed and
disconfirmed: local governments may apply a go-alone strategy (confirmation) or a tension
reduction strategy (disconfirmation) when higher-level governments show their support. In
Chapter 7, proposition 5 was specified and reformulated: the support of higher-level
governments for debated projects is important in explaining the second pattern of
government strategies resulting in project continuation, and the absence of support from
higher-level governments is important in explaining both the first pattern and third pattern of
government strategies, respectively, resulting in project cancellation and project relocation.
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The csQCA analysis in Chapter 8 further specified proposition 5: when local governments
refuse to make compromises, they always receive support from the central government. And
when they make compromises, they never receive support from the central government.
Therefore, the position of higher-level governments is really a crucially important condition
in explaining the application of government strategies.
2. The form of protest is the second most important condition in explaining the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 3, I posited proposition 1:
local governments tend to adopt a tension reduction or a giving in strategy when violent
protests occur, whereas they tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression strategy when protests
are peaceful. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, proposition 1 was disconfirmed and reformulated:
local governments may apply a tension reduction or a giving in strategy to deal with the
occurrence of peaceful protests. In Chapter 7, proposition 1 was specified and reformulated:
the occurrence of violent protests is important in explaining project abandonment, and its
absence is important in explaining project relocation and project continuation. This
conclusion is not in line with what Cai (2010) concluded: that the occurrence of violent
protests does not increase the odds of citizens being successful in achieving their goals. In
this thesis, violent protests occurred in three cases, and local governments finally made
compromises. For this reason, it seems that the occurrence of violent protests increases the
odds of success for protesters. In Chapter 8, proposition 1 was further specified and
reformulated: the occurrence and the absence of violent protests are two INUS conditions for
governments to make compromises, and protests are always peaceful when local
governments refuse to make compromises). In summary, the form of protest is one key
condition in explaining the application of government strategies during environmental
conflicts.
3. The stage of projects is the third most important condition in explaining the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. Proposition 4 in Chapter 3 was: local
governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation
strategy when debated projects are in their planning stage, whereas they tend to adopt a goalone or a suppression strategy when debated projects are in their late stage. In Chapter 5,
this proposition was confirmed: local governments may adopt a giving in strategy when
debated projects are in their planning stage. In Chapter 6, proposition 4 was disconfirmed and
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reformulated: local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy to cope with debated
projects in their late stage. In Chapter 7, proposition 4 was specified and reformulated: the
early stage of debated projects is important in explaining project relocation and the late stage
of debated project is important in explaining project continuation. However, it should be
noted that this condition had a broad meaning: it refers to the (perceived) costs of project
cancellation or project relocation. In Chapter 8, proposition 4 was further specified and
reformulated: the stage of the project is an INUS condition in explaining the occurrence of
government compromises. The early stage or the late stage of debated projects, combined
with other conditions, can result in the occurrence of government compromises. When local
governments refuse to make compromises, debated plants are always in the late stage. To
sum up, it can be concluded that the stage of the project is a crucial condition in explaining
the application of government strategies in environmental conflicts.
4. The position of the national mass media is important for the explanation of the application of
government strategies during environmental conflicts. Proposition 3 in Chapter 3 stated:
when the national mass media criticize existing government strategies, local governments
tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy.
However, when they support them, local governments tend to adopt a go-alone or a
suppression strategy. In Chapter 7, proposition 3 was specified and reformulated: the absence
of support from the national mass media is important in explaining project cancellation and
project relocation during environmental conflicts. In Chapter 8, the position of the national
government and the position of the national mass media were merged as one condition.
Proposition 3 was further specified and reformulated: when local governments refuse to
make compromises, they always receive support from the central government (including the
national mass media). And when they make compromises, they never receive support from
the central government (including the national mass media). In summary, the position of the
national mass media is important in explaining the application of government strategies.
5. The scale of protest matters to the application of (or shifts in) government strategies during
environmental conflicts, but it is not a crucial condition. Proposition 2 in Chapter 3 was that
local governments tend to adopt a tension reduction or a giving in strategy when the scale of
protest is large. However, local governments tend to apply a go-alone or a suppression
strategy when the scale of protests is small. In Chapter 5, proposition 2 was disconfirmed and
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reformulated: local governments may adopt a tension reduction strategy to deal with smallscale protests. In Chapter 6, proposition 2 was confirmed: local governments apply a giving
in strategy to deal with large-scale protests. In Chapter 7, proposition 2 was specified and
reformulated: the scale of protest is not an important condition in explaining the similarities
and differences in the patterns of government strategies in environmental conflicts. In
Chapter 8, proposition 2 was further specified and reformulated: the scale of protest is an
INUS condition for the occurrence of government compromises during environmental
conflicts. Large-scale or small-scale protests, combined with the other conditions, can lead to
government compromises. To sum up, the four empirical studies confirm that the scale of
protest does influence the application of (or shifts in) government strategies, but it is not
crucial. This conclusion is not in line with the conclusion drawn by Cai (2010), who argues
the scale of protest plays a crucially important role in shaping government decisions in social
conflicts.
6. The involvement of activists does influence the application of (or shift in) government
strategies, but its influence on the overall application of government strategies is limited.
Proposition 6 in Chapter 3 stated that, when embedded activists are involved in
environmental conflicts, local governments tend to apply a tension reduction, a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy. If unembedded activists are involved, they tend to
adopt a go-alone or a suppression strategy. Proposition 6 was both confirmed and
disconfirmed in Chapter 5: local governments may apply various strategies to deal with the
involvement of unembedded activists, such as a suppression (confirmation), or a
collaboration and a facilitation strategy (disconfirmation). In Chapter 6, proposition 6 was
disconfirmed and reformulated: local governments may apply a suppression strategy to deal
with the involvement of embedded activists. The analysis in Chapter 7 specified proposition
6: the absence of activists is an important condition in explaining the pattern of government
strategies that result in project cancellation. In short, all four empirical studies confirm that
the involvement of activists influences shifts in government strategies. Nevertheless, it is not
a crucial condition in explaining government strategies.
7. The occurrence of events does influence shifts in government strategies, but its influence on
the overall application of government strategies is limited. Proposition 7 in Chapter 3 was:
local governments tend to apply a tension reduction or a giving in strategy to cope with the
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occurrence of planned events. However, when unplanned events occur, the direction of the
application of government strategies becomes uncertain. In Chapter 5, proposition 7 was
confirmed: local governments may apply a tension reduction strategy to cope with the
occurrence of a planned event. In Chapter 6, proposition 7 was specified and reformulated:
local governments may apply a go-alone or a tension reduction strategy to cope with the
occurrence of unplanned events. In Chapter 7, proposition 7 was further specified and
reformulated: the absence of events is an important condition in explaining the pattern of
government strategies that result in project cancellation. To sum up, the occurrence of events
does influence shifts in government strategies. However, its influence on the explanation of
the (overall) government strategies is limited.
8. Some other conditions may also influence the application of government strategies in
environmental conflicts. In Chapter 5, it was found that the use of social media and the
urgency of the waste problem influenced the application of government strategies during the
Panyu waste incineration power plant case.
In sum, the above findings provide explanations for the application of government strategies
during environmental conflicts. The seven propositions posited in Chapter 3 were confirmed,
disconfirmed, or specified in the four empirical chapters. An overview of the propositions in this
thesis is summarized in Table 9.1.
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9.2 Contributions and reflections
In this section, the theoretical, practical, and methodological contributions made by this thesis, as
well as reflections, are presented.
9.2.1 Contributions to, and reflections on, theories
This thesis makes two main theoretical contributions:
1. Construction of a conceptual framework to describe and explain government strategies
during Chinese environmental conflicts: A conceptual framework was constructed in this
thesis to inquire into the typologies of government strategies and their explanation. A
conceptual framework is defined as an inquiry tool to determine key concepts and their
relationships in order to explore the phenomena in which we are interested (Ostrom 2007).
The first key concept is the policy game, which shows the game-like nature of environmental
conflict resolution in the Chinese context. The second key concept is government strategy. A
typology of government strategies was constructed to function as a heuristic tool to identify
and categorize concrete government actions that emerge during environmental conflicts. One
main contribution of this typology is that it demonstrates that conflict resolution can be a
zero-plus game with the potential of achieving a win-win solution. This adds new building
blocks – establishing the collaboration and the facilitation strategy as two optional choices
for local governments – to Cai’s (2010) typology of government strategies to resolve social
conflicts. The third key concept is the conditions that explain the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts. Seven conditions were identified. Proposition and
configurational thinking are used in this thesis to establish the relationships between these
conditions and the application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. The
former elucidates the causal relationships between the individual conditions and the
application of government strategies. The latter inspired us to explore the causality between
combinations of the conditions and the application of government strategies.
2. Specification of the features of Chinese governance that contribute to theoretical debates that
explain the China paradox: In Chapter 1, I pointed out that some governance scholars are
very interested in explaining the China paradox, referring to China’s high economic
development and improvement in social welfare but its relatively low score on government
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quality for all commonly used measures (Rothstein 2015). This thesis agreed with the
arguments of some authors (like Tsang 2009) that the state’s responsive nature plays an
important role in explaining this. I first consolidated the responsive nature of the Chinese
state: local governments smartly adjust their decisions in order to accommodate the demands
of other actors. Therefore, it can be concluded that responsive authoritarianism exists in
China (see Cai 2004, 2008a, 2008b; van Rooij, Stern, and Fürst 2014; Weller 2012).
Additionally, this thesis further specifies the features of the responsiveness of Chinese
governance. The responsiveness of the Chinese state is highly selective and conditional: it is
not responsive to all issues. Local governments always prioritize responding to those issues
in which they assume that the central government may intervene, or those that receive high
attention from others (such as the mass media). In short, the Chinese state does not establish
democracy, transparency, participation, or openness as its dominant values in social
governance as governments in Western democracies do. The Chinese state is, however, very
sensitive to various demands of citizens. It adjusts its strategies and policies to channel social
grievances, although it never generously and easily meets its citizens’ demands. This implies
that citizens mostly have to make substantial efforts to anticipate an influence on government
policies. This again illustrates the shortcoming of the responsiveness of Chinese governance:
the responsiveness of Chinese governance is highly selective and mostly reaction-oriented. In
short, the Chinese state’s responsiveness may be an important cause of the China paradox
However, when environmental problems become more and more severe, this reactive
response may increasingly become dysfunctional and threaten the basis of the China paradox:
well-being for the people in return for party control.
Despite the theoretical contributions made by this thesis, one main theoretical issue remains: to
what extent can the framework constructed in this thesis be applied in China and to what extent
does the conceptual framework include Chinese particularities? Also, even after this study, the
decision-making process in China is still largely an unopened black box. Some informal
conditions might influence the decisions made by the Chinese state. One respondent interviewed
in Beijing (respondent 11), for example, argued that local residents’ personal networks (or
guanxi) must play a role in relocating undesired projects. During my fieldwork in China, I found
it very difficult to find respondents in public governance who would really speak freely and
openly. More research is thus necessary to further open the black box regarding the classification
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of government strategies and the role of certain conditions that now remain a bit underexposed
and hopefully may be more central in future research. However, it is noted that in all interviews
(also in Western democracies) respondents’ motives can only be constructed to a certain extent
because we are not sure that respondents will tell us everything or whether they remember things
correctly. By interviewing various respondents, and using different data sources (like news
reports and documents), I have tried to compensate for this.
9.2.2 Contributions to, and reflections on, practices
This thesis offers practical insights for decision makers regarding the governance of
environmental conflicts in China. Environmental conflicts pose a great challenge for the Chinese
state given its presumed influence on social order. Governing them in a more satisfactory way is
a politically and practically relevant issue for governments. Some suggestions based on so-called
best practices in Western democracies can be made. First, local governments should pay
attention to the possibility of widening the scope for solving environmental conflicts. Take waste
incineration power plants as an example. In contrast to establishing waste incineration as the
only approach to resolve waste problem, more options could be adopted by local governments,
such as institutionalizing waste classification, reducing waste production, and enhancing waste
recycling (see van Dijk 2014). Second, local governments might want to resolve environmental
conflicts in a more proactive way. In many instances, the occurrence of an environmental
conflict comes as a surprise that shocks local governments. The reactive approach means that
local governments have to work like firefighters to remedy earlier mismanagement. The reactive
approach is ineffective in governing problems that are highly uncertain and unpredictable, such
as the environmental conflicts studied in this thesis. A proactive approach is a better option.
Local governments should involve stakeholders in various project phases from planning, through
construction, to operation. Third, local governments could redesign the existing performance
system to make government officials accountable for other social values, such as safety and
social harmony. Fourth, local governments could learn to become qualified facilitators or
mediators to know how to negotiate and collaborate with other actors. For example, local
governments could learn to create platforms for public participation or design rules to enable
mutual dialogues.
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One reflection on practice that emanates from this thesis is that, despite China’s authoritarian
nature, in many cases the government has to make important concessions at a high cost, showing
its ineffectiveness in dealing with environmental conflicts.
9.2.3 Contributions to, and reflections on, methods
Three case study strategies were applied in this thesis: a single case study, a comparative case
study, and a QCA. Few researchers have used these three approaches in one study. Their
combined use is one important methodological contribution from this thesis. The case study
strategies all add new insights to the explanation of government strategies in environmental
conflicts. In short, the single case study method revealed how the occurrence of, and shifts in,
individual government strategies are explained during environmental conflicts. The comparative
case study method allowed us to look at the 10 cases at a higher aggregation level and seek an
explanation for the application of government strategies. QCA, like the comparative case study
method, made it possible to study the 10 cases at a higher aggregation level. Also, it facilitated
the study of how combinations of conditions shape the application of government strategies. In
summary, all three case study strategies revealed different things and could add new insights to
the explanation of government strategies in environmental conflicts. The use of the three
methods allowed me to study government strategies during environmental conflicts using
different approaches, based on which more valid and robust conclusions could be drawn. In the
following, three limitations to the use of the three case study strategies are discussed.
1. The dynamic dimensions of the cases are not well explored in the comparison of the cases.
Process tracing was applied in Chapters 5 and 6 to study why local governments adopted
different strategies over time. The dynamic dimension of the cases was explored. However,
the dynamic dimensions of the 10 cases did not get much attention in Chapters 7 and 8 in the
comparative case study and the QCA. This is one limitation of this thesis. Some questions
were not addressed: did the order of the conditions matter in anticipating different government
strategies in the various cases? Does the time difference between the cases, such as the
Xiamen case in 2007 and the Kunming case in 2013, matter in explaining the application of
government strategies? Did earlier governance responses influence the choice of governance
strategies later on? Did learning occur over time? Thus, more studies are needed in order to
explore the dynamic dimensions of the cases.
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2. The generalizability of the three case study strategies could be further improved. For all
qualitative case studies, one unavoidable basic problem is small N, large number of variables.
Although this study combines three case study approaches, this does not solve the problem of
the limited number of cases studied (see Lijphart 1971). This is the second limitation of this
thesis. To what extent can the conclusions drawn in this thesis be applied to all the population
(i.e. all types of environmental conflicts in China)? More studies are needed to answer this
question.
3. The empirical data and information could be enriched. The third limitation relates to
empirical data. Thirty-two interviews were conducted with the coordinators of environmental
NGOs, government officials, experts, activists, and local residents. More empirical data are
needed. In particular, more information collected from Chinese government officials through
face-to-face interviews is necessary in order to further check the validity of the conclusions
drawn in this thesis. However, this is challenging given the sensitivity of the issue – the
governance of environmental conflicts. Some suggestions about doing empirical studies on
Chinese governance are made in subsection 9.3.2.

9.3 A research agenda for studying the governance of environmental conflicts in China
In this section, two issues are discussed: a future research agenda and suggestions for scholars
who are interested in undertaking empirical studies about Chinese governance.
9.3.1 A research agenda
At least three new research activities can be proposed as a follow-up to this study. They are
presented below.
1. It is important to conduct more case studies to analyze how (other types of) environmental
conflicts are governed in China. Ten cases of environmental conflicts were studied in this
thesis. The number of cases studied is still limited, and more cases are needed to generalize
the conclusions drawn in this thesis. Some scholars have already explored how other types of
environmental conflicts are resolved in China. For example, Mertha (2009) has studied how
non-state actors succeed in changing government policies in relation to the fate of
hydropower facilities in China. However, the study does not address the issue of government
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responses. It would be interesting for scholars to explore how other types of environmental
conflicts in different sectors are governed in China, such as the debates concerning the
construction of nuclear power plants, wind turbines, water management facilities, or highspeed railways.
2. Quantitative methods could be used to test the findings of this thesis. The combination of
quantitative and qualitative methods is recommended in order to draw robust and valid
conclusions (see Flyvbjerg 2006; Lieberman 2005). Quantitative methods (such as a survey)
could be an option to test the propositions drafted in Chapter 3 in order to generalize the
conclusions drawn in this thesis. Collecting data directly from government officials is
difficult because local government officials mostly do not have any interest in becoming
involved in social science research. More importantly, their involvement often requires
permission from senior government officials, and this is not easy for researchers to access.
One possibility might be to collect survey data from government officials who are trained at
Party schools or universities. With empirical studies based on quantitative data, it would be
possible to compare those analysis results with the propositions and conclusions drawn in
this thesis to check their validity and generalizability.
3. Other variants of QCA could be used to further study the explanation of government
strategies in governing environmental conflicts. At the end of Chapter 8, it was
acknowledged that the use of csQCA requires researchers to dichotomize conditions and
outcomes. However, social reality is not easily dichotomized. The use of csQCA thus posed
challenges for me. One possible option to remedy this shortcoming is to use other variants of
QCA, such as fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA). Different from crisp-set, which shows mainly the
qualitative dimension of the conditions or outcome, fuzzy-set shows both the quantitative and
the quantitative differences (Ragin 2008). It would be possible to calibrate the conditions and
outcomes in membership scores from 0 to 1, allowing researchers to show the fine-grained
variation across cases. In short, the conclusions drawn from fsQCA can be more precise
because they tell us a lot about the relationships between the degrees of conditions and
outcomes (Mahoney 2004). Also, it is possible for researchers to use Temporal QCA (TQCA)
to explore how the time dimension plays a role in explaining the application of government
strategies during environmental conflicts (Caren and Panofsky 2005; Schneider and
Wagemann 2012).
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The future research agenda having been proposed, some suggestions are now made about
empirical studies on Chinese governance.
9.3.2 Reflections on conducting empirical studies on Chinese governance
As some scholars have stated, conducting empirical studies on Chinese governance in the social
science tradition is a great challenge (Zheng, De Jong, and Koppenjan 2010). It requires not only
intelligence, but also courage, persistence, and skills. In this section, three suggestions based on
my personal experiences in terms of doing empirical studies in China are discussed with the aim
of facilitating the empirical studies of those who are interested in Chinese governance. I structure
my arguments on three dimensions: the topic, the method, and relationships.
1. The way you define your topic matters. The first practical tip is thus to learn to frame the
research questions in such a way as to trigger the interest of government officials. Emphasize
the constructive or positive aspects rather than the negative aspects of your topics. Before my
fieldwork in China, I noticed the sensitivity of my topic. As my study relates to the
occurrence of protests initiated by citizens, government officials had no intention of talking
about environmental conflicts. So, I framed my research as a study on the planning of urban
facilities. This proved to be useful to trigger the interest of one government official, and he
introduced me to a lot of information on this topic.
2. The method matters. The qualitative cases study method can be a good option for researchers
undertaking empirical studies about Chinese governance. However, it is very difficult to
obtain interviews with government officials. So, it is risky to view such interviews as the
only source of empirical data. The second practical tip is that empirical data can be collected
by interviewing a wide range of non-state actors and using secondary information (such as
information from the internet).
3. Relationships matter. The importance of guanxi in China can never be underestimated. A
personal social network or guanxi is crucial for scholars to conduct empirical studies about
Chinese governance. For those who do not have guanxi or personal connections with
government officials, it is virtually impossible to do interviews or surveys with them.
Chinese government officials do not want to be associated with international scholars, mostly
because they worry that their opinions may be publicized, and this is politically risky for
them. Senior researchers with administrative titles at Chinese universities often have more
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personal connections with senior government officials. They can be very helpful for
researchers who want to do interviews or surveys with government officials. The third
practical tip is to establish formal connections with Chinese local governments or senior
researchers at universities or research institutes. For example, the directors or senior
managers of researchers’ host institutes can establish contacts directly with Chinese
governments to facilitate researchers’ empirical studies. In my fieldwork, I contacted some
senior researchers working at Chinese universities through senior researchers at Dutch
universities. Finally, it was possible for me to do interviews with officials in an informal way.
The senior researchers in China generally had friends or former students working in
governments. From my experience, I had the opportunity to know one senior government
official at municipal level introduced by a senior researcher. Later, it was very efficient for
me to do interviews with government officials at district level.
This thesis can be regarded as an attempt to conduct an empirical study on Chinese governance.
Currently, Chinese governance is an under-researched field. Many puzzles about it are waiting to
be explored by scholars. More empirical studies are needed to sharpen our understanding of
Chinese governance, and this thesis provides ideas about the next steps required to undertake
these studies.
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Summary in English
After over 30 years of fast economic development, many citizens in urban areas of China have
accumulated substantial wealth and are starting to pursue other social values, such as justice,
quality of life, public participation, transparency, and environmental quality. In this context,
environmental conflicts increasingly occur when citizens oppose the planning, construction,
and/or operation of a large number of industrial facilities. The top-down approach to coping with
citizens’ concerns that the Chinese state normally adopts does not work well in dealing with
environmental conflicts involving diverse actors with various value priorities. What makes such
conflicts even more intractable is the uncertainty about, and hence distrust of, new techniques.
No scientific knowledge is available to convince citizens that these techniques are harmless to
public health.
Studying government strategies deployed to govern Chinese environmental conflicts is
ambitious and challenging. Many studies have addressed the strategies applied by non-state
actors to resolve their concerns about government decisions; this thesis, however, pays attention
to a relevant but little studied topic – government strategies in governing environmental conflicts.
The difficulty of collecting empirical data is one of the main reasons for the lack of studies on
this issue.
The main research question in this thesis is:
x

What is the nature and what are the causes of strategies applied by local governments during
environmental conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and operation of industrial
plants in urban China from 2007 to 2013?

This summary briefly outlines the introduction (Chapter 1), the theory (Chapters 2 and 3), the
methodology (Chapter 4), the empirical results (Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8), and the conclusion
(Chapter 9) of the thesis.

Part 1: Introduction: problem statement and the main research question
In this thesis, I studied environmental conflicts concerning the planning, construction, and
operation of two different types of industrial plants: PX plants and waste incineration power
plants. PX is primarily used as a basic raw material in the manufacture of saturated polyester
polymers, used in for instance clothing, food packaging, and soft drinks bottles. Waste
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incineration power plants are used in many Chinese cities to dispose of waste. Many Chinese
citizens believed that PX is toxic to their health, and they were sensitive to the construction of
PX plants around China. As a result, many PX plants whose construction was proposed by local
governments had to be postponed or cancelled. As regards waste incineration power plants,
many Chinese local governments have been struggling with the increasing amount of urban
waste, the disposal of which was not an urgent issue for local governments in the past. However,
this has become a problem for them in recent years because of the high-speed urbanization
around China. Little land is available to construct waste landfills. As a result, most Chinese local
governments have established waste incineration as the predominant way to dispose of urban
waste. Since 2007, these two types of industrial plants have been the most debated industrial
projects in China. This thesis studied 10 cases about these two types of projects. These cases all
occurred in urban areas of China and were intensively and widely reported by both local and
national mass media. Also, protests occurred in these cases.
In Chapter 1, the main research question is presented. This thesis is potentially interesting for
scholars of governance and environmental issues around the world as it provides insights into
how environmental conflicts are governed in a Chinese context and into how the ‘China paradox’,
referring to the coexistence of high economic and social development and low quality of
government, can be explained. This thesis is of methodological interest as well, as it provides
ideas about how to employ three case study strategies in one research study: single case study,
comparative case study, and Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). Last but not least, this
thesis is of relevance to decision makers in China. It offers answers about how environmental
conflicts should be governed and the best practices for this. Chinese governments can draw
lessons from this thesis on how environmental conflicts can be governed in order to achieve
more satisfactory outcomes.

Part 2: Theorizing the nature of environmental conflicts, the strategies to govern
them, and the explanation of the strategies
It is questionable whether theories developed in Europe and the US can be directly used in a
Chinese context, or whether studies on how non-state actors in China seek to resolve their
disagreements with government decisions can be extrapolated to Chinese governments. These
studies can, however, be useful in providing some specific insights into how Chinese local
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governments govern environmental conflicts. In this thesis, theories and insights from the West
and China are used in a combined way. In general, the topic studied in this thesis relates to four
strands of literature: 1) on environmental conflicts; 2) on governance, decision making, and
policy change; 3) on public participation in planning; and 4) on social conflict resolution in
China. These four strands all provide insights on three issues: the nature of environmental
conflicts, the strategies applied by Chinese local governments in environmental conflicts, and the
explanation for the application of government strategies. What the four strands reveal about these
issues were reviewed and reported in detail in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, a conceptual framework is constructed to describe and explain government
strategies in governing Chinese environmental conflicts. A conceptual framework is an inquiry
tool to help the exploration of phenomena of interest, specifying key concepts and the
relationships between them. This conceptual framework includes three key concepts: the policy
game, government strategies, and the conditions that explain the application of government
strategies. The policy game concept is used to analyze processes of environmental conflict
resolution. When environmental conflict is regarded as a policy game, this implies that
environmental conflicts occur in a multi-actor context, in which various actors with different
perceptions, goals, and strategies interact with one another in order to jointly influence the
evolvement of environmental conflicts. The second concept, government strategy, is used to
describe and categorize the concrete government actions that emerge in environmental conflicts.
Different government actions are taken by Chinese local governments. Some of them share the
same pattern, categorized as a strategy. Six different government strategies, namely, go-alone,
suppression, tension reduction, giving in, collaboration, and facilitation, are identified to function
as an analytic tool to identity and categorize government actions in environmental conflicts. The
third key concept is made up of seven conditions that explain the application of government
strategies. They are: scale of protest, form of protest, position of higher-level governments,
position of the national mass media, stage of projects, involvement of activists, and occurrence
of events. The second main element of a conceptual framework is the relationship between the
key concepts. Two approaches are used in this thesis to establish the relationships of the three
key concepts: propositions and configurational thinking. Propositions are used to show how
theoretically the individual conditions influence the application of government strategies. Seven
propositions are drafted in Chapter 3. The second approach is configurational thinking, which
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allows us explore the causal relationships between combinations of the conditions and the
application of government strategies.

Part 3: Methods regarding the study of governing environmental conflicts
In Chapter 4, the research method and the research strategy are elaborated in detail. The research
question established in this thesis relates to how environmental conflicts are governed in China
and why particular strategies are applied by local governments to govern such conflicts. A
qualitative case study is a better option to answer this type of question than quantitative
approaches, as it can provide in-depth knowledge about how a specific outcome or process
occurs. Combined application of three different case study strategies – single case study,
comparative case study, and QCA – makes it possible to draw robust conclusions about the
explanation of government strategies in environmental conflicts. Single case studies can provide
in-depth knowledge about a case. They reveal how shifts in government strategies during
environmental conflicts can be explained and how individual conditions shape the application of,
(or shifts in), government strategies. A limitation of single case studies is that their conclusions
cannot be generalized. The comparative case study is a good option to remedy this. However,
comparative case studies cannot be used to study how combinations of conditions influence the
application of government strategies during environmental conflicts. Consequently, QCA is a
good option. Finally, regarding the issue of data collection in China, it is not easy to access firsthand data and information about Chinese governance. Practically, I used multiple resources to
remedy this. A lot of the data and information about the 10 cases studied in this thesis are from
secondary sources. I collected lots of information and data from news reports in the mass media,
academic studies, government documents, reports of environmental impact assessment, reports
of environmental NGOs, and blogs of activists. In addition, I interviewed government officials
and non-state actors (such as local residents, experts, environmental NGOs, and activists) who
were familiar with, or involved in, the cases that I studied.
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Part 4: Empirical results: the application of government strategies in governing
environmental conflicts in China
In Chapter 5, a first single case study is reported: the Panyu waste incineration power plant. This
case occurred in Guangzhou, an economically well-developed region of China. In this chapter,
the research question is: which strategies were applied by local governments in Guangzhou and
how this can be explained? All six government strategies were adopted by local governments
during this case. I used process tracing to explain why local governments in Guangzhou applied
these six strategies over time. Finally, some conclusions are drawn, resulting in the confirmation,
disconfirmation, or specification of some propositions drawn in Chapter 3.
At the end of the Panyu waste incineration power plant case, local governments in
Guangzhou applied a collaboration and a facilitation strategy to resolve the debates concerning
the plant. This finding may be a-typical for China given the specific characteristics of the
economically well-developed Guangzhou region and its government.
In Chapter 6, a second single case study is reported: the Dalian PX case. This case occurred in
Dalian, a traditional industrial base in China. Many key industrial plants have been constructed
and operate there. Dalian Municipality had a strong economic reliance on local industrial plants
because of the plants’ enormous contributions to tax revenue. Consequently, Dalian Municipality
had a strong incentive to align with local industries rather than take the interests of local citizens
seriously. The research question in this chapter is: which strategies were applied by Dalian
Municipality and how this can be explained? In this case, five government strategies were
applied by Dalian Municipality: go-alone, suppression, tension reduction, giving in, and again
tension reduction. Again, process tracing was used to explain these.
At the end of the Dalian PX case, the mayor of Dalian Municipality publicly stated that the
Dalian PX plant would be removed. However, this promise was not implemented, and the PX
plant resumed operation secretly.
In Chapter 7, a first comparative case study is reported. Different from single case studies,
comparative case studies view the cases under study as a whole (or at a higher aggregation level).
This implies that the research interest is not why local governments change their strategies over
time. Rather, the interest is which conditions are important in explaining the application of
government strategies. To this end, three patterns of government strategies in governing
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environmental conflicts are first identified by distinguishing three substantive outcomes
regarding the debated industrial plants: project continuation, project cancellation, and project
relocation. Project continuation mostly implies the application of a go-alone or a tension
reduction strategy. Project cancellation means the application of a giving in strategy, and project
relocation implies the adoption of a giving in, a collaboration, or a facilitation strategy. In this
chapter, both the method of agreement and the method of difference are used to compare the
three patterns of government strategies. First, the method of agreement is used to identify which
conditions are relatively important in explaining the same pattern of government strategies.
Three conclusion are drawn: (1) the occurrence of strong violent protests, the absence of strong
support from higher-level governments and the national mass media, the absence of events, and
the absence of activists are important in explaining the first pattern of government strategies,
which results in project abandonment; (2) the absence of strong violent protests, the support of
higher-level governments, and late stage of the projects (or high costs of project abandonment or
removal) are crucially important in explaining the second pattern of government strategies,
which leads to project continuation; and (3) the early stage of the projects, the absence of support
from higher-level governments, the absence of support from the national mass media, and the
absence of strong violent protests are important in explaining the third pattern of government
strategies, which results in project relocation. Second, the method of difference is used to
identify which conditions are crucial in explaining the differences in patterns of government
strategies. Three conclusions are drawn: (1) the form of protest is an important condition that
explains the difference between project abandonment and project relocation; (2) the stage of
projects and the position of higher-level governments are important conditions in explaining the
difference between project continuation and project relocation; and (3) the form of protest and
the position of higher-level governments are important conditions that explain the difference
between project continuation and project abandonment.
In Chapter 8, a second comparative study uses csQCA. QCA has become a popular method
used by many researchers. One of its most promising advantages is that it allows researchers to
make systematic and structured comparison, from which robust conclusions can be drawn about
how the combinations of conditions lead to an outcome. In this thesis, csQCA is used to study
how the combinations of four conditions, namely, scale of protest, form of protest, position of
the central government, and stage of the project, can lead to various government strategies in
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environmental conflicts. Specifically, two outcomes are studied: the occurrence and the
nonoccurrence of government compromises. The former implies the application of a giving in, a
collaboration, or a facilitation strategy, which means that local governments change their initial
decisions on the debated projects. The latter implies the adoption of a go-alone, a suppression, or
a tension reduction strategy, which means that local governments stick to their initial decisions
on the debated industrial plants. Given the nature of the empirical data and the number of cases
studied in this chapter (10), csQCA is the preferred method. It is used first to explain the
conditions under which local governments make compromises with local communities during
environmental conflicts. Three causal recipes are identified and elucidate how the conditions
lead conjuncturally to the occurrence of government compromises.
Path 1: The combination of the presence of large-scale and strong violent protests, the late stage
of the project, and the absence of support from the Chinese central government leads to the
occurrence of compromises by local governments during environmental conflicts.
Path 2: The combination of the early stage of the project, the absence of violence, and the
absence of support from the central government results in the occurrence of government
compromises during environmental conflicts.
Path 3: The combination of the absence of support from the central government, the early stage
of the project, and the absence of large-scale protests results in the occurrence of government
compromises during environmental conflicts.
Then csQCA is used for a second time to analyze how the combinations of the four conditions
result in the nonoccurrence of government compromises. One causal recipe is identified in
explaining this: the combination of support from the Chinese central government, the absence of
violent protests, and the late stage of the project leads to the absence of compromises by local
governments with local communities during environmental conflicts. This study further
illustrated the importance of the position of the Chinese central government in explaining
strategies applied by local governments during environmental conflicts. The absence of the
Chinese central government’s support is a necessary condition explaining the occurrence of
government compromises during environmental conflicts, and its support is a relevant necessary
condition for the absence of government compromises.
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Part 5: Conclusions: the governance of environmental conflicts in China
In Chapter 9, some main findings in this thesis are summarized. First, answers to the three subquestions raised in Chapter 1 are presented. The first sub-question is about the nature of
environmental conflicts in China. A finding about the nature of environmental conflicts in China
is summarized as follows: Chinese environmental conflict as a wicked problem occurs in a multiactor context in which various actors with diverse perceptions, goals, and strategies interact
with one another and jointly influence its evolution. In addition, conflicts evolve like a game
with lots of uncertainties. Regarding the second sub-question – government strategies in
governing environmental conflicts – some general conclusions about it are presented in the
following: (1) a go-alone or a suppression strategy is the most widely applied strategy for local
governments at the beginning of environmental conflicts; (2) a tension reduction and a
suppression strategy are commonly adopted by local governments to handle protests; (3) a
collaboration and a facilitation strategy are very rare in Chinese environmental conflicts; and (4)
government strategies applied by local governments in environmental conflicts are mostly
reactive rather than proactive. As to the third sub-question, the explanation for the application of
government strategies, some key conclusions are summarized: (1) all seven conditions identified
in Chapter 3 influence the application of, (or shifts in), government strategies in environmental
conflicts; (2) the relative importance of these seven conditions in explaining the application of
government strategies is different (see Chapter 7; also part 4 in this summary); and (3) some
conditions work in a conjunctural way to influence the application of government strategies
during environmental conflicts (see Chapter 8; also part 4 in this summary).
The second main aim of Chapter 9 is to reflect upon the contributions of this thesis. This thesis
makes contributions in three dimensions: theoretical, practical, and methodological. From the
theoretical perspective, a new typology regarding the governance of environmental conflicts is
established; this is a useful analytic tool to describe and categorize government actions that
emerge in environmental conflicts. In addition, this thesis contributes to the explanation of
government strategies in environmental conflicts. Practically, some suggestions for policymakers
are made in order to inspire them about how environmental conflicts can be governed to achieve
a win-win outcome. Methodologically, this thesis applies three methods; this is a methodological
innovation. It provides insights into how different case study strategies can be used in one study.
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Regarding the limitations of this thesis, it is suggested that the conceptual framework should be
further elaborated, more empirical data are required, and the dynamic dimensions of the cases
should be studied.
The third issue resolved in Chapter 9 relates to the research agenda. More case studies could
be undertaken to explore how other types of environmental conflicts are governed in China; and
quantitative methods can be used to test the propositions formulated in this thesis. Also, some
other types of QCA (such as TQCA) could be used to study, for instance, how time dimensions
play a role in influencing the application of government strategies in environmental conflicts.
The thesis ends with three practical tips that may be helpful in empirical studies about Chinese
governance. First, it is advisable for researchers to learn to frame their topics in such a way as to
trigger the interest of government officials. Second, it is suggested to use various (mostly
secondary) sources for collecting empirical data given the difficulties of holding interviews with
Chinese government officials. Third, it is advised to establish networks with local governments
and (senior) scholars in China.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Na meer dan 30 jaar van snelle economische ontwikkeling is de levensstandaard van burgers in
China, met name in de stedelijke gebieden, substantieel verbeterd. Ze beginnen andere sociale
waarden na te streven, zoals gerechtigheid, kwaliteit van leven, publieke participatie,
transparantie en kwaliteit van het milieu. In deze context ontstaan steeds vaker conflicten over de
gevolgen van de milieuvervuiling waarmee de economisch groei gepaard gaat. Een voorbeeld is
het verzet van burgers tegen de planning, de constructie en/of het gebruik van industriële
voorzieningen zoals afvalverbrandingsinstallaties en chemische fabrieken. Chinese autoriteiten
worden hierdoor geconfronteerd met de vraag hoe deze nieuwe vormen van protest kunnen
worden tegemoet getreden.
Het doen van onderzoek naar de wijze waarop Chinese overheden met milieuconflicten
omgaan is ambitieus en moeilijk. Vele studies naar deze conflicten richten zich op strategieën die
burgers en NGO’s toepassen. Dit proefschrift richt zich echter op de strategieën waarmee
Chinese lokale overheden op protesten tegen industriële voorzieningen reageren, een invalshoek
die in onderzoek tot nu toe nog nauwelijks expliciet aan bod is gekomen. De grote moeilijkheid
daarbij is het verzamelen van empirische data, waarschijnlijk één van de voornaamste redenen
voor het gebrek aan studies over dit onderwerp.
De centrale onderzoeksvraag in dit proefschrift is:
Wat is de aard en wat zijn de oorzaken van de strategieën toegepast door lokale overheden
tijdens milieuconflicten over de planning, de bouw en het gebruik van industriële voorzieningen
in stedelijk China in de periode 2007 - 2013?
Deze samenvatting schetst kort de probleemstelling (Hoofdstuk 1), de theorie (Hoofdstuk 2 en
3), de methodologie (Hoofdstuk 4), de empirische resultaten (Hoofdstuk 5 tot en met 8) en de
conclusie (Hoofdstuk 9) van het proefschrift.
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Deel 1: Introductie: probleemstelling en centrale onderzoeksvraag
In dit proefschrift heb ik milieu-gerelateerde conflicten bestudeerd met betrekking tot de
planning, de bouw en het gebruik van twee verschillende typen industriële voorzieningen: PX
fabrieken en vuilverbrandingsinstallaties waarmee energie wordt opgewekt. PX wordt
voornamelijk toegepast

als

een basisgrondstof bij het produceren van verzadigde

polyesterpolymeren, die worden gebruikt in bijvoorbeeld kleding, voedselverpakkingen en
frisdrankflesjes. Vuilverbrandingsinstallaties worden in veel Chinese steden gebruikt om afval te
verwerken. Veel Chinese burgers geloven dat PX schadelijk is voor hun gezondheid. Protesten
tegen PX fabrieken hebben zich in de periode vanaf 2007 op tal van plaatsen in China
voorgedaan. Als gevolg hiervan is de bouw van veel PX fabrieken, die waren voorgesteld door
lokale overheden, uitgesteld of stopgezet. Met betrekking tot vuilverbrandingsinstallaties geldt
dat veel Chinese lokale overheden worstelen met een groeiende hoeveelheid stedelijk afval. Door
de zeer snelle urbanisatie in China is dit voor hen in de afgelopen jaren een probleem geworden.
Er is weinig land beschikbaar om vuilstortplaatsen te creëren. Daarom hebben de meeste Chinese
lokale overheden gekozen voor vuilverbranding om stedelijk afval te verwerken. Sinds 2007 zijn
deze twee typen industriële voorzieningen de meest bediscussieerde industriële projecten in
China.
Dit proefschrift presenteert onderzoek naar 10 casussen betreffende conflicten over deze twee
typen projecten. Deze conflicten deden zich allemaal voor in stedelijke gebieden in China. Zowel
lokale als nationale massamedia berichtten intens en uitgebreid over de protesten.
In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de centrale onderzoeksvraag gepresenteerd. Het proefschrift is
interessant voor onderzoekers die zich wereldwijd bezighouden met governance en
milieuthema's. Het biedt inzichten in de manier waarop Chinese overheden met conflicten over
de gevolgen van de milieuvervuiling omgaan en in de aard van de 'China paradox': de vraag hoe
het mogelijk is dat in China de economische en sociale ontwikkeling een hoge vlucht heeft
genomen, terwijl de kwaliteit van het bestuur achter blijft. Het proefschrift is ook
methodologisch van belang, omdat het drie casestudy-strategieën in één onderzoeksproject
combineert: de single casestudy, de vergelijkende casestudy en de zogeheten Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (QCA). Last but not least: dit proefschrift is van belang voor
beleidsmakers in China. De gevalsstudies laten zien dat de aanpak van milieu-gerelateerde
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conflicten in China verre van optimale resultaten oplevert. Chinese overheden kunnen lessen
trekken uit dit proefschrift over hoe om te gaan met zulke conflicten teneinde meer bevredigende
uitkomsten te realiseren.

Deel 2: Theorievorming over de aard van milieuconflicten, de strategieën van
overheden en de verklaring van de strategieën
Het is de vraag of theorieën die zijn ontwikkeld in Europa en de Verenigde Staten direct gebruikt
kunnen worden in een Chinese context en of studies over strategieën van niet-statelijke actoren
in China kunnen worden geëxtrapoleerd naar Chinese overheden. Europese en NoordAmerikaanse studies kunnen echter wel minimaal een inspiratieborn vormen. In dit proefschrift
worden theorieën en inzichten over het Westen en China gecombineerd. In hoofdstuk 2 worden
vier stromingen in de literatuur besproken: literatuur over 1) conflicten over de gevolgen van de
milieuvervuiling; 2) governance, besluitvorming en beleidsverandering; 3) publieke participatie
in planning en 4) de oplossing van sociale conflicten in China. Deze literatuur biedt inzichten in
respectievelijk de aard van milieuconflicten, de strategieën toegepast door Chinese lokale
overheden bij zulke conflicten en de verklaring van de toepassing van de overheidsstrategieën.
In Hoofdstuk 3 is een conceptueel raamwerk geconstrueerd om strategieën van Chinese lokale
overheden gericht op het omgaan met milieu-gerelateerde conflicten over industriële installaties
te beschrijven en te verklaren. Een conceptueel raamwerk is een onderzoeksinstrument om te
helpen bij het exploreren van bepaalde fenomenen. Het specificeert de centrale concepten en de
relaties ertussen. Dit specifieke conceptuele raamwerk omvat drie centrale concepten: het
beleidsspel (policy game), overheidsstrategieën en de condities die de keuze van strategieën door
overheden verklaren. Het concept beleidsspel wordt gebruikt om de interactieprocessen die zich
rond dergelijke conflicten ontwikkelen te analyseren. Wanneer een milieuconflict wordt opgevat
als een beleidsspel impliceert dit dat deze plaatsvindt in een multi-actor context. Hierin
interacteren verschillende actoren met verschillende percepties, doelen en strategieën met elkaar,
waarbij zij gezamenlijk het verloop van het conflict beïnvloeden. Het tweede concept,
overheidsstrategieën, wordt gebruikt om de concrete acties van (lokale) overheden in dergelijke
conflicten te beschrijven en te categoriseren. Zes verschillende strategieën van Chinese lokale
overheden worden onderscheiden, namelijk een ‘go-alone’-strategie (vasthouden aan het
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spanningsreductie, toegeven, samenwerken en faciliteren van interacties van andere partijen. Het
derde centrale concept is samengesteld uit zeven condities die de keuze van strategieën door
lokale overheden verklaren: de schaal van protest, de vorm van protest, de positie van hogere
overheden, de positie van nationale massamedia, het stadium waarin de projecten zich bevinden,
de betrokkenheid van activisten en het voorkomen van onvoorziene gebeurtenissen. Het tweede
belangrijk element in een conceptueel raamwerk is de relatie tussen de centrale concepten. Twee
benaderingen worden in dit proefschrift gebruikt om de relaties tussen de drie centrale concepten
te leggen: het gebruik van proposities en configuratief denken (configurational thinking).
Proposities worden gebruikt om te laten zien hoe de individuele condities in theorie de
toepassing van overheidsstrategieën beïnvloeden. In hoofdstuk 3 zijn zeven proposities
geformuleerd. De tweede benadering is configuratief denken, dat ons in staat stelt de causale
relaties tussen combinaties van condities en de toepassing van overheidsstrategieën te verkennen.

Deel 3: Methoden met betrekking tot de studie van overheidsstrategieën tijdens
milieuconflicten
In Hoofdstuk 4 worden de onderzoeksmethode en onderzoeksstrategie gepresenteerd. De
onderzoeksvraag in dit proefschrift gaat over hoe in China door bestuurders wordt omgegaan met
milieu-gerelateerde conflicten over industriële installaties en welke specifieke strategieën
worden toegepast door lokale overheden om zulke conflicten in bestuurlijk opzicht te beheersen.
Een kwalitatieve casestudy is een betere optie om een dergelijke vraag te beantwoorden dan
kwantitatieve benaderingen, omdat het diepgaande kennis kan opleveren over hoe een specifieke
uitkomst of een specifiek proces ontstaat. De gecombineerde toepassing van de drie
verschillende casestudystrategieën - de single casestudy, de vergelijkende casestudy en de QCA/
- maakt het mogelijk om tot een robuuste verklaring te komen van overheidsstrategieën in
milieu-gerelateerde conflicten. Single casestudy's kunnen diepgaande kennis opleveren over een
casus. Ze onthullen hoe veranderingen in overheidsstrategieën tijdens milieuconflicten kunnen
worden verklaard en hoe individuele condities de toepassing van (of verschuivingen in)
overheidsstrategieën beïnvloeden. Een beperking van single casestudy's is dat hun conclusies
niet kunnen worden gegeneraliseerd. De vergelijkende casestudy is een goede optie om dit op te
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lossen. Echter, vergelijkende casestudy's kunnen niet worden gebruikt om te bestuderen hoe
combinaties van condities de toepassing van overheidsstrategieën tijdens conflicten beïnvloeden.
QCA is daarvoor juist een goede optie. Met betrekking tot de data verzameling in dit onderzoek
deed zich het probleem voor dat het niet makkelijk is in China om toegang te krijgen tot de
primaire bronnen betreffende het optreden van overheden. Officiële documenten zijn veelal niet
beschikbaar en ambtenaren en politici zijn zelden bereid een interview mee te werken
Desalniettemin ben ik er in dit onderzoek in geslaagd een aantal overheidsfunctionarissen te
spreken. Verder voerde ik gesprekken met lokale bewoners, experts, milieu-NGO’s en activisten,
die bekend waren met, of betrokken waren bij, de milieuconflicten die ik bestudeerde. Veel van
de data en informatie over de 10 casussen in dit proefschrift komen uit secundaire bronnen, die
ik via Internet heb gevonden: nieuwsrapportages in de massamedia, academische studies,
overheidsdocumenten, rapporten over milieuvervuiling, rapporten van NGO’s, en blogs van
activisten.

Deel 4: Empirische resultaten: de toepassing van overheidsstrategieën bij het
omgaan met milieuconflicten in China
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt van een eerste single casestudy verslag gedaan: de strijd over de Panyu
vuilverbrandingsinstallatie. Deze casus deed zich voor in Guangzhou, een economisch goed
ontwikkelde regio in het zuiden van China. In dit hoofdstuk is de onderzoeksvraag: welke
strategieën werden toegepast door lokale overheden in Guangzhou en hoe kan dit worden
verklaard? De casestudy laat zien dat alle zes overheidsstrategieën werden toegepast.
Uiteindelijk pasten lokale overheden in Guanghzhou een strategie van samenwerking en een
strategie van faciliteren toe om de discussies over de vuilverbrandingsinstallatie op te lossen.
Deze bevinding zou atypisch kunnen zijn voor China vanwege de specifieke kenmerken van de
economisch goed ontwikkelde Guangzhou regio en van de betrokken lokale overheden.
In deze casestudy gebruikte ik process tracing om te verklaren waarom lokale overheden in
Guangzhou deze zes strategieën in de loop van de tijd gebruikten.
In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt over een tweede single casestudy gerapporteerd: de Dalian PX casus.
Dit conflict over de milieueffecten van een reeds in werking zijnde de PX fabriek deed zich voor
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in Dalian, van oudsher een industriële basis in China. De lokale overheid in Dalian is sterk
afhankelijk van de lokale industrieën, vanwege de belastinginkomsten die deze genereren.
Dientengevolge had de Gemeente Dalian een sterke prikkel om zich te richten op de belangen
van de industrie in plaats van op die van de lokale burgers. De onderzoeksvraag in dit hoofdstuk
is: welke strategieën werden toegepast door de Gemeente Dalian en hoe kan dit worden
verklaard? In dit geval werden vijf overheidsstrategieën toegepast door de Gemeente Dalian: een
‘go-alone’strategie, onderdrukking, spanningsreductie, toegeven en opnieuw spanningsreductie.
Na het massaprotest tegen de PX-fabriek in Dalian stelde de burgemeester dat de fabriek zou
worden verplaatst. Echter, deze belofte werd niet ingelost en de PX-fabriek ging in het geheim
weer in bedrijf.
In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt over een eerste vergelijkende casestudy gerapporteerd. Vergelijkende
casestudy’s analyseren de cases op een hoger aggregatieniveau dan single case studies. Stond in
de single case studies de vraag centraal hoe strategieën in de loop van de tijd veranderden en hoe
dat te verklaren is, in deze vergelijkende cases wordt nagegaan welke condities belangrijk zijn bij
het verklaren van verschillen en overeenkomsten in overheidsstrategieën tussen de cases. Vanuit
dit oogpunt worden eerst patronen van overheidsstrategieën in het omgaan met milieugerelateerde conflicten in de cases geïdentificeerd. Dit gebeurt door drie inhoudelijke uitkomsten
te onderscheiden met betrekking tot de betwiste industriële installaties: continuering van het
project, afblazen van het project en verplaatsen van het project. Continueren van het project
impliceert de toepassing van een ‘go-alone’ strategie, onderdrukking of een strategie van
spanningsreductie. Het afblazen van het project betekent het toepassen van een strategie van
toegeven en het verplaatsen van het project impliceert het kiezen voor een strategie van toegeven,
of voor een strategie van samenwerken of faciliteren.
In dit hoofdstuk wordt zowel de methode van overeenkomst (method of agreement) als de
methode van verschil (method of difference) gebruikt om de drie patronen van
overheidsstrategieën te vergelijken. De methode van overeenkomst is gebruikt om de condities te
identificeren die relatief belangrijk zijn bij het verklaren van hetzelfde patroon van
overheidsstrategieën. Drie conclusies worden getrokken: (1) het zich voordoen van sterke
gewelddadige protesten, de afwezigheid van sterke steun van overheden op hogere niveaus en de
nationale massamedia, de afwezigheid van onvoorziene gebeurtenissen en de afwezigheid van
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activisten zijn belangrijk bij het verklaren van het eerste patroon van overheidsstrategieën, dat
resulteert in afblazen van het project; (2) de afwezigheid van sterke gewelddadige protesten, de
steun van overheden op hogere niveaus en het late stadium van projecten (of de hoge kosten van
het afblazen of verwijderen van het project) zijn van cruciaal belang bij het verklaren van het
tweede patroon van overheidsstrategieën, dat leidt tot continuering van het project; en (3) het
vroege stadium van projecten, de afwezigheid van steun van overheden op hogere niveaus, de
afwezigheid van steun van de nationale massamedia en de afwezigheid van sterke gewelddadige
protesten zijn belangrijk bij het verklaren van het derde patroon van overheidsstrategieën, dat
resulteert in verplaatsing van het project.
Ten tweede wordt de methode van verschil gebruikt om de condities te identificeren die
cruciaal zijn bij het verklaren van verschillen in de patronen van overheidsstrategieën. Drie
conclusies worden getrokken: (1) de vorm van protest is een belangrijke conditie die het verschil
verklaart tussen het afblazen van het project en het verplaatsen van het project; (2) het stadium
van het project en de positie van overheden op hogere niveaus zijn belangrijke condities bij het
verklaren van het verschil tussen het continueren van het project en het verplaatsen van het
project; en (3) de vorm van protest en de positie van overheden op hogere niveaus zijn
belangrijke condities die het verschil verklaren tussen het continueren van het project en het
verplaatsen van het project.
In Hoofdstuk 8 presenteert een tweede vergelijkende studie, met behulp van een csQCA. QCA
is een populaire methode geworden die door veel onderzoekers wordt gebruikt. Deze methode
stelt onderzoekers in staat stelt om een systematische en gestructureerde vergelijking te maken,
waarmee robuuste conclusies kunnen worden getrokken over hoe een combinatie van condities
tot een uitkomst leidt. In dit proefschrift wordt csQCA gebruikt om te onderzoeken hoe de
combinaties van vier condities, namelijk de schaal van protest, de vorm van protest, de positie
van de centrale overheid en het stadium van het project, kunnen leiden tot verschillende
overheidsstrategieën in conflicten over milieuvervuiling. Twee uitkomsten in het bijzonder
worden bestudeerd: de totstandkoming of het uitblijven van compromissen tussen overheden en
lokale gemeenschappen. De totstandkoming van compromissen impliceert de toepassing van een
strategie van toegeven, van samenwerken of van faciliteren, wat betekent dat lokale overheden
hun initiële beslissingen over de betwiste projecten veranderen. Het uitblijven van compromissen
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impliceert het kiezen voor een ‘go-alone’ strategie, een strategie van onderdrukking of een
strategie van spanningsreductie, wat betekent dat lokale overheden aan hun initiële beslissingen
vasthouden over de betwiste industriële fabrieken. Gezien de aard van de empirische data en het
aantal bestudeerde casussen in dit hoofdstuk (10) is csQCA de geprefereerde methode. Het wordt
eerst gebruikt om de condities waaronder lokale overheden compromissen sluiten met lokale
gemeenschappen gedurende dergelijke conflicten te verklaren. Drie causale ‘paden’ worden
geïdentificeerd om een licht te werpen op hoe de condities op gecombineerde wijze leiden tot het
zich voordoen van overheidscompromissen.
Pad 1: De combinatie van de aanwezigheid van grootschalige protesten (L) met een sterk
gewelddadig karakter (V), het late stadium van het project (e) en de afwezigheid van steun van
de Chinese centrale overheid (s) leidt tot het sluiten van compromissen door lokale overheden
gedurende milieuconflicten.147
Pad 2: De combinatie van het vroege stadium van het project (E), de afwezigheid van geweld
(v) en de afwezigheid van steun van de centrale overheid (s) resulteert in het sluiten van
compromissen door de overheid gedurende milieuconflicten.
Pad 3: De combinatie van de afwezigheid van steun van de centrale overheid (s), het vroege
stadium van het project (E) en de afwezigheid van grootschalige protesten (l) resulteert in het
sluiten van compromissen door de overheid gedurende milieuconflicten.
Vervolgens wordt csQCA voor een tweede keer gebruikt om te analyseren hoe combinaties
van de vier condities resulteren in het uitblijven van overheidscompromissen. Eén causaal recept
wordt geïdentificeerd om dit te verklaren: de combinatie van steun van de Chinese centrale
overheid (S), de afwezigheid van gewelddadige protesten (v) en het late stadium van het project
(e) leidt tot de afwezigheid van compromissen door lokale overheden met lokale
gemeenschappen gedurende milieu-gerelateerde conflicten.
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De letters tussen haakjes verwijzen naar de Engelse woorden in de tekst, zoals 'violence'. De kleine letter 'v' staat

daarbij voor de afwezigheid van geweld en de hoofdletter 'V' juist voor de aanwezigheid ervan.
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Deel 5: Conclusies: de governance van milieuconflicten in China
In Hoofdstuk 9 worden de bevindingen in dit proefschrift samengevat. Ten eerste worden
antwoorden gepresenteerd op de drie onderzoeksvragen die zijn gesteld in Hoofdstuk 1. De
eerste vraag gaat over de aard van conflicten over de gevolgen van de milieuvervuiling in China.
Een bevinding over de aard van milieu-gerelateerde conflicten in China wordt als volgt
samengevat: Milieu-gerelateerde conflicten over industriële installaties in China hebben de
karakteristieken van een ongetemd probleem (wicked problem: zij vinden plaats in een multiactor context waarin verschillende actoren met uiteenlopende percepties, doelen en strategieën
met elkaar interacteren en gezamenlijk het verloop ervan beïnvloeden). Met betrekking tot de
tweede onderzoeksvraag – welke strategieën kiezen lokale overheden in China bij het omgaan
met dergelijke conflicten? - worden hier enkele algemene conclusies gepresenteerd: (1) een ‘goalone’ strategie of een strategie van onderdrukking is de meest toegepaste strategie door lokale
overheden in de aanloop naar of bij het begin van het conflict; (2) lokale overheden kiezen
meestal een strategie van spanningsreductie en een onderdrukkingsstrategie als protesten zich
eenmaal voordoen; (3) een strategie van samenwerken en een strategie van faciliteren komen
zelden voor; en (4) overheidsstrategieën die door lokale overheden worden toegepast bij zulke
conflicten zijn meestal reactief in plaats van proactief. Met betrekking tot de derde
onderzoeksvraag, naar de verklaring voor de toepassing van overheidsstrategieën, worden de
volgende conclusies getrokken: (1) alle zeven condities die zijn geïdentificeerd in Hoofdstuk 3
beïnvloeden de toepassing van (of verschuivingen in) overheidsstrategieën in milieu-gerelateerde
conflicten over industriële installaties; (2) het relatieve belang van deze zeven condities bij het
verklaren van de toepassing van overheidsstrategieën is verschillend (zie Hoofdstuk 7 en ook
deel 4 in deze samenvatting); en (3) sommige condities beïnvloeden in specifieke combinaties
het voorkomen van bepaalde overheidsstrategieën gedurende deze conflicten (zie Hoofdstuk 8 en
ook deel 4 in deze samenvatting).
Hoofdstuk 9 reflecteert ook op de relevantie van de bevindingen in dit proefschrift. Dit
proefschrift is in drie opzichten relevant: in theoretische, praktische en methodologische zin. In
theoretisch opzicht is er een nieuwe typologie gecreëerd met betrekking tot de strategieën die
lokale overheden in China hanteren tijdens milieuconflicten over industriële installaties; dit is
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een nuttig analytisch instrument om overheidsacties die voorkomen in dergelijke conflicten te
beschrijven en te categoriseren. Daarnaast draagt dit proefschrift bij aan het verklaren van het
vóórkomen van deze overheidsstrategieën in dit soort conflicten. In praktisch opzicht kunnen de
bevindingen van dit onderzoek beleidsmakers helpen bij het zoeken naar hoe ze op een meer
adequate wijze zouden kunnen omgaan met conflicten over de gevolgen van de milieuvervuiling
door industriële voorzieningen zoals verbrandingsinstallaties en chemische fabrieken, teneinde
meer bevredigende uitkomsten te bereiken. In methodologisch opzicht biedt dit proefschrift
inzichten in het vraagstuk hoe verschillende casestudystrategieën kunnen worden gebruikt in één
studie. Met betrekking tot de beperkingen van dit proefschrift wordt gewezen op de mogelijkheid
het conceptuele raamwerk verder uitgewerkt, op de beperkte beschikbaarheid van primaire
bronnen en op de beperkingen van de QCA-variant die in dit onderzoek is toegepast..
Hoofdstuk 9 doet ook voorstellen voor een onderzoeksagenda. Meer case studies zouden
kunnen worden gedaan om te verkennen hoe wordt omgegaan met andere typen (milieu)conflicten in China; daarbij zouden kwantitatieve methoden kunnen worden gebruikt om de
proposities die in dit proefschrift zijn geformuleerd, te toetsen. Ook zouden andere typen QCA
kunnen worden gebruikt (zoals TQCA) om bijvoorbeeld te onderzoeken hoe tijdsdimensies een
rol spelen de keuze van strategieën door Chinese overheden. Het proefschrift eindigt met drie
praktische tips die behulpzaam zouden kunnen zijn bij empirische studies over Chinees
governance. Ten eerste wordt onderzoekers aangeraden om hun onderwerpen op een zodanige
manier te framen dat de interesse van overheidsfunctionarissen gewekt wordt. Ten tweede wordt
gesuggereerd om verschillende (meest secundaire) bronnen te gebruiken voor het verzamelen
van empirische data gezien de moeilijkheden met betrekking tot het houden van interviews met
Chinese overheidsfunctionarissen. Ten derde wordt geadviseerd om netwerken met lokale
overheden en (senior) onderzoekers in China te realiseren, ten einde de mogelijkheden om
toegang tot empirische data te krijgen te vergroten.
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Appendix 1: Description of the 10 cases
x Case 1: The Xiamen PX case in 2007
In November 2006, Zhao Yufen, an academician working at Xiamen University noticed a news
item in a local newspaper that announced that a PX project would be constructed soon in Xiamen.
Together with other five experts, she afterwards sent a letter to Xiamen Municipality to express
their worries about the negative influence of the proposed PX project on local residents’ health.
On December 6, they had a face-to-face conversation with the key leaders of Xiamen
Municipality, but their opinions later failed to be treated seriously as the PX plant was further
advanced. In March 2007, during the annual session of the National People’s Political
Consultative Conference (NPPCC) in Beijing, 105 representatives jointly submitted a proposal
calling for the relocation of the Xiamen PX project.148 This proposal was regarded as the No.1
proposal in the CPPCC. Afterwards, the National Development and Reform Commission
dispatched a committee to conduct an on-site investigation into the PX plant, and the leader of
the committee pointed out that the Xiamen PX project had met all the formal requirements and it
was impossible to stop or relocate it. On May 27, 2007, construction of the PX project started.149
On the morning of May 30, the Executive Vice-Mayor of Xiamen Municipality stated that
formal construction of the PX project had stopped. On June 1, 2007, between 8,000 and 10,000
citizens, wearing yellow armbands and holding banners, marched through the city to the Xiamen
Municipality headquarters and demanded that Xiamen Municipality cancel the Xiamen PX
project.150 After the protest, Xiamen Municipality determined to delay the construction of the PX
plant. On June 7, Xiamen Municipality accepted the suggestion from the State Environmental
Protection Administration to conduct an environmental impact assessment for the whole Haicang
area,151 but Xiamen Municipality did not make any statement. On December 5, 2007, Xiamen
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http://www.infzm.com/content/22646, available on May 6, 2014.
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http://www.infzm.com/content/9586/1, available on May 6, 2014.
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http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/27/AR2007062702962.html, available on

May 29, 2015.
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http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2007-12/14/content_7246179.htm, available on May 6, 2014.
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Municipality and the Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences jointly announced
that the environmental impact assessment report for Haicang district was available; it concluded
that Haicang district had limited physical space, and it must make a choice between a second city
center and a petrochemical industry zone. On December 8, 2007, Xiamen Municipality opened
an online voting system to sound out public opinion in order to decide the future of the PX
project. It closed at 10:44pm on December 9. The result indicated that 55,376 voters opposed the
construction of the Xiamen PX project and that 3,078 voters supported it. Later, Xiamen
Municipality claimed that there had been a technical flaw in the voting system and that the result
was not accurate. On December 13 and 14, 2007, Xiamen Municipality organized two roundtable
discussions about the Xiamen PX project, after which the deputy mayor of Xiamen Municipality,
who was in charge of the Xiamen PX project, went to the Fujian provincial government to report
the actual situation about it.152 On December 19, an authoritative national newspaper, Renmin
Daily, published an article that stated that the removal of the Xiamen PX project to another
location was the best choice for Xiamen Municipality.153 At the end of December, the Fujian
provincial government and Xiamen Municipality decided to relocate the PX project to the Gulei
Peninsula.

x Case 2: The Liulitun waste incineration power plant case in Beijing in 2007
On January 17, 2007, the Haidian Municipal Commission of City Administration organized a
public forum, during which the invited experts in favor of waste incineration and local residents
who opposed it had a hot debate on waste incineration. Subsequently, both the government
bureau and the local residents felt disappointed. On January 30, 2007, the Beijing Environmental
Protection Bureau approved the environmental impact assessment (EIA) report for the Liulitun
waste incinerator.154 After that, local residents submitted two copies of the administrative review
application separately to Beijing Municipality and the State Environmental Protection
Administration (SEPA).155 On March 2, 2007, the Haidian District Municipal Commission of
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http://www.infzm.com/content/9650, available on May 6, 2014.
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http://www.infzm.com/content/22646, available on May 6, 2014.
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http://www.chinanews.com/sh/news/2010/02-04/2108339.shtml, available on September 11, 2012.
Note: SEPA was upgraded to Ministry of Environmental Protection in 2008.
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City Administration and Environment invited the local residents’ representatives and the experts
to organize a second public forum. However, it did not meet the locals’ expectations in that it
focused mainly on resolving the odor problem caused by the Liulitun waste landfill, making it
look like a brainwashing meeting.156
During the period of the National People’s Congress and the National People’s Political
Consultative Conference (NPC and NPPCC, Lianghui) in March, 2007, Zhou Jinfeng, a
representative of the NPPCC, submitted a proposal titled On Stopping the Construction of
Liulitun Waste Incineration Power Plant.157 On March 30, one national medium, China Business
Times (Zhonghua Gongshang Shibao), reported the Liulitun case. In addition, several news
programs, such as News 60 minutes, produced by China Central Television (CCTV) broadcast
the Liulitun case. On May 25, 2007, Beijing Municipality replied to the local residents’
administrative review application that it agreed with the construction of the Liulitun waste
incineration power plant.158 On the evening of June 4, some activists in Liulitun were informed
that the key leaders of the Haidian district government would invite them to have a face-to-face
conversation. On June 5, 2007, virtually one thousand local residents wearing uniforms visited
SEPA and stood outside of it, requiring to meet the SEPA Director. On that day, Wu Yamei, the
deputy mayor of the Haidian district government had a face-to-face conversation with the
representatives of the participants involved in the protest. On June 7, Pan Yue, the Deputy
Director of SEPA, publicly stated that construction of the Liulitun waste incineration power plant
should be postponed.159
On November 7, 2007, Beijing Municipality released a newly revised standard for air
pollutants in Beijing titled Emission Standard of Air Pollutants for Municipal Solid Waste.160
One revision was that the distance between waste incineration power plants and public facilities,
such as residential communities, schools, and hospitals, must exceed 300 meters. This revision
was regarded by some local residents as facilitating the construction of waste incineration power
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http://news.sina.com.cn/s/sd/2009-04-21/094317654429.shtml, available on September 11, 2012.
http://news.qq.com/a/20070418/001236.htm, available on September 12, 2012.
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http://news.sohu.com/20080317/n255754780.shtml, available on September 11, 2012.
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plants in Beijing.161 Beijing Municipality and the Haidian district government kept silent during
the first half of 2008. From August 8 to 24, 2008, the Olympic Games were hosted in Beijing.
On October 9, 2008, it was reported by the Beijing Evening News that the Liulitun waste
incineration power plant project had finished its EIA. 162 As local residents knew this, they
drafted a petition letter with thousands of signatures and submitted it to the National People’s
Congress, the State Council, and other government agencies in Beijing. In March 2009, at the
second meeting of the 11th session of National People’s Congress Conference, a spokesman on
behalf of the Ministry of Environmental Protection restated that the Liulitun waste incineration
power plant should be further discussed and not be constructed before it was approved by the
Beijing Environmental Protection Bureau.163 On July 9, 2009, Zhao Lihua, the Deputy Director
of Haidian District Municipal Commission of City Administration and Environment, had a faceto-face conversation with local residents and claimed that the Liulitun waste incineration power
plant had been virtually halted.164
On July 21, 2010, Beijing Municipality held a meeting to discuss the approval of a new waste
incineration power plant project, the Lujiashan waste incineration power plant project. It
completed all its approval procedures in three months.165 In addition, although it was a waste
incineration power plant, it was renamed as Biomass Power Project of the Capital Steel
Company in Beijing. 166 On October 23, 2010, the Lujiashan waste incineration power plant
project started formal construction. 167 On November 16, 2010, the Haidian Environmental
Protection Bureau organized a first EIA for another new waste incineration power plant project
in Dagong village. On January 19, 2011, the Haidian district government determined the
cancellation of the Liulitun waste incineration power plant. Meanwhile, Dagong village was
established as the new alterative location.
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x Case 3: The Panyu waste incineration power plant case in Guangzhou in 2009
(see Chapter 5)
x Case 4: The Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant case in Nanjing in 2009
In November 2008, the Nanjing City Landscape Bureau organized the second information
disclosure for the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant project. 168 From January 24 to
February 11, 2009, during the period of the Chinese New Year, the third information disclosure
was organized. Few people became aware of this, 169 and the timing of the disclosure was
regarded as a government tactic to impede public participation. On February 6, 2009, five days
before the third information disclosure for the project, three representatives of local residents
submitted their petition letter signed by 5,000 citizens to the Jiangsu Provincial Academy of
Environmental Science, the environmental impact assessment (EIA) institute for the Tianjingwa
waste incineration power plant.170 However, one staff member working there refused to receive
their petition letter, stating that the EIA for the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant
project was completed and that the information disclosure was merely a formality.171
On March 17, 2009, Nanjing Municipality organized a public hearing. 172 Of the 20
representatives, 16 supported the construction of the plant. However, some local residents
remarked that the public hearing was manipulated by Nanjing Municipality.173 After the public
hearing, local mass media in Nanjing commented that most local residents were looking forward
to the construction of the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant as soon as possible. 174 On
March 27, 2009, over twenty local residents assembled outside the Jiangsu Provincial
Environmental Protection Department in the hope of submitting their petition letter. 175 One
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senior government official had a face-to-face conversation with five representatives of local
residents.176 Some local residents questioned the legitimacy of the Tianjingwa waste incineration
power plant, but the Nanjing Planning Bureau and Jiangsu Provincial Construction Department
later respectively confirmed its legitimacy. On May 8, 2009, the Nanjing Urban Planning Bureau
publicly stated that the project conformed to the national procedures. Subsequently, the Jiangsu
Provincial Construction Department approved Tianjingwa as the new location for the
construction of the plant on May 11, 2009.
Before the final approval of the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant project, the Jiangsu
Provincial Environmental Protection Department claimed that members of the public could voice
their opinions from May 11 to 15, 2009, on whether the plant should be approved.177 On May 14,
over one hundred local residents assembled in front of the Jiangsu Provincial Environmental
Protection Department, demanding a dialogue with its key leaders. At 3pm, some persons came
out of the government building, hustling and even hitting local residents. Some of the protesters
had bleeding facial injuries, and some residents invited local mass media to report the action
taken by the Jiangsu Provincial Environmental Protection Department; but no reporters came to
the site. Then, local police went to the scene, and the violent confrontation was stopped. After
this, some participants stood in the bus station near the Jiangsu Provincial Environmental
Protection Department and sang the national anthem to attract public attention. Later, some
government officials from Nanjing Municipality went there to persuade the local residents to
return home. No public statements were released by the Jiangsu Provincial Environmental
Protection Department, and the local residents returned home. On May 16, the Jiangsu Provincial
Environmental Protection Department finally approved the construction of the Tianjingwa waste
incineration power plant. 178 Later, local residents applied to the Ministry for Environmental
Protection for an administrative review; the ministry, however, supported the decision of the
Jiangsu Provincial Environmental Protection Department.179
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On August 4, 2009, it was reported that the Tiangjingwa waste incineration power plant would
soon be constructed.180 In September 2009, local residents in Tianjingwa applied to the Ministry
of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MHURD) for another administrative review.181 In
November 2009, MHURD officials conducted an on-site investigation into the approval
procedure for the Tianjingwa project.182 However, they did not reply to the administrative review
requested by the local citizens.
In June, 2010, the deputy mayor of Nanjing Municipality publicly stressed that the Tianjingwa
waste incineration power plant should be constructed as soon as possible. 183 In 2014, the Youth
Olympic Games would be hosted in Nanjing. Both Nanjing Municipality and the Jiangsu
provincial government attempted to prioritize city landscape and environmental quality. In
January 2011, it was reported that the Tianjingwa waste incineration power plant would be
formally constructed and a waste classification policy would be implemented in Nanjing. In
addition, it was proposed that 40 percent of urban waste would be classified before the Youth
Olympic Games in 2014.184 At the beginning of 2012, Nanjing Municipality published a set of
proposals during Twelfth Five-Year Plan period. In it, two waste incineration power plants were
planned to be constructed in Nanjing, one in Jiangning district, and the other in Xingdian town,
Pukou district. 185 Different from the earlier location of Tianjingwa, the new location for the
construction of the waste incineration power plant was Xingdian, which had few nearby
inhabitants.186

x Case 5: The Dalian PX case in 2011 (see Chapter 6)
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x Case 6: The Ningbo PX case in 2012
The chemical industries in the Ningbo Chemical Industry Zone in Zhenhai district caused serious
environmental pollution in the local environment. Local residents had been expressing their
complaints to the Zhenhai district government for several years. Their complaints, however,
failed to be treated seriously. After announcing the construction of a paraxylene (PX) plant, the
Zhenhai district government determined to move the chemical industries to the seaside and to
move the nearby residential communities to inland of Ningbo. The resettlement of these residents
required substantial amounts of money. Ningbo Municipality claimed that the Zhenhai refinery
plant should contribute 10 billion Renminbi to resolve this. The Zhenhai refinery plant finally
promised to contribute 9 billion Renminbi. After obtaining financial support from the Zhenhai
refinery plant, the Zhenhai district government started the resettlement project. It released a list
of villages that would be removed. On October 22, 2012, over two hundred residents went to the
Zhenhai district government. Some of them were agitated and blocked a traffic junction. The
Zhenhai district government organized a face-to-face conversation with the participants and
promised that it would construct 20 residential communities to resettle them.187 On the morning
of October 24, the Zhenhai district government released a statement in which it admitted the
occurrence of a collective action initiated by local residents in Zhenhai district. Moreover, it
reiterated that the construction of the PX plant met the national regulations.
Many local residents in Ningbo City center were shocked by the fact that a facility
manufacturing PX would be constructed in Ningbo. They believed that the concentration of
polluting factories in the Ningbo Chemical Industrial Zone had resulted in a surge of cancer.188
As a result, rumors were quickly disseminated through online forums in Ningbo. On October 25,
some local residents in Zhenhai district blocked some main roads in order to show their
opposition to the construction of the PX plant. The next day, on October 26, over a thousand
people assembled together in the center of Ningbo City. In the afternoon, the protesters
assembled together, wearing masks and distributing pamphlets. Police officers blocked the roads
to the city center in order to prevent more people from joining the rally. Moreover, local
187
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residents’ microblog service did not work, making it impossible for them to send photos online.
About 5pm, over one hundred local residents threw bricks and water bottles at the police officers.
Between 7pm and 8pm, some protesters attacked a police car. At 11pm, the police employed tear
gas to disperse the local residents.189 During that day, 51 persons were detained. Among them,
13 people later received criminal convictions.190
On the morning of October 27, over one thousand local residents assembled in Ningbo City
center. Some of them returned home after being persuaded by government officials. Some of
them were arrested, but released several days later after lecturing and education by the police.191
The Zhenhai district government stated on that day that it would sound out public opinion and
conduct an environmental impact assessment for the PX project. In the afternoon, Ningbo
Municipality organized a meeting that the main leaders attended and discussed the PX project. In
the evening, Ningbo Municipality organized a public forum that the party secretary and the
mayor of Ningbo Municipality attended. During this forum, local residents’ representatives
expressed their opinions about the PX project. Ningbo Municipality stated that it would further
collect public opinions at the next stage to ensure that local residents’ interests would be
addressed. The same day, the Zhenhai Police Department released a statement in which it
claimed that a small number of local residents attacked state agencies and warned that citizens
should conform to the national laws to express their disagreement with government decisions.
Furthermore, a local mass medium, Ningbo Daily, commented that the expression of grievances
was allowed, but unlawful actions were not. On the evening of October 28, a news item was
published by Zhenhai district government.192 It stated that the PX plant would not be constructed
in Zhenhai.193
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x Case 7: The Wuxi waste incineration power plant case in 2012
On March 18, 2011, Donggang town government organized a visit for local residents to the
waste incineration power plants in Shanghai and Jiangyin. The Donggang town government
originally aimed to convince local residents of the harmlessness of waste incineration. However,
these residents actively conversed with the residents living near the two visited waste
incineration power plants, and finally they found out that waste incineration was not as
sophisticated as the town government had claimed. As a result, they became more worried about
the negative influence of the waste incineration power plant on their health.194 In March 2011,
some local residents built a wooden shed outside the gate of the Wuxi waste incineration power
plant and some of them stayed there. 195 On March 29 and 30, 2011, the Donggang town
government organized a working group to persuade the local residents to return home.
Subsequently, two residents were arrested, but released several days later.196 On April 2, 2011,
Wuxi Municipality employed security guards to stay in the waste incineration power plant in
order to ensure the facility’s safety.197 On April 8, the Xishan district government organized a
public forum in which two experts, Xiangxin Guo and Yuwen Ni, respectively from Beijing and
Dalian, were invited to give a lecture on waste incineration. Thousands of local residents
attended the public forum, but only about 200 of them were allowed to enter the public forum.
Over three hundred anti-riot police officers stood outside it. The invited experts left the public
forum after their lecture. Local residents besieged the government officials. One senior
government official from the Xishan district government promised that the Wuxi waste
incineration power plant would not operate as long as local residents did not agree with it.198
On April 12, 2011, the Xishan district government released a government instruction in which
three issues were proposed: (1) the Wuxi waste incineration power plant project would be
stopped until after the technical review organized by the Ministry of Environmental Protection
(MEP); (2) the expert commission dispatched by the MEP would comprehensively review the
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Wuxi waste incineration power plant project; and (3) the Wuxi waste incineration power plant
would not resume operations before the MEP made its final conclusion. 199 On April 13, the
Donggang town government stated that it would remove the shed constructed by the local
residents. On April 15, the shed was removed. The local residents did not trust the experts
invited by Wuxi Municipality and the Xishan district government, so they contacted some
experts themselves. On May 5, 2011, the Xishan district government invited Zhangyuan Zhao
from the Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences to give a lecture titled Waste
Incineration and Public Health. 200 Zhangyuan Zhao was a well-known expert who strongly
opposed waste incineration. Over four hundred residents attended this lecture. On May 8, the
expert commission designated by the MEP started its on-site investigation and finally concluded
that the Wuxi waste incineration power plant could start operation provided it further upgraded
its facilities. 201 The local residents were dissatisfied with this conclusion.202 Afterwards, they
began to find ways to impede the operation of the Wuxi waste incineration power plant. With the
help of the Centre for Legal Assistance to Pollution Victims (CLAPV), 203 local residents decided
to litigate against the Jiangsu Environmental Protection Development. However, the court
refused to handle this lawsuit because of time constraints.
On May 27, 2012, some old women went to the Donggang town government with the purpose
of expressing their opposition to the operation of the Wuxi waste incineration power plant. On
their way there, some of them were arrested by local police officers, and this caused great
disappointment among local residents. The latter required the police officers to release the
arrested persons, but the police officers refused to do so. As a result, a large-scale violent
confrontation occurred. Over one hundred residents got hurt, and tens of local residents were
arrested. In addition, it was reported about four thousand anti-riot police were dispatched to
handle the protest.204 Afterwards, no media reported this case, and relevant information online
was all deleted. Wuxi Municipality finally abandoned the waste incineration power plant.
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x Case 8: The Songjiang waste incineration power plant case in Shanghai in 2012
On May 17, 2012, the Songjiang Greening and Landscape Bureau announced that a new waste
incinerator, with an investment of 0.25 billion Renminbi, would be constructed in Songjiang
district. 205 On May 18, 2012, the official microblog of the Songjiang district government
announced this news. On May 22, 2012, the Songjiang Greening and City Landscape
Management Bureau publicly announced this news. It determined that Songjiang district would
construct a new waste incineration power plant, beside the earlier waste landfill. The Songjiang
waste incineration power plant would dispose of 500 tons of waste per day. On the same day, the
Shanghai Environmental Science Institute, the environmental impact assessment (EIA) institute,
released the EIA report, and it also stated that public opinions would be sounded from May 22 to
June 4.206
On May 27, 2012, about five hundred local residents in Songjiang took to the streets in order
to attract the attention of the Songjiang district government and Shanghai Municipality. They
assembled together and walked around the city center to express their opposition to the
construction of the Songjiang waste incineration power plant. On May 31, the director of the
Shanghai Greening and City Landscape Management Bureau commented in a local newspaper
that waste incineration was an important way to resolve the odor problem in Songjiang. One
week later, on June 2, 2012, one of the biggest commercial residential apartment projects held its
opening ceremony in Songjiang. Some senior government officials of the Songjiang district
government would attend this ceremony. When local residents learned this, they decided to go
there. To avoid the occurrence of violent confrontations, three representatives of local residents
met government officials, and they reached some agreements: (1) local residents would express
their complaints in a rational and peaceful way without banners and slogans, and after the
demonstration, they would leave the site as soon as possible; (2) local police would not harm and
arrest local residents; and (3) senior government officials would have a direct face-to-face
conversation with local residents. On June 2, about six hundred local residents assembled
together. However, this situation ultimately got out of control, resulting in a small-scale
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on

confrontation.207 On June 5, Tang Jiangfu, the general engineer of the Shanghai Greening and
City Landscape Management Bureau, stated that waste incineration would be further advanced
during the Twelfth Five-Year Plan Period (2010–2015). On June 8, 2012, the director of the
Songjiang Greening and City Landscape Management Bureau apologized to local residents, and
he defended the construction of the Songjiang waste incineration power plant, saying that it was
an important strategy for local governments in Songjiang to address the odor problem caused by
the Songjiang waste landfill. In addition, he suggested that collective ‘walking’ initiated by local
citizens was not the best way to express complaints.
On August 13, 2012, the Shanghai Environment Sciences Institute organized the second
information disclosure for the Tianma waste incineration power plant.208 Its first EIA report was
published on May 3, 2012.209 This implied that a new waste incineration power plant would be
constructed in the conjunction area of Songjiang district and Qingpu district, Shanghai, and
jointly constructed by the two districts. In future, it would be used to dispose of waste for the two
districts. However, citizens from both districts were opposed to the plant, and they published
online posts to oppose its construction. In December 2012, the EIA report for the Tianma waste
incineration power plant was released by the Shanghai Environment Sciences Institute. 210
Afterwards, Shanghai Municipality planned to organize a public hearing on the plant in January,
2013. However, this public hearing was criticized by local residents in Songjiang because they
believed that the Songjiang district government manipulated the public hearing. 211 The Tianma
waste incineration power plant was to begin operation in 2015. On December 3, 2013,
construction started.212
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x Case 9: The Kunming refinery project in 2013
In January, 2013, the Kunming refinery project was formally approved by the National
Development and Reform Commission. It would annually produce 10 million tons of
terephthalic acid (TPA) and 6.5 million tons of paraxylene (PX). On March 25, 2013, a post in a
microblog signed by Zheng Xiejian proposed that local residents in Kunming should oppose the
construction of the PX project in Kunming.213 Later, Kunming Municipality set ‘Kunming PX
Project’ as sensitive words, and all related online posts were censored. On March 29, Kunming
Municipality organized a press conference in which it announced that the industrial zone in
Caopu, Anning district, Kunming City, was established as the location for the construction of the
refinery project.214 On the same day, Green Kunming, a local voluntary organization, asked the
Yunnan Provincial Environmental Protection Department for the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) report for the Kunming PX project, but it did not receive any reply. 215 Local
residents in Kunming were worried about the potentially negative influence of the refinery
project on their health because Kunming City center was located upwind of it. On May 4, 2013,
about two thousand local Kunming residents assembled together in a city-center square. Later,
local police officers surrounded the square, and local residents were not allowed to enter it.
During this protest, no violent action occurred. Some photos of the collective action were posted
online, but were deleted soon. On the same day, the higher education institutes in Kunming
received a notification from the Kunming Communist Party Commission, stating that no faculty
or student was allowed to participate in the demonstration. On May 10, 2013, Kunming
Municipality organized a press conference in which the mayor stated that, if most local residents
disagreed with the construction of the PX project in Kunming, it would not be constructed. 216 On
May 16, 2013, more than two thousand local residents gathered in front of the provincial
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government headquarters. This drew a large police presence and began with one arrest, but
remained largely peaceful.217 At 4.30pm, Li Wenrong, the mayor of Kunming Municipality, met
the protesters. He claimed that he would personally supervise the EIA process for the refinery
plant. Afterwards, the protesters gave up their protest.
On May 25, 2013, the Anning Industry and Commerce Bureau released a notification that
local residents must register to buy masks. This notification was later widely criticized by many
mass media in China. Finally, it was cancelled. 218 On May 27, many regions in Kunming
implemented the real-name registration regulation for printing. In addition, the white T-shirts
that may be used as uniforms by local residents to organize collective actions were not allowed
to be sold in Kunming. These regulations were criticized by some national mass media, such as
Guangming Daily and People’s Daily (or Renmin Daily). 219 Five days later, the real-name
registration regulation was called off. From June 6 to 10, 2013, the China-South Asia Expo,
jointly hosted by the Yunnan provincial government and the Ministry of Commerce, was held in
Kunming.220
On June 24, a most important mouthpiece of the Chinese Communist Party, the People’s Daily,
commented that “PX is just a potential carcinogen like coffee that we drink every day”. 221
Moreover, the mass media in Kunming produced television programs showing the harmlessness
of PX. On June 25, the EIA report for the Kunming refinery project was released and concluded
that its environmental risks were acceptable.222 This report was attacked by local residents. The
Kunming Environmental Protection Bureau promised to implement information disclosure.223
Afterwards, an environmental organization in Kunming, Public and Environmental Affairs,
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asked for the full EIA report for the refinery project and for the PX project. On the afternoon of
June 25, the Kunming Environmental Protection Bureau provided the link to the EIA report of
the refinery project and stated that there was no report for the PX project. In addition, Kunming
Municipality established a one-month public participation in which local residents were allowed
to review the EIA report for the Kunming refinery project. Experts were invited to consult with
local residents. Meanwhile, formal construction of the Kunming refinery plant began. In
September 2013, Phoenix, a Hong Kong media source, reported that the PX project in Kunming
was to be constructed soon after the completion of the China–Myanmar oil pipeline. 224 In
addition, it was reported that outsiders were not allowed to conduct on-site investigations into the
Kunming PX project.225

x Case 10: The Pengzhou PX plant in 2013
Pengzhou City is an administrative county-level (district-level) city in China. It is part of
Chengdu City, Sichuan Province. The Pengzhou petrochemical project includes three mega
projects, namely, a 10 million-ton oil refinery project, an 800 thousand-ton ethylene project, and
a 1 million aromatics project. It was planned to be constructed by both the Chengdu
Petrochemical Company and the China Petrochemical Company between 2005 and 2020.226 The
Pengzhou PX plant is part of the Pengzhou petrochemical project. On April 20, 2013, an
earthquake occurred in Sichuan Province. The Pengzhou petrochemical plant was constructed
after the earthquake. Since the ‘420’ earthquake, local residents in Pengzhou were worried about
the potentially disastrous outcome for them if the plant was destroyed by an earthquake. To
address these rumors, the Sichuan Petrochemical Corporation conducted a comprehensive review
of the petrochemical plant and concluded that it had no safety problems.227 On April 29, 2013,
Chengdu Municipality stated that it would conduct a project assessment for the Pengzhou
petrochemical plant.228 To impede the formal operation of the Pengzhou petrochemical project,
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local residents planned to organize a demonstration in Chengdu City center on May 4. As the
Fortune Global Forum was to be hosted in Chengdu from June 6 to 8, 2013, Chengdu
Municipality realized that it should take action to prevent the demonstration.229 On May 3, the
Chengdu Police Department stated that it would organize a combat exercise, which was regarded
as an activity to prevent the demonstration on May 4 and 5, 2013.230 On May 3, local citizens in
Pengzhou voiced their worries about the potentially negative impact of the PX project in
Sichuan.231
Moreover, Chengdu Municipality rearranged the schedules of working days in Chengdu. It
replaced Saturday and Sunday with Monday and Tuesday. This meant that citizens in Chengdu
had to work on Saturday (May 4) and Sunday (May 5). On May 4 and 5, all students in Chengdu
were required to stay at schools to prevent their involvement in the demonstration.232 On May 4,
2013, Tianfu Square in Chengdu City center was closed to visitors, and many police were on
duty there. 233 Moreover, the Chengdu Police Department demanded that, if any printing
companies were asked to print anything related to the words, ‘health,’ ‘petrochemical project,’
‘Pengzhou,’ or ‘PX,’ they must report it. Because of these measures, the local residents’ planned
large-scale demonstration did not occur. Afterwards, local residents expressed their
disappointment in online forums. Many online posts criticizing the local governments in
Pengzhou were widely forwarded.
On the evening of May 5, 2013, the official microblog of a national mass medium, Renmin
Daily, released a post that claimed that Chengdu Municipality should resolve local residents’
disagreements through deliberation and mutual dialogue.
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On May 8, Renmin Daily
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commented that large-scale collective action was not the best way for Chinese citizens to address
their complaints. 235 Afterwards, the Sichuan Petrochemical Corporation stated that it would
establish a platform to facilitate communication among the public, entrepreneurs, and local
governments. Moreover, it promised that it would organize on-site visits for local residents to the
Pengzhou petrochemical plant.236 Thereafter, on-site visits were organized intensively. On May
10, 2013, over forty representatives of citizens were invited to have an on-site visit to the
Pengzhou petrochemical plant. On May 23, about fifty representatives visited it. From June 3 to
9, it was reported that about seven hundred representatives of Chengdu citizens visited the plant.
On June 28, it was reported that over fifty local Chengdu residents had an on-site visit to it. In
May 2013, China Central Television broadcast programs to inform the public of the harmless
nature of PX.237 From June 6 to 8, the Fortune Global Forum was hosted in Chengdu. 238 On June
24, Renmin Daily published a special column to describe the nature of PX, and many
authoritative experts were invited to confirm its harmlessness. 239 In August, 2013, Chengdu
Daily published comments to explain the importance of the petrochemical industry to people’s
daily life, and it publicly responded to local residents’ worries about the project’s safety problem.
Moreover, information about the Pengzhou petrochemical plant was provided, and some experts
from various academic fields made positive comments about the Pengzhou petrochemical plant.
In September, 2013, it was reported that the Pengzhou petrochemical plant would start trial
operation in October 2013.240 Regarding the PX plant in Pengzhou, no information was provided.
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Appendix 2: Interviewee list in China
No.

of

Location

respondent

interviewing

1

Nanjing

2

of

Personal information

Involving case

Government official in the

Tianjingwa

Pukou

incineration power plant

district

government,

Nanjing

case

Government official in the

No

Environmental
Bureau

in

Time

waste

March 17, 2014

13:00–13:45,

Protection
Pukou

10:30–11:15,

March 18, 2014

district,

Nanjing
3

Manager

of

industrial

4

the

park

Xingdian
in

Pukou

Tianjingwa

waste

incineration power plant

district, Nanjing City

case

Expert at Nanjing University

No

14:30–15:30,
March 18, 2014

11:00–11:45,
March 20, 2014

5

6

Beijing

Government official in Jiangsu

Tianjingwa

Provincial
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Expert at Tsinghua University

No
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13:00–14:00,
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7, 2014

7
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Central

University in Taiwan, China
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incineration power plant

16:00–17:00, April
10, 2014

case
8

Coordinator
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9
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of
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incineration power plant
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10, 2014
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16, 2014

case
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